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ABSTRACT 

 

 

I argue that the origins of disaster fiction as a literary genre are located in the Long 

Nineteenth Century. Disaster fiction is a genre as-yet undefined by literary criticism, and my 

project fills this lacuna by identifying the forms and tropes that constitute the genre. Focusing 

specifically on natural disasters varying in scope and severity from the local to the global, I relate 

eco-catastrophic fiction back to the contemporary scientific and sociological condition of 

nineteenth-century Britain. The discourse of natural catastrophe manifests from increasing 

ecological awareness and existential anxieties, particularly the confrontation with Deep Time and 

Deep Space, and the sense of vulnerability that comes from the knowledge of the insignificance 

of humanity in a vast, ancient, and uncaring universe. Throughout the Long Nineteenth Century, 

disaster fiction differentiates itself from apocalyptic fiction through a gradual process of 

secularization wherein the natural sciences rather than theology provide the impetus for 

catastrophe. The Romantic period lays the foundations of the genre by projecting the potential 

for destruction found in apocalyptic literature into a divinely ordered environment, where human 

activity (like pollution) becomes a transgression that merits retribution from catastrophic Nature. 

Romantic “Last Man” narratives personify Nature as an antagonist and establish the key tropes 

and images that come to define the genre. While disaster fiction disappears from the marketplace 

during the mid-Victorian period, surviving in other media, the late Victorian and Edwardian 

periods see a flourishing of the genre, in part thanks to an ideal niche in the illustrated Victorian 

periodicals. Disaster fiction becomes popular in part due to the high-profile eruption of Krakatau 

in 1883, and from a growing awareness of the potentially catastrophic human impact on the 

environment. Through dramatic destruction (including the ruination of landmarks), disaster 

fiction highlights the vulnerability of London’s urban infrastructure, making these stories into 
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precautionary narratives. Indeed, disaster fiction becomes a vehicle for writers to advocate the 

particular social, political, or religious reforms the author sees as necessary to stave off disaster, 

and the most catastrophic of disasters also provides a moment of radical change that permits the 

construction of utopia. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Counting the Ways the World Will End 

 

 

At the turning of the century, in 1900, Herbert C. Fyfe1 wrote an article for the July issue 

of Pearson’s Magazine entitled “How Will the World End?” Fyfe investigates a vast array of 

possible answers to his question: the oxygen may run out, electricity could set the atmosphere on 

fire, the sun may decline and condemn Earth to a perpetual Ice Age, a comet could strike the 

planet, newly evolved species could displace humanity from its dominion over the globe, a 

plague could wipe out our species, gravity may increase, oil extraction could hollow out the 

planet and cause it to collapse in on itself, civilization could be drowned in global floods, or 

contrariwise water may disappear from the surface of the planet and doom us all. Fyfe himself 

concedes that some scenarios are likelier than others because they carry the imprimatur of 

“[s]cientific men” while others are only the fevered imaginings of “[a]larmists” (n.p.); as a 

popularizer of science, he does not wish to exclude the more fantastic scenarios that would 

appeal to a broader reading public, but he does consider himself responsible for sorting them by 

their degree of scientific accuracy and the probability that they will come to pass. Yet Fyfe is not 

drawing a bright line separating science and fiction: the “men of learning and repute” he calls 

upon to lend credence to his assessments of the varying end-world possibilities include both 

scientists like Lord Kelvin and science fiction authors like H.G. Wells (n.p.). To Fyfe, fiction 

complements science, and skilled writers like Wells perform another kind of scientific 

popularizing by “draw[ing] … a strangely impressive picture of the end of the world” (n.p.); 

                                                           
1 At the time, Fyfe was employed by the Royal Institution of Great Britain, an organization dedicated to the 

promulgation of scientific research and education; in this function, he wrote a number of pieces for the popular press 

of the day on topics of science and technology, particularly military technology.  
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fiction serves to illustrate scientific concepts which, in their scope or remoteness, are often 

difficult to conceive and communicate.2 

Fyfe did not need to look very far for examples of catastrophic scenarios in fiction: the 

late Victorian and Edwardian periods were marked by a proliferation of narratives focused on 

disasters, both natural and man-made, in novels and the periodical magazines. Some featured 

premises similar to those in Fyfe’s accounting of end-world scenarios, like earthquakes, global 

fires and ice ages, while others invented still more situations to imperil their characters and 

sometimes the whole world, including crippling blizzards, deadly fogs, monstrous volcanic 

eruptions, and even more eclectic catastrophes besides. It is no coincidence that Fyfe was spurred 

to write this article, reacting to contemporary interest in the concept of the end of the world, in 

1900: such landmark changes in the calendar spur millennial sentiment, and for the late 

Victorians, the sense of an approaching ending was further reinforced by anxieties over the 

perceived degeneration in English society and the perceived decline of the British Empire, tied to 

a once-mighty but now aged queen (who would, indeed, die in January 1901).  

Yet the symbolism of the date does not alone account for the appearance and explosion of 

catastrophic fiction in the preceding and subsequent decades. The greatest cause was the 

Victorians’ increasing knowledge, through discoveries in disciplines like geology and 

astronomy, of just how small and vulnerable humanity appears in the vastness of Deep Space and 

Deep Time. This new conception of the universe as an immense, mechanistic, and uncaring place 

leads Fyfe to declare that it is “Science, cold and calculating, [which] has foretold the physical 

                                                           
2 Fyfe’s use of a visual lexicon in his discussion of the role of fiction is particularly apt to the format of the late 

Victorian periodicals to which he contributed, whose appeal derived in part from illustrations. Fyfe’s article was, 

itself, illustrated by Warwick Goble (one of Pearson’s most frequent illustrators); moreover, three of the four 

illustrations that accompany the article depict incidents from Wells’s stories, further demonstration of fiction’s 

illustrative role (see Figure 1). 
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end of the world” (n.p.); not prophets or madmen, but empirical evidence and scientific 

consensus, have pronounced the doom of species, secularizing the apocalyptic as intrinsic to the 

natural condition of the planet. In this context, it is not surprising that the speculative writers of 

the period were compelled to investigate those catastrophes that stemmed from the mechanistic 

processes of Nature, or ill-advised human interventions into Nature, and in so doing created the 

literary genre we now know as disaster fiction.  

DISASTER FICTION AND LITERARY CRITICISM 

In this thesis I argue that disaster fiction, as a distinct genre, emerged over the course of 

the Long Nineteenth Century. The range of the texts I consider span the period of time from the 

1790s to 1914; my argument sees disaster fiction as emergent in the work of certain Romantic 

poets and prose writers, while the epochal shift caused by the First World War changes the 

general tone of catastrophic fiction away from environmental causes and towards warfare and 

other examples of humanity’s internecine brutality. I choose to focus on natural disasters to 

explore the relationship of humanity with Nature, though the concept of natural disaster is one 

that requires negotiation, as I will discuss in the next section. My thesis focuses primarily on 

British literature because my research has demonstrated that disaster fiction was most common 

in Britain, though I make reference instances of disaster fiction in other countries and languages 

where relevant. Although my interest in this period’s disaster fiction both flows from and 

informed my training as a scholar of the Long Nineteenth Century, I believe that research into 

the origins of disaster fiction is critical to establishing a base of scholarship on a genre that has so 

far received little far less critical attention than it merits.  

My interest in disaster fiction was first spurred when I discovered the cluster of 

catastrophic fiction that appears in the late Victorian period in the course of prior research into 
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the polar fiction of the nineteenth century. Curious, I wondered if any scholarship had tried to 

account for this phenomenon, and I found that there existed almost no literary criticism on this 

issue. Since the outset of this project, a series of French scholars have examined ecology and 

apocalyptic fiction, including Hicham-Stéphane Afeissa, Jean-Marc Gouanvic, and Hélène 

Machinal, but English-language criticism on disaster fiction remains very limited, and while the 

genre is conceptually intelligible, few have attempted to define and study it as a literary genre. 

Certainly criticism exists on specific authors and individual works of disaster fiction (whether or 

not they are termed as such), but apart from the aforementioned French scholars only Patrick 

Parrinder, in his 1995 article “From Mary Shelley to The War of the Worlds: The Thames Valley 

Catastrophe,” attempts to treat a number of catastrophic narratives in a collective and 

comparative fashion, and Parrinder has not revisited the topic since. Consequently, one of my 

chief purposes in writing this thesis is to help remedy the dearth of scholarship addressing 

disaster fiction as a genre. 

Lingering prejudice towards popular genre fiction in academia may account, in part, for 

the lack of scholarly interest in disaster fiction until recently. In my selection of texts, the 

presence of speculative disaster was my overriding criterion, and I have made no explicit 

differentiation between canonical and non-canonical texts, or high culture versus low culture; the 

authors range from famous poets to obscure pulp fiction authors. As genre fiction, however, most 

of the texts I consider fall under the rubric of popular literature, and even when considering 

canonical authors like Lord Byron, Edgar Allan Poe or Arthur Conan Doyle, I tend to focus on 

their lesser-known texts, since disaster fiction remains a critically understudied area. 

In this project, I delineate between speculative disaster fiction, concerning events that 

have not yet happened, and historical disaster fiction, narratives whose action takes place against 
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the backdrop of a known historical catastrophe (like the destruction of Pompeii or the sinking of 

the Titanic). I focus my research on the former, because speculative disaster fiction 

quantitatively makes up the majority of the genre, and because—as I will discuss in Chapter 3—

historical disaster fiction tends to be far less focused on the relationship between humans and 

Nature, at least in the nineteenth century.3 I contend that speculative disaster fiction should 

generally be considered a subset of science fiction, even as disaster fades into a number of 

proximate genres, particularly in the time period under consideration.4 Disaster fiction often 

overtly employs the trappings of science fiction, taking place in distant futures or featuring new 

technologies, but I would argue that even in a narrative set in the author’s contemporary culture 

and featuring a previously known type of catastrophe (like an earthquake or volcano), the 

disaster itself is always a speculative element: new disasters take place in the future, even if the 

immediate future, and such fiction anticipates a major event that brings disruptions to society and 

the environment, and after which alterations the setting are no longer coterminous with the 

author’s contemporary present. (By contrast, historical disaster fiction is not science fiction, 

since the event is already part of received history.5) 

That categorization of speculative disaster fiction depends on how science fiction is itself 

defined, for which there are two major schools of thought: author and historian of science fiction 

Brian Aldiss, in Billion Year Spree: The History of Science Fiction (1973), argues for an 

                                                           
3 My research into the historiography of disaster fiction leads me to believe that speculative disaster fiction 

continues to vastly outnumber historical disaster fiction in the twentieth century, but further research would be 

required for a precise quantitative account, and to evaluate the place of Nature in more recent works of historical 

disaster fiction. 
4 I have always found it useful to conceive of genre as a Venn diagram (see Figure 2). In this case, the circle 

represented by disaster fiction overlaps almost entirely with the circle of science fiction, and the area of disaster 

fiction that lies outside science fiction is historical fiction. The combination of disaster fiction and science fiction 

also overlaps in part with apocalyptic fiction, plague narratives, and the Victorian genre of invasion literature. 
5 Unless some further genre element is added, like the time-traveling disaster tourism of Catherine L. Moore and 

Henry Kutner’s novella Vintage Season (1946). 
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approach predicated on content and setting, by which science fiction is recognizable by its 

premises and tropes; in contrast, science fiction scholar Darko Suvin, in Metamorphoses of 

Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (1979), emphasizes narrative 

structure, particularly cognitive estrangement and the presence of a novum (a scientifically 

plausible innovation that drives the narrative), dismissing fiction that merely adopts the tropes of 

the genre (like travel through space or time) without contributing an original concept. Aldiss’ 

extensive historiography includes a large array of disaster narratives, at times explicitly 

identified as a specific literary grouping,6 whereas Suvin does not engage with disaster fiction. In 

this thesis, I align myself with Aldiss: the transformation of a familiar locale, like London, into a 

catastrophized setting is a speculative act that belongs to the realm of science fiction. However, I 

also argue that certain catastrophic narratives can be considered science fiction under Suvin’s 

definition as well, because the catastrophe itself is scientifically plausible but altered in some 

fashion (like size or location) that makes it into a novum, while the characters are cognitively 

estranged from familiar environments and Nature generally during and after the catastrophe.  

Because science fiction was largely disregarded by professional literary critics until it 

began gaining acceptance in the academy in the 1970s, a parallel structure emerged amongst lay 

experts and other aficionados of the genre to anthologize and discuss SF narratives (particularly 

older, out of print texts); Brian Aldiss, who entered SF theory canon through his extensive 

account of the genre’s history, is the best known of these anthologists. Some of the collections 

produced in this fashion include sections devoted to gathering catastrophic fiction; in researching 

and writing this thesis, I have drawn upon the efforts of anthologists like Sam Moskowitz, Jack 

Adrian, and Hilary and Dik Evans. But while these collections include valuable historical and 

                                                           
6 For instance, Aldiss coins the term “Cosy Catastrophe” to define a subset of disaster fiction emerging in mid-

twentieth-century Britain (Trillion Year Spree 252-255). 
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bibliographic data, they provide only a little commentary, which tends to lack the rigor of literary 

criticism. This thesis therefore constitutes one of the first efforts to apply literary criticism to this 

body of work. 

Disaster fiction does overlap with apocalyptic fiction, for which there is a considerable 

body of critical work;7 however, these genres should not be considered coterminous for two 

important reasons: the role of religion, and the scope of the catastrophe. W. Warren Wagar’s 

Terminal Visions: The Literature of Last Things (1982) was tremendously helpful in outlining 

the scope of this project, as, like the anthologists, he brings together a large quantity of end-

world literature to which he applies an argument about the development of eschatology in 

literature. However, even though Wagar acknowledges the process of secularization that takes 

place in several of the genres he examines, his ultimate concern is with theology and its 

manifestations in apocalyptic literature; when texts become too secular, they fall out of the 

purview of his book. Despite Wagar’s influence on this project, I break with him in a number of 

respects, foremost of which is the role of religion. While it is now commonplace to describe as 

“apocalyptic” any narrative that takes place during or after the collapse of human civilization, 

regardless of the presence or absence of theology in the text, this is a function of the 

preponderance of end-world scenarios in secular SF in the twentieth century and onwards, absent 

competition (and therefore a need to differentiate) from major and popular literary tradition of 

religious visions of the end of the world.8 But during the Long Nineteenth Century, religious 

apocalyptic fiction was a distinct literary genre with its own tradition and place in the literary 

                                                           
7 Scholars who have worked on apocalyptic themes include James Berger, Malcolm Bull, Richard Dellamora, Frank 

Kermode, David J. Leigh, and Slavoj Zizek, to name just a few of the most influential in this field. 
8 Such texts are plentiful, but only rarely escape the ghetto of Christian literature (a genre in its own right) to 

penetrate mainstream consciousness; the Left Behind series of novels is one of the few to have reached a broader 

market of consumers beyond its targeted evangelical audience. 
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market,9 a genre that disaster fiction pushed against, defining itself by the contrast between 

theological and secular causes. Fyfe raises the topic of religion only briefly in his article, as a 

token acknowledgement of the inspiration to be found in Biblical prophecy, but he very rapidly 

declares eschatology “out of our province” in his consideration of scientific/literary hypotheses 

about the end of the word (n.p.). Indeed, he closes his brief section on religion by heaping “great 

ridicule” upon apocalyptic preachers and reducing their predictions to doggerel verse (n.p.), 

showing overt disdain for this mode of catastrophic thinking. While the relationship between 

disaster fiction and religion is a complex one, subject to ongoing scrutiny throughout the course 

of this thesis, Fyfe is correct in differentiating between religious narratives and the scenarios in 

his article and popular fiction that draw upon science rather than theology to provide the 

conceptual tools to imagine the end of the world. I argue that disaster fiction is marked by a 

general trend, beginning in the Romantic period, that secularizes the apocalyptic in order to 

create a genre where reified Nature or humanity becomes the perpetrator of the great destruction 

that was previously the exclusive domain of the Divine. 

The scope of such destruction is another critical aspect in which I break with Wagar, and 

the apocalyptic generally. Wagar’s aim is to examine any literature that causes the extinction of 

humanity or destruction of the world, regardless of the cause: natural disasters, human warfare, 

plague, alien invasion, the rise of Antichrist—all are acceptable so long as the scope of the 

destruction they wreak is global. While many works of disaster fiction are global in scope, and 

several such texts will be considered in this thesis, disaster fiction also encompasses events of 

smaller size and far more limited scope, restricted to very specific locales like London, the 

                                                           
9 Robert Hugh Benson’s Lord of the World (1907) is one of the most influential Christian apocalyptic narratives 

from this period, and a good example of how authors could borrow science fiction trappings and a pulp sensibility to 

create religious literature that had broad public appeal. 
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favourite target of the late Victorian and Edwardian authors. When it comes to natural disasters 

particularly, our historical experience indicates that the vast majority of such events visit their 

devastation in a very geographically prescribed area; it is the exceptional natural disaster that 

affects broad swathes of territory, though such unusual events provide much inspiration for 

authors of speculative disaster narratives. As a result, in this thesis I seek a different set of 

critical stakes from those gained by the exclusive literary study of global apocalypses; I argue 

that disaster fiction as a genre possesses a large spectrum on which the severity of catastrophic 

events can be mapped, and the ability to scale from the local to the global allows disaster writers 

to use their narratives as precautionary lessons on topics from disaster preparedness to humility 

before Nature. 

There is one field in which the representation of disasters has gained increasing attention: 

film studies. I suggest another reason why disaster fiction, particularly the older texts I consider, 

had escaped the notice of literary scholars until recently is because we are now habituated to 

think of fictional disasters as the domain of cinema. This is not to say that disaster is absent from 

modern literature—I will discuss such examples shortly—but since the 1950s the most visible 

and, increasingly, the most numerous form of catastrophe fiction has been the disaster film. 

There are good reasons why this is the case: disaster lends itself quite readily to the visual 

spectacle that film, as a medium, is best positioned to deliver, while the disaster film formula, in 

presenting Nature as the non-human antagonist, is both flexible and familiar, able to deliver 

favorite Hollywood moral lessons ranging from national pride to humility before Nature, from 

the importance of family to racial reconciliation. Susan Sontag was one of the first critics to 

tackle disaster cinema in her essay “The Imagination of Disaster” (Against Interpretation, 1966); 

however, the essay went largely unremarked, and had little legacy until Stephen Keane’s 
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Disaster Movies: The Cinema of Catastrophe (2001), after which there has been a slow but 

steady scholarship on disaster movies. The inherent differences in media and period severely 

limits the applicability of disaster film studies to this current project. However, one aspect of 

disaster cinema relevant to its nineteenth-century progenitors is the habit in such films for 

catastrophes to destroy recognizable landmarks, like the Golden Gate Bridge or the Statue of 

Liberty, whose ruined images are frequently used in promotional materials. This kind of 

monumental destruction, as I have termed the phenomenon, becomes popular in disaster fiction 

of the late Victorian and Edwardian period, particularly in the era’s periodicals as they could be 

accompanied by illustrations of afflicted landmarks, with St. Paul’s Cathedral a particularly 

favoured target. 

Finally, I wish to express my conviction that, though disaster fiction has been largely 

neglected up until recently, the field is primed for rapid growth. From my experience in 

discussing catastrophe literature with fellow scholars at conferences, through correspondence, 

and on a dedicated listserv I have founded, I know that this thesis is only one of several projects 

currently underway that seek to bring disaster fiction to the attention of literary criticism (and 

vice versa) in both Francophone contexts, were several publications have already appeared, and 

in the Anglophone contexts, still in development. For example, Françoise Lavocat is working on 

a monograph on nineteenth-century French disaster fiction and Alexandra Rahr is doing the same 

for disaster in twentieth-century American literature. One of the challenges in working in a 

relatively nascent field is the lack of unifying scholarly figures, cornerstone critical texts, and 

keyword terms by which scholars working in the same area can readily identify and locate one 

another; projects like the listserv exist, in part, to coalesce disparate work being performed on 

disaster across media, genres, languages and time periods into a coherent discipline. There are 
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also several recent trends in contemporary literary criticism which approach disaster fiction, 

working from the perspective of the ongoing and catastrophic human impact on the global 

environment, including the use of risk theory in literary analysis,10 and the study of climate 

change fiction (sometimes abbreviated as “cli-fi”).11 The older forms of the disaster fiction genre 

studied here will provide a basis from which to better understand both the tradition and the 

theoretical work emerging in contemporary disaster fiction. 

THEORY AND METHODS 

One of the commonalities shared by the emergent approaches to catastrophic literature, 

including this thesis, is ecocriticism. Yet this critical discipline, itself relatively youthful, has in 

the last decade diversified into a multitude of approaches. The approach taken in this thesis was 

inspired by the ecocritical work of James McKusick at the outset of my graduate career, and my 

initial decision to focus this thesis on natural disasters partially derived from the belief that 

ecocriticism and the literature of natural disasters each had something important to contribute to 

the other. Ecocriticism could rectify a problem I found apparent in much literary criticism about 

apocalyptic literature, which tends to be dismissive of plot and overlook the actual events that 

bring about the apocalypse in search of a symbolic register; an ecocritical approach would allow 

me to examine the physicality of catastrophic events themselves, and their interpellation in 

discourses of science, nature and theology. At the same time, ecocriticism has generally been 

focused on the typically deleterious effects of humanity on Nature, which, though a 

tremendously vital area of inquiry, threatens to overlook the importance of the inverse 

                                                           
10 Notable examples of recent work linking risk, prevention, and contemporary literature include Eva Horn’s Zukunft 

als Katastrophe. Fiktion und Prävention (The Future as Catastrophe: Fiction and Prevention) (2014) and Molly 

Wallace’s Risk Criticism (2016). 
11 See Adeline Johns-Putra and Adam Trexler, “Climate change in literature and literary criticism” for a recent 

survey, although the field has continued to flourish since this article was written. 
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relationship, in which humanity is vulnerable to Nature. Shakespearean scholar Simon C. Estok 

has recently pioneered the term “ecophobia” to designate “an irrational and groundless hatred of 

the natural world” which he believes lies at the root of our ongoing disregard and destruction of 

the environment (132); yet while it is certainly irrational to destroy that which sustains our 

existence, I disagree with Estok’s claim that hatred (or, more properly, fear) of Nature is 

irrational or groundless.12 In reading disaster fiction, I illustrate the many ways in which 

humanity has come to feel vulnerable to and therefore fear the environment, whether through 

specific calamities like volcanoes or tsunamis that kill large numbers of people, or in the 

discovery, through nineteenth-century science, of the species’ insignificance when set against the 

vast scales of Deep Space and Deep Time. Disaster fiction articulates our fear of a hostile or 

uncaring Nature. 

Ecocriticism has witnessed a great deal of diversification since its inception, particularly 

over the last decade as the practice of ecocriticism has been productively fused with various 

other approaches to literary analysis. Literary ecocriticism emerged from and has focused 

heavily on the Romantic period: Jonathan Bate’s The Song of the Earth, James McKusick’s 

Green Writing: Romanticism and Ecology, and The Green Studies Reader, edited by Laurence 

Coupe13—all published in 2000, and foundational to the discipline—explore the relationship 

between the poet, the environment, and the broader implications for the ideology of nature in the 

Romantic period, and therefore our own (since Romantic ideology is foundational to modern 

ideology). Since then, Romantic texts have continued to dominate ecocritical production;14 even 

                                                           
12 Estok’s “ecophobia” has yet to gain traction in broader ecocritical discourse, and his definition may be the reason 

why; this definition is the reason why I do not employ “ecophobia” nor any other term in my discussion of fear and 

hostility in humanity’s relationship to Nature, which I consider too complex to be readily encapsulated. 
13 Coupe’s collection is tellingly subtitled From Romanticism to Ecocriticism, as Blake, Wordsworth, and Coleridge 

are the first contributors, demonstrating how central Romanticism is to the literary study of the environment. 
14 Such is the extent of Romanticism’s dominance in the field that Ashton Nichols entitled his 2011 book Beyond 

Romantic Ecocriticism to signal his break with this common pairing of period and theory. 
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a dissenter from the foundational practices of ecocriticism, like Timothy Morton, uses the 

Romantics to articulate his oppositions. Ecocriticism has been deployed, borrowed, or imported 

into many other periods and fields of inquiry since its inception (as I do in extending ecocriticism 

to genre fiction), most productively by contemporary fiction, as evidenced by movements like 

risk theory and climate change studies; there’s an immediacy between the Romantic concern 

with the environment and its perils, and our own contemporary attempts to deal with a planetary 

ecology on the brink of disaster. However, as Jesse Oak Taylor points out in his aptly entitled 

2015 article “Where is Victorian Ecocriticism?”: “The most striking thing about … Victorian 

ecocriticism is that there is so little of it” (877), a perplexing lacuna which the Victorian chapters 

in this thesis will help alleviate. 

 In a recent (2010) revision and re-issue of Green Writing, McKusick sketches out a 

tripartite division to the different types of ecocritical research.15 One critical method, pioneered 

by David McCracken and Lawrence Buell, seeks out “environmental text[s]” in which the 

environment is a presence in and of itself, a figurative character, and connects the environment 

thus depicted to “the lived experience of writers ... whose psychic and spiritual roots extend deep 

into their home soil” (McKusick, Green Writing xi).16 Researchers following this type of 

ecocritical inquiry examine poems and other texts side by side with the geographical context in 

which they were produced,17 and the relationship of natural features to their imagistic depictions. 

                                                           
15 While McKusick is focused on Romantic ecocriticism as his area of expertise, there is no reason why this schema 

should not be applied to ecocritical research in any other period, which lack only the scholarly body of research that 

has already been performed on Romantic texts.  
16 McKusick’s use of “lived experienced” as a descriptor, however, poses an obvious challenge to ecocriticism on 

speculative fiction. In this thesis, texts such as “Thames Valley Catastrophe” rely extensively on descriptions of the 

lands around London which were part of the lived experience of Grant Allen, yet the speculative literature performs 

transformations upon the landscape that alienate the landscape both for the audience and from the purposes of 

academically contextualizing a text within its environment. 
17 I must add a caveat to McKusick’s description, inasmuch as the historical distances involved and the near-

inevitability of the (human) transformation our environments, means the comparisons must always rely on historical 
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The second approach “involves the study of the history of ideas,” specifically ideas about nature, 

including concepts like ecology and wilderness (xi). This avenue of investigation is typically 

diachronic in outlook, as it often seeks to discover the links between past and present ideas in an 

effort to identify the prejudices and ideological blind spots that arise from our intellectual 

heritage, and uncover alternative, overlooked methods of thinking about nature and our 

relationship to it. The final approach is one McKusick describes as “existential,” which 

acknowledges the physical reality in which nature-writing takes place, and the reciprocal 

relationship between text and environment (xii). This branch is interested the way methods of 

production influence nature writing, and it is this approach which recognizes the constructed, 

sometimes urban context in which texts about some projected, external nature are produced. 

However, recent ecocritics like Ashton Nichols have been careful to recognize the literary 

descriptions of urban locales as environmental texts in their own right, made of their own 

particular materials and populated by their own varieties of vegetation and animals, most notably 

humans. 

To be concise, the three ecological approaches could be described as focusing on the 

environment-in-text, environment-as-text, and text-in-environment, respectively. Most 

ecocritical projects will likely connect, to some degree, with all these considerations. In this 

thesis, I conduct close readings of Nature as its exists within the pages of these texts and look at 

the evolution of the narrative landscape; I chronicle the ideological origin and history of a genre 

inherently connected to human conceptions of the environment and the broader universe; and I 

consider how these texts emerge from and impact their social context. There are other influential 

approaches to ecocriticism which I do not engage with here: for instance, Timothy Morton has 

                                                           
reconstructions. The landscape we experience is not the same that the historical poets experienced, and the 

contextualization performed by this kind of research must always be a species of archaeology. 
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led a philosophical and poststructuralist challenge to ecocriticism, starting in Ecology Without 

Nature (2007), but I do not engage with Morton because, like many of the apocalyptic theories, 

his framework does not allow me to address the physicality of a natural disaster. Other 

ecocritical pathways include ecofeminism, postcolonial ecology, or, in the case of Nicole 

Seymour’s Strange Natures (2013) queer ecology; I largely deal with the issues raised by such 

specific theoretical methods elsewhere,18 in order to focus on creating a core descriptive and 

comparative analysis of a broad range of texts with diverse concerns, to be used as a launching 

point for future critical work. 

One issue which ecocriticism has struggled with, particularly as it has diversified 

theoretically, is the proper definition of Nature. Early works of ecocriticism uncritically adopted 

a culturally conventional definition of Nature as synonymous with wilderness, focused on 

landscapes and non-human habitats, which reinforced the idea of Nature as something external to 

humanity. Later critics have sought to both incorporate humanity into our ideas of Nature, as a 

key part of the world’s many ecosystems, and incorporate Nature into humanity, and in so doing 

work against the dangerous notion that we are a species which exists apart from our environment 

and the natural laws that govern all life on this planet. Even as ecocritics like Nichols and 

Seymour have sought to highlight the ecology of human environments like city, and the 

materiality of our involvement and interdependence with Nature, others like Morton have gone 

into the opposite direction, to suggest that there is no material Nature accessible outside of 

cultural constructions and anthropocentrism. In this thesis I do not attempt to reconcile these 

strands of thought, or offer up a new definition of Nature; I believe the concept of Nature is both 

                                                           
18 For instance, I engage with queer ecology and Shelley’s Last Man in “‘So Very Natural an Occurrence’: 

Engendering Nature’s Antagonism in Romantic ‘Last Man’ Narratives,” a chapter in the forthcoming edited 

collection Gender & Environment in Science Fiction. 
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capacious and fluid, and to limit ourselves to a single definition is to neglect how conceptions of 

environment shift over the course of western ideological history. In this thesis alone, two very 

different conceptions of Nature emerge from the periods under consideration. The Romantic idea 

of Nature is suffused with the divine, synonymous with Creation, and because of this spiritual 

overlay it is also possible for the environment to be entangled with a vast array of ideologies, 

often expressing themselves in the personification, or other assignation of purpose and motive, to 

Nature. In contrast, the idea of the environment in the late Victorian and Edwardian periods is 

secular, physical, material—much less responsive to thoughts or ideas, but far older and more 

complexly intertwined in various relationships between the planet and the biosphere, including 

humans and their sometimes disastrous effects on the environment.  

My selection of disasters to survey is informed by ecocritical theory. From the outset of 

the project, I knew I wanted to investigate natural disasters, because this remains a critically 

understudied area (unlike, for instance, more conventionally apocalyptic scenarios like global 

warfare); however, I rapidly discovered that my assumptions about a clear distinction between 

natural disasters and catastrophes that come about due to anthropogenic causes needed to be 

challenged. I was, of course, aware of the ongoing discussions about the Anthropocene, the new 

epoch wherein the regular climatic, evolutionary, and geological processes of the planet and its 

biosphere are being subsumed by the impact of human action on the environment, most notably 

leading to climate change and the Holocene extinction. I was likewise aware that the 

Anthropocene is typically dated back to the Industrial Revolution, not coincidently the same time 

period where I identify the first examples of disaster fiction, yet assumed anthropogenic impacts 

would not, in the nineteenth century, be so overt as the ones we witness today. What I discovered 

during the course of my research is that all disasters that impact humans are also intrinsically 
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involved in human affairs, and this is all the truer in disaster fiction, where the causal link 

between human action and catastrophe need not be purely a question of physical impacts, but can 

operate at moral and symbolic levels. As I will demonstrate in Chapter 2, the emergence of 

disaster fiction is partially a reaction to industrialism and pollution, responding to an early 

environmental sensibility that perceived human action on the environment as trespasses against 

the divinely-ordered natural world, and that Nature would take its revenge. 

Even catastrophes that belong to the Deep Time geological processes of the planets, such 

as volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, and which manifest without any apparent human 

involvement, are very much influenced by human factors when it comes to evaluating their 

severity: habitation patterns, construction quality, and all kinds of social and economic factors 

come into play when determining vulnerability to disasters. This thesis, indeed, identifies a 

tension in disaster fiction between narratives that emphasize the equality of all humans in the 

face of death and/or a vast, uncaring universe, and other stories that are explicit in mapping 

disasters along class lines and argue that the already underprivileged members of a society 

always suffer disproportionately during disaster scenarios.19 Ultimately, I have chosen to focus 

on disasters that appear to emerge from the natural environment, whether or not subsequent 

investigations discover a causal link to human action or morality, with a sampling of texts 

featuring both scenarios. In other words, rather than texts principally concerned about humans’ 

relationships to one another (which is the focus of apocalyptic narratives premised on warfare), I 

wanted texts that first and foremost illustrate humanity’s relationship to Nature.  

With this goal in mind, I refined the large pool of potential catastrophes depicted in the 

disaster fiction based on the qualitative features of a disaster, the frequency with which it appears 

                                                           
19 The ability to make such a contrast is one of the benefits of disaster fiction’s broad spectrum of severity, as 

smaller and more localized disasters reveal these class patterns, while global disasters tend to obviate them.  
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in the literature of the period, and the suitability of that disaster to literary depictions. For 

instance, Chapter 2 examines Mary Shelley’s plague narrative The Last Man as part of a 

Romantic fixation with Last Man narratives; but in the Victorian/Edwardian portion of the thesis, 

I do not revisit plague narratives like Jack London’s The Scarlet Plague (1912). The shift from 

the miasma theory of infection to the germ theory of infection over the course of the Long 

Nineteenth Century meant that plague narratives likewise shift from a threat inherent in the 

environment to stories about the asymmetric biological struggle between rival species.20 There 

are many works of fiction in the late Victorian and Edwardian period concerned with the struggle 

between species, but these rival species are often not coterminous with Nature, and would 

distract from my focus on threats that emerge from the environment itself.21  

Because this thesis seeks to define the origins of a genre, it is an inherently diachronic 

and comparative project, and my analysis is enabled by a critical mass of stories on a particular 

subject, which often determined why a specific disaster, like a volcanic eruption, was chosen for 

a chapter while another, like earthquakes, was not. I believe the quantity of texts focused on a 

disaster is a reflection of social and literary concerns that give rise to disaster fiction. I account 

for the social factors that made volcanism so popular in Victorian culture, or made fogs and 

blizzards such a concern of late Victorian speculative writers, in their respective chapters.  

Finally, not all disasters are equally suited to literary treatment; for instance, I explain 

why storms (as opposed to blizzards) are infrequent in Victorian disaster fiction in Chapter 5. As 

another example, the topic of earthquakes also suffers because of the associated literary 

                                                           
20 Or rival nations, as the discoveries of germ theory further enabled the weaponization of disease. For instance, in 

W. L. Alden’s “The Purple Death” (Cassell’s Magazine, February 1895), the protagonist prevents a newly 

engineered plague from falling into the hands of belligerent states and their anarchist opponents.  
21 While a story like Wells’s “The Empire of the Ants” (1905), for instance, closely aligns the antagonists with the 

natural world, many other such texts, like Wells’s The War of the Worlds (1897) or Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1987) 

instead portray the rival species as unnatural beings. 
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challenges in centering a story (let alone a novel) on an event that occurs so quickly, and 

generally does not allow protagonists the chance to take an active role; while earthquakes occur 

frequently in disaster fiction, they are always the secondary effect of another disaster which is 

the main focus of the narrative.22 These three criteria—the source, quantity, and centrality of a 

catastrophe—informed the selection of chapter topics. 

Most chapters begin with a review of contemporaneous science relevant to the disaster 

under consideration in that chapter. Because this thesis is focused on natural disasters, the Earth 

sciences are the primary field of study I draw upon; and within this field, geology is the most 

influential discipline, as the revelations of geological time and the extinct species found in the 

fossil record was instrumental in alienating humanity from its privileged position as a species 

favoured by the divine and inhabiting a world created “for the special benefit of the human race,” 

as Fyfe puts it (n.p.). This thesis consequently relies both on works of scientific historiography 

and on prior scholarship on the relationship between science and literature. I do not here engage 

in a literary investigation of nineteenth-century scientific texts themselves, as they relate to 

disasters, although this would be a fascinating research project; literary investigations into 

scientific texts as literature, including the general scientific background I draw upon, have 

already been conducted by excellent scholars like George Levine, Gillian Beer, Noah 

Heringman, Adelene Buckland, and Pamela Gossin, amongst others. My purpose in including 

introductions to contemporaneous discipline is to demonstrate the vital role of science in crafting 

a secular, mechanistic worldview that sees disastrous events as emergent from the very 

                                                           
22 But different forms of media will allow other disasters to take center stage. Booth identifies two instances of 

nineteenth-century melodramatic theatre focused on earthquakes: the 1828 musical theatre production The 

Earthquake; or the Spectre of the Nile, and Claudian, an 1883 play by W. G. Wills, wherein an earthquake levels the 

palace of a cursed pagan nobleman. These productions were able to use the set technology to simulate the 

earthquake on stage, by all accounts an impressive special effect (65-6). 
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environment, and thus requires the constant renegotiation between human ability to understand 

the natural world and the increasing sense of vulnerability that comes with this greater 

understanding.   

THESIS STRUCTURE 

One of the main purposes of this thesis is to demonstrate that disaster fiction emerged 

during the Long Nineteenth Century, which is an argument about the adaptation of narrative 

patterns, the formation of tropes, and the delineation of generic boundaries to establish a distinct 

identity and carve out a spot in the literary marketplace, both ideational and economic. But as 

genres are defined as a grouping of texts, it is also in part a quantitative argument; while it was 

impossible to discuss every piece of disaster fiction I uncovered in this period, I believe the 

breadth of texts examined and referenced will establish the veracity of this quantitative 

argument. To visualize this aspect of the argument, Table 1 provides a generous (though not 

exhaustive) and representative sampling of disaster fiction in this period, which also 

demonstrates the variety of potential disasters and the frequency with which they appear in the 

fiction of the period.23 

The thesis is divided into two unequal parts focused first on the Romantic period and 

second on the late Victorian and Edwardian period, in which I locate the development of disaster 

fiction in two separate stages. The Romantic period is witness to the critical ideological shifts 

that move catastrophic fiction out of the religious realm and into the domain of reified Nature, 

and the texts of the period provide the first instantiations of tropes that will come to define the 

genre later on. However, the amount of catastrophic literature this period produces is limited, and 

                                                           
23 One caveat: the chart does not demonstrate how central a disaster is to the narrative, only that it appears. As will 

be discussed in individual chapters, it is common for a central catastrophe to be accompanied by many secondary 

disasters, but to illustrate this would render the chart overly involved. 
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the genre as such vanishes for nearly fifty years. In the late Victorian and Edwardian period 

catastrophic literature undergoes a resurgence tied to contemporary scientific and social 

developments, being consistently produced in large numbers over the course of several decades; 

though disaster fiction’s profile will, from this point on, crest and fall in accordance with popular 

trends, it never vanishes from the literary marketplace again.24 Therefore, while the Romantic 

period is foundational to the genre, I would say disaster fiction truly comes into its own during 

the late Victorian period. Individual chapters will cover specific social trends that account for 

this, but one overarching reason for the greater success of disaster fiction at this point is media 

technology: the development of popular periodicals publications that run short fiction like The 

Strand and Pearson’s Magazine. The short story format of the periodicals lent itself well to 

stories often focused on plot and setting, while the illustrations that accompanied many such 

publications provided the sense of spectacle that the genre excels at. Whether in the periodicals, 

or as novels, disaster fiction found its niche as popular, even pulp fiction. 

In Chapter 1, I describe the initial transition from religious apocalyptic narratives to the 

embodiment of disaster in the natural environment in Romantic poetry. The Romantic poets were 

avid followers of the scientific discoveries in geology and associated fields and were sensitive to 

the implications of such discoveries on received religion and humanity’s self-conceived place in 

                                                           
24 The history of disaster fiction after 1914, briefly: after the First World War, the genre migrated into the pulps, 

where natural disasters tended to be overshadowed, quantitatively, by catastrophic literature based on warfare. 

Despite a number of key novels during this period, natural disaster fiction was largely ghettoized during the interwar 

period, the Second World War, and its immediate aftermath. From the late 1950s onwards, the popularity of 

apocalyptic films (both in mainstream cinema and B-movies) provides disaster fiction with a new medium, though 

natural disaster remains outnumbered by nuclear fiction and other warfare-based scenarios of the Atomic Age. The 

golden age of disaster films occurs in the 1970s, many adapted from novels, but the glut of sequels and 

impersonators quickly degenerates into parody and there are few examples of disaster cinema in the 1980s. After the 

fall of the Soviet Union, disaster film experiences an explosion on both film and television as Nature provides a 

convenient and apolitical antagonist to Western culture suddenly bereft of its traditional Cold War opponent. Then 

after 9/11, despite a few high profile films, natural disaster fiction becomes relegated to a steady stream of made-for-

TV movies, although disaster fiction in print (like cli-fi) has notably increased over the last ten years, in both 

popular and literary fiction. 
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the broader natural world. The Romantics’ sense of human vulnerability was paired with a 

sensitivity towards Nature and the corrosive effects that industrialization was having on the 

environment. In the poetry of Percy Shelley, William Blake, and John Clare I find that 

microcosms of nature under siege by human action are represented as miniature apocalypses, 

whose depiction treads a fine line between religious rhetoric and secular science. I argue that 

apocalypses in microcosm can be read, through Romantic conceptions of Nature, as examples of 

the apocalypse at the global level, and I demonstrate this through a close reading of Coleridge’s 

fantastic poetry and “Kubla Khan” specifically.  

 In Chapter 2, I turn to the Romantic penchant for Last Man narratives to illustrate 

secularization at work across several texts by Jean-Baptiste Cousin de Grainville, Lord Byron, 

and Mary Shelley, wherein personified Nature goes from the position of victim to antagonist. In 

Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme, exhausted end-world Nature is victimized both by human 

industry and the divine decree of apocalypse. In Byron’s “Darkness” the conflict between 

humanity and Nature triggered by a dying sun results in mutually assured destruction. In 

Shelley’s Last Man, humanity alone is targeted for destruction in a series of catastrophes, most 

notably a Plague with which an overtly hostile Nature becomes conflated. I conclude the chapter 

by bringing these texts into conversation with other Romantic Last Man narratives to argue that 

the feminization of Nature, through devices like personification and narrative frames, presents 

natural disaster as the equal and opposite destructive force to Nature’s traditional role as creator.  

In Chapter 3, I use the spectacle of volcanism to demonstrate how disaster becomes a 

popular media phenomenon over the course of the Long Nineteenth Century. I begin by 

addressing the absence of disaster fiction during the early and mid-Victorian periods, arguing 

that the fascination with disaster manifests in various other forms of Victorian media, including 
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an artistic trend favouring historical disasters as authors turn away from the future as the site of 

disaster to maintain catastrophe’s religious implications. I examine how the Victorians treated 

the eruption of Krakatau in 1883 as a cause célèbre, inviting public participation in the 

voluminous Krakatoa Committee Report on the eruption, which was itself designed for public 

consumption. I argue that Krakatau’s eruption and the subsequent Report influenced literary 

representations of volcanic catastrophe, with specific reference to R.M. Ballantyne’s Blown to 

Bits. Finally, I examine two volcanic disaster narratives, Grant Allen’s “The Thames Valley 

Catastrophe” and M. P. Shiel’s The Purple Cloud, to demonstrate how these texts, as speculative 

fiction, alter the experience of Krakatau to raise the stakes of volcanism for their British 

audience, and how each text participates in the secularization of catastrophe and its 

counteraction.  

In Chapter 4, I examine the precautionary aspect of disaster fiction in four stories by 

William Deslisle Hay, Robert Barr, Morley Roberts, and Fred M. White, wherein the increasing 

air pollution in and around London combines with the city’s infamous fogs, which become 

increasingly severe and often lethal. These stories are the combination of two pre-existing 

discourses about air pollution in Britain at this time, a secular and medical discourse put forward 

by the abatement societies which saw smoke as a physical ill, and an apocalyptic discourse 

articulated by John Ruskin’s “The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century” which sees pollution 

as a sign of national moral degeneration. The fusion of these perspective in the fog narratives 

allows authors to construct secular and mechanistic disasters that nonetheless express a moral 

condemnation over Londoners’ failure to address the air pollution crisis. The stories are deployed 

as explicitly precautionary narratives, often making use of futuristic narrative frames to express 
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the need for moral and practical reform before the pollution problem reaches the severity 

depicted in these stories. 

In Chapter 5, I demonstrate the operation of scale in disaster fiction by Fred M. White, 

Richard Jefferies, and Cutcliffe Hyne in four short works of fiction wherein massive blizzards 

strike the city. By reading these stories comparatively, I demonstrate how the progression of 

scale allows authors to critique London’s urban infrastructure and social organization as 

vulnerable to disaster, liable to collapse under pressure. These authors use various signifiers of 

scale, including narrative perspective or casualties, to tailor stories about the same catastrophe to 

diverse purposes, from the need to adopt precautionary measures, to celebrations of the British 

national character, to critiques of class structure. I conclude this chapter on scale by using Arthur 

Conan Doyle’s The Poison Belt as an example of global atmospheric catastrophe, contrasting the 

limits the global scope places on disaster’s precautionary aspect with the ability to confront the 

scales of Deep Space and Deep Time. 

In Chapter 6, I turn to narratives that engage with the twinned abysses Deep Space and 

Deep Time to illustrate the purposes and narrative challenges inherent to disaster fiction on this 

scale. In examining impact event narratives, principally concerned with comet strikes, I discover 

that a historic shift in the symbolic register of comets—away from omens of catastrophe and 

towards divine mechanisms—is reflected in the literature of the Long Nineteenth Century, where 

comets are used to punitive purposes in the American Romantic literature, yet in the late 

Victorian and Edwardian periods become the tools of utopia. In stories by George Griffith, H.G. 

Wells, and Richard Jefferies, I show how comets’ shifting symbolism allows authors to use them 

to varying literary purposes, while the destructive potential inherent to comets enables the radical 

break with contemporary society critical to the construction of utopia. However, when cometary 
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narratives take place over long period of time, their focus is anti-utopian instead, a reflection of 

anxieties over human adaptability (or lack thereof) during Deep Time. By examining a series of 

texts that take place in increasingly distant futures, I illustrate the challenges inherent to 

narrativizing Deep Time. I investigate some of the imperfect solutions used by authors like 

George C. Wallis, Lysander Salmon Richards, and H.G. Wells to portray the future as foreign 

without alienating their audience, while William Hope Hodgson writes such alienation into his 

very prose as the only accurate way to represent the existential anxiety inherent to the 

contemplation of human insignificance and extinction. 

In the conclusion, I use Robert Barr’s “Within an Ace of the End of the World” as an 

example of disaster fiction incorporating several of the trends and tropes examined throughout 

the thesis. By reading this story comparatively with the body of texts included in the thesis, I 

address the potential benefits of catastrophes in these texts, and thus the purpose of the disaster 

fiction genre more generally.  

As a diachronic and comparative study, there are a number of meta-arguments running 

throughout the course of the thesis, to which I periodically return within the specific argument of 

individual chapters. I examine how a genre forms through the accumulation of recurring 

subjects, themes, and tropes, like the image of Last Men or their equivalents walking amongst 

the corpses of the species, monumental disaster as a visual marker of a polity’s ruins, and 

repeated maxims on the power of, and thus the need for humility before, Nature. I argue that the 

discourse of natural catastrophe manifests from increasing ecological awareness and existential 

anxieties, particularly the confrontation with Deep Time and Deep Space, and the sense of 

vulnerability that comes from the knowledge of the insignificance of humanity in a vast, ancient, 

and uncaring universe. And I will demonstrate that, throughout the Long Nineteenth Century, 
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disaster fiction differentiates itself from apocalyptic fiction through a gradual process of 

secularization wherein the natural sciences rather than theology provide the rationale for 

catastrophe, even as disaster fiction retains a central narrative pattern derived from its 

apocalyptic predecessors: human attitudes towards or interventions in the environment reveal 

humanity’s hubristic pride, a transgression which physically, morally, or symbolically triggers 

retribution in the form of natural calamities. 
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Figure 1: Collage of Illustrations by Warwick Goble from “How Will the World End?”  

 

 

Legend: 

1. According to Mr. H.G. Wells, the world will eventually be frozen over.  

2. Loathsome monsters of huge size will creep over the masses of ice.  

3. A sudden appearance out of the sea of a race of amphibious monsters, capable of sweeping 

men out of existence. 

4. The collapse of the earth by reason of the extraction of its minerals.” 

 

1, 2, and 3 are intended to illustrate scenes from the writings of H. G. Wells. 
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Figure 2: Disaster Fiction and Proximate Genres; a Venn Diagram 
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Table 1: Selected Catastrophic Fiction by Period and Type of Disaster(s) 
 

ROMANTIC 
 

 
Hostile 
 Species 

Warfare 
Plague/ 

Epidemic 
Smog/ 

Pollution 
Other Air 
 Poison 

Volcano/ 
Lava 

Earthquake Fire 
Flood/ 

Sea Rise 
Blizzard/ 

Storm 
Ice 
Age 

Comet/ 
Meteor 

Dead/  
Dying Sun 

Ecological 
 Collapse 

Blackwoods, “Last Man”              

Byron, “Darkness”              

Coleridge, “Kubla Khan”              

Campbell, “Last Man”              

Grainville, Dernier Homme               
Holmes, “The Comet”              

Hood, “Last Man”              

Milner, Masaniello              

Poe, “Eiros and Charmion”              

Poe, “Monos and Una”              

M. Shelley, Last Man              

P. B. Shelley, “Ozymandias”              

 

VICTORIAN & EDWARDIAN 
 

 
Hostile 
Species 

Warfare 
Plague/ 

Epidemic 
Smog/ 

Pollution 
Other Air 

Poison 
Volcano/ 

Lava 
Earthquake Fire 

Flood/ 
Sea Rise 

Blizzard/ 
Storm 

Ice 
Age 

Comet/ 
Meteor 

Dead/  
Dying Sun 

Ecological 
 Collapse 

Alden, “Purple Death”  A A            
Allen, “Thames Valley”               

Ballantyne, Blown to Bits               
Barr, “Doom of London”               

Barr, “Within an Ace”               
Blanchard, After Cataclysm               
Boussenard, Bloc de Glace              

Bulwer-Lytton, Last Days              

Doyle, Poison Belt               
England, Darkness and Dawn               
Flammarion, Fin du Monde               

Fyfe, “How Will World End?”              

Gratacap, Evacuation              

Griffith, Olga Romanoff              
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ROMANTIC 
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CHAPTER 1: FIRST 

Geology, Religion, and Microcosmic Disaster in Romantic Poetry1  

 

 

Disaster fiction emerges as a fully realized genre in the late Victorian period, but 

important precursors exist in the Romantic period. Studying these precursor texts is an 

opportunity to watch the formation of what will become standard generic tropes, but I think what 

makes this literary moment truly critical is the transition from religious narratives of apocalypse 

to secular narratives of disaster. Pre-scientific peoples could only rely on entities like deities to 

explain the great disasters that befell them, even as grand and terrible events bookend their 

imagined histories, the cosmogonies and eschatologies. But late Victorian disaster narratives are 

distinctly secular in presentation, providing at least the appearance of a sound scientific basis 

underlying the catastrophe. Romantic catastrophic narratives are the middle point between the 

traditional narratives and the new disaster genre emergent in the nineteenth century: though 

certainly more grounded in the science of the time than the apocalyptic fictions that preceded 

them, still carry the imprimatur of the divine. That sense of divinity is tied up in conceptions of 

the natural environment, and so the retribution of the divine becomes synonymous with 

catastrophic nature.  

This is an argument about the general trend, as the individual works vary in 

representation—from explicitly eschatological to bluntly atheistic, by way of deism and 

agnosticism—even in the depiction of specific generic tropes, such as the popular Romantic 

trope of the Last Man. The authors of these texts were influenced by and responding to one 

another, and religion or the absence thereof could be a way of making texts on similar themes 

                                                           
1 Portions of this chapter first appeared as part of a graduate seminar paper entitled “Wailing World: Apocalypse and 

Ecology in ‘Kubla Khan’” and a special topic presentation entitled “Damned by Nature: Natural Catastrophe and 

Religious Rhetoric Amongst the Romantics.” 
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distinct from one another. But generally this variation is a reflection of the intense pressure and 

scrutiny religious beliefs were subjected to at this point in time, pressure emanating from 

scientific discoveries in the field of natural history, discoveries that influenced the speculations 

deployed in disaster narratives. 

While acknowledging that secularism is a long-standing, largely gradual process in 

Western history, the Romantic period is landmark in that process, and its literature represents the 

tension between traditional faith and a scientific worldview that made the presence of God and 

the supernatural increasingly superfluous. Warren Wagar calls Mary Shelley’s The Last Man 

“the first major example of secular eschatology in literature,” and while we might consider his 

claim that Last Man represents “a critical breaking point between traditional and secular 

eschatology in Western thought” somewhat exaggerated considering that there are earlier texts 

that do much of the same work (and are sometimes more secular in tone, such as Byron’s 

Darkness), his sense of a transitional moment is appropriate (13). The Romantics were a 

generation of artists and intellectuals responding to the implications of ongoing revelations in the 

nascent fields of geology and natural history that appeared to severely undermine gospel (not 

only in any literal sense, but in the spirit of a planned and orderly universe). 

Wagar’s notion of a “secular eschatology” provides a way of reconciling religious 

narratives of apocalypse with disaster fiction, particularly during the Romantic period when 

these genres were in flux, the latter struggling to emerge from the substance and shadow of the 

former. Wagar defines “secular eschatology” as “a worldly study of the world’s ends that ignores 

religious belief or puts the old visions to use as metaphors for modern anxiety” (4). The first part 

of that definition broadly applies to the disaster fiction emergent in the late Victorian period, but 

not to Romantic disaster fiction; however, the second part of the definition is relevant to the 
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Romantics. Romantic end-world narratives, whether or not they employ the machinery of the 

Christian apocalypse, reflect contemporary anxieties about the environment (and human action 

upon it), about political upheaval and class conflict, and about an individual’s place and purpose 

in a world which is suddenly much older and far more interconnected. 

Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme (1805) is a good test case. It is the most explicitly 

religious of all the Romantic texts considered in this section: Adam is a character, and the Earth 

is miraculously destroyed. But calling Dernier Homme religious fiction misses the mark, 

particularly when situated in its historical context. Dernier Homme has been put forward as the 

first apocalyptic novel,2 and Anne Kupiec considers that “l’action de l’homme ... apparaît 

comme déterminante” in the narrative, even as she concedes that the plot’s focus on human 

action doesn’t necessarily valorize it above religious virtue by the end of the story; both fail to 

deliver a positive outcome, and thus “l’incertitude reste la règle” (222).3 Though Wagar 

recognizes that “the secular end” to human history in the novel (caused by infertility) is 

eventually subsumed by “the terminal vision of Revelation” in the closing chapter, “nearly all the 

imaginative force” of the book “derives from its secular events” and it “takes a long stride ... 

toward secularism” (16); the religious elements provide the scaffolding that builds towards an 

incipient humanist outlook. 

Instead of retrospectively imposing contemporary genre boundaries on the catastrophe 

tales of the time to attempt a division between religious and secular, a better way of 

understanding this material is to recognize that Le Dernier Homme is involved in a process 

                                                           
2 See, principally, the history of Le Dernier Homme’s reception and influence in Kupiec’s postface to the Payot 

edition (207-214; 231-246); it is also advertised as such, for instance, of the back cover copy of the Wesleyan 

University Press edition. More than a marketing technique to promote an obscure text, however, I can find no 

mention, in the genre-based historiographies of Aldiss or Wagar, of an earlier text better deserving of the title. 
3 “the actions of man ... appears as a determinant”; “incertitude remains the rule” 
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(though unwitting on the part of its clerical author [Wagar 16]), and the other catastrophic tales 

of the Romantic period reflect or further that process. Instead of trying to find a secular 

eschatology distinct from religious narratives, I argue that we observe a secularizing 

eschatology. Disaster fiction cannot emerge, fully formed like Pallas Athena, from the mind of a 

Grainville, a Byron or a Mary Shelley. It instead cleaves off from its parent iceberg of 

apocalyptic proclamation and imagination, shedding the elements of the supernatural as it goes 

along—until, nearly a century later, it features its own distinct character and perspective. 

Disaster fiction’s principal point of overlap with its literary progenitors is that the phenomena 

which typically end religious apocalypses serve instead as the premise of disaster fiction. The 

catastrophic fiction of the Romantic period represents the blossoming and birth-pangs of a genre 

in its formative phase. In these narratives, we find many traces of the tropes that will later come 

to define disaster fiction.  

Visions of the end-times are mirrors of contemporary anxieties, including 

industrialization and technological development, gender, class conflict, and Britain’s 

international role. But the greatest ideological upheavals which both Romantic and Victorian 

disaster writers tackled were located in the scientific realm, as the regular drumbeat of new 

discoveries displaced humanity from its privileged place in a benign, personable world to 

transitory specks in a vertiginously vast, ancient and uncaring universe. This chapter will 

therefore begin with a brief review of the state of the relevant disciplines of natural history 

leading up to and during the Romantic period, and the way in which scholars have been able to 

trace the influence of these scientific ideas in Romantic prose and poetry. Poets such as 

Coleridge, Byron, and Percy Shelley were all avid followers of the latest discoveries, sensitive to 
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their implications (regarding theology, in particular), and contributed to the dialogue sparked by 

such revelations. 

One of the Romantics’ greatest sensitivities was towards the natural environment and the 

effects of industrialization on the supposedly unspoiled landscapes they valorized so much. 

Building on the ecocritical practice of James McKusick and Morton Paley, I will demonstrate 

that the Romantic concern with environment typically contains an awareness of the vulnerability 

and finality of the natural order, whether through human action or the merciless march of 

geological time. These concerns are enacted in the poetry of Percy Shelley, William Blake, and 

John Clare, in which I find that a microcosm of nature under siege functions as an apocalypse in 

miniature, which can be scaled up to a global scope via the organicist principles being developed 

at this time. These replica end-times tread a fine line between the machinery of religion and the 

secular science of the period, such that the natural order is imbued with impersonal divinity. I 

will use the fantastical poetry of Coleridge, a prime practitioner of organicism, to exemplify how 

these environments are threatened, and how they fight back. Whereas ecocriticism tends to focus 

on the environment as the victimized party in the relationship between humanity and nature, I 

argue that these texts are examples of that power relationship being inverted: natural catastrophe 

here functions emblematically as righteous punishment for transgressions against the 

environment by a hubristic human belief in our own mastery and ownership of nature.   

WORLD WITH AND WITHOUT END: GEOLOGY, RELIGION, AND THE ROMANTICS 

In this section I will be using geology as a representative of the scientific revolutions 

taking place within the broader field of natural history during the Romantic period. Although I 

also engage with other disciplines, like biology, I chose geology because of its connection to the 

concept of Deep Time, which is critical to this thesis. The state of geology and other earth 
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sciences in the immediate lead-up to and over the duration of the Romantic period has been 

extensively chronicled by historians of science. It was a major transitional period; by some 

accounts, this is when geology proper was invented, or at least given its current name and form 

(c.f.  Dennis Dean 112; Noah Heringman, Romantic Rocks 10). For our immediate purposes, it is 

sufficient to provide a brief account of the historiography that will prove relevant to the 

Romantic worldview. For that purpose, I primarily employ Trevor Palmer’s Perilous Planet 

Earth,4 both because it is the most recent and comprehensive, and because it is attentive to the 

role of religion, which is also at issue in the literature surveyed here. 

As with many modern sciences, geology has its origins in theological practices. The 

study of the planet and its terrestrial history was principally undertaken to provide reinforcement 

for scriptural teachings, or as a way of admiring Creation and, by proxy, praising God; this 

practice, often termed natural theology, was popular from the Renaissance to the eighteenth 

century on the Continent, persisting somewhat later in Britain (Palmer 36). This was a largely 

observational and descriptive practice (as opposed to the experimental science of Bacon) that 

eventually, under the name of natural history,5 became more rigorous and research-oriented. It is 

difficult to say when geology as a science emerged from natural history; it required ongoing 

secularization, the formalization of scientific societies and their publications in France, England 

and Germany, and the pioneering work of individuals in the field, in what is sometimes called 

geology’s “heroic age” (Claude Albritton 33). 

                                                           
4 For other comprehensive accounts of catastrophe’s role in geological thought I consulted Claude Albritton’s 

Catastrophic Episodes in Earth History and Richard Huggett’s Catastrophism: Systems of Earth History and 

Cataclysms and Earth History. 
5 While natural history, as a discipline, has a long history of its own, dating back to Pliny the Elder, its scope 

narrowed over the centuries to what we would now term the earth sciences and basic biology (Albritton 9), and it is 

in that narrower scope that I employ it. 
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Despite the sense that Britain may have occasionally fallen behind its Continental 

counterparts,6 many important contributions and breakthroughs were made by Britons. One of 

the earliest such landmark works, one that continued to echo even into the Romantic period, was 

Thomas Burnet’s The Sacred Theory of the Earth (1681-1690) which attempted to describe how 

observable nature matched up to the mechanisms of Creation described in Biblical accounts 

(Palmer 12). Though Burnet, a clergyman, felt he was describing a divine schema, he dismissed 

those who suggested “miraculous interventions” to explain “observed phenomena” (Palmer 12). 

When it came to catastrophe, Burnet sought a naturalistic (though divinely purposed) cause for 

Noah’s Flood, suggesting that the flood waters had emerged from deep within the planet 

following earthquakes, tilting the planetary axis in the process (12). Burnet speculated that the 

Earth, having begun in water, would end with a great conflagration—a hypothesis echoed in an 

apocalyptic moment of Wordsworth’s Prelude (Paley 159-160). Indeed, Burnet had a great deal 

of influence, scientific and aesthetic, on the Romantics:7 though acknowledging that his science 

was outdated and his theology troubled, they found in Burnet’s encounters with spectacular 

natural vistas a foreshadowing of the sublime, which animates so much of the Romantics’ nature 

poetry and sense of the ineffable.  

Catastrophe was a major component of early geology—so much so that the biggest 

ideological division in geology was, for a long time, between the catastrophist and the gradualist 

                                                           
6 I am deliberately evoking a teleological view of knowledge and the history of science. Such an approach is 

considered problematic by many scholars, who resist teleology, to say nothing of the superimposition of a value-

laden terms like progress onto that alleged development. However, I consider that one of the principle advantages of 

a diachronic study such as this one is the ability to track the improvements in the accumulation and deployment of 

knowledge over time; I consider the biases this introduces a worthwhile trade. 
7 Burnet “helped to shape Blake’s cosmogony; Coleridge thought of translating Burnet’s Latin original into blank 

verse” and appended lines from Burnet to the 1817 version of “Ancient Mariner;” while “Wordsworth [...] appended 

a long Latin quotation from Burnet’s book to Book III of The Excursion” (Paley 13; John Lowes 218). Marjorie 

Levinson’s Mountain Gloom and Mountain Glory remains the definitive guide to Burnet’s Romantic influence; but 

see also Paley 13 for further sources on Burnet’s influence on Blake, Coleridge and Wordsworth, and Heringman, 

Romantic Rocks 83-87 for Burnet’s influence on Shelley’s mountain poetry. 
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(or also called uniformitarian) factions. Catastrophism is largely marginalized today, although it 

has recently been reconsidered in light of evidence in the geological and fossil record of 

occasional, planetary-scale disasters that have altered the course of life on Earth (Huggett, 

Catastrophism 3-5). At the dawn of the nineteenth century, the gradualist camp was still very 

much insurgent; instead, the main division in the discipline was between the catastrophists 

themselves, who were split into two camps: Neptunists and Plutonists. Their central 

disagreement was the nature of the global catastrophe they thought was responsible for shaping 

the world as it is now: Neptunists believed that a universal ocean covered the world, while 

Plutonists believed there was great heat at the center of the world whose pressure had caused the 

continents to rise, and the evidence of this pressure was still detectable in earthquakes and 

volcanoes, which act as safety valves to keep this expansion in check (Albritton 18, 26-27).  

The Neptunist camp is likely best represented by George-Louis Leclerc, Comte de 

Buffon, a French scholar who elaborated his conception of Earth’s history over decades, from the 

first volumes of Histoire Naturelle in 1749 to Époques de la Nature in 1778 (Albritton 20-21). 

Although Palmer calls Buffon a cosmogonist because he sought to divide geological history into 

seven epochs to reflect the pattern established by the seven days of Genesis, Buffon issued a 

public contradiction of the Ussher chronology by suggesting the planet was at least seventy-five 

thousand years old, while his recovered private notes actually suggested an age closer to three 

million years (Palmer 14; Albritton 21-23). Percy Shelley was influenced by Buffon, as 

evidenced by a letter to Thomas Love Peacock8 where he claims to differ with Buffon’s “sublime 

but gloomy theory” that the earth, under the inexorable advance of glaciers, “will at some future 

                                                           
8 Buffon was also a pioneer in biological classification, with early evolutionary theories. He influenced Peacock, 

whose 1817 novel Melincourt, with its orangutan gentleman, is one of the earliest examples of the de-evolutionary 

anxieties that would haunt the post-Darwin Victorian literary landscape in works like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and 

She (Jonathan Bate 195-196). 
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period be changed to a mass of frost” (qtd. in Heringman, Romantic Rocks 73). Yet Heringman 

considers Shelley’s “Mont Blanc” much closer to the mountain science of Buffon than that of 

more recent glaciologists, and the poem invokes “geology’s apocalyptic tendencies” in depicting 

life’s retreat before the encroaching ice (72-76). 

If the Neptunist camp was principally a Continental one, Plutonism was foremost a 

product of the Scottish Enlightenment, and specifically James Hutton, sometimes called “the 

father of modern geology” for his pioneering fieldwork and theoretical contributions to the field 

(Albritton 28). Hutton was a deist who believed that God had set the mechanisms of nature at 

work and retreated from mundane affairs; his 1788 Theory of the Earth made no gesture to 

discount the divine, but made little acknowledgement of it either, ignoring scriptural accounts of 

Creation, to the ire of traditionalists (Palmer 19-20). This controversy caused Hutton to publish a 

revised, extended version as a defence in 1795. Hutton’s seeming rejection of the sacred was 

new enough to earn the disapproval of poets like Wordsworth—although Wordsworth had 

already been exposed to Hutton via Erasmus Darwin’s Botanic Garden, which cited Hutton 

extensively (Heringman, Romantic Rocks 43). Indeed, Erasmus Darwin and Hutton corresponded 

for many years, and Darwin’s works spread this influence to a number of poets, even if, like 

Blake (who illustrated Botanic Garden), they were not inclined to the rationalist philosophy 

Hutton exemplified (96-98).9  

An important disciple of Hutton was John Playfair, who took up his cause after Hutton’s 

death, and in 1802 published his Illustrations of Hutton’s works, defending him against religious 

                                                           
9 Heringman, in a geological analysis of Jerusalem, argues that Blake’s depiction of the Earth owes more to Hutton 

than any other major geological theory of the time. Blake had an uncomfortable relationship with the science of his 

day, and so geology’s embryonic status during Blake’s lifetime made it an appealing area for Blake to play around 

in, as opposed to the Newtonian physics and natural history he satirizes extensively in the same poem (see Romantic 

Rocks, 107-108 and 119-36 for the argument in full). 
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critics and making the geological work accessible to a much greater public through his 

illustrations (Albritton 34). Playfair went further in secularizing his master’s theories, cleaning 

up now-antiquated scientific notions to which Hutton had subscribed; to Playfair this 

modernizing included removing the “original deistic framework” of Hutton’s theory (Albritton 

35; Palmer 22). Playfair conflated religious interpretation and the older forms of geology as twin 

“species of mental derangement,” condemning geological texts that “raved continually of 

comets, deluges, volcanoes and earthquakes” (qtd. in Huggett, Cataclysms 37). Playfair’s attitude 

would prove attractive to the atheist Percy Shelley, who used Hutton-via-Playfair’s depiction of 

self-regulating and self-sufficient geology in his account of “Mont Blanc” (Heringman, Romantic 

Rocks 76). Subsequent milestones in Western and specifically British geology tended to come in 

tandem with biological (and early evolutionary) speculations by the likes of George Cuvier and 

Charles Lyell. 

This is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of either the Romantics or the geologists, or 

even their intersections; I have chosen here the figures which both the literary canon and a 

scientific consensus have marked out for relevance.10 This review indicates the extent to which 

early geology was dependent on notions of catastrophe, how such ideas were intertwined in 

religious controversies, and how Romantic artists were influenced to include both the earth 

sciences and the attendant theological controversies into their work. Because all these scientists 

and poets held their own individual, eclectic sets of beliefs about natural history, Scriptural truth 

(and religion generally), and the intersection of these viewpoints, it is dangerous to try and make 

                                                           
10 As further examples, Neil Fraistat and Donald Riemann’s Norton edition of Shelley’s works include an 

examination of the influence of the geologist James “Strata” Parkinson, while Carl Grabo’s book on Prometheus 

Unbound traces at length the influence of the geologist Humphry Davy; both were contemporaries of Shelley’s, and 

he followed their publications (Heringman, “Rock Record” 55, 81n2).See also Heringman, Romantic Rocks 146 for 

a bibliography of the research done on Davy’s influence on Wordsworth, Coleridge and the Shelleys.  
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any sweeping statements about faith and science; a latter-day conservative like Wordsworth did 

not read the same radical potential in the rock record that Shelley did, and even Shelley would 

bypass Hutton/Playfair’s criticism of Buffon if he found in the latter something he preferred 

either scientifically or aesthetically (Heringman, Romantic Rocks n76). Nevertheless it is 

possible to identify a number of broad trends that can inform our subsequent analysis of the 

Romantics’ catastrophism. 

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the fusion of theology and geology had largely 

fallen out of favour. Richard Kirwan, an antagonist of Hutton’s who felt the latter’s writings 

“smacked of atheism,” was one of the last serious scientists to base his geology on Biblical 

accounts in his 1799 riposte to Hutton (Albritton 28, 31). If the scientists had decided they had 

reached a tipping point and Biblical literalism could no longer be admitted in their practice, the 

publications—and the implications therein—were still hotly debated in public spheres; 

Heringman considers that the public arguments around Hutton’s theories “become a coded 

debate about materialism” (Romantic Rocks, 18). The clash between religious interpretation and 

secular(izing) science was nowhere more apparent than in the debates over the “tremendous age 

of the earth [...] so widely discussed during the Romantic period” precisely because of the 

implications the argument had over the correct reading of Scripture (Heringman, “Rock Record” 

55). A small group of theologians and scientists (none geologists by training) continued to 

agitate for Scriptural Geology in the 1820s and 30s, seeking to reconcile or override 

contemporary geological knowledge with the Mosaic account of the world’s origins, but they 

were ignored by professional scientists of the period, and the historiographers. It is literary critics 

like Heringman who dig up these militants, for their place in the broader discourse; their efforts 
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were, in some ways, similar to the way poets and other artists of the time sought to reconcile 

science and spirituality in their creative work. 

The Romantic poets were men and women of learning, who were as deeply interested in 

the events and ideological conflicts that animated their time as they were in depicting the world 

around them, particularly nature. Geology seems in many ways tailor-made to provide material 

for the Romantic poets: it is a discipline that chronicled the history of the environment, a 

discipline which was animated by controversy that had major implications for how one 

conceived of the world and humanity’s place within it, and geology lent itself readily to the 

grand scale and inhuman majesty that invoked the Burkean concept of the sublime as awe-

inducing.11 There is a tendency among Romantic poets, as illustrated by this survey, to rely on 

older texts. These texts were considered established classics, even when it was broadly 

acknowledged some were incorrect in many points, whereas new geological discoveries did not 

have the imprimatur of age. But I will venture they also choose these texts because the prose was 

more literary. Less clear is the influence that the poets’ own forays into geology had on the 

broader discourse; there is no evidence that I know of suggesting the geologists of the period 

invoked or echoed such poetry, so direct feedback seems unlikely. Instead, these writings would 

have had an impact on the public—at least that part which was literate and interested in such 

cultural production as poetry. The poets would not be as effective as Playfair in communicating 

and popularizing science, because their science is couched in verse and buried under metaphor, 

                                                           
11 Wordsworth would protest easy associations of grandeur linked to magnitude and the sublime. Wordsworth could 

find the sublime at a small size (thorn bushes, daffodils, etc.) as easily as a large one, but the link between grand size 

and the sublime was already well established at this point (Heringman, Romantic Rocks 274). From the perspective 

of modern science, however, the distinction is ephemeral: nature’s tendency to grow in fractals makes magnitude 

less about size and more about scale. In a flower is the forest, in a pebble are the mountains; the structures and 

mechanical forces that shape the world apply equally, and are often the same, at the microscopic and macrocosmic 

levels. 
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but their vision of the world was informed by geology and it is this conception that would be 

disseminated generally. 

However, even if there’s little evidence of poets influencing scientists (except perhaps 

Humphry Davy, one-time poet and sponsor of Wordsworth and Coleridge [Heringman, Romantic 

Rocks 146]), the relationship between science and literature was not unilateral, as Heringman has 

demonstrated in his literary critique of geological texts.12 Heringman gives the example of 

Hutton, who, in the absence of being able to observe volcanoes or earthquakes first-hand, instead 

“draws on the culturally powerful status of natural disasters as aesthetic objects—established in 

poems and narratives” (Romantic Rocks 12), though unfortunately Heringman doesn’t mention 

which texts he believes Hutton was drawing upon. Yet literary aspirations—at least overt ones—

could also be dangerous to a group of scholars who felt “they needed to start afresh” with solid 

scientific principles of observation and evidence to establish a geological discipline with greater 

credibility than the Scripturally-inflected armchair theories of their predecessors (Huggett, 

Cataclysms 38). George Levine argues that the professionalizing of science occurred “in part by 

rejecting literature—or at least those excesses of literature” that made science seem like it relied 

on metaphor and worked to support (religious) metaphor in turn (qtd. in Heringman, Romantic 

Science 8), such as Playfair’s aforementioned denunciation of natural historians as raving about 

all manner of catastrophic phenomenon. Such a stance was neither as new nor as clearly 

delineated as Playfair might have preferred, however. Burnet called himself a “Philosopher” 

rather than an “Oratour” to contrast his self-proclaimed impartiality with those whose goal was, 

at best, to entertain and, at worse, to corrupt knowledge through sophistry (Heringman, Romantic 

                                                           
12 The topic of rhetoric and aesthetics in scientific and specifically geological writing is capacious enough to fill an 

entire volume—as indeed Heringman has done in Romantic Rocks—and I will thus not attempt to condense or 

summarize it here; curious readers are well advised to read the work in full. 
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Rocks 271). Playfair, for his part, popularized Hutton’s dense science and rewrote his torturous 

prose, with all the linguistic skill—and necessary simplifications, analogies, etc.—that making 

such science intelligible to a broader public entails. This, in turn, opened him up to the exact 

same accusations he had directed at the catastrophic and/or spiritual geologists: John Murray, 

one of the Scriptural Geologists, accused Playfair of bamboozling the public with slick prose that 

put style over substance (Heringman, Romantic Rocks 270-271; Huggett, Catastrophism 79).  

Murray was prejudiced and history has rendered its verdict by consigning him to the 

oubliette, but Murray’s choice of weaponry—prose style—is indicative of the extent to which the 

conflict over geology was, at least in the public sphere, more interpretative than evidentiary. 

Accusing rivals of being more story-teller than scientist allowed one to undermine their 

credibility, without tackling their data. Fortunately, the natural sciences had skilled interpreters, 

not only in the realm of pure science, but also amongst the ranks of the poets, who were able to 

incorporate geological concepts not just to reflect or popularize the state of a discipline, but also 

to project the consequences of those discoveries. 

THE MEANS TO THE END: APOCALYPSE, ROMANTIC ECOLOGY AND PROPHETS OF POLLUTION 

 The Romantics’ familiarity with natural history generally and geology specifically helped 

cultivate the beginning of a curious paradox when it comes to the western perception of nature 

and our place in it. Nature was timeless, made up of elements and processes that dwarfed any 

human lifespan, and simultaneously highly vulnerable, those very processes endangered by 

human interventions into the environment. To put it another way, humanity appears both as a 

force of destruction in the broader natural world, and ultimately irrelevant before the sheer scale 

of nature. On the one hand, geological discoveries and the proto-evolutionary poetic speculations 

of Erasmus Darwin were continuously pushing back the age of the planet and the lengths of time 
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by which the simplest cellular forms of life gave rise to more complex organisms (and, by 

implication, humanity); the features of the natural environment, most notably mountains like the 

Alps, were linked in the Romantic mindset with eternity, mute witnesses to dizzying spans of 

time. On the other hand, that very sense of depth made those who contemplated the 

comparatively brief presence of humanity as a species—let alone their own individual lives—

feel small indeed. The brevity of human life in comparison to the geological time scale results in 

a sense of vulnerability which I identify as a root source for disaster fiction, the psychological 

impulse that undergirds the need to express and grapple with fantasies of devastation.  

This feeling was both caused and reinforced by the displacement of humanity from their 

privileged position as the special creation of the Christian God; instead, humanity is relegated to 

being just one species among many others extant and extinct. That status lost, the discovery of 

extinct species raises the possibility that the same could happen to humanity: that one day we too 

will simply be fossils trapped in layers of sediment. The absence of the immanent deity also 

makes day-to-day threats more unsettling, harder to countenance.  

If humans are vulnerable to the mechanisms of nature, it is also true that many natural 

features, living and otherwise, are vulnerable to human action. This claim should be axiomatic at 

the beginning of the twenty-first century, given that we benefit from years of rigorous studies of 

our ever-growing environmental impact; but it only confirms, on a global scale, what many of 

the Romantics intuited from witnessing environmental degradation first-hand. This is almost 

always the result of economic activity, which could be industrial (the building of factories and 

the subsequent air and water pollution), legislative (the enclosure movement, parceling out so-

called wastelands for pasturing or other repurposing), or even the damage caused by large 

numbers of tourists traipsing through parks and other wild lands. Romantic conscientiousness 
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concerning human impacts on the environment, big and small, is the reason why Timothy 

Morton identifies “the Romantic period [as] the beginning of environmental ways of 

understanding and acting” (“Environmentalism” 696) as poets and others observed and 

bemoaned the impact of human activity on wild or pastoral environments, and helped propagate, 

and agitate for, environmental awareness. 

I choose here to make a preliminary distinction between two different kinds of poetic 

depictions of vulnerable environments. The first, which depict and bemoan the effect of industry 

on the local environment, I call the poetry of pollution. The second strain of vulnerable 

environments are found in the Last Man narratives I shall examine in the next chapter. Anna 

Seward’s “Sonnet: To Colebrooke Dale” exemplifies the poetry of pollution.13 These match 

McKusick’s definition of environmental texts, straightforwardly ecocritical because the poets are 

critiquing human impact on the environment. In Seward’s poem, the “swart Cyclops” (5) of 

industry makes terrible noise in vales and sets coal-fires to burn continuously, sending up a 

“Shroud with columns large / Of black sulphurous smoke, that spread their veils / Like funeral 

crape upon the sylvan robe / Of thy romantic rocks, pollute thy gales / And stain thy glassy 

floods” (8-12). The poem is addressed to the “Genius” of the dale, renamed “Coalbrooke” to 

emphasize how the coal-burning industry has transformed the valley (1); Seward performs an 

anti-blazon on the natural body of this Genius, enumerating the features that have been affected 

by the soot and refuse of industry, organic and inorganic alike. Seward foresees the possibility of 

mass industrialization, with this scene of corruption being re-enacted “o’er the globe” (12); in 

this way, Seward’s poem contains a moment, however brief, of apocalyptic vision, wherein the 

                                                           
13 Seward is often overlooked in the canon; but see Sharon Setzer for a comprehensive ecofeminist reading of “To 

Colebrooke Dale” and Heringman, Romantic Rocks 231-232 on Seward’s poetic topography of the Peak District. 
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pollution that is destroying this one, specific dale is reproduced the world over, and proceeds to 

damage and possibly destroy that world.14   

I argue that poetry of pollution is tied to disaster fiction inasmuch as poems of localized 

environmental destruction can be scaled up to a global statement, as Seward briefly anticipates, 

and as can be found in the works of Blake, Percy Shelley, John Clare, and Coleridge. This 

scaling is accomplished through various poetical tools like metaphor and imagery, and the 

Romantic conception of organicism. These poems localize in limited environments miniature 

apocalypses that stand in for the global event.  

Apocalypse was, indeed, an early and prominent topic in the Romantic zeitgeist. As the 

nineteenth century approached, the events on the continent and abroad—revolution, terror and 

war—struck a visionary chord with preachers, artisans, and political radicals in Britain, who 

thought the social upheavals in France corresponded to prophetic Biblical texts (most notably the 

Book of Daniel and Revelations) describing the end of the world and the millennial rule of Christ 

(Tim Fulford 2-4). Standard Biblical interpretation had, until this time, generally followed a 

pattern in which Christ returns to the Earth and ushers in a millennium of worldly peace and 

prosperity; then, at the close of this thousand-year period, Satan is freed from hell and the final 

battle as described in the Book of Revelations begins, leading to the victory of Christ and eternal 

spiritual life (1). In the late eighteenth century, however, the popularly accepted order of this 

narrative became reversed, such that the cataclysmic confrontation takes place first, and only 

                                                           
14 Unfortunately, the poem ends on something of a bathetic note, as the “rude yell” of industry “Drowns the wild 

woodland song, / and breaks the Poet’s spell” (13-14): the volta redirects the attention away from the destruction of 

nature to its effect on poetic composition, moving from the global to the very individual. An uncharitable reading of 

the poem might accuse it of valuing the natural environment only inasmuch as it provides an aesthetic landscape 

suited to poetical depiction. That kind of anthropocentrism in the nominal defense of nature in what has led Timothy 

Morton to critique certain forms of environmentalism, like Romantic nature poetry, as a kind of consumerism by 

which nature is valued as an aesthetic object that can, in turn, yield further aesthetic products (poems) that get 

caught up in their own networks of distribution and consumption, public and private (“Environmentalism” 701-2). 
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after Satan’s defeat will the millennium be ushered in (2). This shift was due to the political 

revolutions that impacted England at the end of the eighteenth century: in part, the American 

Revolution, but principally the French Revolution. These events came in rapid succession, and 

many on either side of the monarchist/republican divide anticipated a further domino effect that 

would see thrones toppled across the continent. A spiritual reading seemed required; and despite 

opposition from established and conservative theologians, it became commonplace to view these 

conflicts through the lens of the disorder and battles prophesized by the Bible. Such were the 

conversations amongst Swedenborgians in London; such was the subject of Joseph Priestley’s 

The Present State of Europe Compared with Antient Prophecies; such were the claims of 

charismatic preachers like Richard Brothers and Joanna Southcott, who drew great popular 

followings (Fulford 4, 7; Paley 20-21, 25-29). And such was the language being employed by the 

rising generation of poets of the 1790s—Blake, Wordsworth, Southey, Coleridge—who in their 

invocations of the French Revolution made extensive reference to Biblical narrative, invoking 

millennial promises and apocalyptic conflict, and drawing analogies between contemporaneous 

events and persons and those of prophecy.  

From the outset, the rhetoric of preachers and poets describing the French Revolution, 

and the subsequent Terror, borrowed heavily from the realm of natural disasters: earthquakes 

were deployed as an analogy, as when “Priestly (…) identif[ied] the French Revolution with the 

earthquake of Revelation 11:33,” or the use of “volcano[es] as a trope for revolutionary 

upheaval” in Blake and Shelley, in addition to varying other instance of tempests, floods, and 

conflagrations (Paley 21, 55). Natural disasters are fitting imagery for sudden, monumental and 

often bloody changes in the political landscape. But they also resonated with the religious 

dimension of the conflict, recalling past natural disasters aimed at spiritual cleansing: Noah’s 
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flood, Sodom and Gomorrah, and the prospective cleansing of the many earthquakes, tidal waves 

and falling stars described in Revelations. Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound, inspired by 

Revelations, provides a good example of the use of natural disaster as part of the lexicon of 

apocalypse. The poem is appropriately populated by plague, famine and the failure of crops: 

“ineradicable poisonous weeds” choke and replace all vegetation (I.175); the disasters that befall 

the world subsequently include “volcano,” “meteor,” and “Earthquake” (II.iii.3, III.i50), while 

elsewhere the image of “rays of gloom ... as light from the meridian Sun” (II.iv.3-4) anticipates 

the black sun in Mary Shelley’s The Last Man. 

Young poets were easily swept up in this millennial fervour.15 Yet the French Revolution 

degenerated into violence, and the subsequent betrayals and bloodbaths, dictatorship and war, led 

to widespread despondency among the revolutionary-minded in England and vindication for 

their opponents. By the time Napoleon (favoured stand-in for the figure of the Antichrist) was 

defeated, faith that the violence of the last two decades would yield millennial fruit had faded 

(Fulford 8-10). Many of those 1790s visionaries turned their backs on politically radical views, 

embracing reactionary Burkean conservatism instead (Paley 1), abandoning the apocalyptic 

fervour that had once led Burke to describe them as “dangerous subversives” looking to 

overthrow the state in anticipation of the millennium (Fulford 3). Those who had hailed the end 

of the political order via the rhetoric of apocalypse and the promise of paradise found themselves 

vulnerable to reprisal and abandoned by disillusioned followers.16 The poets were able to 

sidestep such consequences by and large, but Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey took the 

                                                           
15 For instance, Coleridge produced poetic works such as “Fears in Solitude,” “Fire, Famine and Slaughter,” and his 

contribution to Southey’s Joan of Arc, which are replete with apocalyptic imagery followed by a period of blissful 

rule, of heaven on earth. For a full account of these texts, see Paley 91-153. 
16 Priestley’s house was burned by an angry mob and he fled to America (Abrams & Stillinger 142; McKusick, 

Green Writing 104); Brothers was arrested for treason for prophesying the death of George III and confined to an 

asylum for the insane, while Southcott faded into obscurity after being deserted by followers (Fulford 4, 149). 
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failure of the revolution particularly hard and over the next decades embraced conservative 

positions at odds with the politics of their younger selves.  

M. H. Abrams and Jack Stillinger argue that Wordsworth underwent an inwards turn: in 

early works like the Descriptive Sketches, the poet expresses millennial hopes that a just political 

system would turn into an egalitarian and environmentally harmonious society, but renounces 

politics as a vehicle for the millennium in later life (149). That early vision, with the political 

transforming into the natural, is reflective of Wordsworth’s own path, as he turns away from the 

failed revolution and instead seeks peace and divine union in the natural world of which he wrote 

extensively—and then, on finding that even this realm was too frequently cruel, sought peace in 

himself (Abrams & Stillinger 151; Paley 190). Wordsworth himself was not as overtly 

apocalyptic as some of his contemporaries; when he was, it tended to be linked to his depictions 

of nature.17 John Beer observes that “Wordsworth projects his [sense of apocalypse], into the 

very forms of nature” (64; original emphasis), while Paley argues that Wordsworth cloaks his 

apocalyptic references in tricks of perception: they appear “entirely natural,” but the sensitive 

(read: poetic) mind can sense “something beyond the natural world” (155). From this 

perspective, Paley finds hints of Wordsworth’s apocalyptic sentiment in natural features as 

disparate in scale as a simple shell, and Mount Snowdon (in The Prelude) (161, 188). These 

events can be translated into the spiritual realm, such that the destruction of the material 

simultaneously functions as a stand-in for religious conflict. The shell is a better symbol than 

probably Wordsworth himself understood: as a fractal form, it embodies the notion that natural 

                                                           
17 But see Paley 185 for some of the more direct references to apocalypse, reacting to political and specifically 

French Revolutionary events (i.e. an analogy between Robespierre and the antichrist). Despite his attention to 

nature, Wordsworth was also understated in his approach to pollution: there is a critical tradition going back to 

Marjorie Nicholson and Jerome McGann that criticizes Wordsworth for broadly eliding the effect of human industry 

on the Wye River in “Tintern Abbey,” celebrating the return to a seemingly unspoiled natural environment 

Wordsworth recalls from youth rather than its present state (McKusick, Green Writing 66-68; Roe Politics of Nature 

167). 
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patterns repeat themselves at different sizes, and thus the ability to scale the destruction in nature 

poetry upwards to encompass a global stage.18  

By contrast, “Blake’s commitment ... to apocalyptic thinking” is firmly established in the 

critical canon (Anne Mellor “Women Writers” 139),19 although his standing in ecocriticism took 

longer to develop because of his often mythic or urban subject matter.20 McKusick argues that 

pollution is the link between these two strands of criticism, as it causes an ecological apocalypse. 

As a resident of London, Blake was both chronicler and forced participant in an environment 

where “congestion, noise, pollution, and the spread of contagious disease” were features of 

everyday life (Green Writing 96). The skies were dark with “industrial pollution, especially the 

smoke of coal-fired steam engines” which transported passengers and the vast quantities of food 

and industrial goods that London increasingly required, for which “capital-intensive methods of 

agriculture, deep-pit coal mining, and the construction of turn-pikes, canals and railways” spread 

ever outwards from the metropolis, transforming the English countryside into an economy of 

human and natural exploitation (95-96). Much of this criticism was equally informed by Blake’s 

concern for class and economic predations; the infamous “dark Satanic mills” from the first plate 

of Milton were devilish because of what happened inside (the noise of giant gears, slavish 

schedules with pitiful wages, industrial accidents resulting in maiming and death) and what 

happened outside (air pollution, waste-dumping in waterways) (100). Like Seward, Blake 

correctly apprehended that industrialism was a movement, one that would only increase in scope 

and spread as time went on: the “emerging heavy industries” and “new military technologies of 

                                                           
18 The imagery of shells, particularly in respect to John Clare, is first delineated by Gaston Bachelard, whose 

“ontology of the poetic” so inspired Jonathan Bate’s ecocriticism that the sixth chapter of Song of the Earth is 

entitled “Nests, Shells, Landmarks.” 
19 Interested readers are referred to Mellor, or Morton Paley’s thorough analysis, impossible to summarize here, of 

Blake’s apocalyptic themes and imagery in The Apocalyptic Sublime and Apocalypse and Millennium. 
20 Coupe acknowledges that “Blake has not usually been thought of as an environmentally minded poet,” though he 

includes Blake in his anthology to demonstrate that the poet used “nature as a mode of revelation” (13). 
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mass destruction” were machines that built more machines, expanding and perpetuating 

themselves (102). In visionary poems like Jerusalem Blake foresaw “the possibility of global 

environmental change as a result of large-scale industrial pollution” (102-103); plates 18 and 19 

of Jerusalem depict “a comprehensive catalog of environmental damage” that results from the 

poisoning of fields and forests, choking the skies with smoke and killing all birds, and enslaving 

a generation of children to machinery (103). As a result, “the Earth’s climate is marked by 

scorching heat and devastating storms,” an eerie anticipation of current concerns over global 

warming (103). 

Jerusalem is speculative fiction in a very curious fashion, inasmuch as it utilizes “the 

prophetic past tense” in order to describe the current conditions of London and England, and 

what those conditions will, if left unchecked, result in; it is a mythical history of the proximate 

future (99). In this respect, Blake’s prophetic poem parallels Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme and 

Mary Shelley’s The Last Man, which employ oracular devices in order to communicate a future 

text to a present audience—a Delphic oracle in Syria, and newly discovered leaves of Sibylline 

prophecy, respectively; Blake, too, builds his mythic fabric from the mysteries of the ancient 

world, Middle Eastern and Greco-Roman alike. Yet whereas the oracular frames of Grainville 

and Shelley render the apocalypse inevitable, Blake’s mythical past leaves room for 

improvement; we are not necessarily bound to re-enact the history of Albion. Such is the purpose 

of London’s transformation into Golgonooza in plate 98 of Jerusalem; McKusick describes the 

City of Art as “an appealing analogue for a modern Ecotopia” because it is balanced if still 

imperfect, and as such a human rather than divine achievement in designing and maintaining a 

positive environment.21 

                                                           
21 Admittedly, I find McKusick’s definition of “ecotopia” too broad. By this standard, most secular utopias would 

quality as an ecotopia, which robs the concept of its unique orientation towards ecological sustainability.  
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Percy Shelley was an avowed atheist (Gigante 181-2), but in nature poems like “Mont 

Blanc” he has recourse to a religious register. Shelley’s eschatological production provides a 

“superabundance of material” (Paley 31); he was deeply interested in apocalypse and 

millennium. Shelley was also fascinated by the grandiose and the spectacular, which in the 

natural world meant mountains and similar monumental features; but perhaps because of this 

inclination, ecocritics like Karl Kroeber have criticized Shelley for a “retreat into a form of 

Platonic idealism” (qtd. in McKusick, Green Writing 28), wherein the natural elements that are 

the subjects of his poems—like skylarks or the west wind—serve as mere tools for Shelley’s 

exploration of metaphysical concepts like poetic inspiration. Shelley’s defenders among 

ecocritics, like Heringman and Nichols, respond by examining the scientific materialism 

underpinning Shelley’s poetry.  

Shelley’s “Ozymandias” is situated between the poetry of pollution and the poetry of 

disaster, yet it has received little attention from either scholars of apocalypse or ecocritics,22 

perhaps because it is so brief, and more extravagant (and highly referential) works like 

Prometheus Unbound provide so much material. Nonetheless, Heringman claims the poem 

“definitely expressed ... apocalyptic images of lapsed political power and lost civilizations” 

(Heringman, Romantic Rocks 180-1), and McKusick describes the poem “as an object lesson in 

unsustainable environmental practices” (“Ecology” 208). Since Shelley was “[w]ell versed in 

history,” including the “paradisiacal landscapes” of the Mediterranean as described by ancient 

commentators, McKusick finds in the sonnet the legacy of deforestation and intensive agriculture 

practiced by Levantine kings such as Ozymadias, such that the soil was poisoned by salt and 

desertification ensued (208). McKusick draws from this a “critique of any society that believes it 

                                                           
22 Paley devotes an entire chapter to Shelley’s millennial and apocalyptic sentiments, but “Ozymandias” does not 

come up; the same goes for the foundational ecocritical texts, even when they do engage with Shelley. 
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can ultimately dominate the natural world” because “[n]ature will win in the end” (208), as it 

conquered the boastful conqueror.23 “Ozymandias” is a succinct example of how religious hubris 

and environmental transgression dovetail both in the offense and the punishment. In the poem, 

Ozymandias’ transgression is presented in a religious context, having symbolically brought ruin 

to his land by usurping Christ’s title as “King of Kings” (10); his usurpation of the land, trying to 

bend it to his technological will only to cast his civilization into ruin, is the physical analogue to 

the spiritual offense.  

The poetry of pollution also reflects the way environments were imperilled because, like 

the desert, they were seen as empty or unproductive. Such locales would include the “‘waste’ 

lands, forests, fens, and marshes” as well as the “common fields” which were targeted 

legislatively in order to “rationalize the existing patchwork of land ownership and enhance the 

productivity of agriculture” by consolidating such territories and enclosing them for private use 

(McKusick, Green Writing 77-78, 85). Enclosure resulted in the destruction of “swamps and 

marshes” that were “drained, streams … rechanneled” and “forests and scrublands … cleared” to 

make room for pasturing (77). Such changes occurred at the expense of local and impoverished 

residents, and of the environment itself, modified with little regard to the ecosystems that were 

already extant and the sustainability of the new schemes (77). Both the people and the 

environment would find an advocate in the person of the poet John Clare, who fought so-called 

improvements to the locales he had known since childhood, an assault less overt than the smog 

                                                           
23 In discussion with colleagues over this reading of “Ozymandias,” the objection has been raised that since 

Ozymandias’ former kingdom in now a desert, neither humanity nor nature has won: devastation rules all. Certainly, 

from a human perspective, there is little worth to be found in such a wasteland; however, it is important to 

acknowledge that this is an anthropocentric perspective that values an environment on the basis of its utility to 

humans. Deserts have their own ecosystems, hardy vegetation and small fauna, which can and should be valued in 

and of themselves, just as McKusick finds in Clare a defense of wastelands, and in Coleridge a defence of the 

Antarctic.  
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that choked the air and polluted the rivers along which Wordsworth, Blake and Seward lived and 

wrote, but was nonetheless destructive to local ways of life, human, animal and vegetable. 

Raymond Williams has studied “[t]he social and political contexts of Clare’s poetry,” 

viewing him “as a spokesman for the English working class,” although it is only more recently 

that the poetry itself has been appreciated for its own peculiar aesthetics, situated as they are in 

the local langue and ecosystem of his native East Midlands (McKusick, Green Writing 78).24 

McKusick considers Clare unique “as an ecological writer” in the English poetical tradition 

because of “his deep insight into the interdependence of all living things,” an “intimate 

knowledge of the interrelationship of all life-forms” that can only be gained, for Clare, not by 

detached scientific observation, but by inhabiting a given ecosystem with the awareness that “the 

human observer is also implicated” within that system (80, 82). Such habitation allowed Clare to 

understand, holistically, the complex interrelationships in an ecosystem.25 Clare rejected the 

“utilitarian view of the natural world” that would see such environments “appropriat[ed] for 

economic use or even aesthetic appreciation;” (81) rather, he “attribute[ed] intrinsic value to all 

the flora and fauna that constitute the local ecosystem” and defended “the right of” any given 

species, even those viewed as pests, “to exist and propagate” (85). Clare’s thoroughness in 

detailing the small-scale locales which are his subject is critical because these are endangered 

environments, and he is advocating for the unique quality of what shall be lost. McKusick argues 

that “[a]ny place, no matter how desolate, known intimately enough, can become a miniature 

analogue for Earth itself” (94); he is speaking of Clare’s sense of homeliness, but I would argue 

                                                           
24 Raymond Williams’ analysis of Clare first appears in The Country and the City, but the relevant portions are 

reprinted in Coupe’s Reader in addition to an early essay devoted entirely to Clare; he is a poet whose profile has 

risen due to ecocriticism. See also Bate, chapter 6 in Song of the Earth for an analysis of Clare’s ecopoetics, and 

Theresa Kelley on Clare’s resistance to Linnaean taxonomy in his description of plants in favour of local 

nomenclature.  
25 For instance, Clare noted that sparrows, considered pests at the time, actually consumed insects that threatened 

agriculture (McKusick Green Writing 83). 
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that if this miniature Earth, this “microcosmic world” (94), is destroyed, then it is legitimate to 

call the loss of this local world an apocalypse in miniature, or microcosm. Clare has not come to 

the attention of scholars of the Romantic apocalyptic, but in his poetry there is a world in peril—

many worlds, in fact, since each locale constitute its own unique environment—and we can 

extrapolate that any of the thousands upon thousands similar local ecosystems across the British 

Isles (not say nothing of the world over) could constitute its own world, had it but a John Clare to 

sing of it.  

THE IMMANENT END: COLERIDGE, ORGANICISM, AND THE APOCALYPSE IN MICROCOSM  

The Romantics correctly anticipated that what affected one location could be reproduced 

the world over, with a cumulative impact. Albion’s industrialization has run rampant over the 

world; the desertification that felled Ozymandias’ kingdom continues to spread; and massive 

amounts of biodiversity, many unique species and ecosystems, have been lost forever during the 

Holocene Extinction.26 I argue that disaster is a scalable phenomenon, where small-scale events 

stand in for larger ones, and this section will demonstrate one way in which this scaling occurs.  

The Romantic investiture of spiritual life (or analogues) in the natural world, particularly 

Coleridge’s notion of organicism, entails an inherent similarity of all biological forms and an 

interrelationship between all organisms, such that what occurs at the local level is a microcosmic 

example of what can occur at the global level. 

The presence of the apocalyptic in nature poetry is due to the inherent “inseparability of 

politics, nature, science and the imagination” at this period (Roe Politics of Nature 3), to which 

enumeration I would add religion—as religion is implicated in nature/science through natural 

theology—and politics—as, per Paley, the apocalyptic is politics by proxy. Geology up to this 

                                                           
26 As most recently detailed in Elizabeth Kolbert’s Pulitzer Prize-winning book, The Sixth Extinction. 
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point had been heavily invested in religious concepts, and even after natural history was divorced 

from theology, there was a legacy—conceptual and linguistic—of spiritualism that underpinned 

the way the poets understood the interrelationship of life forms in the world; for many, “capital-

‘N’-Nature possess[ed] all of the spirituality” they required (Nichols 24). While all the 

Romantics had their own eclectic beliefs, a nebulous intersection of deism and pantheism comes 

across in much Romantic nature poetry,27 a notion that was expressed through a variety of terms, 

such as “Coleridge’s ‘One Life,’” “Shelley’s ‘Power’,” and the “‘vegetative’ energy” of Erasmus 

Darwin, or else “an élan vital, which pervades all living things” in Wordsworth’s “Tintern 

Abbey” (Nichols 21-22, 24, original italics)—all of which served to designate the same overall 

concept of a motive force present in nature.28 

The investiture of the natural environment with an animating force was a matter of belief 

and/or lyrical license, but the sense that all aspects of the natural world (including humans) were 

interconnected stemmed from the cutting-edge science of the period. Indeed, Shelley “believe[d] 

in an unifying principle that can link the force (energy) … to the materiality (matter)” of the 

                                                           
27 Though Erasmus Darwin was generally considered a freethinker, his influential poems on natural history 

“suggested that a beneficent Deity could have endowed” early life “with immanent laws of continuous 

development,” such that all further evolution stemmed from “the Creator’s in-built plan” (Huggett, Catastrophism 

102); an early form of intelligent design. At the same time, “Romantic writers were (…) often described as 

pantheistic” because “they located their versions of divinity in the world of nonhuman nature” (Nichols 24). See also 

Roe Politics of Nature 94, on Wordsworth’s apparent pantheism. 
28 Just as the poets had many different names for the perceived or intuited force linking and animating the natural, so 

too have critics employed a wide variety of related terms to describe this semi-scientific outlook when discussing the 

Romantics; there seems to be little agreement as to what this ideology was and should now be called. Gigante lists 

expressions including “animal vitality,” “animal power,” and “animal magnetism” (88, 162); a pseudo-scientific 

“vivifying spirit, or pabulum vitae, animating the atmosphere and sustaining animal life,” inspired from a long 

history of speculative “vital substance[s]” from Boyle to Buffon (93), a “vital power” that is given a number of 

sources and operations by different Romantics (3); and finally a litany of Latinate terms—vis essentiallis (essential 

power), vis fabricatrix (life-creating power), vis vitae (vital power), and vis viva (life force) (301). Nichols refers to 

an “élan vital, organic life breathing in and out” which constitutes a “life force” (9); he also uses “animated nature” 

for Romantic depictions of the Great Chain of Being (14-15). Roe derives a “vital principal” from contemporary 

scientific and ideological treatises imagined by contemporaries as a form of “electrical fluid,” linked to “‘the One 

Life’” in Wordsworth and Coleridge (Politics of Nature xi, 3). Betty and Theodore Roszak find in the Romantics 

(particularly Coleridge) a “congruency between creativity in art and in nature” that equated poetry with science as 

“formative processes of the mind and formative processes in nature,” which they choose to call “Deep Form” (223-

4). 
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observable world, and “The Cloud”29 was the first poem to describe “the precise details of what 

scientists call the hydrological cycle, in verse,” which Shelley deploys as an example of the 

constant renewal in nature, transformation without loss, the ouroboros of the simple water 

molecule (22-23). The cycle covers an expanse of territory from oceans to mountains, and as 

such demonstrates the interrelationship of natural systems not only within specific environments, 

but also across multiple different ecological zones. “Ode to the West Wind” similarly shows how 

“an apparent natural boundary” (ocean/land, in this case) is largely a human illusion: sea plants 

react sympathetically when the wind influences their land counterparts (25). Regardless of the 

exact science, the “impulse is proto-ecological” as it places two different environments into “a 

natural cycle” wherein “[w]hat happens on land influences what happens beneath the waves”—

and vice versa (25-26). That “Romantic writers intuited, and sought to describe” a 

“connectedness” in the natural world (26) is the beginning of an important realization: the world 

is not a set of disparate, self-sufficient territories; rather, the great mechanisms of nature are 

global in scope. 

Shelley’s detail of the hydrological cycle was intended as a celebration of eternity, but 

becomes something rather different if we incorporate pollution into the cycle, as Blake and 

Seward did. Whatever their scientific misapprehensions, the poets of the Romantic period 

outstripped their scientific counterparts in their depiction of the consequences of pollution and 

industrialization, anticipating widespread consequences beyond the immediate, observable 

impacts (as terrible as those were). Shelley read Humphrey Davy, who was “England’s leading 

scientific authority on the chemistry of atmospheric gases” (McKusick 103), but Davy did not 

                                                           
29 Often concepts of motive force “distinguished between living and nonliving things,” but as these forces were tied 

up in the metaphorical and metaphysical, they could also animate things like clouds, or wind, as with Coleridge’s 

“Eolian Harp” and Shelley’s revision of the concept (Nichols 22). 
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believe that global pollution was possible because “[t]he quantity [of oxygen] consumed by 

fires” was so “incalculably small compared with the sum total” in the atmosphere that urban 

industry did not subtract from the quality of air in cities, let alone beyond them (qtd. in 

McKusick 103). Scientists know better today, but the sensitivities of the Romantic poets 

preceded them, since “natural climate and human pollution both” can evoke “Shelley’s 

[conception of] sympathetic interactions between the various parts of the ecosystem” and the 

way interventions into these systems echo throughout the environment (Nichols 26). 

Whatever the difference in their metaphysics, Shelley and Coleridge both employed “the 

language of Romantic organicism” metaphorically, deploying this “symbol [of] living form” 

drawn from the life sciences as an analogy for poetic composition “in opposition to the more 

mechanical allegory” that was also available, but clearly unappealing because of its industrial 

and strictly materialist connotations (Gigante 157-8). Organicism, the term habitually30 used to 

describe Coleridge’s conception of living matter, was one wherein the “organic form was 

regarded as immanent” to the structure of life itself (Gigante 22-23) because he found “a 

principle of unity disclosing itself from within” which he called “unity in multëity” (qtd. in 

Gigante 23, original italics). Whatever one calls this force, it increases on a scale: “the greater 

the complexity—or the more numerous the parts and the relations between them—the greater, or 

more intense, the life” (23); and so the greatest, most intense version of this life-force is found in 

entire ecosystems, or in the view of the planet as a whole as a unified biosphere. Coleridge’s 

outlook stems from his study of “the eighteenth century scientific concept of the organism” 

                                                           
30 In my experience, organicism is a concept more often assumed than defined; Gigante writes Life in part to counter 

the idea of “Romantic organicism as it is traditionally understood,” but does not provide an explicit definition of this 

assumed concept (6). Coleridge is not one of the authors Gigante works with, but she finds this organicism 

expressed in Blake’s plates (117), and, contrariwise, a “parody of Romantic organicism” (as practiced by 

Wordsworth) in the poetry of Shelley, although in her view Shelley practices the same kind of organicism in his 

writings of vegetation, and the parody is both gentle mocking and essential agreement (188). McKusick refers to 

“organicism” when discussing Coleridge (e.g. 35), but the term is not defined or indexed. 
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which, given increasing knowledge “of the dynamic operation of closed systems” (like the 

human heart and circulatory system) by the century’s end, had reached the point where “the 

organism” was seen “as an autonomous, cyclical and self-regulating entity” (McKusick, Green 

Writing 37-38);31 it is then possible to see the relationship between organisms in an ecosystem 

meet this definition of an organism as “autonomous, cyclical and self-regulating”—in other 

words, to conceive of the ecosystem itself as an organism. 

Linnaeus had postulated that “the entire terrestrial globe [was] an interlocking web of 

cyclical processes,” using the hydrological cycle as a prime example, and other naturalists 

pointed to predator/prey relationships which maintained sustainable population patterns (38)—

observations of regulatory systems that existed inclusive of, but beyond, individual organisms. It 

recalls the Gaia Hypothesis, the idea of the planet as a singular, complex, self-sustaining 

organism, and Bate considers that Wordsworth articulates a “distinctive version of the Gaia 

principle” in “Tintern Abbey” where “all ‘things,’ even apparently dead matter such as earth and 

rock, have a life, an animating spirit” (146-7), an attitude approaching pantheism. The difference 

between organicism and pantheism, however, is that while the former might lead to the latter, 

organicism does not need pantheism to function, either as a natural philosophy or a metaphor; 

Romantic pantheism, then, is the spiritual overlay applied to organicism, the metaphysical 

argument derived from the materialistic principle of a broad organic organization of the natural 

world. 

These new theories approached “our modern conception of the ecosystem” but with an 

important difference: the belief that these cycles had been designed and set into motion by a 

benevolent deity that still regulated these environments (McKusick, Green Writing 39). This 

                                                           
31 Coleridge was so “fascinated by the new cyclical understanding of natural processes” that he intended to write six 

Hymns to elemental forces based on his scientific and naturalist readings (McKusick, Green Writing 40; Lowes 83).  
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made the possibility of “deleterious effects of human encroachment upon natural system” seem 

remote: human activities were always restricted to “the local scale,” and the conviction that local 

changes could not have broader repercussions because of divine providence was “a significant 

gap (…) between macrocosm and microcosm” in the life sciences (39). Coleridge, an avid 

scientific reader, “internalized the broader implications” of recent discoveries, and so his “mature 

theory of organic aestheticism” was “a logical development” of the embryonic scientific stance 

“on the integrity and interrelatedness of the natural world,” one that went beyond the science of 

his time (40, 42).  Manifesting this understanding in poetry was, for Coleridge, a means of 

invoking the “Natur-geist” (qtd. in Gigante 165, original italics), another pseudo-pantheistic 

term. Coleridge’s poetic practice was a form of mimesis: he saw “the poem as an organism” 

which needed to be “grown” so that it was both internally consistent and suited to its habitat (its 

literary predecessors, counterparts and audience) (Gigante 165; McKusick, Green Writing 37-

38).  

I have saved Coleridge for the final part of this section because of the extent of his 

ecological sense was more thorough than that of any of his counterparts save Shelley; also, 

because his poems provide such sterling examples of the construction—and deconstruction—of 

natural environments, featuring miniaturized apocalypses that unite the natural and the divine, 

and warn against the hubris of placing ourselves above our environment. The remainder of this 

section is devoted to an analysis of “Kubla Khan,” following the example of McKusick’s 

excellent analysis of “Rime of the Ancyent Marinere” as an example of the apocalypse in 

microcosm.32 

                                                           
32 Two versions of this analysis have been published; the first in Green Writing in 2000, the second in Roe’s 

Romanticism: An Oxford Guide in 2005. Unless otherwise indicated, I use the version in Roe; this more recent 

edition is slightly expanded to make it easier for readers unfamiliar with the either the poetical subject or the 

theoretical framework. McKusick uses the 1798 version of the text, with its archaic spellings, to make an argument 
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Instead of treating “Ancyent Marinere” as a “symbolic narrative” about “the sublime 

transformative powers of the poetic imagination,” McKusick adopts what he calls “a stubbornly 

literal approach to the poem,” one in which the environment and entities found therein are 

considered as depictions of their real counterparts outside the poem (“Ecology” 211). McKusick 

points out that a ship, at this time, formed a unique environment—what he calls “an ecotone (or 

boundary region)”—as it accrued to itself “a host of fellow travellers,” including “barnacles and 

seaweed” and “schools of fish” until it “comes to resemble a floating reef” with all the 

diversity—but also fragility—of life that implies (212-3). The life forms in the poem—the 

human sailors, the albatross, the water-snakes and even the biscuit-worms—form a symbiotic 

community in the Antarctic environment: the albatross “brings companionship to the lonely 

mariners” and “guides them through the pathless ice” while feeding off the worms offered to it 

by the sailors (212). The albatross becomes symbolic of “the unspoiled natural realm of the 

Antarctic” and therefore the Mariner’s attack on the bird is also an “an act of aggression against 

all the creatures of that realm” (212). The Mariner’s actions can, to an extent, be a reflection of a 

destructive colonialist impulse33—the literalized violence of penetration into unknown 

environments—as well as the illogic of this unthinking despoiling, since this impulse is clearly 

self-destructive. Ecological balance is only restored when the Mariner bypasses his 

anthropocentrism and enters into communion with the water-snakes,34 an epiphany reflected by 

transformation of the water-snakes from “slimy things … with legs” to “happy living things” 

(“Ancyent Marinere” II.121; IV.232, 273-5).  

                                                           
about lexical ecology that I do not engage with here. Interested readers are referred to the article for the argument in 

full. 
33 McKusick notes the irony of a cross-shaped weapon: a form often emblematic of Christianity, but at the literal 

level a product the often destructive European technological drive (212). 
34 McKusick considers that these curious creatures are “unknown to any textbook of natural history,” (“Ecology” 

212), but Gigante supposes they are akin to electric eels, and links them to the Romantic fixation with galvanism as 

part of the Romantic search for the animating force in nature (234-5).  
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The religious imagery in the poem is clear: the albatross is hailed “as Christian soul” 

greeted “in God’s name” (“Ancyent Marinere” I.63-64) when it is first encountered, and it is a 

blessing that allows the Mariner to transcend his “alienation from nature” caused by the initial 

act of violence (McKusick, “Ecology” 213). Killing the albatross is simultaneously a religious 

and environmental transgression. The interpretation of the ship as an ecotone, a meeting-place of 

many species that makes up a unique ecosystem, explains why Romantic and modern critics 

alike have felt something apocalyptic in the poem, a “sense of spiritual vastation” (Paley 199-

200), even though the plot is confined to one ship. That vessel functions as a microcosm, and the 

Mariner’s technology-enabled betrayal stands in for the ecological sins of the civilization he 

represents. For Eric Wilson, “Coleridge’s pole is an apocalypse” because it destroys his sense of 

space and time (and life, I might add), yet, paradoxically,35 it enacts “a profound marriage” 

between “humans and birds and beasts,” uniting him with nature (191). If any benefit is to be 

found in catastrophe, it is in the humbled human’s newfound respect for his environment. The 

Mariner returns to western civilization correctly educated and transformed into an oracle, 

compelled to recite his tale, an embodied warning of the consequences of crimes against a 

divinely-infused natural order.36 The limited scope is why John Beer calls “Ancyent Marinere” a 

“failed apocalypse”: not to be pejorative, but because the events do not bring about a desired 

global transformation, any more than the French Revolution ushered in the Kingdom of Christ 

(65). But I would argue that all apocalyptic narratives are oracular, practice runs for the real 

thing, to be lived by the characters and vicariously experienced by the readers.  

                                                           
35Eric Wilson links “terrifying visions of frozen deserts” such as the Antarctic setting of the poem with “Western 

visions of apocalypse” as the two “share the same paradoxes” as simultaneously “violent dissolutions of time and 

blissful revelations of eternal realms”: the poles, too, are inhumane and unchanging (2). 
36 Whether anybody heeds this warning is a different question, but the wedding guest detained by the Mariner, who 

initially dismisses him as a “grey-bearded loon” (15), is soon mesmerized by the precautionary tale and listening to 

the tale makes him “a wiser man” (657). 
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“Kubla Khan” is another poem that is usually valued for its metaphorical and 

metaphysical components rather than the reality it depicts; it is usually treated as a psychological 

curiosity or a rhapsody on creation, overlooked by ecocritics much like “Ancyent Marinere” was 

until McKusick.37 I intend to perform a similar reading, which will demonstrate how many of the 

apocalyptic elements of the poem are embedded within its fictive landscape, replete with 

linguistic and imagistic contradictions; there is an apocalyptic collapse of categories, a 

dissolution of divisions. The poem can be read as a narrative exercise in apocalypse, where the 

prophesied events of Revelation unfold due to hubristic transgressions against the natural world, 

and appropriately it is the environment, infused with the divine, which punishes the overreaching 

Kubla Khan through catastrophic nature.  

“Kubla Khan” has received little attention from scholars of the Romantic apocalypse.38 

Paley, examining “the millennial sequel to the apocalypse of revolution,” claims that “Coleridge 

ceased to make either component part of his poetry after the 1790s” (Paley 1, emphasis mine); 

however, though the poem was not published until 1816, Coleridge claims to have written 

“Kubla Khan” in 1797. The poem was therefore written when the young Coleridge was actively 

engaged in the millennial sentiment of the fading eighteenth century, before his disillusionment, 

and its apocalyptic resonances should not be ignored. “Kubla Khan” is a poem whose liminal 

quality can be seen to arise from its spatiality in a magic-saturated Orient (Lowes 363-4), but 

such a quality can also emerge from its temporality: as his orderly heaven on earth is overthrown 

by catastrophic nature, Kubla begins to hear “Ancestral voices prophesying war!” (30). In an 

                                                           
37 Bate does observe that Coleridge’s “Mariner (…) breaks the contract of mutual dependency” between the various 

species participating “in a network of reciprocal relations” (52); Roe, too, finds that the Mariner wins his freedom 

“by responding to the beauty of nature and the landscape” (176). 
38 Paley refers to the poem only when it stylistically influences other poets; it does not appear in his chapter on 

Coleridge in Apocalypse and Millennium; the poem likewise goes unremarked in other critics to have looked at 

Coleridge and millenarianism such as Peter J. Kitson, John Beer, Michael Simpson and Nicholas Roe. 
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apocalyptic reading, this was would be Armageddon, and the ancestral voices, the Biblical 

prophets such as Daniel and Saint John of Patmos who foretold the end of days.39  

“Kubla Khan” is rich in descriptions of the environment, filled with fields, forests, hills 

and other images drawn from a pastoral repertoire; Heringman calls the “deep romantic chasm” 

(“Kubla Khan” 12) “[t]he most famous Romantic landscape” evoking individual freedom and 

liberty (Romantic Rocks 259). But it has been largely sidelined by ecocritics, mainly because it 

presents a fictive and fantastical environment. Bate refers to the poem only to use it as 

counterpoint to more solidly rooted naturalistic works; “Kubla Khan” may be “imaginative,” but 

Bate nonetheless makes clear his preference for the “mimetic” when it comes to ecocriticism; 

such poems have an “emphasis on truth to nature and experience,” as opposed to the imaginative 

“emphasis on difference from nature and experience” and wonder found in “Kubla Khan” (69). 

However, McKusick’s reading of “Ancyent Marinere” demonstrates that a supernatural overlay 

does not prevent the ecocritical scholar from examining the physical world on which the 

metaphysical action takes place. While “Kubla Khan” does not correlate with a particular 

landscape, like the Antarctic of “Ancyent Marinere,” “Kubla Khan” can still be read ideationally 

for its use of environment. I will demonstrate how the natural features of the poem interact with 

                                                           
39 Also ancestral to Coleridge (in a literary sense) is Milton, who frequently framed his “spiritual politics in 

apocalyptic language” and had “faith in an imminent millennium;” hopes then “dimmed by the events that 

culminated in the Restoration” (Kitson 38-39), much as Coleridge’s revolutionary/religious fervour would be 

crushed by the Terror and Napoleonic wars. Cooper and many others since have speculated that Coleridge’s “Mount 

Abora” (“Kubla Khan” 41) is an allusion to Milton’s “Mount Amara” in Book IV of Paradise Lost (Lowes 341-

343). The context is laden: Milton’s epic functions as a catalogue of ancestral voices, all of whom spend a fair 

amount of time indulging in prophecy. It is also an extensive record of the clash between demonic and divine, as 

Armageddon shall be, and the terrible wrath of Christ and the angels in battle against Satan’s host of renegade 

angels recalls the similar ferocity of the divine in Revelations. Finally, Lowes points out that “Milton’s Mount 

Amara is … another pseudo-Paradise” (342), much like the artificial Eden of the pleasure-dome. The “Abyssinian 

maid” (39) sings of Mount Abora, and since the memory of her song spurs the “I” narrator at line 42 to “build that 

dome in air”—the hubristic act of miraculous invention—one narrative of false paradise (Abora) leads to another 

(the pleasure dome). 
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catastrophe and theology, as the natural world becomes the medium by which divine retribution 

finds physical form.  

My reading of “Kubla Khan” draws on all three approaches to ecocriticism. The first 

approach, environment-in-text, reveals a landscape that is described as both savage and sacred, 

uniting the natural and the divine. This environment is often contradictory, which makes it 

marvellous but also suggests an apocalyptic liminality. The second approach, examining ideas 

about nature, shows how the environment in this poem becomes a site of contestation between 

divinely ordained nature, and human invention and hubris: by trying to re-organize the 

environment to his wishes, Kubla Khan triggers divine wrath which manifests itself in a series of 

natural disasters, unleashing chaos as a refutation of his attempt to impose order on nature. 

However, I begin my reading with the third approach, text-in-environment, as the infamous 

conditions that produced the poem help elucidate its tension between nature and artifice.  

“Kubla Khan” is a poem that stands at the intersection of the natural and the artificial. 

This is a tension that Percy Shelley identified in the poetry that he and his contemporaries 

produced: what is natural, either in subject matter or motive feeling, must be bound by the rigour 

of composition to be properly expressed.40 Coleridge’s prefatory material to “Kubla Khan” nests 

the poem within even more layers of nature and artifice. The high degree of technical merit 

present in the poem contrasts with Coleridge’s claim of spontaneous creation emerging from a 

dream vision when he was ill. Placing the poem’s origins in a fever dream naturalizes it by 

presenting it as the unbidden product of the unconscious, but as we discover, this dream-state 

                                                           
40 In Defence of Poetry, Shelley identifies two faculties: Imagination , which emerges from the natural world and 

passes into the poet “like (…) wind over an Æolian lyre,” (referring to Coleridge’s musical metaphor for the creative 

act); and Reason, “the instrument to the agent [Imagination],” which allows for the expression of inspiration through 

the rigorous process of versification and all attendant poetic calculations that must be performed in order to create 

the impression of spontaneous, emotive speech (Shelley 675). 
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was not the result of natural sleep but “brought on by two grains of opium” (Abrams and 

Stillinger 439n3), and many critics since, like John Robertson, have seen the poem as the result 

of “an abnormal nature under abnormal conditions” (Lowes 377). Yet, at the same time, 

laudanum is tincture developed from the natural narcotic properties of the poppy, so while these 

conditions were abnormal it does not follow that they were unnatural. Just as Shelley’s artificer 

Reason would be impossible without the biological infrastructure of the mind, artifice ultimately 

regresses into the natural, a cyclical and inescapable symbiosis that would appeal to Coleridge’s 

organicist outlook on the environment. 

This contrast between artifice and nature is present in the poem itself. “Kubla Khan” 

opens on a seemingly paradisiacal vision of “sunny spots of greenery,” “fertile ground,” 

“gardens bright with sinuous rills,” and “forests ancient as the hills” where grow “incense-

bearing tree[s]” (6-11). Yet this Arcadia or Eden is not the result of free (or even divinely-

directed) growth,41 but rather the product of human intervention into the natural world, a realm 

which has “With walls and towers [been] girdled round,” placed into a protective bubble, a 

controlled environment (7). The “holistic conception of the natural world” which emerged from 

the scientific disciplines Coleridge read avidly “envisioned the entire terrestrial globe as an 

interlocking web” of harmonious relations—a giant, interdependent puzzle with religious 

overtones, as such precision was widely believed to arise from “the all-wise disposition of the 

Creator” (McKusick 38-39). Kubla Khan’s decision to wall off his garden paradise is an 

intercession into natural systems, dividing what should be united, violating the “interrelatedness 

of all life forms” (40) by splitting up the ecosystem-as-organism. Since the interconnected 

                                                           
41 The Garden of Eden in Milton’s Paradise Lost—an influence on Coleridge generally and “Kubla Khan” 

specifically (c.f. Lowes 342; Kitson 47-9)—likewise had walls, but these were placed there by God, whereas the 

pleasure-dome at Xanadu is delineated only by the decree of a mortal ruler, Kubla Khan, hardly the equal of the 

Miltonic deity. 
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environment was sanctioned by the divine, Kubla is also overwriting a sacralised landscape with 

his own utopian schemes; and so, however well-meaning, his hubris and heavy-handedness will 

trigger catastrophe. 

To highlight the anti-utopian quality of Kubla’s vision, it is useful to compare the 

pleasure-dome with Coleridge’s own pastoral utopian schemes, the Pantisocracy he and Robert 

Southey wished to found on the banks of the Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania (Bate 40). He 

envisioned “an egalitarian biological community” wherein humans would live in harmony with 

the animals and plants they shared the land with (McKusick, Green Writing 40). The scheme 

demonstrated a “radical Adamicism” insofar as it sought to “restor[e] the natural world to its 

original Edenic state” though criticized as “naïve” by McKusick (Green Writing 40-1) and 

condemned as outright hypocrisy by Nicholas Roe.42 For Coleridge, this ecotopia was inherently 

religious: he called it “a miraculous Millennium” (qtd. in Paley 115), that presaged the coming 

period of divine harmony, akin to the idealized democratic society the political radicals of the 

time agitated for in anticipation of Christ’s return (Paley 117). Coleridge was eventually 

disillusioned of the scheme, as he would be in his expectations that the violence in France was 

prelude to a religious millennium, but even in his latter conservatism he retained the sense of 

good community as a self-regulating organism (McKusick, Green Writing 41)—an undirected, 

macrocosmic pantisocracy. Kubla Khan, in contrast, makes no attempt to live in harmony with 

his environment, instead walling off nature’s bounty in a possessive act, claiming ownership of 

nature in a way pantisocracy explicitly rejected. Kubla, like Coleridge, was trying to usher in a 

man-made millennium by building this utopian community—but, as Coleridge would come to 

                                                           
42 Roe lays out his case at length in his article “Pantisocracy and the Myth of the Poet” in Fulford’s Romanticism 

and Millenarianism. See also Roe’s Politics of Nature for an account of pantisocracy focusing on Robert Southey’s 

role. 
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understand, trying to bring about the millennium through human means, on a human schedule 

instead of waiting for the divinely-appointed time, is another usurpation of divine authority. 

Kubla’s creation of a false paradise frames him as a (perhaps unwitting) antichrist figure, made 

all the worse by the sheer temerity of founding his overreaching pleasure-dome on the borders of 

“Alph, the sacred river” (3), further reinforcing the fact that he is transgressing theologically and 

ecologically at the same time. 

Catastrophic nature dominates the second part of the poem, in contrast to the peaceable 

nature of the first part of the poem. The perils of Kubla’s attempts to domesticate nature are 

evident when the pleasure-dome is undermined by a “deep romantic chasm” (12) carved into the 

hills and forests. As opposed to the sunny glades and the orderly walls and towers, this area is a 

“savage place” of “wailing”, “seething,” and “ceaseless turmoil,” characterized by explosive 

action and noise (14-16). While causality is difficult to establish in a poem with unclear (indeed, 

dream-like) chronology, I read the violent freedom of earth and water escaping their bonds as a 

response to Kubla’s attempt to impose order on the landscape. By intervening with walls into this 

ecosystem, Kubla has sabotaged self-regulating ecology, leading to a build-up of energy and its 

catastrophic release. Chaos is victorious in the poem: the eruption rains stones onto the realm, 

while the “sacred river”—a religious characterization that ties into the earlier description of the 

chasm “as holy and enchanted”—floods through the forests (26, 14). Where Kubla’s pleasure-

dome is an act of hubristic human intervention into nature, it is punished by a sacralised 

environment, demonstrating the intrinsic tie between nature and theology in this poem; 

Coleridge, as we know, considered nature and religion linked (Beer 64). This is the same kind of 

natural/spiritual retribution visited upon the Ancient Mariner and Ozymandias. 
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The ambivalences of “Kubla Khan”—great creative acts on one hand, and terrible 

retribution on the other—arise from Coleridge’s inner theological turmoil. According to Beer, 

Coleridge’s doubts and disillusionment following the failure of pantisocracy and the French 

Revolution can “explain … the contradictions to be found in … ‘Kubla Khan’,” amongst other 

poems (65). When Coleridge later recalls this period in Biographia Literaria, he describes it 

thusly: “Doubts rushed in; broke upon me ‘from the fountain of the great deep’, and fell ‘from 

the windows of heaven’” (qtd in Beer 64, original emphasis). The Biblical verses43 Coleridge 

quotes feature water imagery and specifically an underground fountain; elements also present in 

“Kubla Khan,” and which contribute to the apocalyptic mode of the poem, defined by its liminal, 

contradictory state. The Book of Revelations showcases the liminal quality of the apocalyptic 

moment: as the dualistic forces of good and evil clash, the natural world, caught in between, 

loses its nominal coherence (lions lay down with lambs, one-third of the sun goes dark). In 

addition to the ongoing counterpoint of nature and artifice elaborated in the poem, “Kubla Khan” 

features large number of linguistic and imagistic contradictions, often embedded in descriptions 

of the environment, influenced by Revelation, and pointing towards a state of apocalyptic 

slippage.44 The “deep romantic chasm” is both “holy” and “savage” (12-14), two terms not often 

seen in conjunction but apropos for the destructive and indiscriminate nature of the divine in 

Revelation’s plagues and cataclysms. 

Such contradictory images make the natural world in “Kubla Khan” appear sublime, if 

not outright beyond the scope of mortal reckoning. The “caverns measureless to man” (4, 27) are 

                                                           
43 Thanks to Shelley King for pointing out that these passages originate in the Book of Genesis. 
44 The poem’s “sunless sea” is dark because it is underground, but an ocean under perpetual night recalls the 

darkness that follows the breaking of the seventh seal (Revelations 8:12), and again on the pouring of the fifth vial 

(Revelations 16:10). Likewise, the “lifeless ocean” (28) of the poem: seas and rivers in Revelations are frequently 

being turned to blood or rendered poisonous with bitter wormwood (cf. Revelations 8:8-11), such that “every living 

soul died in the sea” (Revelations 16:3). 
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emblematic of this inability to define the scope of the natural world, a reach that exceeds human 

faculties. Another apparent contradiction is the “sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice” (36), 

wondrous because, as Bate flatly explains, our “experience of ice is that it melts when exposed to 

sunlight” (69). Wilson sees something “of the apocalyptic” in “icescapes as revelations of an 

abysmal origin, marriages of opposites, merging of microcosm and macrocosm” (Wilson 2-3), 

all of which are at play in “Kubla Khan.” The sublime aesthetic of ice and its sterile, destructive 

potential “shares the same paradoxes as” the dreadful and blissful conjunction of millennium and 

apocalypse (2-3). The pleasure-dome is described in the poem as “a miracle of rare device” (35), 

simultaneously employing the language of the divine (“miracle”) and human ingenuity 

(“device”) to highlight its uniqueness. In a millennial light, this could be a positive merging of 

mortal and immortal prowess—strict divisions between the human and the divine falling away in 

the utopian space—such as the meeting of human and nature in pantisocracy, or the political 

radicals who saw revolution in human societies as a step towards the millennium. However, it is 

also possible to read these lines in the apocalyptic sense: the human manufacture of the Eden-

like space of the pleasure-dome, or crafting the miraculous ice-caverns, are a sign of imaginative 

overreach, the hubris of trying to replicate the oeuvres of the divine, and will be punished. 

 The episodes of catastrophic nature in this poem likewise present sublime, unexpected 

spectacles. The geyser is water rising into the air instead of falling, an eruption not of flame but 

of the opposite element; the fountain throws up “huge fragments” of “rocks” which, once 

airborne, get to “vault[ing]”, “rebounding” “and dancing” in a display of geological aerial 

acrobatics (21-23). As if flying rocks are not enough, “the sacred river” is then “flung up” to join 

them in defiance of gravity (24). Just as Kubla Khan has transgressed in destroying the unity of 

nature, so too does the contradictory, catastrophic nature in the poem embody the apocalyptic 
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transgression of boundaries. Such marvels have long been a staple of myth and other fantastic 

genres,45 and the disaster genre too will lean heavily on monumental destruction: such 

spectacles—like nature’s assault on the pleasure-dome, like the ruination visited upon the statues 

of Ozymandias’ realm—are the sensational proofs of the need for human abasement before the 

power of nature. The downfall of antichrist figures like Kubla and Ozymandias is concomitant 

with the Fall that is, in Western tradition, associated with the pride and hubris of grandiose 

construction that mars the landscape, going back to the Tower of Babel. Like the expulsion from 

Eden, it is a Fall from the state of nature, a break from balance and homeostasis; yet sometimes, 

depending on the scope of the disaster, it is also a fall back into the state of nature.46 So far we’ve 

only seen this phenomenon at the microcosmic level in Romantic nature poetry, but in the next 

chapter will take us to the opposite end of the spectrum, global rather than local. These 

apocalypses are not conducted through analogies, by which specific ecosystems stand in as 

microcosms of the large environment; rather, they depict the literal extinction of humanity (and 

sometimes all life), and revises the shifting balance of dominance and victimization in 

humanity’s relationship with nature when this relationship is subjected to the extreme 

circumstances of an apocalypse. 

                                                           
45 Nichols essentially calls the catalogue of geological and landscape marvels at the beginning of the poem a 

“menagerie,” likening this list to the extensive descriptions of fantastic animals in the keeping of far-away monarchs 

in Orientalist travelogues (153). The comparison is apt, inasmuch as these wonders are different from received 

notions of nature yet are still based in nature. 
46 Whether that state is read positively, like Rousseau does, or negatively, like Hobbes does, varies from poet to 

poet, and even from poem to poem. For all its horrors, “Ancyent Marinere” nonetheless ends with a reunion of sorts 

between humanity and nature, even if it is incomplete and thus requires constant repetition to reinforce the lesson. 

By contrast, “Kubla Khan” never recovers from the initial crisis and ends in terror.  
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CHAPTER 2: LAST 
Nature as Agonist and Antagonist in Last Man Narratives1 

 

 

 Poets like Seward, Worthsworth, Blake, Percy Shelley and Coleridge expressed, through 

microcosms and/or mythic settings, the global or apocalyptic concerns they had over 

human/industrial impact on the environment. The reasons for this choice range from aesthetic 

preferences to a failure to fully apprehend the true scope of industrialism’s reach, but another 

argument in favour of subtlety is the previous critical reaction to those texts that did not use the 

microcosm—that depicted, directly, the global apocalypse. These texts focused on a common 

figure: the Last Man, a sole human being alive after the rest of the species has gone extinct. 

Morton Paley has tracked how this subject, in the hands of authors like Lord Byron and Mary 

Shelley, faced a critical establishment that reacted first with a mixture of praise and cautious 

skepticism that shortly turned hostile and outright derogatory. It may be difficult for modern 

readers to understand this attitude, habituated as we are to thinking apocalyptically not as a 

function of religious dread but as entertainment, given that we are used to end-world scenarios as 

conventional plots of our novels and films. Yet there had to be a first Last Man, and this 

emissary from a devastated world proved to be a less than welcome guest. 

 Byron appears to have been spared the worst of the critical reaction, perhaps because of 

his already-established reputation, his gender, or his relatively early entry into the field of Last 

Man narratives. Paley recounts that “[m]ost of the contemporary reviews” of Byron’s collection 

“mention ‘Darkness’ favourably,” praising the poem for its sublime qualities and comparing it 

favourably to Coleridge’s fantastic texts (200). Others commentators, like Sir Walter Scott, 

                                                           
1 Portions of this chapter first appeared as part of a conference paper entitled “Et Dieu Détruisa la Terre: The 

Victimization of Nature in Cousin de Grainville's Le Dernier Homme” presented at the 44th annual NeMLA 

convention (2013) and a special topic presentation entitled “Damned by Nature: Natural Catastrophe and Religious 

Rhetoric Amongst the Romantics” (2012). 
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mixed their praise with cautions against the sinister topic, making the argument that, whatever 

the technical and affective merits of the poem, ultimately “it would be better not to undertake 

such a subject at all,” pointing to a potential failure of imagination in conceiving anything as 

remote or total as human extinction (200-1).2 Paley believes the topic of the poem is the reason 

why “‘Darkness’ long remained one the least discussed of [Byron’s] major poems” (209). I 

consider that prejudice persists to this day, because even scholars focused on Byron and solar 

imagery, as happens in Ted Underwood’s The Work of the Sun, and Marilyn Butler’s “Romantic 

Manichaeism: Shelley’s ‘On the Devil, and Devils’ and Byron’s Mythological Dramas” in The 

Sun is God, surprisingly neglect to engage with a poem wherein the sun dies. I aim to rectify this 

lacuna in the critical discourse by placing the poem and its topic in the context of ecocriticism 

and the nascent disaster genre. 

 What criticism Byron evaded, Mary Shelley received in large quantities, as she had for 

Frankenstein. In his introduction to the Oxford World’s Classic edition of Shelley’s The Last 

Man, Paley recounts some of the insults employed by the critics: “sickening,” “stupid cruelties,” 

a sign of “diseased imagination, and…polluted taste” (qtd. in Last Man xxi), and even an 

“abortion” (qtd. in Paley 208).3 Reviewers were genuinely disturbed by these solitary figures—

the dead man amongst the living, and the living man amongst the dead. Yet where Frankenstein 

achieved near instant popularity and has become a literary classic in the canon (Frankenstein 

xii), Last Man has been largely forgotten. Only in the latter half of the twentieth century was it 

                                                           
2 Scott writes: “the framing of such phantasms is a dangerous employment for the exalted and teeming imagination” 

of Byron, while Francis Jeffrey, reviewer for the Edinburgh Review, finds “[t]he very conception is terrible above all 

conception of known calamity—and is too oppressive to the imagination, to be contemplated with pleasure” (qtd. in 

Paley 200). 
3 These comments remind me of the reviews Frankenstein garnered after its publications (where some were “in 

doubt as to whether the head or the heart of the author be the most diseased” [qtd. in Frankenstein xii]). Both works 

were initially published anonymously, so the initial reaction wasn’t due to the author’s gender, but subsequent 

critiques emphasize the specific unsuitability of a woman engaging with these topics (Frankenstein xii-xiii; Last 

Man xxi). 
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given serious attention, its critical fortunes buoyed by a greater tolerance in the academy for its 

science fiction trappings (Last Man xxii-xxiii), by feminist interest in Shelley’s work, and most 

recently by ecocritical interest in the novel by such critics as James McKusick.  

 Another cause for critical scorn, Paley argues, was an apparent surge in the topic of 

Lastness in the late 1810s and 1820s, much of it parodical, “a cottage industry of literary 

journalism” aimed at deflating the idea of Lastness (203). After Thomas Campbell’s poem “The 

Last Man” was published in 1823, he claimed he had originated the concept and had even 

suggested the idea to Byron (196-7). A writer for the London Magazine scorned Campbell’s 

claim to originality by describing “the idea of the Last Man [as] being most particularly obvious, 

or rather absolutely common-place” (qtd. in Paley 203). Last Men underwent an odd and rapid 

transformation from unimaginable to pedestrian in the space of a decade. The parodies certainly 

contributed to this critical mass of Last Men stories, but I agree with Paley when he calls the 

“familiarizing, trivializing and burlesquing” of the Last Man theme in parodies “defensive 

strategies” against a disturbing notion that had taken root (203), not so different from the more 

overtly hostile responses of earlier critics. In another telling contradiction, reviewers tried to 

dismiss the entire notion of Lastness as self-evidently false, from a stubborn, religiously-inspired 

insistence that things cannot truly end (204). 

This chapter examines Last Man narratives as the most direct precursors to disaster 

fiction and views the collage of tropes emerging from these stories as forming their own 

incipient genre. By examining the relationship between humanity and Nature in the three most 

prominent examples of this sort of narrative in chronological order—Jean-Baptiste François 

Xavier Cousin de Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme, Byron’s “Darkness,” and Mary Shelley’s The 

Last Man—I argue for a general trend in Last Man fiction wherein Nature’s role shifts from 
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agonist to antagonist. In Dernier Homme, Nature is thoroughly victimized by humanity, the 

divine, and even its own allegorical guardian; “Darkness” portrays mutually-assured destruction 

between Nature and humanity; and Shelley’s Last Man inverts Grainville’s original take on the 

subject, as humanity is driven to extinction by a plague while an actively hostile, antagonistic 

Nature thrives in the absence of humanity. Finally, I will put these three texts in conversation 

with each other and with three additional Last Man narratives from Campbell, Thomas Hood and 

an anonymous tale in Blackwood’s Magazine to highlight some of the key recurring features and 

devices of the Last Man sub-genre, including the use of personification and cave imagery, to 

demonstrate how the environment is feminized in these texts, and how Nature’s destructive 

potential is an inversion of her creative power. That destructive power allows a previously 

passive and victimized Nature to fight back against her oppressors, becoming humanity’s 

antagonist in the process.  

ENDS OF THE EARTH: THE VICTIMIZATION OF NATURE IN GRAINVILLE’S LE DERNIER HOMME 

 In riposte to Campbell’s statement that he was first to write of Lastness, the London 

Magazine writer recalled “a book with the taking title of Omegarius [sic], or the Last Man,” the 

anonymously republished English translation of Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme, supposedly a 

staple of the “circulating libraries” (qtd. in Paley 203-4). The reviewer’s claim regarding the 

fame of The Last Man, or Omegarus and Syderia (as the English translation was actually titled) 

would appear to contradict Paley’s own assertion that it was “little-known” (197) and a 

contemporary critic’s claim that it had “fallen still-born from the press” (qtd. in Last Man xxi). 

Certainly Cousin de Grainville was, and remains, a rather obscure figure, although he had an 

admirer in Sir Herbert Croft, himself a minor novelist, and the likely vehicle for the novel’s 

(seemingly more popular) English translation (Paley 197). Grainville’s biography is pitiable, and 
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may be responsible for the novel’s lack of success in France: the book was published by a small 

press after the impoverished author had taken his own life, and the work may have been 

shadowed by the fact that its author was persona non grata in the current Napoleonic regime. 

The book has been described as a “prose epic” (Paley 197), both in the sense that the writing is 

highly poetic, and because Grainville intended the text to form the prosaic skeleton of an epic 

scriptural poem in the style of Milton’s Paradise Lost, according to Sir Herbert (Paul Alkon 161) 

and Grainville’s first biographer/critic, Jules Michelet (Dernier Homme 27). It was an 

experiment both in form and theme, and neither appealed to contemporary critics, although with 

the benefit of hindsight Warren Wagar can now call Dernier Homme “the first of all stories of 

the world’s end,” and so however obscure, it is the grandsire of the (post-)apocalyptic genre 

(149). 

Le Dernier Homme is set in an unspecified but distant future, at a time when exhausted 

Nature has simply given up, and everything from people down to plants has been rendered 

infertile, incapable of producing a new generation of living things. The narrative concerns efforts 

to unite the last fertile man—named Omégare, to highlight his status as Last Man—with his 

female counterpart, Sydérie. This quest narrative foreshadows the crux of the novel, a battle 

where human ingenuity is pitted against divine determinism, one in which free will is ultimately 

defeated: Omégare eventually bows to the divine decree that he abandon his newfound wife, and 

with the species doomed, God scours the Earth of all life. Between the last hapless humans and 

the agents of the divine stands a third party—Nature—allegorically represented by a character 

called the Genius of the Earth (genius used in its original sense of tutelary spirit). Although 

Nature is conventionally female in this text, the Genius is male; I believe this is because he not 

the embodiment of the planet, but rather its guardian, a masculine role. Yet his fate is 
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inextricably tied to the Earth’s: when it dies, so will he. The Genius, therefore, spends the 

narrative assisting the humans as best he can; and even after Omégare has given up, the Genius 

continues to struggle on behalf of humanity and Nature, even turning to Satanism to challenge 

the divine decree of global extinction. Michelet goes so far as to consider the Genius the true 

hero of the work, rather than Omégare, in a move that echoes the Romantic embrace of Milton’s 

Satan as a heroic figure (Alkon 166).  

What all the characters have in common—and what I argue is the touchstone of 

Grainville’s work—is suffering and victimization.4 Humanity totters on the brink of extinction; 

the last wise men see their work to unite the last fertile couple come to nought; and that couple is 

separated and left to die singularly. Sydérie’s death is pathetic in the extreme, torn from her 

homeland only to be abandoned by her husband before the marriage is even consummated; yet 

the narrative also lavishes a great deal of attention on Omégare’s tortured psyche, driven by duty 

to the divine but tormented by his abandonment of the woman he loves. Grainville’s novel 

contains a great deal of ethical hand-wringing, but very little judgment—his characters are 

perpetually uncertain and frustratingly accepting of misfortune. Even the agents of the 

apocalypse, the usually implacable personifications of Death and Night, are hesitant and 

vacillating in their purpose. Perhaps the ultimate cause for this absence of moral judgment is 

because all this suffering stems from the Ultimate Cause, Grainville’s absentee Judeo-Christian 

deity—a force beyond mortal reckoning for these characters, and perhaps Grainville himself. 

God is not a character is the novel, however much his will over-determines the plot. The 

character that represents the divine, Adam, suffers just as much as any other character: he has 

been chained at the mouth of hell since the beginning of time as a punishment for his original 

                                                           
4 Michelet considers that the mother of this work is “la douleur” (suffering), though he bases this principally on 

Grainville’s biography rather than the text (Dernier Homme 28). 
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sin, made to watch as his many descendants fall into perdition, and due to this torture, he 

desperately implores Omégare to follow the divine plan and cause humanity’s extinction. 

Grainville had extensive experience of victimization. A clergyman and scholar whose 

main ambition lay in translating the classics, he was caught up in the whirlwind of the 

Revolution, badgered into renouncing his position and faith to comply with the new regime, only 

to be promptly turned out when the currents of the revolution shifted back, and he was held up to 

contempt for having publicly forsaken the faith. The desperation and confusion which are 

hallmarks of this novel are likely drawn directly from his own experiences in trying to cope with 

the impersonal and contradictory political forces that kept breaking over him. Yet if all the 

characters, to some extent, mirror their author’s misery, it is the Genius of the Earth—and thus 

Earth itself—which appears the most thoroughly victimized, and the closest avatar of Grainville 

himself in the story. The Genius too is a kind of scholar, who seeks to instruct and inspire 

humanity via dreams so that the species might survive this crisis of infertility. Thoughtfulness 

yields to desperation as the narrative progresses, and the Genius tries to supplicate God’s 

opposite, but the devil is as remote and uncaring as the deity. This descent into Satanism is, in 

context, the most reprehensible action taken by a character in the novel (Omégare’s 

abandonment of his wife is forgiven as necessary to the divine plan). The Genius turning his 

back on God in extremis cannot help but recall Grainville’s own coerced betrayal of the faith, 

and the lack of forgiveness for the Genius reflects the self-loathing of the suicidal author. 

As the Genius suffers, so too does the planet he represents. Grainville details the failure, 

transformation and ultimate destruction of natural environments, ranging across the full scope of 

the biosphere, from the depths of the Earth to the starscape above. Nature, in this novel, is an 

entity acted upon by all other parties, the victim of both other victims—the humans and the 
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Genius, who place their own survival above the integrity of the worldly body—and their ultimate 

victimizer, God. In the battle between free will and destiny, Nature becomes the battlefield, 

subject to both the ingenuity of men (I use the gendered form advisedly) and the authority of 

implacable fate. Nature has no defender in the text: even the Genius, who might be expected to 

speak for the environment, aids human endeavors to exploit Nature because he knows 

humanity’s extinction means the end of the planet, and therefore himself. Nature’s position is as 

precarious as can be: wholly dependent on her abusers for her survival. 

 The sages of the future can only speculate as to why everything in Nature has become 

infertile; the audience is eventually informed that, in the divine scheme of things, time has 

simply run out on mortal existence. I would argue that the text provides an alternate reading in 

which Nature has been over-exploited, and thus exhausted, by humanity. The crisis is preceded 

by a golden age of prosperity as Nature’s maximum potential is unleashed by human ingenuity: 

population, art, and industry grow in tandem, until the Earth suddenly stops producing. A causal 

relationship between this maximal exploitation and the failure of fertility is never explicitly 

established, but Grainville’s juxtaposition of a natural maximum and the subsequent collapse of 

Nature’s potency is more than mere coincidence. The so-called sages of the future may not be 

able to make the link, but Grainville implies that Nature, once fully exploited, becomes drained 

of some key, ephemeral vitality.  

The language of the text discloses maximal exploitation as an assault on Nature. The sage 

“Philantor l’exposa [Nature] toute nue aux yeux des mortels” (75):5 the philosopher’s quest for 

knowledge is a sexualized unveiling with hints of rape. Philantor helps usher in the golden age 

by mastering “le feu… plus terrible des elements,”6 a Promethean feat for which he is explicitly 

                                                           
5 “Philantor exposed [Nature] fully naked before the eyes of mortals”  
6 “fire… the most terrible of elements” 
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likened to God (75). Yet when the “second Éden” of the golden age begins to collapse, it is “le 

feu qui … animait” body and spirit that flickers and dies (79):7 the natural element, once 

contained, domesticated, and exploited, loses its vitality. The ecological sins of the sage are a 

type of hubris, an impersonation of God in both ability and the resulting mastery over the natural 

world. Just as with the usurpers Ozymandias and Kubla Khan, a miniature apocalypse manifests 

divine displeasure, as a gigantic volcano on the moon destroys the satellite. As mankind has 

sinned against God via the natural world, so too does God enact his judgment via natural 

catastrophe. The next sage, Ormus, exhorts humanity to massive industrial projects to save itself, 

and uses as justification the Biblical notion that the Earth was given to humanity to utilize, yet he 

also states that in the past humans have modified the Earth “sans que le ciel ait vengé cette 

usurpation” (83):8 he is aware that humanity oversteps its authority, and simply counts on the 

historical absence of punishment. His geoengineering project is to redirect the great rivers of 

Eurasia, and raise crops in the exposed riverbeds. He says humanity ought to “s’emparer de leur 

lits,” to dominate this “terre vierge et neuve” for its fertility (81), bringing the lexicon of rape to 

the foreground.9 Only before doing the same to the oceans does humanity hesitate, as their 

sublime size lend them a sacred quality. Ormus argues that since “un tremblemant de terre, la 

chute d’une montagne, l’abondance des pluies, l’explosion d’un volcan”10 have all shifted the 

ocean’s boundaries in the past, humanity can do so as well (83); human industry is thus likened 

to, and surpasses, the worst natural disasters in reshaping the world. These sages are still admired 

even as Nature collapses, a sign that humanity has failed to heed its lesson, and foreshadowing 

Nature’s lack of vindication in the text. 

                                                           
7 “second Eden;” “the fire which (…) animated” 
8 “without the sky having revenged itself against this usurpation” 
9 “seize their beds”; “earth virgin and new”  
10 “an earthquake, an avalanche [the fall of a mountain], flood [the abundance of rains], the explosion of a volcano” 
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As the failure of all schemes is inevitable, being preordained, Nature is placed in a 

hopeless situation. Divine order conspires against both humanity and Nature throughout the text, 

as angels and patriarchs exhort the apocalypse, and personifications of Death and Night empty 

the physical world. The final chapters showcase the destruction of forests and mountains as 

human remains burst from the soil and whirl in great storms. This is an ironic reversal of the 

previous situation: instead of humans being punished by God via Nature, Nature is destroyed by 

God via (dead) humans. Unlike Nature, the human characters have the remnants of hope: the 

promise of resurrection in the spiritual world to follow, which Sydérie is shown in a dream. But 

Nature, the narrative emphasizes, is not subject to resurrection; the destruction of the material 

world is final. Nature is caught in a double-bind: whether one sides, philosophically, with free 

will or predestination, Nature is victim to both, relegated to a passive, subservient role.11 

I have suggested that Nature/Genius are the closest representatives in the text to 

Grainville himself; and just as Grainville appeared to blame himself for the misery in which he 

choose to end his life,12 so too does the text blame Nature for her own ill treatment. The 

infertility epidemic that triggers the novel’s crisis is kind of denial of sexual access on Nature’s 

part, as demonstrated by the increasingly violent and invasive means of recovering that access 

and the rapine language in which these schemes are framed. By approving of the sages, the text 

suggests that Nature’s unwillingness to be worked to human ends justifies their actions. So too 

do the actions of Nature’s avatar, the Genius, create a familiar narrative of hubris and just 

                                                           
11 These twin tragedies call back to Grainville’s own biographical experience: in Nature’s vulnerability to ingenuity, 

I see the echo of the revolution, of all the new ideas being imposed on French society which Grainville must 

eventually bow to. Conversely, in the implacable hand of destiny, I see the vulnerability to great social upheavals 

outside of the individual’s control, when Grainville’s belated attempts to adapt to changing circumstances simply 

made him a pariah as the relentless march of history once again up-ended social values. The reassertion of central 

authority in the form of Napoleon finds its literary equivalent in the inescapable authority of God—an analogy 

reinforced when Omégare stumbles upon a statue of Napoleon just prior to the apocalypse. 
12 Such is the impression I gather from the biographies of Grainville by Michelet and Kupiec. 
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punishment: conspiring against the divine plan throughout the text—even embracing Satanism—

the Genius becomes a failed Prometheus, trying to use guile to sustain humanity, but unable to 

accomplish his ends, or escape divine wrath. When the Genius receives his come-uppance as the 

gradual if sympathetic villain of the prose-poem, it symbiotically spells the end of natural world. 

Though they are merely defending their own interests in defiance of human and divine plans, the 

stubbornly independent streak in Nature and its avatar is so intolerable that only the wholesale 

destruction of the natural world can bring about the text’s resolution, divine triumph. 

The text does not consider this is a positive outcome, and indeed ends on the same tone of 

suffering and doubt in which it operates throughout. Though Sydérie is given a vision of the 

world beyond the temporal, the prose-poem itself ends after the Genius is slain and the world 

ends. Grainville’s refusal to show the resurrection means that the text ends with the characters at 

their lowest moment: alone, despairing, on the brink of destruction. The frequent assurances by 

divine agents that this suffering is in the collective good go unrealized within the boundaries of 

the story itself. The narrative does not deny the afterlife, but it suggests that any purely spiritual 

realm is intrinsically ineffable, escaping description: mortal, temporal concerns can only be 

understood in relation to the now-destroyed physical world. The central tragedy of the story 

becomes the loss of the natural world, first gradually, then all at once, because our relationship to 

our physical environment is critical to our experience and understanding of the world and 

ourselves. 

Grainville’s sense of a vulnerable and victimized Nature is similar to the poetry of 

pollution among the Romantics, but it is also forward-thinking. Disaster fiction frequently 

portrays calamities as Nature’s revenge, literal or metaphorical, for human transgressions, such 

as the usurpations of Ozymandias and Kubla Khan. But the disempowerment of Nature seen here 
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won’t be a feature of the disaster genre again until the precautionary tales (both print and film) of 

the ecologically-conscious twentieth-century. I argue this is because our sympathies, as readers, 

are usually directed at human characters; in disaster fiction, sympathetic characters are those 

subject to and struggling against the supremacy of Nature over people. It is possible for Nature to 

be so thoroughly the victim in Dernier Homme because another force exists to victimize 

humanity—God. Yet Dernier Homme was already well in the process of secularizing the 

apocalyptic narrative into the disaster genre, and the desire of later writers to ground their 

catastrophes in a scientific worldview relegates the supernatural to rare and ambiguous 

appearances. In subsequent Last Man narratives, the conflict is more explicitly between 

humanity and Nature, with no third party. 

THE END OF DAYS: CONFLICTED NATURE IN BYRON’S “DARKNESS” 

Bate argues that “when ecosystems collapse, human bonds do so too” (Bate 112); 

logically, any prolonged period of catastrophe will also become the site of conflict, as survivors 

struggle for control over dwindling resources.13 Such is the case in Byron’s “Darkness,” which 

critics have often suggested was at least partially inspired by Grainville (e.g. Bate 95, Paley 197, 

Wagar 16).14 Although humanity, in this poem, is briefly united by the shock of solar death, the 

personification of War (an allusion to the Horseman from Apocalypse) soon appears, “glut[ting] 

himself” on conflict (38-39). “Glut” is no exaggeration: humanity in this poem slaughters each 

other over food, then as food, descending into cannibalism and killing each other to feast on the 

fallen. Yet this internecine warfare is only the result of a broader conflict between humanity and 

                                                           
13 Bate recounts how he first heard “Darkness,” quoted by a British politician promoting nuclear disarmament, who 

foresaw a desolated world much like Byron’s in the event of nuclear war and the ensuring nuclear winter. 
14 R.J. Dingley’s article “‘I had a dream…’: Byron’s ‘Darkness’” remains the most compendious account of Byron’s 

possible sources for the poem. 
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Nature in the poem: humanity goes extinct as a result of the central natural disaster, but not 

before launching an all-out assault on the environment that pre-emptively depopulates the world 

of all living things. In the end, Nature—in guise of Darkness—rids herself of humanity at the 

expense of all other life, and what is left is the primordial chaos that preceded—and now 

succeeds—the natural world.   

“Darkness” not only depicts ecological collapse, but is also itself the product of a 

severely stressed ecosystem as a result of catastrophic nature: the 1815 eruption of Mount 

Tambora, reckoned one of the most devastating eruptions in human history.15 Following the 

eruption, the immediate area was covered by a cloud of ash so thick it blocked out the sun; as 

this ash cloud spread out across the atmosphere, it clustered in northern hemisphere air currents, 

where the loss of sunlight filtering through the haze caused crop failures and temperature drops, 

including a June snowstorm and August frost in New England. For this reason, 1816 was called 

the Year Without a Summer “across Europe and the United States,” and the massive “failed 

harvests” across those territories caused the last great “hemisphere subsistence crisis” to affect 

the western world (Bate 97). Food riots occurred with regularity in France, Switzerland and other 

portions of Western Europe over the next few years as farm yields struggled to recover, while in 

Ireland the famine enabled a typhus epidemic that killed sixty-five thousand.16 For Bate, this link 

to weather17 is a revelation about the origins of “Darkness,” (97-98), but Paley, a year earlier, 

                                                           
15 Ranked on the volcanic explosivity index (VEI) as class seven or “mega-colossal,” the explosion itself killed 

approximately ninety thousand people in proximate islands in Indonesia. Unless otherwise indicated, all data about 

the eruption comes from Volcano Weather by Stommel and Stommel. 
16 Indeed, the causal link between famine, malnutrition and plague has also been advanced to explain an outbreak of 

cholera in India that, over the next decades, would become part of the first truly global pandemic as it spread from 

Asia to Europe, Africa and North America. The cholera pandemics of the 1820s and 30s killed hundreds of 

thousands, which would make Tambora, cumulatively, one of history’s deadliest disasters. 
17 Byron’s correspondence from the time in which “Darkness” was written complains rather extensively about the 

weather, bemoaning the “stupid mists—fogs—rains—and perpetual density” that afflicted his lakeside retreat at the 

famous Villa Diodati on Lake Geneva (qtd. in Bate 96). 
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had arrived at a similar hypothesis: “the extraordinary climatic conditions during the summer of 

1816”—which is to say the “unusual cold and darkness”—would have inspired a poem of final 

darkness (197-8). In all likelihood, both arrived at this conclusion independently;18 but what for 

Paley is back-story is, for Bate, the key to the text’s legacy: a warning of the consequences of 

ecological collapse. 

Byron had no way to know about Tambora; the link between the volcano and the cold 

weather of 1816 was only made retrospectively, after the scientific community studied similar 

effects following major eruptions, like Krakatau in 1883. But catastrophic nature nonetheless 

inspired the poem: at the time, one of the main explanations in the popular press for the cold 

weather was an exceptionally visible sun spot cycle. In fact, the sun spots were so visible 

because the sun was not as bright when viewed through the layer of ash thrown into the upper 

atmosphere by Tambora (Stommel & Stommel 118), but it was presumed that these darks spots 

meant that the sun was radiating less heat, and worse, “[t]he darkening of the sun led to fears of 

apocalypse” (Bate 97), of solar death.19 Such opinions had no particularly credibility amongst the 

educated classes (Stommel & Stommel 116); it is doubtful, therefore, that one as worldly as 

Byron would have seen the dark spots on the sun as anything more than fodder for his 

imaginative ventures.  

“Darkness” itself provides no particular explanation for what has occurred: it is interested 

in the aftermath, not the cause. Byron systematically eliminates all potential celestial sources of 

light in order to render his “Darkness” truly absolute: not only is “[t]he bright sun … 

                                                           
18 Both also relied on different sources. Bate’s information is drawn from John Post’s The Last Great Subsistence 

Crisis in the Western World (1977), while Paley uses scientific articles by R. B. Strothers from 1984, and by Henry 

and Elizabeth Stommel from 1979, which they would later expand into their book Volcano Weather. 
19 Popular fears were further stoked by the prophesying an Italian astronomer who announced that the sun spots 

were prelude to the sun burning out altogether (Paley 198n20). 
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extinguish’d,” but all other celestial bodies go dark in this “blackening” world:  the night sky is 

“moonless” and even the stars have been rendered “darkling in the eternal space, rayless, and 

pathless” (2-5). To find sources of light and heat, humanity begins by turning on their own 

creations: buildings ranging from “palaces” to “huts” are all “burnt for beacons” and “cities were 

consumed” in the desperate quest for consumables (11, 13).20 It doesn’t take long for humanity 

to turn on the natural world: the “[f]orests were set on fire” (19), not cut down, but set aflame 

still standing, as “hour by hour / They fell and faded – and the crackling trunks / Extinguish’d 

with a crash – and all was black” (19-21). Byron uses the term “extinguish’d” for the second 

time in this line (the first time in reference to the loss of the “bright sun”), which I consider a 

lexical link between the sustaining power of the sun and the forests, and the consequences of 

their loss. After the forests are fully consumed “all was black” again, such that the loss of the 

forests re-enacts the initial tragedy that set the poem into motion; the text (correctly) suggests 

that forests are as critical to life as the sun. While the scenario depicted in “Darkness” is 

unprecedented, “Ozymandias” demonstrates that the Romantics were aware of the long-term 

ecological consequences of deforestation, and “Darkness” evokes similar practices of the early 

nineteenth century (industrialization or land-management) taken to their grotesque extreme. The 

forests would not have survived without sunlight, but the poem makes an environmental point 

nonetheless: in desperate need to assure their immediate survival, humanity ruins the last major 

source of fuel and food in a matter of hours instead of devising a more sustainable strategy. By 

this dying light, the remaining people “fed / Their funeral piles with fuel” from the forests (27-

                                                           
20 As Bate points out (97), there is a moment of unintended but palpable irony as Byron calls “[h]appy” those “who 

dwelt within the eye / Of the volcanos, and their mountain-torch: / A fearful hope was all the world contain’d” (16-

18). Byron may not have known about Tambora, but the Romantics were sufficiently acquainted with the destructive 

action of the Italian volcanoes—Vesuvius, Stromboli—to understand just what an act of desperation it is to make 

one’s home within one. Byron also anticipates the idea of geothermal energy, which will form of the basis of 

ecology in Hodgson’s The Night Land. 
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28); these “funeral piles” are for humanity itself, and once they die out, so, effectively, will the 

species.  

The loss of forests also means a loss of biodiversity; and as with everything in 

“Darkness,” the poem speeds up and exaggerates this phenomenon:  

the wild birds shriek’d 

And, terrified, did flutter on the ground 

And flap their useless wings; the wildest brutes 

Came tame and tremulous; and vipers crawl’d 

And twined themselves among the multitude, 

Hissing, but stingless – they were slain for food (32-37) 

There is obvious Biblical imagery in this passage, which inverts the expectations of a millennial, 

paradisiacal world where humans and animals live in harmony. The wild beasts are now “tame” 

and even serpents have lost their stings (or refuse to use them), but as tends to be the case with 

Byron, “[m]illennial associations are consistently invoked in order to be bitterly frustrated” 

(Paley 202). In this case, he introduces a familiar religious narrative of the End Times only 

instantly to undercut it with bathos: the starving masses of humanity welcome this miraculous 

transformation because it makes the animals easier to kill and eat. The twinning of the vipers, 

recalling the caduceus (the antique symbol of trade and commerce), reinforces the treatment of 

these creatures as goods to be consumed—quite literally. The beasts seek the protection of their 

stewards, humanity’s Biblical role and responsibility in the natural world, but humanity forsakes 

this duty. There is no pantisocratic community of fellows, just the dominant and those who die to 

feed them. Byron suspends an otherwise despairingly realistic take on his fantastic premise just 

this once in order to underline his cynical view of humanity: where other living creatures 
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override aggressive instincts and seek the company of other creatures in solidarity, humans are 

concerned only with assuring their own individual survival. If the poem threatens sentimentality 

for the poor birds and beasts, it deliberately veers into the saccharine in its next animal reference, 

an extended anecdote of the last loyal dog defending its master’s corpse from scavengers. In the 

face of catastrophe, non-human animals lose what little selfishness they had, but humans become 

pure egotism. Yet the presence of non-human animals in the poem largely serves to reinforce 

Byron’s narrative about humanity rather than to make any particular observation on the lives of 

animals themselves; in this sense, I find Byron’s poetic utilitarianism similar to the gastronomic 

exigency of his characters. 

“Darkness” depicts human extinction, and unlike Dernier Homme, goes beyond it; 

however, whereas Grainville was unable to articulate humanity without the environment, Byron 

illustrates an environment without humanity. The poem’s climax comes when the last two men 

alive, on seeing each other by firelight, die from seeing the other’s hideous countenance “upon 

whose brow / Famine had written Fiend” (68-9)—the curse of cannibalism embodied in the 

flesh. After a narrative largely focused on the human experience of catastrophe (and human 

relationships to animals), the poem’s finale shifts to a survey of the desolated world, emptied of 

any form of life. By lingering in a world without humans, the poem showcases the futility of the 

desperate efforts at survival depicted in the poem: all the destruction, cruelty and predation was 

for nought.  However, though the world persists to a certain degree after the loss of humanity, 

Byron renders the environment through the use of negations, implying that without life—human 

and non-human alike—to populate it, the world becomes indistinct, definable only by what it has 

lost. 
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After humanity and Nature have been wiped out in mutual conflict, all that remains is a 

sterile jumble of primordial elements. The description of the post-human planet begins with 

another Biblical jab, as this depopulated “world was void” (69), a direct reference to the account 

of creation in the King James Version: “And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness 

was upon the face of the deep” (Genesis 1:2). With heavy irony, Byron likens the end of the 

world to the beginning: there is little distinction between the pre-Genesis and post-Apocalypse 

states of the world, “a chaos of hard clay” (72). While it is true that clay, earth or dust feature in 

the funereal rites of certain faith traditions, the primordial clay is tremendously popular trope of 

creation myths, Abrahamic and classical (see, for instance, Genesis 2:7); such myths serve to 

connect humanity to their environment, as the species emerges from and is composed of earth, 

invested with whichever divine spark. But Byron’s clay is “[a] lump of death” (72) from which 

there shall be no resurrection; rather than humans composed of clay, now the clay is composed 

of the remains of humanity—and all other species. There is a dark unity in the dead clay, made 

up of “[t]he populous and the powerful” (70): death is a leveller between the powerful and the 

merely populous, whether these terms refer to divisions within human society, or between 

humans and the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Such is the “chaos” of the clay, the collapse of 

all boundaries and divisions; I could theoretically celebrate such leveling, hybridity, and/or 

fusion, but the text makes it clear that the clay has no generative potential to yield.   

Water imagery dominates the rest of Byron’s description of the fallen world: 

The rivers, lakes, and ocean all stood still, 

And nothing stirr’d within their silent depths; … 

The waves were dead; the tides were in their grave, 

The Moon, their mistress, had expired before[.] (73-74; 78-79) 
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Water, like earth, is a primordial element, involved in a number of creation myths, including 

Genesis, wherein the newly formed world was simply made up of “the deep” until “the spirit of 

God moved upon the face of the waters” (1:1-2). The death of the moon and winds has rendered 

all bodies of water motionless,21 the clouds have “perish’d” (81), and there is no heat to melt 

whatever snow and ice remains in the mountains; any rivers would soon run dry. In this passage, 

Byron dismantles the hydrological cycle, the stalwart Romantic emblem of the 

interconnectedness of the world; he does this not to disprove the concept, but to reinforce how 

every aspect of our natural environment depends on each other, an intricate tapestry that unravels 

when a key piece is withdrawn. Granted, the sun is as extreme an example of an element the 

ecosystem could lose, but this is in keeping with the tone of the poem, and of speculative fiction 

generally: using the freedom of setting to depict the more ordinary on a grander scale. 

This post-human world is consequently “[s]easonless, herbless, treeless, manless, 

lifeless” (71), a list of negations again chosen for its Biblical resonances, as every one of these 

items is specifically mentioned being created in the first chapter of Genesis: as with the void and 

the clay, the process of creation is being reversed, rewound back to the original state.22 There is a 

kind of hierarchy in Byron’s order: first the seasons, not a living aspect of Nature; then herbs; 

then trees, basically bigger versions of the herbs; then man; then life writ large. As a hierarchy, it 

isn’t the standard Great Chain of Being (the power distinctions between categories are large and 

it omits animals entirely), but it still functions as a re-enactment of natural features which are 

now gone, building up to a climax of absence. At the same time, the enumeration features a 

                                                           
21 The oceans are also an opportunity to showcase what humanity has left behind: “Ships sailorless lay rotting on the 

sea, / And their masts fell down piecemeal; as they dropp’d / They slept on the abyss without a surge” (75-77). The 

imagery here reminds me of Coleridge, although in this case there is no possibility of reconciliation between 

humanity and Nature, unless it is the poor comfort of unity in death. Such unity is hinted at in the parallel between 

the fall of the ships’ masts, which echoes the fall of the tree trunks as the forests burned earlier in the poem. 
22 The seasons, Genesis 1:14; herbs and trees, 1:1-12, 29-30; man, 1:27-28 and onwards; life, 1:20. 
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reverse dependency: life cannot exist because the entities supposedly at the bottom of the 

conventional hierarchy (herbs and trees) have died, inevitably collapsing anything above them in 

the structure of ecosystems which depended on their presence: herbivores, prey species, 

predators and man. Plant life, in turn, has died not due to the absence of the seasons per se, but 

rather the natural conditions they represent, the cycles of light and heat which are now 

permanently absent. 

Just as humanity destroys itself in its unthinking attacks on the environment, so too has 

Nature destroyed herself through the central natural disaster. In the final lines of the poem, the 

figure of Darkness appears; the use of female personification and the stated universality of 

Darkness makes her a twisted aspect of Nature, a dark reflection, one who has wiped out her own 

creation. The appearance of Darkness is also an inversion of “Let there be light” at the outset of 

Genesis (1:3). In the conflict narrative of the poem, the extinction of humanity is a Pyrrhic 

victory as Darkness has killed all other forms of life as well. But “Darkness had no need” of 

natural processes such as the winds and the clouds, because “She was the Universe” (81-82); 

Darkness is now not only upon the face of the deep, she is the deep. Nature-as-Darkness’s 

satisfaction is a morbid self-sufficiency in which dominance is achieved only through the 

elimination of any kind of differentiation. The explicit universality of this Darkness is the final 

call back to the primordial state: like the waters or clay of the original chaos, Darkness erases all 

boundaries and becomes everything that exists, at once indistinct and inchoate in her 

formlessness, and yet impenetrable in her spatial and temporal dominion. She promises a future 

of pure entropy, the final word on the futility of existence, human and otherwise.  
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THE LIVING END: THE DOMINION OF NATURE IN SHELLEY’S THE LAST MAN 

Grainville portrayed Nature as humanity’s victim in an apocalyptic scenario; Byron 

levelled this relationship by presenting the apocalypse as mutually destructive to humanity and 

the environment. In Mary Shelley’s Last Man, the scales tip further and the original roles are 

inverted: humanity faces extinction at the hands of a hostile natural world, but the rest of the 

world does not end; humanity is the sole victim of this scenario. Most criticism on Last Man 

comes in the context of its human extinction scenario, as well the early (if limited) exercise in 

science fiction it represents, and the dialogue that it established with Frankenstein. The exact 

generic classification of the text has been a subject of debate; Paley claims that “Last Man is not 

itself a science fiction novel” (Last Man xxiii), a claim with which I sympathize but ultimately 

disagree. Granted, there is apparent little of Suvin’s notion of the novum to be found in the novel, 

either technologically or sociologically.23 Yet we must not be anachronistic in our considerations 

of past futurism. Shelley might not have been the first to speak of Last Men (Grainville, Byron, 

and Campbell were all precedents), or of imagining a terrible plague (John Wilson did so first in 

his dramatic 1816 poem The City of the Plague), but she placed these elements together to create 

a new scenario—the global pandemic—which neither fiction nor reality had seen before. The 

fact that she stood upon the shoulders of others to see the world’s end does not diminish her 

vision, nor the debt—recognized or otherwise—that subsequent stories of plague, from Jack 

London to the current zombie craze, owe Mary Shelley. This is a debt Wagar, one of the text’s 

first major critics, has been keen to highlight; he views the novel as the pivot “between tradition 

and secularism,” (13) from an apocalyptic tradition based on myth and belief, to a literary genre 

inspired by those traditions but which stands on its own as a self-contained vision of the end of 

                                                           
23 While Last Man does contain a few innovations, like an international transportation service by air balloon, they 

are few, and not foregrounded. 
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the world, independent of faith. Wagar specifically cites Aldiss’ argument for Frankenstein as 

the foundational text of science fiction when he advances Last Man’s “even stronger claim to 

consideration as the first major examples of secular eschatology in literature,” (13-14) a 

statement that will be echoed by later critics, becoming something of a maxim in Last Man 

criticism (e.g. Parrinder “Thames Valley” 58; Alkon 189-190; Nellist 117). 

Indeed, for a text with relatively little critical history, Last Man has acquired quite a few 

critical clichés. Many critics feel the need to issue a disclaimer about its quality, particularly vis-

à-vis the more familiar Frankenstein.24 The biographical quality of Last Man is also frequently 

commented on,25 since the novel—the first volume particularly, before the Plague enters the 

plot—is a roman à clef based on Shelley’s circle of “the Elect,” most of whom were now dead 

and are mythologized in the narrative (e.g. Last Man xiii, Aldiss 47). But this biographical focus 

has overdetermined criticism of the book. Wagar’s claim that Last Man is “the first major 

example of secular eschatology in literature” is the most original argument that has been 

advanced about Last Man thus far, but his reading is thoroughly concerned with the extent to 

which the Plague is a device “to enlarge personal tragedy until it embraced the whole world” and 

the novel functions as “a way of expressing [Shelley’s] grief”: the protagonist Lionel Verney is 

akin to Shelley in his solitude amongst the dead, leading Wagar to suggest that “[t]he last man 

was in fact a woman” (13-15). Like Wagar, Aldiss finds a pattern of “revulsions” that extend 

                                                           
24 Though Wagar considers the book pivotal, he concedes it will “never rank as a first-rate work of imaginative 

literature” and will “always be overshadowed” by its elder sibling (16). Aldiss is kinder than many in calling the 

novel’s potential missteps the result of a “transitional” period, both for the author and the culture she wrote in, to 

explain why it lacks the unitary force of Frankenstein (46); the disclaimer here is that “modern reader[s]” will likely 

find “the moralizing and rhapsodizing ... tedious,” while euphemistically describing as “fleshier” a prose style that is 

often overly ornate (48-49). Brian Stableford appears to imitate Shelley’s purple prose when he frames the novel as 

a “majestically lachrymose jeremiad” (47); Parrinder does much the same as he enumerates the novel’s failings: a 

“cumbersome three-volume format and vapid, endlessly effusive style” marked by “flood-tides of emotional 

melodrama” (66). 
25 Readings of the novel through the lens of Shelley’s own life and relationships take up a fair amount of both 

Paley’s introduction and Wagar’s arguments. 
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from the personal to the global, from “an exceptional case” to “the whole human race”; 

psychologically, he considers that Shelley’s “obsession with corruption” has become “alarming” 

(49), almost echoing Shelley’s contemporary critics.  

Considering how capacious Last Man is, it is reductive to insist on viewing the book 

through the lens of biography and psychology, and make the actual content of these volumes 

incidental. I will expand the scope of Last Man criticism by approaching it from an ecocritical 

perspective: a stubbornly literal reading of Last Man’s extensive descriptions of the natural 

reveals much about the way Shelley and her contemporaries viewed their place in the world, both 

individually and as a collective. Last Man is a novel so deeply involved with Nature that entire 

volumes might be written on the subject, but for the purposes of this project, I will show how the 

Plague, the central crisis of the book, is intrinsically tied to depictions of catastrophic Nature, 

such that the Plague becomes a willful and deliberate tool that Nature uses against humanity. 

This novel overtly portrays Nature as an antagonistic figure, and the Last Man protagonist, 

Lionel Verney, struggles to reconcile himself to an ideological shift whereby humanity ceases to 

be the master of Nature, and is instead vulnerable to her hostility.  

Aldiss seems to have some inkling of the novel’s ecocritical potential when he notes that 

“[l]andscape forms a considerable part” of the book’s appeal, but it lacks “the allegorical power 

that landscape” possesses in Frankenstein (46). I take issue with the later statement, but even so, 

from the ecocritical perspective, there is no need for landscape to function as allegory or 

metaphor in order to be literarily valuable—particularly in this novel, wherein characters find 

both comfort and villainy in Nature. The greater potential of landscapes in Last Man has been 

explored by Parrinder, who considers Shelley’s novel the “unsung precursor” of the tradition in 

disaster fiction, emerging later in the nineteenth century and from there onwards, to place a great 
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city in dire peril from insurgent natural forces invading the urban environment (“Thames Valley” 

58).26 London and its surrounding regions “represent the extremes of urban bustle and rural 

tranquility, yet in the catastrophe novel this is frequently reversed, with terrible forces emerging 

from the countryside to engulf the unsuspecting city-dwellers” (59), and in Last Man, these 

forces include peasant armies, catastrophic weather, and, most critically, the Plague. 

The presentation of the Plague in the novel allies it to the natural world, most notably 

through comparisons and correlations with natural disasters. Not until the first chapter of the 

second volume is Plague mentioned; the reference is brief, yet the word “PLAGUE” is fully 

capitalized, a signpost to the reader that this presence will grow in import until it dominates the 

remainder of the narrative (175). The appearance and spread of the Plague is marked by a series 

of strange events, many of which emerge from the natural world yet are corruptions or 

exaggerations of it, much as the Plague itself is an extreme version of the natural occurrence of 

disease. Though these incidents are not without naturalistic causes, they are clothed in a “gothic 

atmosphere of doom” (Alkon 189) and supernatural threat that marks the unprecedented danger 

posed by the Plague.27 The strangest such incident is the appearance of a black sun over Asia: 

A strange story was brought to us from the East … an hour before noon, a black 

sun arose: an orb, the size of that luminary, but dark, defined, whose beams were 

                                                           
26 Imperilled cities become one of the touchstones of disaster fiction and film moving into the twentieth-century, 

with New World metropolises like New York or Los Angeles generally taking the place of London. The pre-

eminence of London, Parrinder argues, “was short lived, since only to the late Victorians could it be convincingly 

presented as the universal city” (60). After this time, it is supplanted by American cities, while the Romantic-era 

Last Man—though it spends considerable time in London—ends the narrative in Rome, as Rome’s historical and 

cultural cachet serves “a symbolic purpose that London was not yet able” to provide (60). 
27 The first gothic incident concerns an American vessel which left Philadelphia months earlier and was seemingly 

lost at sea, only to wash up near Portsmouth with only a single dying sailor for crew (217). The man dies before 

encountering anyone, the ship breaks apart in the waves, and for the moment no outbreak follows on either side of 

the Atlantic, but this ghost ship helps complete Last Man’s pivot from a roman-à-clef to an apocalyptic novel. 

Unlike other incidents, the ship is not a feature of the natural world; it does, however, emerge from the wastes of the 

ocean, and evokes similar scenes in Coleridge and Byron. 
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shadows, ascended from the west; in about an hour it had reached the meridian, and 

eclipsed the bright parent of day. Night fell upon every country, night, sudden, rayless, 

entire. ... But soon the dim orb passed from over the sun, and lingered down the eastern 

heaven. As it descended, its dusky rays crossed the brilliant ones of the sun, and 

deadened or distorted them. ...  

... Through Asia ... a sudden panic was driven. ... The plague was forgotten, in this 

new fear which the black sun had spread; and, though the dead multiplied ... men passed 

on, gazing on the ominous sky, regardless of the death beneath their feet ... lamenting the 

disasters about to fall on man. (223-4) 

This event is difficult to explain through naturalistic means: subsequent storms and meteor 

strikes, however conveniently timed, are known and explainable phenomena; yet this dark sun 

this is no mere eclipse, but an actual star—one that projects darkness as the sun projects light. 

Wagar singles out this particular oddity as his foremost example of “jarring ... celestial 

fireworks” that mark the waning days of humanity in the novel, and appear to conflict with the 

otherwise realistic quality of the narrative which is central to Wagar’s argument for Last Man as 

the first secular apocalypse (15-16). He dismisses this and similar occurrences as “decorations ... 

tacked on, in casual obeisance to the traditional vision of the world’s end” (16), and Alkon 

concurs, finding the “allusions to Judgment Day” and “conventional imagery of the Apocalypse” 

superfluous to a work he considers “a complete secularization of Apocalypse” (189-90).  

The narrative itself appears to advocate against a religious reading: at the beginning of 

the third volume, the reader is asked,  

Hear you not the rushing sound of the coming tempest? Do you not behold the 

clouds open, and destruction lurid and dire pour down on the blasted earth? See you not 
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the thunderbolt fall, and are deafened by the shout of heaven that follows its descent? 

Feel you not the earth quake and open with agonizing groans, while the air is pregnant 

with shrieks and wailings,—all announcing the last days of man?  

No! none of these things accompanied our fall! (315) 

Although many disasters similar to those listed have occurred alongside the Plague (particularly 

the tempests), this perception emphasizes the extended rather than abrupt nature of this 

apocalypse. The text’s critics and the narrator are making the same point: this extinction does not 

occur suddenly, but over a period of years; and it does not come from great calamities, but from 

the very intimate, singular death of individuals who sicken and die. The portentous events 

represent only a fraction of the time encompassed by humanity’s slow decline. 

Certainly Last Man is a more secular apocalypse than most of those that have come 

before it (Byron excepted, I would say); I can understand why these critics want to see incidents 

like the dark sun as a kind of atavism, the persistence of an older form of narrative in the new. 

The dark sun is irrelevant to the plot, and has no bearing on humanity’s extinction, which is due 

to disease and not to any celestial upheaval; this incident could easily be excised from the story 

without repercussions on the narrative. I consider the dark sun incident has a self-conscious 

touch: this relic of religious endings distracts from the secular tone of the majority of the text in 

the same way that the appearance of the black sun distracts the populations of Asia from the 

Plague that is killing them; they are mistaken in turning their gaze skywards, because the threat 

comes not from the above but below, where disease festers in the carcasses of victims strewn in 

the streets.  

Whether the text itself is secular, the setting of Last Man is not a post-religious one. It is 

at best deistic where the upper-classes are concerned, who make occasional (and unanswered) 
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invocations to higher powers, while the “great power” of “teachers of religion” in times of crisis, 

“power of good, if rightly directed, or of incalculable mischief, if fanaticism or intolerance 

guided their efforts,” holds sway over the lower-classes (375). The success of the false preacher 

in creating a new sect amongst the survivors is evidence that strong religious sentiment survives. 

That being said, there is a difference between acknowledging the persistence of belief, and 

vindicating it through seemingly supernatural events, which is why the dark sun episode is 

problematic in the broader naturalistic framework of the book. For this reason, I maintain it is 

important to think of the Romantic progenitors of disaster fiction as secularizing, rather than 

secular outright. 

I believe critics such as Alkon and Wagar are wrong to dismiss the black sun episode, 

however problematic it may be. As an ecocritic, I wish to be attentive to the actual natural 

phenomena depicted in the book rather than what I would prefer appear (or not). I would argue 

that the black sun drives at the important issue of the agony and antagonism of Nature, in this 

book and in the disaster genre more generally. There are variants on this dark sun in the dead and 

dying stars of Byron and Grainville, both of which are strong potential inspirations for Shelley’s 

Last Man. The key difference is that this celestial body exists in addition to the standard sun, a 

dark supplementary star; it is a mirror of the sun not simply inasmuch as it is black and casts 

darkness (a strange, dissonant mental image), but also because it rises in the west and sets in the 

east. The sun, read divinely or otherwise, is the genesis and necessary condition of life; its 

destruction in Grainville and Byron signify the end of that life, the end of Nature. For Shelley, by 

contrast, an alternative sun coexisting with the regular one signals not the end of Nature but the 

possibility of an alternative Nature, one in which humanity is no longer a participant.  
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Indeed, the selectivity of this particular apocalypse is one of the first intimations that 

Nature has become hostile to humans. During this Plague “death fell on man alone,” while all 

other creatures prove immune (276). Moreover, as the world is depopulated of people, animal 

and plant species inherit the world, including the remains of human civilization: herds of 

domestic animals “wandering at will” occupy “vacant cottage[s]” during the winter, while in 

Italy, “the animals … rambled through the gorgeous palaces, and hardly feared [humanity’s] 

forgotten aspect,” completing the usurpation of humanity’s place by taking over its very 

habitations and forgetting that they were once subservient to this species (310, 430). Lionel, in a 

fit of despondency, describes these end times as “the last throes of time-worn nature” (318), but 

that is pure anthropocentrism on his part. Nature, unsurprisingly, thrives even as humanity 

vanishes. That animals and plants profit from the Plague at humanity’s expense adds to the sense 

that the Plague is a deliberate assault on humanity by Nature.   

This sense is enhanced by the apparent sympathies between the Plague and natural 

disasters. Lionel characterizes the Plague as “more cruel than tempest, less tame than fire” (221) 

and calls her28 the “sister of the tornado, the earthquake, and the simoom” (233); plague is akin, 

appears alongside, and finally exceeds, other natural disasters. One reason underpinning the view 

of plague as natural disaster was the miasma theory of infection, prevalent at the time, which 

supposed that plague was carried on befouled air;29 and so plague is a result of a disorder in the 

atmosphere, just as storms and tornados are. As a result, these characters view plague and 

disaster as two sides of the same coin: “[p]estilence ... was to be guarded against, like the 

                                                           
28 At this point in the text the characters have gendered the Plague as female. See further discussion below. 
29 Under this theory, rain and storms should sweep away the stagnant, unhealthy air, which is why Lionel refers to 

“thunder” as “the tamer of contagion” (423). Modern audiences know this to be false, but even in Last Man 

storms—and there are several—have no such power of preservation, as Lionel finally concedes when stormy regions 

provide no protection from the Plague. 
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flooding of rivers, the encroachments of ocean, or the inclemency of the sky” (270); both are 

equally feared, appear arbitrary, and emerge from the natural world.  

The Plague and natural disaster often appear alongside each other, further reinforcing the 

sympathy between the two. While the black sun is the most prominent “disorder [to have] crept 

into the course of the elements, destroying their benignant influence,” (229) there are repeated 

instances of the natural world behaving in some unusual fashion, often hostile to human 

purposes. Individually, most of “these eruptions of nature” (232) could be dismissed as odd or 

extreme weather of the type which, though uncommon, is nonetheless bound to happen 

occasionally; but against the backdrop of the Plague’s—and thus Nature’s—assault on humanity, 

these events become part of sinister pattern signalling hostile intent. Unfortunately, dwindling 

populations means less manpower to counter these “accidents of nature,” and consequently 

“whole countries are laid waste, whole nations annihilated, by these disorders in nature” acting in 

seeming conjunction with the Plague (307-8, 233), making it seem as though humanity is being 

conquered. 

Because miasma was an airborne phenomenon, the most significant of these sympathetic 

natural disasters tend to involve winds and storms,30 and hint at circumstances later in the novel. 

These winds bring much of global transportation to a halt, as the ocean becomes impossible to 

navigate, causing many wrecks, and the balloon transports common to this era are grounded; the 

winds separate nations from each other,31 foreshadowing the disintegration of society into 

                                                           
30 For “four long months” during the first year of the Plague, strong winds “lash[ed] the sea into fury” and “shook 

the flourishing countries of the south;” (229-30); “Mexico [is] laid waste by the united effects of storm, pestilence 

and famine” (232); and the southern hemisphere is wracked by “storm and inundation, poisonous winds and blights” 

that finish the work started by the Plague (261). 
31 Wind in this novel is often overlaid with ethnic and political dimensions. During the siege of Constantinople, the 

southern winds bring heat and suffering, while a “northern cloud” carries the potential to liberate Turkey from its 

“oppressive ... atmosphere” (189). Every cardinal point has it symbolism: the wind “comest destroying from the 

east, or else pregnant with elementary life from the west” (229), while north is clarity and freedom, and the south 

oppression. It is in deference to this schema that Plague survivors seek mountain valleys bathed by cold wind 
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isolated units in the wake of the Plague. Like the Plague, winds are tied into other disasters: 

Lionel quotes Hesiod to set wind in companionship with “angry plagues” and other disasters 

which are sent by the gods as punitive measures, such as “a meteor,” “the avalanche,” and floods 

caused by excessive rain (229-30). Indeed, flooding is a recurrent problem in Last Man: “half 

England was under water,” after violent rain storms, while on the continent rivers “like wild 

beasts from their lair … rush upon and destroy the fertility of the plains. Whole villages were 

carried away. Rome, and Florence, and Pisa were overflowed, and their marble palaces” 

damaged or destroyed by the floods (269); in comparing the flood waters that occupy the Italian 

cities to animals, Shelley foreshadows how animals later take over these locations, and reinforces 

how certain forces of Nature are acting to the benefit of other aspects of Nature, always at 

humanity’s expense.  

One of the most extensive and capacious incidents of storm and associated disasters 

occurs when English refugees arrive in Dover to attempt a crossing to the continent. A sudden 

storm whips up, forcing the refugees back, the high-tide line shifts to include the town, which 

floods; and many ships are destroyed. All these setbacks reinforce the sense of a conspiracy on 

behalf of the natural world to impede, and threaten humanity. The cliffs of Dover are themselves 

damaged, large chunks crashing into the ocean. While realistically a great storm, even if targeted 

at a town, cannot help but damage proximate features, the place of Dover and its chalk cliffs in 

England’s patrimony as beloved national symbols makes the destruction of the cliffs consistent 

with Nature’s ongoing hostility towards humanity. Dover’s place in the English imagination as a 

                                                           
“which … used to come from the northern glacier” in the hopes of achieving deliverance from the oppressive, 

stagnant, south-eastern air of the Plague. But, just like miasma theory, these value judgments overlaid upon the wind 

prove false. 
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natural line of defense against continental foes ties into the symbolism of its destruction:32 the 

cliffs could do nothing to keep out an invader like the Plague; their destruction highlights the 

sense of constant vulnerability, to the Plague and to the elements, felt by the English; and these 

last ramparts falling just as the English refugees attempt to quit the island is the capstone to their 

anxieties over abandoning Britain, as though deserting their guard-posts causes the very walls to 

fall. 

Flooding is not the end of the apocalyptic events at Dover, however. The next day, when 

it seems like the winds have calmed even though “the raging of the mountainous waves” makes 

contemplating the crossing impossible, the refugees are stunned to see 

a wonder! three other suns, alike burning and brilliant, rushed from various quarters of 

the heavens towards the great orb; they whirled round it. … the sun itself seemed to join 

in the dance, while the sea burned like a furnace, like all Vesuvius a-light, with flowing 

lava beneath. … suddenly the three mock suns united in one, and plunged into the sea. A 

few seconds afterwards, a deafening watery sound came up with awful peal from the spot 

where they had disappeared. 

... it seemed that—the sea rose to meet [the sun]—it mounted higher and higher, 

till the fiery globe was obscured, and the wall of water still ascended the horizon. (370-1)  

In describing an ocean transmogrified into a sea of lava, as though a gigantic Vesuvius had 

opened up beneath the waves, Shelley invokes a historical disaster to describe and contextualize 

the astonishing events taking place on the page. The reference to Vesuvius illustrates what I’ve 

identified as a conventional tactic of disaster fiction: starting from a historic instance of 

                                                           
32 Such symbolism makes the destruction of the cliffs akin to the destruction of iconic national structures that 

becomes so popular in later iterations of disaster fiction. Notable geographic landmarks like the cliffs are suitable 

signposts for national destruction for the landscape-obsessed Romantic period. 
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catastrophe, and expanding its scope and reach. So a volcano becomes an ocean of lava, one 

shooting star turns into three meteor strikes, and a tidal wave becomes so great as to threaten the 

very top of Dover’s cliffs. This is partially the reason for my classification of disaster fiction as a 

subset of speculative fiction, and why I disagree with Paley that Last Man is not science fiction; 

though the future setting of Last Man may be relatively innovation-free by contemporary 

standards of science fiction, the setting is subjected to innovations in form of superlative 

catastrophes, known occurrences taken to extreme forms. In this sense, the overwrought disasters 

in the novel are exactly like the central novum of the piece, the Plague, which builds on historical 

examples,33 but pushes a plague’s spread and mortality rate to its most exaggerated form.  

Such extremity is the reason why so many characters, particularly those who witness the 

Dover incident, fall into religious terror, and even the stubbornly naturalistic have difficulty 

convincing themselves of “the belief, that there was nothing out of the common order of nature 

in the strife we witnessed” (371). This grandiose, excessive string of disasters—storm, flooding, 

cliff collapse, meteor strike, and tidal wave—is a good example of the tension between 

supernatural and naturalistic worldviews in the novel. The quality of the prose can seem to 

enhance the possibility of the former, as when Lionel, at Dover, feels as though “suddenly the 

motion of earth was revealed to us—as if no longer we were ruled by ancient laws, but were 

turned adrift in an unknown region of space” (371). However, Lionel (and thus the novel) 

ultimately aligns himself with naturalism. Whatever his language, Lionel knows that these 

apparitions are only meteors, and he can describe the optical tricks that make the meteors appear 

to dance with the sun when they reach the zenith, and grow so large as to rival it. Likewise, even 

                                                           
33 Several historical and literary examples are given throughout the story. These include the Black Death (e.g. “We 

called to mind the Plague of 1348, when it was calculated that a third of mankind had been destroyed [233]), and the 

fictional plague biographies of Daniel Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year and Charles Brocken Brown’s Arthur 

Mervyn (259).  
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as the refugees at Dover flee in terror, believing “the day of judgment was come,” wiser heads 

challenge the apocalyptic language of their panicking compatriots, attempting, even in the midst 

of the emergency, to attribute to natural causes the origin of the wind, sounds and waves through 

the effects of atmospheric pressures. 

The reaction of the Dover refugees, concerned about the “day of judgment,” is typical of 

the fear that a higher power is deliberately enacting a campaign of destruction; but in this text, 

Nature displaces God as the agent of such destruction. The correlation between the Plague and 

natural disasters is the most spectacular demonstration that the Plague and Nature are unified,34 

but the text uses several other tactics to reinforce this alliance. The Plague both emerges from 

“unwholesome nature” (233) and targets humanity: the observation that “nature has provided for 

[the Plague] a plentiful harvest” in the form of cities and their teeming populations, is an 

expression that again suggests Nature has deliberately engineered this Plague (231). From the 

outset, the Plague is naturalized through animal metaphors: Ryland compares the Plague to “a 

thousand packs of wolves” bearing down on the English (268),35 while elsewhere it is described 

as having a “serpent-head” and “an aspic’s sting” (175, 449).36 The Plague is also incorporated 

into natural processes, like air currents, and particularly the seasonal cycle: the English soon 

realize that the Plague gains in virulence during the summer and recedes during the winter, such 

that humanity now “feared the balmy air—we feared the cloudless sky, the flower-covered earth, 

and delightful woods,” because the Plague is now “companion of spring, of sunshine, of plenty” 

                                                           
34 Lionel likens grief over a loved one’s passing from the Plague as the “earthquake-throe” that collapses the 

“accustomed feelings which like mother-earth support us” (435), comparing even the standard morbidity of the 

Plague to natural disaster. 
35 The cowardly politician is indeed found “half-devoured,” though “by insects” rather than wolves (319)—a grim 

discovery that signals humanity’s collectively lower rank on the food chain in the Plague days. 
36 The asp plays on the Plague’s first appearance in Egypt, but of course the serpent has a broader villainous history 

in Western tradition. This particular animal metaphor plays on the fact that Shelley’s peaceful and prosperous late 

21st-century England approaches the Edenic, and the Plague is the serpent that will drive them out. 
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(270, 315). To make matters worse, as McKusick notes, the Plague is “exacerbated by a warming 

of the Earth’s climate … [i]n an uncanny foreshadowing of modern anxiety about global 

warming” (Green Writing 108): the temperatures, “mocking the usual laws of nature,” become 

so bad that during the Plague years that winter doesn’t arrive until February (Last Man 270). 

Like many of the other odd natural phenomena in this novel, no reason is given to explain this 

unusual global warming; once again Nature seems to conspire in all aspects under her domain to 

speed the spread of the Plague and rid herself of the human infestation.  

The characters’ pre-existing attitudes towards Nature determine whether or not they are 

predisposed to believe in an actively hostile natural world. Ryland tells his idealistic political 

opponent Adrian: “Be assured that earth is not, nor ever can be heaven, while the seeds of hell 

are natives of her soil. When the seasons have become equal, when the air breeds no disorders, 

when its surface is no longer liable to blights and droughts, then sickness will cease” (219-220). 

Without ignoring human causes, Ryland makes clear that penury and want are caused just as 

much by failures and threats from the natural world, outside human control.37 For Ryland, the 

Plague is causa sui, the expression of an inherently defective, if not hostile, world. Suffering and 

misery, in Ryland’s view, come into being and grow in the same way that plants do, because 

such conditions are inherent to biological existence; for him, as for the divine agents in 

Grainville’s Dernier Homme, bliss is conditional on being removed from the material earth. But 

in Last Man Shelley ironically reverses typical millennial expectations:38 a paradise does come 

into being when humanity is removed from earth, but this Eden exists only for the animals and 

                                                           
37 It is worth remembering that Shelley is writing a mere decade removed from the last great subsistence crisis in 

Europe (caused by the eruption of Tambora). It can be hard for modern Western readers to imagine being so 

dependent on the land and its harvest, but Mary Shelley and her contemporaries lived with the insecurity and 

existential threat this dependence entailed. 
38 There is substantial engagement with millenarianism and its opposite in this text; interested readers can find 

further discussion of Shelley’s ironic treatment of Romantic millenarianism in Paley xii and Nellist 116.  
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plants who now possess the natural world, with no suggestion of an afterlife for departed 

humanity. 

Even for less pessimistic characters, the Plague eventually turns the natural world into 

something sinister, and they come to look on the Earth as “no longer as our dwelling, but our 

tomb” (270). When the characters first encounter the Plague, during Raymond’s (a stand-in for 

Byron) siege of Constantinople, Raymond feels as though the “Earth is to [him] a tomb, the 

firmament a vault, shrouding [the] mere corruption” which has taken over the Plague-ridden city 

(187). There is a certain petulance in this statement, as the Plague has robbed him of his military 

victory, but it sets up a pattern by which characters, under the sway of fear and grief, detect a 

morbid undercurrent in the natural world: they see “a ghost” in “every blighted tree, and 

appalling shapes” in “each shaggy bush” (395, 409). Humanity adopts an increasingly paranoid 

attitude towards a natural world they perceive as haunted by a malign and hostile intent.  

Lionel attempts to maintain a naturalist outlook on humanity’s misfortunes, but he too 

finds it difficult to resist the perception of a “hostile agency at work around us,” though he is 

initially reluctant to name it Nature, from lingering Romantic attachment (230). Lionel strives to 

“keep [him]self free from the belief in supernatural events” because he believes these 

“unaccustomed, but physical events, [are] less horrible than ... almighty fear” (409, 395); he is 

concerned that panic will sow chaos and cause more lives to be needlessly lost. Fear is so 

powerful when the exiled English begin to think “that the sun rose an hour later than its 

seasonable time ... [and] grew paler and paler” he knows, but dares not tell the fearful crowd, 

“that the vast luminary had undergone no change” (409); nature is so disordered and hostile that 

the refugees now expect to see the machinery of apocalypse even where it does not exist, 

including this second manifestation, in the text, of a dark or dying sun. Yet Lionel is not immune 
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to the way “the lightsome earth, the balmy atmosphere, and basking nature become dark, cold 

and ungenial” (229) as Nature nurses the Plague, and he too has a vision, watching his son’s 

birthday party, wherein “the green sward was strewn with corpses, the blue air above became 

fetid with deathly exhalations” (240). In an appropriately Romantic fashion, the characters of this 

novel (Lionel especially) make extensive descriptions of landscape and scenery, but under the 

influence of the Plague and the implied hostility of the natural world, the tone of these 

descriptions shift from praise of Nature to statements of fear and condemnation. 

Given these dark impressions of natural world, it isn’t long before personified Nature is 

cast into the role of antagonist in the story.  Lionel sums it up: “Nature, our mother, and our 

friend, had turned on us a brow of menace. She shewed us plainly, that, though she permitted us 

to assign her laws and subdue her apparent powers, yet, if she put forth but a finger, we must 

quake” (232); for Lionel, the control humanity exercises over the environment is revealed to be 

illusory. Instead, humanity is, and always has been, at Nature’s mercy, and this feminized 

personification has seemingly decided that “man and all his efforts” would be “for ever 

annihilated” (232). When disaster after disaster prevents the refugees from crossing the Channel, 

they “quailed before the savage enmity of nature” (371); there is no longer any doubt, for the 

protagonist, about their foe or her intentions. I myself see coordination rather than coincidence 

when not one but three storms converge on Lionel, Adrian, and Clara after a day’s sailing upon 

the Adriatic, both because of the timing and the sheer excessiveness of the weather deployed 

against the characters. Adrian and Clara are lost, and Lionel is left as the Last Man, alone except 

for “the murderous ocean” who stands in for antagonist Nature (448). While the Plague is 

primarily responsible for the extinction, or genocide (since it is framed as a deliberate action), of 

humanity, it is only one arrow in Nature’s quiver, and these storms finish the task when they 
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drown the last woman alive. Lionel is the only character to survive contracting the Plague,39 and 

his recovery from the Plague has granted him not only an immunity to the universal sickness but 

inimical Nature generally, as he manages to survive all subsequent disasters that befall the 

dwindling group of survivors. The Plague and Nature stand in for each other not only in their 

joined assault on the species, but also in their mutual blind spot for this lone survivor.     

Lionel’s observation that humanity’s control over nature was illusory demonstrates the 

necessity to reconceive the way humanity treats its relationship towards nature, from mastery to 

subservience: the image of “man, the queller of the elements, the lord of created nature” (274) 

was mere vanity. This mastery is at times presented as munificence towards the natural world: 

“man ... deigned to bestow labour and thought ... to adorn and civilize nature” (458), but that 

false control is revealed as hubris40 when “whole nation becomes the victim of the destructive 

powers” of Nature and “man shrinks into insignificance” (230). Religion is of no help in coping 

with this reorientation: where “[o]nce man was a favourite of the Creator” and “God made him to 

have dominion over” the natural world (316), Lionel must now ask why “[d]id God create man, 

merely in the end to become dead earth in the midst of healthful vegetating nature?” (398). 

Divine hierarchy has been upended, both in humanity’s fall from mastery, and in the substitution 

of antagonist Nature for God as the guiding force in the world. 

                                                           
39 There is no in-text explanation why Lionel survives the Plague when everybody else who contracts it perishes, 

though Anne Mellor believes that the method of transmission—Lionel’s compelled embrace of an infected racial 

other—allows him to survive through a symbolic gesture of humanity that excludes him from the Plague’s sentence 

against a destructive species (see “Blake...Women Writers,” 143-144 and “Frankenstein...Yellow Peril,” 193). 
40 Lionel repeatedly bids farewell to every aspect of culture, of science, and the arts in an extensive lament, unaware 

that he is simultaneously enumerating the sins for which humanity is being punished. This includes the ability to 

control nature through technology (“Farewell ... to the power that could put a barrier to mighty waters, and set in 

motion wheels, and beams, and vast machinery, that could divide rocks of granite or marble, and make the 

mountains plain!”), and the ability to contain nature through artistic representations like painting (“Farewell [...] to 

the stamped form of tempest, and wildest uproar of universal nature encaged in the narrow frame”) (323).  
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There is no sign that humanity has actually learned the lesson of humility, as even in the 

midst of the crisis they continue to exploit animals and the environment to their own purposes.41 

Lionel’s status as Last Man does not exempt him from this anthropocentrism; he cannot shake 

the conviction that Nature was made for human enjoyment: 

Nature was the same, as when she was the kind mother of the human race; now, childless 

and forlorn, her fertility was a mockery; … Why should the breeze gently stir the trees, 

man felt not its refreshment? Why did dark night adorn herself with stars—man saw them 

not? Why are there fruits, or flowers, or streams, man is not here to enjoy them? (329)42 

Lionel feels demeaned because “time held on its accustomed course” and seasons still succeed 

one another in this inhuman world (431). For Lionel, vague deist as he is, a world without 

humanity makes no sense; anthropocentrism is so thoroughly ingrained that Lionel does not 

think of animals, plants and even the natural cycles of the planet as beings owed existences 

independent of their observation, enjoyment, and utility by humans. A post-human world is 

nothing more than “nature’s drear barrenness” without humanity to note its actions and beauty; 

Lionel calls it a “dead world,” regardless of the persistence of all other forms of life (446-7). 

This is why the old religious apocalypses, and Grainville’s revision, end the material world with 

humanity’s extinction: even if it persisted, there is no purpose in the continued existence of the 

world if it is no longer part of our lived experience.  

                                                           
41 The parks of Windsor castle are cleared to make way for agriculture, while “the poor deer” in the forest are hunted 

down “for the sake of worthier pensioners” (236); forests are cut down to provide new dwellings, even as Lionel 

congratulates the English for their generosity at Nature’s expense.  
42 These questions disturb Lionel so that, later in the book, he gives a second speech to the same effect: “Will the 

earth still keep her place among the planets; will she still journey with unmarked regularity round the sun; will the 

seasons change, the trees adorn themselves with leaves, and flowers shed their fragrance, in solitude? Will the 

mountains remain unmoved, and streams still keep a downward course towards the vast abyss; will the tides rise and 

fall, and the winds fan universal nature; will beasts pasture, birds fly, and fishes swim, when man, the lord, 

possessor, perceiver, and recorder of all these things, has passed away, as though he had never been? O, what 

mockery is this!” (413) 
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Lionel sometimes feels as though such mutual destruction, as happened in Byron’s 

“Darkness,” would have been fitting, if only on an emotional level. He wishes to revenge himself 

on “the murderous engine which has mowed down the children of men, my brethren” and 

“bestow a malediction on every other of nature's offspring, which dares live and enjoy,” turning 

from an inability to envision the post-human world to resentment of it (459). He flings “wild 

curses ... at torturing nature” (465-6): 

Bring ... fogs from hell, which may drink up the day; bring blight and pestiferous 

exhalations, which, entering the hollow caverns and breathing places of earth, may fill 

her stony veins with corruption, so that not only herbage may no longer flourish, the trees 

may rot, and the rivers run with gall—but the everlasting mountains be decomposed, and 

the mighty deep putrify, and the genial atmosphere which clips the globe, lose all powers 

of generation and sustenance. (437) 

The particulars of this curse are telling. Lionel invokes miasma theory again by summoning 

“pestiferous exhalations,” essentially wishing for a Plague that would destroy Nature in turn, 

infecting the earth in the same way it would a human body.43 Just as the desire for mutual 

annihilation reminds me of “Darkness,” so too does Lionel’s description of the infected world: 

this is not the end of the material world, but it is the end of any extant and potential forms of life.  

Where Nature has declared war on humanity, Lionel—pushed to the brink—contemplates 

returning it in kind, embracing the cruelty he believes the natural world to be guilty of. He 

imagines escaping the Plague by living like an animal, seizing “the wild beast’s den” which 

entails slaying its previous inhabitants, “a tyger’s cubs ... reared in health” (249); a plan to pass 

                                                           
43 As shown by the comparison of caverns to lungs, and the play on the word “veins” to imbue the Earth with a 

circulatory system that would then spread the pestilence globally. The very material substance of the earth is re-

imagined as akin to organic matter insofar that mountains, caverns, and the atmosphere are capable of rotting and 

dying; it is, after a fashion, an early take on the Gaea Principle—but one which seeks the death of Gaea! 
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as an animal that fails from the outset because it requires a blood sacrifice from the natural 

world. When, as Last Man, he tries to find companionship with animals, offering herbs to a 

group of goats that meet the gesture with the threat of violence, Lionel, too, picks up a rock and 

readies himself to attack. He repents at the last moment, pledging that he “will not live among 

the wild scenes of nature, the enemy of all that lives,” and withdraws to the deserted cities where 

he hopes to pose no more threat to living creatures than the rest of his dead species (460). In this 

abandoned world, he, sole human, is the aberration, the presence that disrupts the placid post-

humanity of the animal and vegetal species: “My person, with its human powers and features, 

seem to me a monstrous excrescence of nature” (467). By extrapolation, so was the rest of 

humanity, and thus nature—via the Plague—finally rid itself of this parasitic growth.  

This moment of self-awareness allows Lionel to come to a reconciliation of sorts, as he 

realizes humanity has become “old and drooping” but “the world [was] yet fresh as creation’s 

day” (420), and contains great potential that should not be limited by human hands. Where 

before Lionel refused to believe in a world without humans, as the Last Man he is forced to 

recognize its reality: “Yes, this is the earth; there is no change—no ruin—no rent made in her 

verdurous expanse; she continues to wheel round and round, with alternate night and day, 

through the sky, though man is not her adorner or inhabitant” (459), a final concession that 

humanity’s anthropocentrism was not justified, but one that also comes far too late for anybody 

except Lionel—and the reader, to whom these lessons in humility are ultimately directed. 

 

TO SIMILAR ENDS: THE TROPES OF LAST MAN NARRATIVES 

 Mary Shelley’s The Last Man was part of a minor surge of such stories in the 1820s, 

many of which bore the same name: in addition to Shelley’s novel and the aforementioned poem 
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“The Last Man” by Thomas Campbell, there was “The Last Man” by the poet/humorist44 

Thomas Hood, and an anonymous Blackwood’s Magazine story entitled “The Last Man” (Paley 

204-5).45 I have chosen to treat these texts as supplementary material because each possesses two 

of three common features to the Last Man stories I’ve examined already—a secularizing 

narrative, human hubris, and the image of a dying sun—and as such inform, if imperfectly, the 

tropes that define this particular sub-genre. I focus on two of these tropes specifically, the 

feminized personification of destructive forces, and the feminized environment of caves, to 

demonstrate how the antagonistic personas of Nature are an inversion of the traditional 

association between femininity and creative power, one that destroys masculine humanity for 

trying to usurp this power. 

 Campbell’s poem features a dying sun and hints at hubris, but the tone remains quite 

religious. Written as dream vision, it is largely an extended apostrophe to a dying sun46 by the 

Last Man alive. The poem doesn’t specify why the sun might be dying or how humanity came to 

extinction; however, there are hints of the now-familiar refrain of hubris, as humanity possessed 

“trophied arts ... that made fire, floods and earth / The Vassals of his will” (IV.3-4, 7); once 

again, humanity exerts mastery over the elements, and if they are not punished by the dying sun, 

they are at least humbled by it. The Last Man himself has not fully inculcated the lesson he 

preaches, because he insists that the sun die before he does, in order to place himself in a position 

                                                           
44 Both Hood’s poem and the Blackwoods’s story are meant to be satirical of the genre; however, both are invested 

in descriptions of the post-human landscape, and I believe that parody—which by nature highlights obvious, 

recurring features of a genre—can furnish a great deal of information about the way genres are received by their 

audiences. 
45 There was also a play entitled The Last Man that Thomas Love Beddoes abandoned when Shelley and the others 

tackled the topic before he could finish. Portions of the manuscript survive, but because the play was only ever 

partially drafted, the remnants are essentially unintelligible from a narrative viewpoint; and as a result I omit it from 

my survey. 
46 The dying sun is the poem’s overriding feature and is continuously referred to: “[t]he sun himself must die,” 

“[t]he Sun’s eye had a sickly glare,” “proud Sun, / Thy face is cold, thy race is run,” “[t]hou dimmed discrowned 

king of day,” and so on (I.2, II.1, III.5-6, IV.6). 
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of superiority over Nature—both as the last entity to die (a grim victory), and because the Last 

Man believes that, unlike the sun, he will be resurrected to eternal life after death. Indeed, this 

individual refuses to let “[t]he darkening universe / ... shake his trust in God” and belief in 

spiritual resurrection (VIII.8, 10); as Paley points out, this “conventionally religious note ... is in 

discord with the subject,” (203) because Campbell’s spiritual optimism is the exception to the 

trend in Last Man narratives, which are generally secularizing, and the spirituality that is used 

relies on religious terror and abandonment rather than comfort. 

 The anonymous Blackwood’s article, published in 1826, is a secular vision of the end 

which emphasizes darkness, but there is no human fault in this scenario. The story conceals its 

parodic intent until the ending, when the speaker awakens to discover that his vision of an aged, 

dying world was only a dream.47 Initially, the protagonist believes that he has been in a deep 

sleep until the world was old,48 and the “romantic valley” that, on first falling asleep, was full of 

vegetation in bloom, is now “one dreadful mass of rocky desolation” without fauna or flora 

(n.p.). Here, too, the sun is dying: it appears as “a dark round orb of reddish flame” which has 

“sunk nearer the earth as he approached nearer the close of his career,” and the result is “a 

dimness in the air—an unnatural dimness” unlike haze or clouds “but a darkness—a broad 

shadow—spreading over, yet obscuring nothing” (n.p.).49 There is no apparent reason for the 

sleeper’s incredible stasis, nor any provocation for the end of the world: it has simply reached 

senescence, and is about to die of old age. Remarkably, this story anticipates, in broad strokes, 

the current scientific conception of the world’s end, with a red, swollen, but less energetic sun; 

                                                           
47 The bathos in the ending relies on the speaker’s comical flailing on awakening, his manservant’s contempt, and 

the attribution of the entire episode to indigestion.  
48 Long, death-defying periods of sleep exist in a number of faith, cultural, and literary traditions, and Washington 

Irving had popularized the device as recently as 1819 with “Rip van Winkle.”  
49 Contributing to the dimness, the moon is “large and dark,” its light wan, and both it and the stars and planets seem 

“larger, and redder, and darker than they had been” (n.p.); like Byron’s “Darkness,” the article systematically 

impairs any source of light. 
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despite being drawn up for parodic purposes, it is one of the more astronomically accurate end-

world tales, overmatched only by Wells’s Time Machine. 

 Hood’s story is the only one in our survey not to feature such an image of a dark of dying 

sun, although it is irreligious and its humour is squarely aimed at the self-destructive folly of 

humanity. The Last Man is a hangman who, wishing to fancy himself the master of the world, 

hangs a beggar who is his only companion; subsequent loneliness causes him to regret his 

actions and he wishes to die, but ironically there is no one left to hang the hangman. The cause of 

the depopulation is a “pest” (5), and like Shelley’s Plague, it targets only humans; the plants and 

animals thrive, and though there is no inimical personification of Nature in the poem, the animals 

are hostile to the surviving humans.50 The hangman’s hostile relationship with animal life is 

symptomatic of the way he has treated other people, including the penultimate survivor: he 

destroys others to assert his mastery, but in so doing becomes master of none. Too late does the 

hangman seek understanding in Nature, using an animal metaphor to explicate this predicament 

to himself: “when was ever honey made / With one bee in a hive!” (173-4), realizing that he 

needs other people. This is a rare moment of self-awareness from an otherwise obtuse character, 

but like Lionel’s epiphany it comes too late.  

One of the standard themes I have identified in Last Man narratives is the conflict 

between the Romantic desire for unity with Nature, and the hubristic belief that humanity is 

rightfully master over Nature, either because of a divinely decreed hierarchy, or because 

humanity’s technological and artistic productions can dominate nature. Ironically, this desire for 

unity with Nature is both most strongly pronounced, and harder to achieve, in Shelley’s and 

                                                           
50 The hangman is saddened that, while “the lion and Adam were company … the simple kine are foes to my life” 

having turned feral (205, 207), as are the rats and the dogs, who chase the survivors with “their jaws all white with 

foam / Like the ravenous ocean brim” (189-90). 
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Hood’s texts; because Nature thrives while humans die, the natural world becomes the last thing 

Lionel and the hangman can reach out to, yet at the same time they are resentful of the hostility 

they find in the natural world, either in Hood’s aggressive animals, or Shelley’s inimical 

personified Nature. Common suffering opens up space for sympathy between humanity and 

Nature in some texts—mutual victimization in Grainville, the common fate of animals and 

humans in Byron—but this space is rarely utilized: both Grainville and Byron portray humanity, 

in its desperation, as consistently abusive towards the natural world, exploiting it to survive even 

another day. Campbell’s poem does not feature exploitation, but the Last Man, in affirming 

humanity’s superiority over the material world, nonetheless maintains the same religiously-

inspired hierarchy that leads humanity to believe that the natural world exists to serve human 

needs. Only in the Blackwood’s story is there no apparent desire to establish this hierarchy, and I 

suspect this is only because, in this vision, there essentially is no Nature left to be exploited. 

 A further trope of Last Man narratives is the presence or image of a black or dying sun; 

Hood’s poem stands out from the rest of the works under consideration here insofar as it does not 

make even a token reference to darkness. In Shelley and Grainville, the images of dying suns are 

admittedly incidental;51 I believe this is because there is greater difficulty in sustaining a lightless 

world over the course of a novel, as opposed to a poem or short story. In the shorter works, 

however, darkness’ presence is such an over-determining part of the fictive landscape that it can 

almost be considered a character in its own right—and sometimes is! The speaker of Campbell’s 

poem wishes to commit himself to “[t]he majesty of Darkness” (VI.9); Campbell’s Darkness is 

                                                           
51 I did not engage with the dying sun imagery in the Grainville section because it was tangential to the argument on 

victimization, but there are in fact several moments in the text that speak to solar death: Omégare gives a funeral 

oration for the sun on witnessing what he believes is the last sunset (155); the next morning, Death witnesses with 

horror the sun rise so dark and weak that the stars are still visible (179); and finally, when Sydérie dies, the sun and 

stars are explicitly put out, and Darkness covers the Earth (184). 
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not an active figure in the poem, but in other texts Darkness (or the equivalent) is a dangerous 

figure—which points towards a common vehicle to signal the importance of darkness as a theme 

in Last Man narratives: personification, one that is invariably gendered as female. This is a 

phenomenon Paley calls “significant” (199), but does not say why. I argue that these dark female 

personas are the destructive counterparts of personified Nature, the necessary violent reaction to 

the masculine human abuse of Nature’s feminized generative potential. 

In Byron’s case, the titular phenomenon of the poem becomes capitalized and personified 

in the final lines of the poem, which turns Darkness “from an abstraction into a mythological 

being,” and Paley notes that this “dominating destructive personification [is] female”—as are 

similar entities in Grainville and Mary Shelley (199). Little is disclosed about Byron’s Darkness 

because she appears late in the poem, and there is no motivation ascribed to her (though, as I’ve 

argued, I infer a desire to rule over everything from the context of her appearance). It is possible 

that in gendering Darkness as female, Byron is tapping into a Western history of discomfort with 

female rulers, but I believe Darkness is female because she is the antagonistic counterpart of 

Nature, a literal dark half of her personality. As I’ve argued, Darkness becomes one with the 

Universe by the end of the poem, and thus concomitant with all material reality, just as we 

usually conceive Nature to be. 

In Grainville’s text, I find two entities that could qualify as the mythic female 

personification of destructive forces Paley had in mind: “la Nuit” (Night) and “la mort” (Death) 

(e.g. 155; 175).52 When Night enters the narrative, she is described as the sun’s “implacable 

                                                           
52 I can only speculate that Grainville, or his editors, chose to capitalize personified Night but not death because the 

person of death is already an allegorical archetype. The Grim Reaper image Grainville invokes, portraying death 

with her scythe, is not generally considered female in Western tradition, but death is grammatically feminine in 

French. For the sake of clarity, I will capitalize Death from this point on. 
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ennemie,” and, in a speech “aux Ténèbres”53 reminiscent of the Miltonic Satan, exhorts the 

darkness to recall “la noblesse de votre origine: éternelles comme Dieu, rappelez-vous le temps 

où je régnais avec vous sans partage sur la chaos et l’étendue” (155-6).54 Night claims she and 

the Darkness are entities as old as but separate from God, who reigned over the primordial chaos 

before Creation. As with Byron’s Darkness, Night/Darkness in Grainville effectively was the 

universe, since there were no boundaries, no divisions at this point in time, and Darkness held 

sway over it all. Now that the Apocalypse is come, Night and Darkness seek to return to this 

original state by devouring the sun and stars.  

But Night’s appearance, however memorable for her villainous oration, is brief, no more 

than a page in length; it may be that Paley actually had in mind Death when he spoke of the 

destructive female personification. Death in this novel is a fairly sympathetic figure, who briefly 

becomes the focal character of the narrative. She conceives of her task both as a kind of 

euthanasia, delivering the few remaining humans from their terror at the unfurling Apocalypse, 

and as a Malthusian imperative, informing the Genius of the Earth that without her culling of 

individual humans “cette population dangereuse” (this dangerous population) would have long 

ago exhausted the planet’s resources, unleashing the crisis of sterility much earlier (185).55 In an 

almost vampiric turn, Death’s faculties as reaper of men have been weakened because there are 

fewer people to cull, and so the Genius convinces her to spare Omégare and Sydérie, promising 

that if they reproduce, and the human species is reborn, she will regain her youthful vitality. Like 

Nature, whom the Genius represents, Death is intrinsic to a mortal existence, and will cease to 

                                                           
53 While this term is best translated as Darkness, I want to point out that the original French term “Ténèbres” is 

feminine and plural, which “Darkness,” as a translation, elides.  
54 “the nobility of your origins: eternal like God, remember the time when I reigned with you over the chaos and the 

vastness indivisible.” 
55 Michelet juxtaposed Le Dernier Homme with Malthus’ Essay on the Principle of Population as texts that perfectly 

capture the zeitgeist of the early nineteenth century, even ranking Grainville above the latter (Alkon 162). 
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exist when the temporal world, with all its people, animals, and plants, is destroyed in favour of 

the spiritual one. But when Death discovers that the resurrection has already begun, she is 

disgusted with herself for trying to avoid the same fate she had delivered to so many, and collects 

Sydérie, setting the final stage of the Apocalypse into motion. When Death pursues the Genius, 

he threatens to set flame to his armory, which he calls a volcano, and destroy the earth, taunting 

Death with the prospect of a Pyrrhic victory, but Death is unmoved; and as the Genius dies, so 

too does the natural world. When the guardian of Nature threatens her with annihilation as part 

of a scheme to preserve his own life, it demonstrates again the dysfunctional relationship 

between Nature and the rest of existence: there is a level of distinction between the Genius and 

the natural world that does not exist for other allegorical figures like Night and Death, and that 

space—which makes Nature its own, independent entity—also disempowers Nature by denying 

her a direct, active role. In the Genius’ threat of murder-suicide, Nature is relegated to the 

position of choiceless victim. 

In Last Man, just as the Plague becomes conflated with Nature writ large, so too does the 

Plague come to be associated with femininity. As Paley points out, the Plague starts off as a 

neuter phenomenon, and yet as it becomes a greater force in the lives of the protagonists, it gains 

a capital letter and then a female gender, until it becomes transformed into “a demonic goddess” 

(xx). Evadne, Lord Raymond’s would-be paramour (and as such a dangerous female figure, 

inasmuch as she threatens and nearly dissolves Raymond’s marriage to Perdita), claims in a 

feverish, dying rant that “the instruments of war, fire, the plague are my servitors,” portraying 

herself as an orchestrator of apocalypse (181). Despite the delirium in which she speaks, there is 

a sense of the prophetic, of the female vatic, in her belief that Raymond is threatened by these 

powers that she has somehow accumulated to herself, and that she will cause his death. Though 
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the Plague had already spread through the east, Evadne becomes the Typhoid Mary of the text, 

figuratively introducing the Plague into the lives of the main characters. 

McKusick reads the novel from an ecofeminist perspective, suggesting that the species-

selective devastation of the Plague gives the impression of “Mother Nature herself ... taking 

revenge” on the masculinised human species “for his impious desecration of the very sources of 

life,” stemming “from a sustained critique of the patriarchal institutions” dominant when Shelley 

wrote, and which survive in her fictional 21st century—foremost amongst which is warfare 

(Green Writing 108-9). War and plague are invariably linked in the apocalyptic consciousness of 

Western tradition, but are also factually yoked, as warfare enables the spread of disease through 

tired, malnourished and displaced populations (108). Lord Raymond is the representative of “the 

arrogant masculine quest for world domination” in this text, which he first tries to achieve via 

politics in England, and then through force of arms when he gets involved with the war between 

the Greeks and Turks (107). Though Evadne may be the emissary of the Plague, Raymond is in 

many ways symbolically its cause, a character who personifies the hubris which the Plague will 

punish. Raymond demonstrates this arrogance when he charges into the empty city, not only 

against the advice of his counsellors (driven in part by his grief and guilt at Evadne’s loss), but 

against the seeming urgings of the natural world: “His very horse seemed to back from the fatal 

entrance; his dog … lay moaning and supplicating in his path” (198); his companion animals 

sense death within, but he ignores them. Raymond’s entry somehow sets off a series of 

explosions,56 and he perishes in this conflagration; ironically, the man who does most to 

                                                           
56 The explosions that level Constantinople cause “huge, white thunder clouds” to rise from the city, which “inspired 

pleasure” in Lionel (Last Man 199); but this pleasure is unthinking, as the vaporization of the plague city should, 

according to miasma theory, create clouds filled with the sickness, and whose subsequent rains deliver the disease. 

This misapprehension is a further example of “Mary Shelley react[ing] against the Romantic ideal” (Last Man xii): 

Lionel’s poesy on the beauty of the clouds obviates the threat they pose. The hydrological cycle, that exemplar of 

natural interconnectedness, becomes a threat to humanity, carrying not life but death.  
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metaphorically bring the Plague upon his people does not die from the sickness.57 The Plague is 

also a kind of conqueror, I would suggest, a dark reflection of the militarism that unleashes her, 

as she reverses the European advances, first spreading into Greece via the returning armies, and 

from there marching across the continent, and then the world.  

Paley discusses the feminine mystique in the novel’s frame narrative, in which a woman 

who stands in for Mary Shelley discovers the cavern of the Sybil and the leaves found therein. 

Following Gilbert and Gubar’s argument in Madwoman in the Attic, Paley describes the cave as 

“a distinctively female space,” and “mysteriously womb-like” (Last Man xx), expressions that 

connect the space with female generative potential. The leaves themselves belong to the 

prophetic tradition of the Sibyl, an exclusively female order of oracles, which makes “the vatic 

power they possess … female in nature,” which, in turn, renders the implicit author of the text 

“empowered by an ancient feminine tradition to write her book” (xx), because she, as a woman, 

carries on and completes the prophetic work of the Sibyl; or, conversely, that the Sibyl, with her 

knowledge of the future, works through the implicit author. I would further add that this cachet 

empowers Mary Shelley herself, who is closely aligned to that implicit author by their 

biography; as discussed, Shelley was frequently the target of critics for writing about such 

unwomanly and supposedly perverse topics. Here she calls on the oracular authority of the Sibyl 

to tackle momentous and tragic events, reinforced by the use of the future as a setting: Last Man, 

whatever its limitations as science fiction, is nonetheless an exercise in prophecy. This is 

femininity in its traditional role as creative force, but with art replacing biological procreation. 

                                                           
57 Contracting the Plague seems like such a logical fate for Raymond that some critics (for instance, Nellist 114) 

have misreported his cause of death. McKusick, more attentive, notes that Shelley rewrites Byron’s death to give 

him a more heroic death—another bit of irony, since Byron died of illness (and medical mistreatment) (107). It is 

curious that Shelley chooses to revise Byron’s fate when disease would have perfectly suited her narrative, doubly 

so when one considers that the death of Adrian, who represents Percy, is not revised; he once again dies by 

drowning. 
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After all, biology is severely compromised in Last Man, as it incorporates both the Plague, and 

the frail human bodies that fall prey to it, just as it was for despondent and grief-stricken Mary 

Shelley when she wrote the novel. 

I further connect the cave of the Sybil in Last Man to feminized Nature because it is 

protected or isolated (depending on one’s perspective) by natural phenomena, destructive and 

generative, who shield the specialized knowledge contained therein until the right woman comes 

along. Shelley’s knowledgeable frame narrator informs us that “the whole of this land had been 

… convulsed by earthquake and volcano” (5); these geological events have caused the rock to 

shift in such a way that the chamber where the Sybil wrote her prophecies, and where the leaves 

remain, has been almost cut off from the rest of the cave system, and only by persisting through 

narrow crevices, against the advice of her guides, does Shelley’s narrator attain this sanctum. I 

see two ways to read Nature sealing away the oracular texts. It could be read as a preliminary 

salvo by the antagonistic Nature of the text’s future, denying humanity access to knowledge that 

bypasses the proper line of time, and which would have provided a warning of the fate she has in 

store for humanity. However, I could read it more optimistically as a way of protecting the 

secrets of the Sibyl and her female space from the intrusions of tourists and others, as Shelley’s 

narrator believes they “probably owed the preservation of these leaves, to the accident which had 

closed the mouth of the cavern, and the swift-growing vegetation which had rendered its sole 

opening impervious to the storm” (6), in which case the leaves could be read as a warning, a 

chance for humanity to adopt a more symbiotic relationship with our environment before it turns 

against us. 

Caverns—and the feminine spaces they entail—are a fairly popular feature of Last Man 

narratives, particularly in their explicatory frames; Paley calls caverns “the source of revelation” 
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for Mary Shelley, Grainville, and the Blackwood’s author (206), as this is where they obtain their 

revelatory knowledge. Beyond their womb imagery, I would further add that caverns, as 

geological features, also provide a way of accessing Deep Time, both the past and the future; by 

entering a cave, one can gain access to Earth/Nature/the feminine, as all these entities tend to 

stand in for one another. In the case of the Blackwood’s story, there is no overt prophetic power 

or artifact in the cave, yet it still functions as the device which carries the sleeper from the 

present to the future.58 The cave itself, as a consistent feature across a breadth of time, allows 

access to those different times periods, literalizing as time travel the investigations geologists 

make into Deep Time. While location of the cave in the Blackwood’s story is unspecified 

(presumably Britain), I argue both Mary Shelley and Grainville deliberately set the locations of 

their caverns in countries rich with the past; they evoke antiquity in order to invoke futurity. In 

Shelley’s case it is the classical past, Italy and the Sybil; Grainville goes further, geographically 

and temporally, to the ancient Middle-East, as the nameless narrator of this frame narrative 

discovers his portentous ruins in Palmyra, Syria. He discovers a torch-lit amphitheatre featuring 

a tripod he explicitly likens “au fameux trépieds des prêtresses d’Apollon” (46),59 once more 

invoking a tradition of feminine prophetic speech, this time Delphic. These locations make the 

future more credible by connecting it to the past, not only by couching the narratives in ancient 

oracular traditions, but demonstrating how these locations allow access to multiple time periods.  

The method by which these visions are communicated are also gendered. In Grainville, a 

celestial spirit sets up a magical mirror in which the narrator watches the scenes from the future 

                                                           
58In this case, there is a deliberate absence of a female presence from the cave: the narrator’s lover, the only other 

person to know of the cave, and whom the sleeper confusedly believes he has murdered, or else been abandoned by; 

in either case, the absence of the feminine in a space where the protagonist expects it, leads to the absence of any 

kind of creative principle in that same area when he awakes, as Nature in the future is dead and decaying.   
59 “to the famous tripods of the priestesses of Apollo” 
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unfurl, allowing for direct (if passive) access to the narrative. Conversely, in Shelley’s Last Man, 

the narrative is found inscribed on variously preserved sibylline leaves, and the narrator of 

Shelley’s frame must then translate, edit, and recombine these fragments to form the subsequent 

narrative. As Alkon points out, there is a notable contrast between the grandiosity of Grainville’s 

revelation (we are told the narrator alone was destined to receive this vision of the future), and 

the pathetic image of leaves scattered on the floor of a cave, which require long hours of private 

toil to stitch the narrative back together, performed by a woman alone in mourning (188). This 

cloistered, detailed labour reinforces the female quality of the work Shelley—and Shelley’s 

frame narrator—perform in authorship. 

I believe these cavern oracles shed light on the role of gender in the text, but they also 

serve an important narratological need: explaining how narratives of the future have become 

available to contemporary audiences. Modern readers, familiar with fantasy and science fiction, 

have no trouble accepting stories that take place beyond our time, space, and reality, and which 

they logically should have no access to. However, such creative license was not automatically 

granted in the nascent days of genre fiction, and many of these pioneering works attempted to, 

somehow, situate their creations in relation to the lived reality of their readers by inventing some 

device which makes access to such esoteric knowledge possible. This narratological difficulty is 

only compounded when we talk about Last Man narratives, since by definition the text of the last 

human being should altogether lack a readership to receive it. The explicatory frames are a way 

of providing a link, however thin or tenuous, between the reception of the text and the 

information it discloses. Sometimes, as in the case of Grainville, it also provides the text itself 

with a purpose for existing: like the Ancient Mariner, Grainville’s narrator too is commanded to 
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communicate what he has witnessed to the rest of humanity.60 But Lionel, despite his repeated 

addresses to a hypothetical readership, has no reason to believe that anyone will ever read his 

text, let alone that his tale would somehow be intercepted by an ancient Roman Sybil.61  

The visions of cavern-dwelling prophets are similar to dreams, as both are common ways 

of addressing the narratological difficulty of Last Man narratives; Paley points out that dreams 

are at work in Byron, Campbell, and the Blackwood’s story (206). This latter text engages with 

dream the most extensively; the sleeper initially supposes that he has fallen asleep by the mouth 

of the cave, and on seeing what has happened to the environment cannot decide whether he is 

trapped in a nightmare or has slept away eons. He repeatedly tries to wrench himself awake, and 

eventually succeeds. Campbell and Byron are far more perfunctory in their deference to dream. 

Campbell “saw a vision in my sleep / That gave my spirit strength to sweep / Adown the gulf of 

Time!” (I.5-7), using a narratorial voice that vanishes after the first stanza, while Byron tells us 

in the first line that he “had a dream, which was not all a dream,” and likewise never again 

personally intervenes in the text (1). Dreams are a simpler, if clichéd, way of presenting the 

unknowable than meddling with oracles, but whereas the oracles insist that their visions of the 

future are true, the Last Man narratives that present themselves as dreams immediately 

undermine the internal credibility of the text, assigning it the status of pure fantasy. As such, it 

also undermines whatever messages might have been present in the text, since the lessons are 

also a product of the dream. I suspect this is why Byron tried to evade his reliance on dream 

                                                           
60 There is no way to prevent the fate that befalls humanity in the text; after all, this text foregrounds the inevitability 

of God’s preordained plan. Instead, the celestial spirit indicates that the story is meant as a theological lesson on the 

necessity of obeisance to God. 
61 I believe Lionel writes to satisfy his own psychological need to express himself and grapple with his trauma. 

However, he also sees the text as a capstone monument for himself and for the human species. Lionel fancies 

himself a writer, who aims “to penetrate the last veil of nature and her God,” and believes that in authorship he 

becomes “the father of all mankind,” a sentiment with clear echoes of Victor Frankenstein (157-8) His eventual 

status of Last Man enables and defeats those aspirations, as his narrative becomes the “world’s sole monument ... a 

monument of the existence of Lionel Verney, the Last Man” (157, 466), a self-contradictory claim. 
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immediately after having used it as a device: while the vehicle might be necessary to get an 

audience from now to then, Byron would maintain that the major theme of the piece—the 

essential barbarism of humanity when the veil of civilization is stripped away—was the poetic 

truth of the poem, sadly no dream at all. 

Indeed, having examined human attitudes towards Nature and Nature’s attitude towards 

humanity, I wish to conclude by examining the general conception of humanity each of these 

texts conveys—to ask whether the scenario of human extinction the concept of the Last Man 

entails is to be viewed as a tragedy, or a necessary corrective. It is difficult to say which author, 

Byron or Hood, expresses a bleaker view of humanity in his poem. Byron’s humans descend into 

savagery, yes, but they are pushed there by the direst of circumstances. Hood’s hangman, by 

contrast, has an entire city of food and lodging to draw on, which should be more than enough 

for two people. He murders the penultimate man not from necessity, but from jealousy, spite, or 

the deeply ingrained misanthropy of one who kills for a living. The last cannibals in Byron’s 

burning city die of horror upon seeing each other, but there is a kind of sympathy is their mutual 

yearning for the fire, and in the simultaneity of their death; Hood’s hangman is left to regret that 

he did not die with the bulk of humanity. Out of the six texts considered in this section, Hood’s 

poem is the only one that offers no narrative device to get the audience to the fictional year 2001: 

it is an unmediated representation of the inaccessible, as is now common in modern genre 

fiction. Does this distance make the particular brutality of the poem more palatable? I would say, 

rather, that Hood’s refusal to ease his audience into his future setting reflects his refusal to soften 

his grim vision of human nature. Hood’s and Byron’s poems are both the least interested in 

mediation and display the most pessimistic assessments of what humanity would do when 

confronted with the catastrophic scenarios envisaged. Hood doesn’t seem to particularly regret 
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the passing of humanity; Byron does, but only insofar as the empty world left behind is static and 

uninteresting.  

Campbell, too, seems to have little regard for humanity, at least as it existed in the 

material world: there are signs that humanity fought with itself in the dying days of the world, 

and the Last Man of the poem denigrates humanity’s arts and other accomplishments as 

ultimately of no value. The key difference here is spiritual: while Byron and Hood present no 

evidence of an afterlife, Campbell’s Last Man believes that the worth of humanity is to be found 

in the divine promise of immortality in the afterlife. The Blackwood’s story is less clear—the 

complete absence of other people makes it difficult to judge—but ultimately the Last Man here is 

desperate for any kind of company, and presents the depopulated, post-human world as a 

hellscape; whatever uncertainty is introduced by the sleeper’s dysfunctional relationship with a 

lover, the longing he expresses for companionship puts a premium on human life, and by that 

token reflects more positively on the species than the previous three texts. 

The two novelists, Grainville and Shelley, are the most sympathetic in their treatment of 

humanity, and I do not believe that a coincidence: just as it is difficult to sustain the device of the 

dream over the length of a novel, requiring the oracular device instead, so too would it be 

difficult to spend the length of the novel presenting a singularly misanthropic take on human 

intentions and behavior. Both novels choose, instead, across the breadth of their characters, to 

paint a complex and nuanced portrait of what individuals may do when pressed by dire 

circumstances. Grainville’s novel features of mix of striving and despair, of rebellion and 

acquiescence, of loyalty and abandonment; and even at in their lowest moments both the text and 

the characters are lachrymose in their sympathy for the suffering of the final human beings on 

Earth. Shelley is likewise broad in her presentation of heroes, anti-heroes, and villains: those 
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who try to save what’s left of humanity (generally but not exclusively from the upper-classes) 

and those who try to exploit it, or give into despair. Both authors display a kind of proleptic 

nostalgia for humanity after it becomes extinct in their future narratives; unlike Campbell with 

his skepticism of human artifice, both Grainville and Shelley are generous in their praise of 

human arts and ingenuity, and consider it a genuine tragedy that such feats will no longer be 

accomplished, nor admired. Both also end their narratives with a type of minor consolation: 

Grainville offers the possibility of immortality in the afterlife, though he holds the 

accomplishment of such a realm back from the reader, while Lionel, in Shelley’s Last Man, still 

finds limited solace in the persistence and beauty of the natural world. 

Lionel’s search for comfort in Nature is ironic, but he also has little choice: with 

humanity gone, the sole subject of his attention is Nature, which he has become subject to. This 

is the necessary inversion of power that leads to the genre of disaster fiction. The Romantic 

poetry of pollution showcases the careless assault on Nature by arrogant humans, and the first 

Last Man narrative, Grainville’s, dramatizes this situation by focusing extensively on Nature as 

victim. The poetry of pollution could also, however, demonstrate how abuse of the environment 

could trigger a counter-reaction, the miniature apocalypse, that destroys its abusers, and Byron 

picks up on this potential when he produces a Last Man narrative that depicts the mutual 

annihilation of humanity and its environment. But it is Mary Shelley who completes the 

inversion by depicting an overtly antagonist Nature, whose destruction of humanity comes at no 

cost to the rest of the environment. Humanity is now placed in the position of precarity the 

environment occupied in Grainville’s text, and subject to an empowered but vengeful conception 

of Nature, whose ability to create is now matched by an equal ability to destroy. The 

vulnerability of humanity to their environment is the foundational concept of disaster fiction, but 
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when narratives of Last Men and human extinction go out of vogue after the 1820s, it will be 

several decades before writers of speculative fiction explore this concept again to its full 

potential. 
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CHAPTER 3: BELOW 
The Volcano at the Intersection of Victorian Science, Religion, and Popular Media1 

 

 

 A theme that comes to exist mainly in parodies, as happened with the Last Man 

narratives, is a theme on the decline, and after the 1820s the kind of speculative disaster 

scenarios envisioned by Byron, Shelley and the other practitioners of such narratives would seem 

to disappear. This absence for over fifty years in the middle of the nineteenth century of any 

speculative disaster fiction is one of the reasons I privilege the late Victorian period, rather than 

the Romantic period, as the origin of disaster fiction. The initial Romantic flurry of catastrophic 

tales did not prove persistent; however, since the 1880s disaster fiction has had a continuous 

existence.  

This chapter covers the broadest temporal timespan of all chapters in this study, from the 

1820s to 1901, in order to illustrate the sustained interest in disaster throughout the period, 

despite its absence from fiction. By examining Victorian fascination with volcanic eruption, I 

demonstrate the pattern of mid-century scientific and popular accounts of volcanic activity that 

gave way to a resurgence in catastrophe fiction late in the century. A spectacular disaster, the 

volcanic eruption lent itself particularly well to diverse forms of Victorian popular media; in 

literature, this includes a trend in historical disaster fiction, as British authors turn away from the 

future as the site of potential catastrophe in favour of the past. Volcanism was ensconced in 

Victorian public life by the 1883 eruption of Krakatau2 and the subsequent scientific and literary 

inquiries into the eruption. In turn, Krakatau, and the style of public inquiry it produced in 

                                                           
1 Portions of this chapter first appeared as part of a conference paper entitled “Voicing the Volcano: Echoes of 

Krakatau in Victorian Arts and Culture” presented at the 45th annual NeMLA convention. 
2 “Krakatoa” is an English adaptation of the local Indonesia “Krakatau.” The latter is the preferred scientific 

appellation, and I use it here except when referring to Victorian texts that used the contemporary term. 
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Britain, inspired the kind of popular fiction that will help constitute disaster fiction as a specific 

genre.  

I begin this chapter with an inquiry into the shifts in Victorian culture and literary trends 

that account for speculative disaster fiction falling out of favour. Then, in the first section, I 

briefly summarize how the popularization of geological discoveries spread the controversy over 

their implications into the broader public sphere, and how literature responded by incorporating 

yet despairing over geology’s conclusions. Disasters like volcanoes became a feature of 

Victorian popular media, and artists focused on catastrophes within historical times, like the 

destruction of Pompeii, which allowed theologically inclined authors to recapture the sense of 

divine fury long inherent to natural disaster, but which was being stripped away by geology’s 

purely mechanistic account of such phenomena.  

The Victorians, and the world, received a vivid demonstration in the power and reach of 

volcanism in 1883, when the eruption of Krakatau became a cause célèbre, responsible for 

variations in global climate, including months of remarkable sunsets in Britain. The second part 

of this chapter therefore focuses on Krakatau and its impact on Victorian culture, particularly the 

immediate literary response to the volcano and the sunsets. I will show how the Report by the 

Krakatoa Committee was produced with the public’s assistance and as a public good, and how 

this Report became an important part of the public discourse on volcanism, as demonstrated in R. 

M. Ballantyne’s Blown to Bits, the first novel to historicize the Krakatau eruption. In the third 

section of this chapter, I return to speculative disaster fiction, and demonstrate how Grant Allen 

and M. P. Shiel use, and extrapolate from, the experience of Krakatau to imagine even greater 

catastrophes. Both texts make use of the Krakatoa Report to frame the action of their narratives, 

but differ in their approach to religion: Allen’s text is secular, but Shiel hints at divine action 
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behind the disaster. As such, the contrast between these texts illustrates a tension running 

throughout the representation of volcanoes in this chapter: one between religious, moralizing 

narratives, and mechanistic accounts of disaster. 

First, however, I must address the reasons why speculative disaster fiction vanished in the 

first place. As a particular literary trend, the Last Man theme was problematic, limiting the range 

of the incipient disaster genre to a very specific variety of apocalyptic fiction. By repeating 

variations of the same premise, the audience was increasingly likely to anticipate the plot and 

emotional impact of the tale, while repeated exposure dimmed the shock value that had first 

accompanied Byron’s “Darkness.” Authors who prized original concepts also turned away from 

the now well-trod path of the Last Man, as Thomas Love Beddoes’ abandoned play demonstrates 

(Paley 209).3 Paley places the onus for the end of Lastness squarely on the reviewers, who 

belittled the topic into absurdity (208-9), but I must disagree. The mocking tone that the critics 

and parodists took to Last Man narratives certainly contributed to their disappearance, but if 

critical scorn alone were enough to kill a genre, we would have no literature left. Beyond the 

aesthetic difficulties of Last Men, the reasons disaster fiction fell out of favour are tied up in the 

epochal turn between the Romantic period and the Victorian one. Our retrospective periodization 

of the history of literature does not represent hard-and-fast divisions between one culture and 

another; nonetheless, the rise, fall, and rise again, in the popularity of disaster fiction accords too 

perfectly with the common divisions between the Romantic, early and mid-Victorian, and late 

Victorian periods to be mere coincidence.  

                                                           
3 Those few writers who tried to revisit the topic in the 1830s (the poet T. J. Ouseley and playwright George Dibdin 

Pitt in 1833, the poet Edward Wallace in 1839) are termed “mediocre” by Paley, and are essentially forgotten works 

by at-best minor figures (208-9). 
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In the cultural shifts of the late Romantic and early Victorian periods, I detect trends and 

outlooks that spelt doom for doom-saying fiction, the most important of which is the inward turn 

of Victorian fiction, the predominant concern with the domestic. This was a trend already present 

in women’s fiction during the Romantic period (like Jane Austen’s work) and the Jacobin fiction 

of Godwin and Opie among others, but became more heavily foregrounded in the middle of the 

century. The familial dramas particularly popular in the novels of the period are interested in a 

far more intimate scale of life and its tribulations, which does not allow for the grandiose 

interruptions of a natural catastrophe—at best, a derailed train will function as a plot device to 

kill off a moneyed relative or delay a character at a moment of crisis. The fiction of the period 

tended to be biographical in focus, intent on character development and depictions of moral 

education; disaster fiction, almost by definition, is driven more by plot and (destruction of) 

setting. Much of the appeal of the genre lies in its incidental rather than teleological direction, in 

the fantasy that anybody and everybody could be caught up in such dire circumstances—which 

only then becomes a test of character. 

The inward turn also functions on a national level: though much work has been done 

recently on imperialism in the Victorian period, it was a subject largely elided by the fiction of 

the era, focused instead on what was happening across Britain, in London and other rapidly-

industrializing cities, and in the persistent country estates. The disaster fiction of the Romantics 

tended to be international in scope (Granville, Shelley), or else used settings of unspecified 

geography or nationality (Byron, Campbell, Hood, and the Blackwood’s story), and it is no 

coincidence that disaster fiction rose to prominence in the closing decades of the nineteenth 

century even as authors like H. Rider Haggard and Rudyard Kipling were foregrounding 

Britain’s role as an imperial power. The London Times declared in 1863 that in England’s 
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“cooler climes, with more reasonable temperaments … [t]he ALMIGHTY footfall is soft here, 

even in the earthquake and the storm” (qtd. in Deborah Coen 32), arguing that the relative 

geological calm of the British Isles was divine providence.4 The British were able to treat 

disaster as something foreign, which could provide entertainment value at a distance, but seemed 

inapplicable to their own lived experience (Coen 32); at least, until the speculative writers of the 

late Victorian period sought to strip the English of this privilege and demonstrate their 

susceptibility to catastrophe.  

TREMORS: RELIGIOUS ANXIETIES AND REPRESENTATIONS OF GEOLOGY 

Chapter 2 chronicled the state of British geology leading up to the Victorian period. By 

this point, few scientists still strove to reconcile the geological record with Mosaic accounts of 

Creation, eclipsed by naturalistic narratives of the gradual (trans)formation of the Earth. Though 

this had been apparent for some time to interested observers of science, it took longer for this 

geological consensus, and its religious implications, to work its way to the general public.5 By 

drawing on the historical and literary research of Dennis Dean, Adelene Buckland and Nicholas 

Daly, I will construct a narrative which demonstrates how the anxieties over geology’s conflict 

with received religion are reflected in the literary production of the Victorian period, including a 

counter-reaction in popular media representations of disasters (focusing on volcanoes) that 

insists on moralizing and theologizing catastrophe in spite of geology’s mechanization of 

disaster. 

                                                           
4 Lionel Verney, in Shelley’s Last Man, is similarly possessed of the mistaken belief that England’s twinned 

qualities of climate and character would make her immune to the Plague. 
5 The dissemination of geology’s findings was enabled by landmark publications like Charles Lyell’s 1830 

Principles of Geology and William Buckland’s 1836 Geology and Mineralogy Considered with Reference to 

Natural Theology (Dennis R. Dean 115, 117). See Dean’s article for an account of the various landmark texts in 

nineteenth century geology, their religious implications, and their reception as such by the public generally and the 

literary community specifically. 
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Ironically, studies of geological catastrophes like volcanoes and earthquakes tended to 

support the gradualist rather than catastrophist positions in the debates between these two camps. 

Despite a long tradition of volcano-watching, modern volcanology only emerged as a result of 

scientific observations of the eruptions of Italian volcanoes (Santorini, Vesuvius, Etna) in the 

eighteenth century and remained a pastime amongst well-to-do Britons, like Dickens, well into 

the Romantic and Victorian period (Daly 259). Though the consequences were disastrous, the 

predictable mechanisms of volcanoes, which allowed observers to witness geology in action, 

aligned them strongly with the gradualist school; the image of the volcano was utilized as a 

symbol of a materialist account of Earth history, in the popularizing geological publications of 

the 1830s and 40s (260). 

Dean lists four major lessons that the Victorians learned from geological discoveries over 

the course of the century: (1) “time is immensely superior to man,” outstripping human attempts 

to encapsulate or even comprehend it; (2) many species have come and gone over the period of 

time covered by the geological record; (3) the span of human civilization was brief, and was in 

decline;6 and (4) the planet itself was dying, insofar as geology and astronomy implied the world 

had a lifespan and therefore an expiration date (128-131). Dean reminds us how “difficult [it is] 

for us to sympathize with, or even understand, the … disillusionment” that came with subsequent 

waves of geological discoveries, which changed the age of the Earth, dispelled the notion of a 

global Deluge, revealed hundreds then thousands of extinct species (in the process proving that 

death, as a phenomenon, predated humanity and thus could not be the consequence of any Fall), 

and demonstrated that the world was crafted by slow, predictable forces (such as erosion) whose 

                                                           
6 This is an ideological superimposition on the data on the Victorians’ part, inspired by contemporaneous ideas of 

degeneration rather than geology itself. The belief that human civilization had reached its apogee and was now on a 

downwards path is purely a matter of late Victorian pessimism, concerned that their own golden age had passed. 
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actions could still be seen at work in the current day (118). As Dean argues, the contradiction of 

Biblical narratives and the crises of faith it provoked caused “continuing distress” that is 

apparent “throughout the Victorian literary record,” and much of that distress lay in the 

confrontation with “the immensities of time and space” that threw a stark light on “the seeming 

insignificance of [man’s] being” (111, 115). Virginia Zimmerman agrees: “a new sense of 

boundless time ... replaced the Bible’s compelling narrative of time” with “a world newly 

understood as indifferent to human experience” (1), one in which humanity no longer existed in a 

world created for it by a preferential deity, but just one species amongst many in a vast and 

ancient cosmos. 

The geological controversies of the Romantic period lingered in the minds of the poets 

and cultural critics of the Victorian period.7 Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus, which “utilizes metaphors 

derived from the Huttonian-Wernerian [Plutonism-Neptunism] debates” prominent when he was 

a schoolboy, is a good example of the way geological language found its way into Victorian 

discourse (113). Dean has found many works published in the 1830s which were prolific with 

geological references (some inspired by Carlyle), although much of this material drew on the 

controversies and notable figures from their own education, and were thus somewhat out of date 

(116).8 Lord Alfred Tennyson is surely the most famous example of the crisis of faith triggered 

by the geological consensus, although Dean also records geological anguish in later writers like 

                                                           
7 Many had direct experience of these debates: Thomas Arnold, John Ruskin, and John Henry Newman were all 

taught by Thomas Buckland, one of the last serious geologists to try and reconcile the new discoveries with Flood 

narratives; a position intellectual honesty would compel him to abandon in 1830 (Dean 112-3). 
8 The authors Dean lists include “Thomas Love Peacock, his novel Crotchet Castle (1831) deriving its analysis of 

British landscape from a geologic map; Goethe, whose Faust, part II (1832) reflects the departed Neptunist-

Vulcanist controversy; Edward Bulwer-Lytton, whose Eugene Aram (1832), is a novel full of anachronistic 

geological sensitivity and whose The Last Days of Pompeii (1834) depict a famous geological catastrophe; Robert 

Browning, whose Paracelsus (1835) is a long poem in which alchemy and volcanic geology interestingly combine; 

Alfred Tennyson …; John Stuart Mill, who in his essay on Bentham (1838) incorporates an elaborate allusion to 

Buckland; and John Sterling … in his poem “The Ages” (1839)” (116). 
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Emily Brontë, Matthew Arnold, John Ruskin, Thomas Hardy, and Algernon Charles Swinburne, 

to cite the most prominent (121-131). Many critics have focused on Tennyson’s infamous 

description of “Nature, red in tooth and claw” from In Memoriam A.H.H. as an anticipation of 

evolution and its implications, but I would argue that when he speaks of the “thousand types” of 

life that have vanished from the world, extinct and testified to only by fossils found in “scarpèd 

cliff and quarried stone” (LVI.2-3, 16), he is drawing on the repertoire of geology: the process of 

sedimentation is a window into Deep Time, a sign of just how long the process of evolution has 

taken. Tennyson then engages in a moment of speculation, when he wonders whether “Man, 

[Nature’s] last work, who seem’d so fair,” would be likewise condemned to “Be blown about the 

desert dust, / Or seal’d within the iron hills” in the due course of geologic time (LVI.9, 19-20); 

the moment is brief, but it concisely expresses the anxiety of human extinction many science 

fiction writers will tackle at the end of the century. Michael Freeman points out that the geology 

and biology in these stanzas are equally concerned with “revealing … the enormity of time” in 

both “[t]he organic world” and “the inorganic world of rocks” (79), which makes it a gradualist 

rather than a catastrophist take on geological history. Human extinction is not a sudden disaster 

but a tragedy that will unfurl over time; yet the pathos Tennyson is able to draw out from his 

confrontation with geology (informed by his own grief, of course) is palpable, making the 

gradual feel immediate, and in line with the inspiration the Romantics drew from their 

confrontation with the scale of geological time. 

For authors of the mid-Victorian period, the threat of geology lay not in its potential for 

sudden disaster, but rather in the dismantling of traditional religion and natural theology. While 

some, like Charles Kingsley, still believed in an eventual reconciliation between faith and 
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science,9 John Ruskin complained that “the Geologists would [not] let me alone … I hear the 

clink of [their] hammers at the end of every … Bible verse” (qtd. in Dean 123); Matthew Arnold 

wrote of the spiritual emptiness he felt contemplating natural processes in “Dover Beach” and 

“Stanzas from the Grand Chartreuse”; and Browning in “Bishop Bloughram’s Apology” accuses 

the sciences of alienating men from Genesis’ account of Creation (Dean 122-3). They fought a 

losing battle, however: Trollope, in 1857’s Barchester Towers, mocked the deliberate naivety 

that allowed a geologist to be a theologian as well, and by the late 1870s even Ruskin and 

Kingsley’s geological tracts (for both men were amateurs of the science) were entirely secular in 

nature, a concession that—whatever they ultimately believed—religion did not belong in 

scientific discourse (Dean 124, 127). 

The relationship between the sciences and the literary arts during the Victorian period is a 

topic which has received considerable attention since Gillian Beer’s seminal intervention with 

Darwin’s Plots.10 This mass of research has led to the conventional opinion amongst nineteenth-

century scholars “that the interpenetration of literature and science in the Victorian period was 

everywhere observable. Men of science were fascinated by literature; literary authors were 

equally drawn to science” (Purton vii-viii), suggesting a bilateral exchanges of ideas. Historian 

of science Adelene Buckland takes issue with the methodology of literary critics for excluding 

some of the ultimately unsuccessful scientific formulations of the period and overlooking the 

popularity of anti-scientific narratives, ignoring deliberate attempts by both scientists and writers 

to distinguish themselves and their place in Victorian society by abjuring the other group (Novel 

Science 23-27). Though I draw strongly on Buckland’s thorough historical research in this 

                                                           
9 The protagonist of his first novel, 1848’s Yeast, was a geologist searching for greater meaning; an inversion of the 

usual path of many other scientists and well-educated writers at this time, who were moving, sometimes reluctantly, 

away from Scripture (Dean 122).  
10 See Purton xiii-xiv for a thorough survey of publications in the field of Victorian science and literature. 
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chapter, I nonetheless align myself more closely with the former school of thought: from my 

point of view, associations with faulty science and anti-Darwinist narratives reflect not a failure 

to engage with science, but rather a bias, or a failure of acumen on the part of those authors; 

likewise, I would argue that conflict is a form of engagement, even if a less desirable one. 

Dickens serves as a good case study for the relationship between literary writers, science, 

and anti-science. Ben Winyard and Holly Furneaux identify a longstanding11 school of thought 

amongst critics which asserts that Dickens didn’t care about science; a belief which persists even 

today, as Zimmerman claims that “Dickens … was not influenced by science writing any more 

than scientists writing were influenced by Dickens” (6-7). Dickens’ periodical Household Words, 

running through the 1850s, certainly featured a number of articles on scientific advances and 

even a few on geology specifically,12 but arguments continue over the extent to which the articles 

in the journal accurately reflect Dickens’ own knowledge or opinions (Buckland Novel Science 

247). Yet Dickens has long featured prominently in discussions of Victorian science and 

literature, starting with Gillian Beer and George Levine. Buckland seeks to differentiate between 

“Dickens’s geology,” and “the geology of the Geographical society of London” and “of the 

heavyweight quarterlies, or of the weighty geological tome” (Novel Science 249); it is in these 

dull and dry venues that Dickens was uninterested, rather than science per se. Dickens’ 

engagement with science took forms that leave less of a historical record than textbooks in a 

library, but nonetheless shaped the author’s role in the scientific discoveries of the day; such 

engagements include personal relationships with contemporary scientific celebrities, like 

                                                           
11 This trend goes all the way back to Dickens’ own day, when a contemporary (philosopher and critic George 

Henry Lewes) visited him and “was dismayed to find no major philosophical, literary or scientific texts in the 

author’s library,” which tells us much about the education and ongoing intellectual engagements expected of a man 

of letters at this time (Winyard & Furneaux 1) 
12 See Buckland Novel Science 254, 256, 258, 265, for a selection of the geologically-inclined articles.  
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paleontologist Richard Owen, or participation in fairs and speaking circuits where science was 

always a topic of discussion (Buckland Novel Science 251, 257; Adrian Desmond 41; Winyard 

and Furneaux 2-4). Winyard and Furneaux argue that Dickens’ experience of science was “cross-

genre, multi-media and, above all, democratic” insofar as he got his knowledge of science from 

the same sources as much of his own reading public (3).  

The penetration of geological language into the realm of literature is observable in the 

famous opening paragraph of Bleak House (1852-53): 

LONDON. … Implacable November weather. As much mud in the streets as if the waters 

had but newly retired from the face of the earth, and it would not be wonderful to meet a 

Megalosaurus, forty feet long or so, waddling like an elephantine lizard up Holborn Hill. 

… Foot passengers … losing their foot-hold at street-corners, where tens of thousands of 

other foot passengers have been slipping and sliding since the day broke (if the day ever 

broke), adding new deposits to the crust upon crust of mud, sticking at those points 

tenaciously to the pavement, and accumulating at compound interest. (11) 

The geological language here is clear: the opening of the paragraph—“waters but newly retired 

from the face of the earth”—refers to the concept of a global ocean (or Deluge) at the dawn of 

time, the central premise of the Neptunist school of geology; while the close of the paragraph—

“adding new deposits to the crust upon crust of mud”—simulates the action of “geological strata, 

offering yet another earth history,” albeit one that can be seen to conflict with the opening of the 

paragraph (Buckland Novel Science 263).13 As Freeman points out, an invocation of geology is 

an appropriate way to commence Bleak House, whose central legal case of Jarndyce and 

Jarndyce likewise appears to stretch interminably backwards in time and move at the same 

                                                           
13 Buckland argues that the term “compound interest” is geology deployed parodically to mock the financial sector 

as well (263). 
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imperceptible pace as the geological processes described in uniformitarianism (Freeman 224); I 

would add that the legal workers on this case are akin to geologists, digging through the 

accumulated strata of legal documents, the players almost fossilized themselves. 

Critics, in addressing the geological elements of Bleak House (and its opening paragraph 

specifically) have “mostly … been concerned with … the debate between two geological 

schools, ‘uniformitarian’ and ‘catastrophic’” (Buckland Novel Science 263), and the opinions 

have been diverse as to which (if any) camp it falls into.14 Buckland considers the debate 

misguided, as gradualists acknowledged that disasters occur, so disasters do not necessarily 

conflict with, nor lend credence to, uniformitarianism (263-4). I agree with Buckland, 

particularly since certain catastrophes tended to reinforce the Plutonist school, which was largely 

gradualist. Even in this supposedly Neptunist opening, Dickens illustrates two opposing, distant 

points on the geological time scale, and the processes which take place across that breadth of 

time. I refer to the portrait of primeval Earth, emerging from the oceans and populated by 

dinosaurs, but also to the expression “the death of the sun” in the same opening paragraph, which 

previous critics have not attended to.15 It is an illusion created by London’s coal-fired pollution 

(combined with its infamously bad weather); yet solar death is the inevitable end of the Earth’s 

geological history, an image previously deployed by Byron and the other Last Man storytellers 

earlier in the century. Bleak House therefore sketches the beginning of the world, and hints at its 

likely ending—a planet’s lifetime within the space of a paragraph. We cross such spans via the 

                                                           
14 George Levine finds a conflict between Neptunists and Plutonists in Bleak House’s geology: though the opening 

seems Neptunist (with its retreating floodwaters), the rest of the book provides the countervailing fire imagery of the 

volcanic Plutonists (with the novel’s infamous case of spontaneous combustion providing the best example) (122). 

Jonathan Smith declares that Dickens’ “novels depend on narrative ‘catastrophe’,” which is to say, sudden events 

and revelations, unlike novelists who draw more from the gradualist school like George Eliot (135-6). Conversely, 

Lawrence Frank distinguishes between the novel’s two voices, presenting the narrator and his portion of the story as 

gradualist, while Esther Summerson’s teleological plotline (and the plot devices identified by Smith) draw on the 

catastrophist side (Buckland Novel Science 263-4). 
15 Gillian Beer uses this expression in the title of an article on solar physics and mythology, but without attribution. 
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accumulating sediments that make up the Earth’s crust: this is how geologists observe the past, 

but in Dickens’ example, it is the “foot passengers” who are “slipping,” “sliding,” and “adding 

new deposits” to the geological cityscape. Obliquely, it is the residents of London who contribute 

to the new strata being laid down, who become part of the geological record much as now-

fossilized beasts like the Megalosaurus did. The implication is that London will one day likewise 

become the subject of study to future geologists—and perhaps humanity, itself, may become a 

species only attested to in the fossil record, as Tennyson feared. 

In many ways, the geological journey undertaken by Dickens in Bleak House was 

modeled after works of non-fiction that sought to introduce the lay public to geology, often 

making use of unusual “narrative form[s] to convey the startling realities of the worlds they 

sought readers to encounter” (Freeman 148). Gideon Mantell16 used the conceit of an eternal 

observer who periodically returns to visit Earth to describe the successive geological epochs of 

Britain (Freeman 149-50); Henry Morley, in an article in Dickens’ Household Words, uses a 

Phantom Ship17 to sail backwards in time from Cheapside into the abyss of Deep Time to 

encounter the extinct fauna and flora of eons past (Buckland Novel Science 265-6; Freeman 150-

1). Dickens was familiar with geology—but more importantly, he was familiar with the means 

and devices by which his audience was made familiar with geology. 

Dickens was also familiar with the diorama and exhibit as another medium of popular 

science. Dickens had travelled to Italy and seen the restive volcanoes (Vesuvius would erupt 

again the next year) firsthand, and included these experiences in his 1846 travelogue Pictures 

                                                           
16 Mantell’s 1838 Wonders of Geology also inspired Thomas Hardy’s cliff-hanger scene in A Pair of Blue Eyes 

(1877), wherein a character reflects at length on the geological features of the cliff before him (Andrew Radford 54-

6). 
17 The Phantom Ship was a recurrent device in the journal, used to take readers on cruises to distant locales like 

China and the Arctic. Freeman incorrectly attributes the Phantom Ship to Dickens, confusing editor with author. 
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from Italy (Buckland Novel Science 259). But his descriptions of geological phenomena in this 

book were further informed by the visual and material dimensions of the exhibit performances he 

had witnessed;18 these included “an enormous range of theatrical reconstructions of the 

landscape and assorted natural disasters, from pantomime stage-sets to outdoor simulations of 

volcanic eruptions” (O’Connor 261)—geology in microcosm. The dioramas, panoramas, 

cycloramas, exhibitions and other stage-sets “often gained success recreating geological 

events”—avalanches, earthquakes, and particularly volcanoes (Buckland Novel Science 255-56, 

261). Recreations of volcanic eruptions (particularly the Italian volcanoes) had been popular 

since the 1770s, both in commercial venues and as entertainment for functions like the King’s 

birthday (Daly 260). Daly points out that “[b]y 1835 … London audiences could choose among 

rival Vesuvian spectacles, including plays, firework spectaculars, and dioramas” (271), 

highlighting the popularity of volcanoes, either as special effects in larger shows, or as 

attractions in their own rights. These recreations made use of technical innovations—

pyrotechnics for outdoor spectacles, painted transparencies, sound and lighting effects, even an 

artificial sulphur smell for indoor reconstructions (Buckland Novel Science 260-1). Such exhibits 

could be quite sizeable, even requiring ladders to enter, and the pyrotechnics associated with 

some of the displays—flashing lights, explosive sound effects, even rumbling floors—would 

have been impressive to the Victorian audience (248, 255-7).  

These showpieces were influential enough that writers working on non-fiction works of 

geology meant for public use, like textbooks and pamphlets, used “verbal recreations of 

panoramic scenes from deep time” in their texts as a means of reaching their audience via a 

                                                           
18 Those same influences informed his metaphor for urban change in Dombey and Son (1846-48), where the 

construction of rail exposes geological strata, and the explosions and technological transformations in the affected 

area of London are imagistically likened to the natural catastrophes on public display (Buckland Novel Science 259). 
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medium (by means of ekphrasis) they were familiar with (248). Such displays, and especially its 

most up-scale version (in both senses of the word) in the Great Exhibition of 1851, gave the 

London public across class divisions access to vistas and knowledge that would be otherwise 

inaccessible (257-8). This was all the truer for reproductions of the past, obviously inaccessible 

to all in the physical sense; the lessons on display included both the prehistoric past, in the form 

of reconstructions of dinosaurs and other prehistorical animals, and the historical past, as natural 

disaster recreations were usually based on specific historical events, Vesuvius’ destruction of 

Pompeii most prominently. 

The frequency with which Vesuvius and Pompeii were the subjects of such 

reconstructions reflected a broader popular interest in the eruption across nineteenth-century 

British society and media;  the volcano and the doomed city showed up in novels, poems, 

paintings, theatrical productions, and even operas.19 Vesuvius was a frequent subject of paintings 

during the latter half of the eighteenth century; but from the 1820s onwards, Daly finds that 

Vesuvian paintings shifted in focus “less on the spectacle of the volcano per se, and more on the 

collision of the volcano with humanity,” foregrounding the apocalyptic as well as the sublime 

quality of the eruption (263). Daly finds extensive evidence that Pompeii was a favourite subject 

of the antiquarians and classicists of the Romantic and Victorian periods, and suggests its 

popularity in canvas and narrative was partly driven by a perception amongst the Victorians that 

they, like the Pompeiians, were also a “complex and pleasure-loving urban society poised on the 

edge of cataclysmic change” (Daly 259, 262, 271). There is a component of the sublime in such 

large-scale scenes of devastation; it is that morbid fascination that allows volcanic narratives to 

thrive in both popular and culturally elite venues, across so many forms of media (280). For 

                                                           
19  See Daly 261-269, Dahl 432-4, and Michael R. Booth 12, 61, for a full list of artists and works. 
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Daly, there is additional “readerly pleasure” to be found in volcanic narratives “predicated on our 

knowledge that” the story, with all its characters and setting, will end in catastrophe (272); what 

we watch being built up, we anticipate seeing torn down. I would suggest this pleasure of 

anticipation is one of the reasons historical narratives of disasters thrived at this time (and still 

do): our foreknowledge gives us power over the characters and the narrative, and thus a sense of 

superiority over our own cultural ancestors (stemming from a mistaken belief that we would not 

make the same errors).   

Curtis Dahl terms the cluster of works that included these Pompeiian narratives a “School 

of Catastrophe,” which was active during the period from 1820s to the 1840s—the transition 

from the Romantic to the Victorian (Dahl “Bulwer-Lytton” 428).20 This movement focused on 

the retelling of Biblical and classical stories, rather than future-oriented, speculative disaster 

fiction, and whether in paint, prose, or verse, the focus of these productions was a moral 

narrative that depicted catastrophe as due punishment, often in a religious context; this is why 

Vesuvian paintings become more concerned with the multiple human tragedies occurring during 

the eruption, rather than the disaster itself (Daly 263). Dahl and Daly agree that the strong strain 

of moral/religious preaching in these works is one of the reasons why, though quite popular in 

their time, they have largely been forgotten since—although it is merely one in a list of literary 

sins these critics levy against these narratives, including excessive sentimentality, weaknesses of 

character and plot, and tendency to use characters as stage-dressing for the cataclysm, tailor-

made to suffer their fates (Dahl 435-7; Daly 264).  

                                                           
20 Dahl’s School is made up of painters and poets, most of whom have fallen into obscurity; see his article for the 

full list. Dahl attributes diverse inspirations to his catastrophists, ranging from Burke to the graveyard poets to the 

visions of the French Revolution but he also considers that geology and archeology—particularly excavations of 

ruined cities like Pompeii—played an important role in sketching an ancient and disaster-prone world (428-

30).Many worked on themes developed by Romantic predecessors like Southey, Byron, John Martin and J.M.W. 

Turner, but, in Dahl’s view, without the originality or verve of the Romantics (430-432).  
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Literary productions on the theme of historic volcanoes showcase the conflict between 

geology and religious sentiment, a disagreement over whether the catastrophes attested to in the 

historical and geological record were divinely ordained or the result of mechanistic forces. One 

of the theatrical productions, H.M. Milner’s Masaniello (1829),21 demonstrates the lavishness of 

the staged volcano effects, and the tone such pyrotechnics seek to inspire:  

A grand view of the volcano emitting smoke and fire – the lava beginning to flow into the 

sea … the eruption has made rapid progress – the crater of the volcano emits torrents of 

flame and smoke – forked lightnings rend the sky in every direction … a terrific explosion 

ensues from the mountain, the lava impetuously flows down its side and extends itself into 

the sea. The people, awe-struck, bend in submission to the will of heaven and the curtain 

slowly descends. (qtd. in Booth 61) 

The mood specified by the direction is one of religious awe and submission. I find it ironic that 

all the complex mechanisms that went into staging the theatrical volcano were aimed at 

countering the mechanistic view of the universe, and once more imbue the disaster with the 

divine.  

Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s The Last Days of Pompeii (1834) is the most famous, and fairly 

representative, example of this fad for the re-enactment of historical/Biblical catastrophes; and 

the novel, in turn, inspired multiple paintings, operas, pyrotechnic shows, early film, and even 

sculpture.22 As with a number of the classically derived novels of the period, verisimilitude was 

an important feature of the book, and Bulwer-Lytton’s narrative interrupts itself with footnotes 

providing its historical sources, and a final chapter leaves the prior narrative behind to speak of 

                                                           
21 One of many unauthorized reproductions of an opera by the same name, the plot conflates two separate historical 

events: an eruption of Vesuvius in 1631, and a political revolt in Naples in 1647 (Daly 269). 
22 See Daly 276-7 for the full list of artists and titles.  
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the archaeological discoveries that enabled the book’s existence (Daly 273-4).23 Yet Dahl argues 

that it mixes historical accuracy in with distinctly Victorian sensibilities in the attitude of its 

characters, amongst which is the treatment of religion (439-441). Dahl focuses on the 

anachronistic treatment of Christian/pagan relationships, but I would rather focus on the way the 

natural disasters in the text play into a religious narrative: the first time the novel’s pagan villain 

endangers the protagonist lovers, he is swallowed up by an earthquake, read as a forerunner of 

the eruption; the eruption itself, coming at the book’s climax, doesn’t save the heroes, but it does 

slay the villain with a lightning strike. The timing of these providential natural disasters is 

apparent both to the characters24 and to readers, who see the hand of the Christian god shielding 

the virtuous protagonists. One of the anachronisms Dahl detects is the text’s disgust with pagan 

rituals in Pompeii (439); by the text’s logic, the eruption is the merited result of the city’s fallen 

ways, particularly the persecution of Christians. 

Bulwer-Lytton’s novel is the best known of the proto-Victorian Vesuvian narratives, but 

it was not the first; the plot and characters of the novel drew heavily on the recent fictions of 

Pompeii in prose, verse, and on stage (Daly 271-3). Thomas Gray’s 1830 The Vestal, or A Tale 

of Pompeii and Sumner Lincoln Fairfield’s 1832 narrative poem The Last Night of Pompeii 

incorporate (with more historical fudging) secret Christianity and persecution into the volcanic 

narrative; these texts repeat the same plot pattern by which endangered characters are saved (or 

at least, delivered from the evil of this world to their reward in Heaven) by the timely 

intervention of the eruption, providential and divinely ordained (Daly 266-8). As with all 

                                                           
23 Bulwer-Lytton’s setting was inspired by multiple sources, including a visit to the city, contemporary classicist 

works on Pompeii, and a Russian painter, Karl Briullov, whose own work highlighted the awe and tragedy of the 

event (Daly 271-3). 
24 The villain’s initial accomplice converts to Christianity after the earthquake, while evangelical Christians in the 

city preach about the retribution soon to be visited on pagan Pompeii.  
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revisionist history, this fiction enacts, or rather counteracts, an ideological agenda. This 

Christianizing intervention into history is, in many ways, the inverse of the narrative 

transformation being performed by the geologists: where the latter were replacing a Biblical 

narrative with a purely mechanistic account of earth history, Gray and his followers took a 

known historical geological event and recontextualized it to fit a Christian narrative of active 

deistic intercession. This effort to buck the inevitable judgment of science is another reason why 

Dahl’s school of catastrophe has been largely forgotten: they represented an increasingly 

antiquated mode of thinking about history, namely the teleological story of Christian ascendency. 

ERUPTION: THE IMPACT OF KRAKATAU ON VICTORIAN SOCIETY AND LITERATURE 

In 1883, Krakatau erupted with an explosive force equivalent to over 200 megatons of 

TNT.25 The ash and dust thrown into the atmosphere would cool temperatures and change the 

colour of sunsets for years to come, inspiring artists working in verse and on canvas alike. For 

the Victorians, Krakatau became an obsession, a media phenomenon enabled by new 

technologies, which in turn buttressed a fresh understanding of global ecology. Victorian 

audiences were already familiar with volcanoes, but they were a phenomenon distant to them 

spatially and temporally. Though Indonesia was on the other side of the world, the global effects 

of the eruption of Krakatau made violent volcanism a present reality for the Victorians of the 

1880s, and those who came afterwards would have a new appreciation of the potential scope and 

peril posed by volcanic activity. The eruption of Krakatau was also an opportunity to mobilize an 

interested public to participate in a scientific venture of great scope, the Krakatoa Committee’s 

Report on the explosion, which made certain to include amateur observers and aesthetic 

                                                           
25 Unless otherwise stated, historical information on Krakatau and its eruptions comes from Rupert Furneaux’ 

Krakatoa. 
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considerations in its holistic account. The Report and its construction became public goods and 

would define the way Britons talked about volcanism in their literature over the coming decades.  

Krakatau is the second deadliest volcanic eruption in recorded human history (Tambora 

in 1816 is the first). Casualties from the eruption itself are estimated at upwards of thirty 

thousand people in the island chain, largely as a result of the massive tsunamis spawned by the 

conflagration, which wiped out the town of Anyer (Anjer) and many smaller coastal 

communities, and reached as far as the east African coast. The sound of the blast reverberated 

across the Indian Ocean while the air displacement travelled around the world several times. 

Pumice could be found floating in the ocean months after the calamity. The most immediate 

effect in England, however, was the dust cloud that travelled the breadth of the world to settle in 

the atmosphere of the northern hemisphere, famously changing the colour and quality of the 

sunsets. The increased ash and sulfur dioxide high in the atmosphere did cause a slight drop in 

temperatures, but not one sufficient to cause famines and subsistence crises the way the eruption 

of Mount Tambora had in 1815 and thereafter, partially because Krakatau was a smaller 

eruption, and partially because advances in agriculture had largely protected Europe against such 

a scenario. Whereas the Romantics could only speculate as to the cause of their Year Without a 

Summer, the Victorians had a better understanding of the cause and effect relationship between 

the phenomena they were witnessing and the eruption of a volcano, thanks to increased European 

presence in the East Indies, faster methods of travel and communications, and an overall better 

understanding of atmospheric sciences and other disciplines. They were gradually coming to 

realize the existence of the biosphere, an ecosystem on a global scale, that allowed airborne 

particles to travel—and affect—the world over. 
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The explosion of Krakatau reverberated strongly in the popular imagination of the British 

public. Much of this fascination was enabled by new technology and Victorian media. Unlike the 

explosion of Tambora, not witnessed by westerners, the islands that made up the Krakatau group 

were in a heavily trafficked shipping lane, and sailors had reported increased geological activity 

for weeks. However, old maritime gossip channels were beat to the scoop of the eruption itself 

by the telegraph, which relayed the news of the eruption and its particulars around the world 

within a few days (Simkin & Fiske 14-5). These reports were quickly picked up and reported on 

by domestic newspapers, feeding the appetite of a British public eager for details of the disaster, 

which only made the volcano even more of a cause célèbre (15, 160). The speed at which news 

traveled “create[d] an entirely new category of disaster: the universal news event,” according to 

Richard Hamblyn (qtd. in Monique Morgan “Eruption”), a catastrophe chronicled in almost real-

time for a global public. The rapid dissemination of information also allowed “observations 

made at great distances from the volcano [to] be connected to the eruption,” which “stimulate[d] 

multidisciplinary interest in Krakatau, with intellectual feedback, cross-fertilization” and an 

entire panoply of public and scientific resources which would, shortly, all be deployed in the 

goal of achieving a holistic understanding of the volcano and its consequences (Simkin & Fiske 

15).  

The eruption was a living demonstration of geological forces that, at the time, had been 

largely constructed from the retrospective examination of sediment layers and fossils, and still 

had a slight whiff of controversy about it. After the controversy over Darwinism eclipsed the 

arguments between geology and religion, most of the public was happy to leave academics to 

fight obscure battles over coloured rocks and animal imprints. When reports began coming in 

about Krakatau, it was an explosive demonstration of the immediate, practical consequences of 
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geological models. Studies of the eruption served to vindicate solid concepts that until then had 

been largely theoretical. Such confirmation demanded that associated notions—about the far 

more catastrophic geological movements that may have formed the planet and could recur once 

more—be taken seriously.  

The immediate visual impact of the ash cloud was one of the foremost causes of the great 

public interest in Krakatau, as the sunsets made these distant events present and tangible to all, 

and reproductions were eagerly consumed by an avid British public.26 The sunsets were quickly 

taken up by painters and men of letters alike. Richard Altick has documented this volcanic and/or 

ash-sunset imagery in the late Victorian poets, although these references were themselves 

sometimes veiled. The artists of the period—whether they worked in written or visual 

mediums—were clearly moved by this unprecedented show of colours of sky: Robert Bridges 

included such a display in the “March” section of his 1885 poem Eros and Psyche (Altick 256);27 

Swinburne’s “A New-Year Ode: to Victor Hugo” mentions in his footnotes that some of the sky 

imagery was influenced by one of the Krakatau sunsets (256); even an elderly Tennyson, in “St. 

Telemachus” (1892), begins his poem by wondering if a “wrathful sunset” was caused by “the 

fierce ashes of some fiery peak” that had “been hurl’d so high they ranged the globe” (qtd. in 

Altick 253), and credits his memory of Krakatau for the inspiration. Morgan finds further 

parallels to Krakatau in the poem, including a “deep roar as of a breaking sea, / And then a 

shower of stones” when the saint is stoned to death in the arena, images that “also evokes the 

sound of a tsunami and the hail of pumice unleashed by Krakatoa’s eruption” (Morgan 

                                                           
26 The ash clouds had caused a number of strange colourings across the world—a green sun in Madras, blue near 

Hawaii, and in England the sky was so red that the fire department received numerous calls from residents 

concerned that cities were ablaze (Thomas Zaniello 247). 
27 Although Altick finds this work suspiciously similar to the description of the sunsets published by Hopkins (256) 
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“Eruption”), which suggests that Tennyson was relying not only on his personal memory of the 

sunsets, but on the descriptions of the eruption he had read.   

Information about the eruption and/or the sunsets was accrued through various media28 in 

the months and years subsequent to the explosion. The main organizing impetus responsible for 

coalescing these diverse sources into a single aggregate came when the Royal Society of London 

appointed G. J. Symons, a respected meteorologist, to head a committee that would investigate 

and report on the eruption and its aftereffects (Zaniello 261; Morgan “Eruption”). Symons 

quickly got the broader British public involved, launching a call early in 1884 for “authenticated 

facts” and any “published papers, articles, and letters bearing on the subject,” including the 

distance of the sound, pumice, barometric pressure, sea levels, dust and sulphur emissions, and 

the resultant colouring of the sky (qtd. in Simkins & Fiske 10). When it came to Krakatau, the 

general public was deeply involved in both the collection and dissemination of data, taking place 

through multiple channels and forms of media. 

The Report’s underlying assumptions about a link between the eruption and the sunsets 

triggered dissenting voices, and the resultant debate was conducted through journals, 

newspapers, and public lectures.29 The sunset debate drew in, on opposite sides, two men of 

letters one would not immediately associate with arguments over scientific minutiae: John 

Ruskin and Gerard Manley Hopkins. Ruskin, though he had trained in geology and meteorology, 

insisted in public lectures and subsequent publications that the loss of traditional English sunsets 

predated Krakatau’s eruption and the cause was industrialization and pollution (Zaniello 254-5, 

                                                           
28 This include newspaper articles, observations in letters to the editor, special papers, scientific reports published in 

journals like Nature, and public meetings of the Royal Society (Zaniello 248). 
29 The journal Knowledge announced itself as the forum for alternative, non-Krakatau theories about the sunsets 

(Zaniello 262), and the New York Times rejected the link between the volcano and the sunsets, claiming that local 

experimenters had found no significant dust particles in the air (their mistake was testing low, human-level altitudes, 

as the dust congregated much higher in the atmosphere) (Simkins & Fiske 159). 
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262-3).30 He did not deny a link between the current weather and Krakatau, and wrote of “the 

ashes of the Antipodes” burning in the sky (qtd. in Altick 252), but he thought the causation was 

superficial, both symptomatic of a deeper, moral failing (Zaniello 263). Ruskin’s friend, Robert 

Leslie, argued in a series of letters to Nature that the sunsets pre-dated Krakatau, as Ruskin held, 

and were caused by the sun becoming more energetic (264). On the other side of the debate, 

Hopkins defended the Krakatau hypothesis from people like Leslie or C. Piazzi Smyth, Royal 

Astronomer of Scotland, who thought dust from meteor impacts was to blame instead (Zaniello 

259-60). Modern science has since proven Hopkins and the Royal Society correct in their 

attribution of the phenomenon to Krakatau (262),31 but Hopkins was more than just an astute 

observer: Altick, Zaniello, and Morgan agree that his letter to Nature describing the sunsets are 

highly lyrical in their prose, blending science and art; the imagery deployed therein echoed his 

(then unknown) poetic ventures, particularly “Pied Beauty” and “The Windhover” (Altick 254-6; 

Zaniello 261; Morgan “Eruption”). 

The Royal Society of London’s Krakatoa Committee published of The Eruption of 

Krakatoa and Subsequent Phenomena in 1888, about five years after the eruption itself. Five 

hundred pages in length, its remit included every associated area of the natural sciences, public 

consultations, and even artistic reproductions of the famed sunsets. It was able to apply the 

scientific arguments of the last fifty years regarding the scale and mechanisms of geological 

processes to the eruption, marking a transition from the theoretical and speculative to the 

practical and immediate.32 By tracking the movements of water, sound and air across the globe 

                                                           
30 See Chapter 4 for further discussion of Ruskin and atmosphere.  
31 The Royal Society’s final Report did allow for some room for alternative explanations (even as it made its 

preferred conclusion clear), but the Leslie/Ruskin camp was excluded from the Report entirely as bad science 

(Zaniello 266). 
32 For instance, the location of the eruption helped confirm the existence of fissures in the planet’s crust (Morgan 

“Eruption”) 
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through the precise dates and observations provided by their legion of informants (Morgan 

“Eruption”), it served to reinforce growing contemporary notions of an organic, global 

ecosystem, putting on display the interconnectedness of planetary processes. 

I argue that the Committee Report reproduces this holistic vantage point by drawing into 

itself scientific, social and artistic responses to the phenomenon, breaking new ground in terms 

of sheer scope: a scientific endeavour turned popular spectacle. Though it cut Hopkins’ more 

poetic prose from their reprinting of his letter, the Report was careful to include 

acknowledgments of the aestheticism and wonder involved in the remarkable events, which was 

something of a departure for the Royal Society. Though the publication and the popularization of 

science was one of the Society’s missions, it tended to release fairly dry, data-heavy reports 

which circulated primarily amongst specialists and other professionals. But the Society, and 

Symons as the main editor, had a different goal in mind when composing and editing the 

Krakatoa Report. The Royal Society took the unusual step of including colour plates from 

painter William Ashcroft to illustrate their report—not to provide diagrammatic schemas (though 

Ashcroft insisted his methods were scientifically accurate in their depictions of colour and light), 

but rather as aesthetic objects. The images both appealed to the broader public whom the 

Committee was determined would be just as much the audience for their report as academia, and 

served as moment to break from the massed pages of data to appreciate the sublime in nature. 

Likewise, the Report “often abandoned scientific terminology in favor of a descriptive style that 

can only be called lyric” by including a number of other passages from eye-witnesses that 

emphasized the beauty and awe in the phenomenon they observed (Altick 251). The Report’s 

five-hundred-page bulk is still replete with data, graphs, coordinates, tables and charts and more 

besides; but the Committee had secured its funding to collate from across the globe in large part 
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because of the keen popular interest in the volcano, and its authors and editors knew that the 

Report would be a public document—indeed, a commercial product: the title page of the Report 

indicates the suggested retail price was thirty shillings.  

I believe the Report’s structure was also deliberately designed to appeal to a literate and 

educated but otherwise non-specialist audience, with much of the scientific data being relegated 

to appendices and plates at the end of the chapters. The prose of the report, though far from 

exciting, nonetheless avoids obscuring jargon or academic minutia. It reads, in many ways, more 

like a newspaper article, inasmuch as it utilizes the occasional rhetorical flourish to draw the 

reader in, personalizes the report through first-hand accounts and anecdotes, and foregrounds the 

most important conclusions, leaving the greater mass of detail for the more persistent readers 

later in the chapters. The Report begins with the eruption itself; and although this could simply 

be the serendipity of chronology, it is also a matter of putting the most popular material forward; 

and that section is, I note, extensively illustrated in addition to the plates at the back of the 

chapter, marketing itself very well to more casual readers.  

Part of the public nature of the Report lies in the multiplicity of voices it includes. The 

Report already lists thirteen different scientists as authors, in addition to Symons as general 

editor, on the title page; the discussion goes on to include a number of direct accounts, some only 

briefly, for a few lines or a paragraph, while others have sizeable pieces of writing transcribed 

into the Report. Many of these are selected as witnesses to the events or subsequent phenomenon 

of sound waves and tidal surges. But when it comes to atmospheric phenomena, like the sunsets, 

the report includes information from relatively average if informed observers in Britain culled 

from their earlier call for information.33 As further acknowledgement of the public intention of 

                                                           
33 Including the descriptions of the sunsets by “Mr. Gerard Hopkins of Stonyhurst College,” partially paraphrased, 

on page 172 (Morgan “Eruption”). 
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this document, Symons elects to have the British public involved in its very composition—in a 

relatively minor fashion, to be certain, but one that recognizes the volcano and its impact as a 

public good, shared yet individual in its peculiar aesthetics, partially produced by and intended 

for the British community at large. While this open-sourced project34 is laudable, I concede it is 

also problematic: the multivocal quality of the Report is limited to Western voices, and in 

particular reflects the British communal experience of the volcano’s aftermath. This can be read 

as appropriation: the volcano is Indonesian, as were the vast majority of its victims, and there’s 

something almost macabre in the fascination with this far-away catastrophe, a ghoulish interest 

in the details that simultaneously grounds the events in the remote, exotic East Indies, while 

opening the door to imagining the consequences of the same closer to home.  

It is through such creative exercises that I locate the influence of the Report had in 

crafting the British imaginary when it comes to volcanism, the aftermath of disaster, or both. The 

Report was well known in educated circles, as attested to by articles and correspondence, and 

was a source for many writers. The first British literary interpretation of the eruption of Krakatau 

(rather than the sunsets) was R. M. Ballantyne’s novel Blown to Bits; or the Lonely Man of 

Rakata, published in 1889, one year after the Krakatoa Report was released; the book made 

specific reference to the Report both within and without the fictional narrative. Ballantyne, a 

prolific author of juvenile fiction, wrote his novels with the explicit goal of providing a model of 

adventuresome masculinity for his readership of young boys. He provides his sources in the 

preface of the novel for “that portion of the juvenile world which accords me a hearing” (n.p.) in 

keeping with this didactic, moralizing mission; foremost amongst these is “the recently published 

                                                           
34 This was not the first scientific project to rely on public participation; as a comparable project, prior to the 

invention of seismographs, scientists studying earthquakes would advertise for the public to send in their 

experiences of tremors when such were reported. See Coen 2, 9-10, 17-18 for a full discussion of public 

involvement in earthquake studies. 
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important and exhaustive ‘Report’ of the Krakatoa Committee,” (n.p.), while naturalist 

journals—including Darwin’s Beagle diaries—provide Ballantyne with his conception of the 

East Indies in addition to his own brief voyage to those climes (Richard D. Fulton 159). 

The influence of the Report is very much present within Ballantyne’s fiction as well, as 

Monique Morgan, one of the few critics to work on Blown to Bits, has examined. The drama and 

pacing of the novel are often undercut by Ballantyne’s self-appointed instructional role: he 

insists on including lengthy, scholarly descriptions of the volcano and associated events, 

interrupting the usual dialogue and action.35 The titular “Lonely Man,” one Van der Kemp, is a 

long-standing European inhabitant of the region, a hermit who lives in a well-appointed cave in 

Rakata, a peak of Krakatau, as he searches for a lost daughter and the pirate who slew his wife. 

From the outset, the island is geologically restive: minor quakes and fumaroles are so predictable 

that they’ve become a tourist attraction; Morgan points out that these descriptions of the early, 

moderate eruptions are taken directly from the Report’s chronology and descriptions 

(“Eruption”). The same is true for the hermit’s descriptions of Java generally and Krakatau 

specifically, where the character essentially “ventriloquize[s] the Royal Society Report” in 

instructing the novel’s youthful protagonist, Nigel (Morgan “Eruption”);36 this protagonist 

functions as a clear stand-in for the prospective young male reader. Ballantyne also 

acknowledges the public nature of the document by having his adventurers become potential 

contributors to the fashioning of this history, or at least the Report, as the photograph one 

protagonist takes on the cusp of the volcanic crater of Krakatau could have made “a marvellous 

frontispiece to the volume by the ‘Krakatoa Committee’” (Chapter IX; n.p.).  

                                                           
35 This intervening pedagogy is a common feature of Ballantyne’s work; The Coral Island, Ballantyne’s most 

famous work (1857), interrupts itself for lengthy descriptions of South Seas botany. 
36 This too was a long-standing habit of Ballantyne’s; Michelle Elleray also terms “ventriloquization” Ballantyne’s 

use, in Coral Island, of missionary documents which had been widely read at the period (167-8). 
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Nigel, Van der Kemp, and his manservant, embark on a series of adventures hitting many 

tropes of South Seas adventure fiction—storms at sea, pirates, big game hunting—but the climax 

the book is devoted to the eruption and its aftershocks. The eruption comes as no surprise, either 

to the readers or the characters: Ballantyne’s authorial voice intervenes early in the narrative to 

inform his readership that the mountain island the protagonists visit is connected to the infamous 

volcano, and the potential eruption builds gradually throughout the novel. Blown to Bits is a form 

of historical fiction, albeit very recent history, and Morgan, via Daly, links it structurally to the 

historical volcanic narratives earlier in the century: the audience is fully aware of the presence of 

the volcano in the background, ready to explode, because “Ballantyne’s ominous foreshadowing 

is frequent and strong,” which corresponds to Daly’s “readerly pleasure” in the anticipation of 

catastrophe (Morgan “Eruption”). The most extensive and didactic of Ballantyne’s 

interruptions—Chapter XXIX, which is entitled “TELLS CHIEFLY OF THE WONDERFUL EFFECTS OF 

THIS ERUPTION ON THE WORLD AT LARGE,” comes right after the climax, and I suspect Ballantyne 

has deliberately placed his expository chapter here to prolong the suspense while fulfilling his 

didactic mission. In this chapter, Ballantyne summarizes the Report to a large extent (Morgan 

“Eruption”), condensed and rendered in Ballantyne’s only somewhat jauntier prose style, with 

the occasional fictionalized anecdote to provide some narrative interludes in this educational 

interruption of the overall narrative. This is the culmination of Ballantyne’s didactic mission, one 

which makes the preceding narrative seem as though designed to no other purpose than 

delivering the findings of the Report in a format that would appeal to the young male readership 

he sought to reach.  

 Ironically, the presence of this mass of detail actually helps communicate the sublime 

quality of the catastrophe. The length and thoroughness of the descriptive account of the volcano 
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are such that Ballantyne’s proposal at the beginning of Chapter XXIX that he and his readers 

“take a glance at this subject in passing” comes off as quite the understatement. But Ballantyne 

describes the volcano—and the subsequent investigation—as yielding “results more astounding 

than lies in the power of language to tell,” so his chapter-length “glance” is merely an inevitably 

insufficient attempt at capturing the ineffable (Chapter XXIX). Ballantyne seeks to describe the 

sublimity of the event based on similar expressions in the first-hand accounts he read in the 

report, and the impressionistic declamations on the scale and theatrics of the natural world that 

punctuate this carefully scientific account. Ballantyne’s prosaic writing style does not lend itself 

to the sublime, but he feels obligated to gesture to it;37 indeed, who is to say Ballantyne did not 

feel the pull of the sublime himself, as many other Britons did when asked to contemplate this 

monumental event. The sheer scope and size of the Report likewise signals just how difficult it is 

to express the lived experience of a volcanic eruption of this size; the vividness of the event 

escapes even the most expansive attempt at containment. 

Morgan characterizes the novel as “improbable” in its adventures, close calls, and 

reunions, in contrast to the text’s solid grounding in factual accuracy for the volcanic data, but 

arguably the incredible plot mirrors the “astounding” natural event at its center. To begin with, 

Blown to Bits, like the rest of Ballantyne’s corpus, is adventure fiction, a type of genre fiction 

with its own conventions of peril, heroism, and moral triumph—all the more so for being aimed 

at Christian youth. Whereas disaster fiction usually focuses on a singular, exceptional event, in 

this novel Krakatau’s eruption is merely the culmination of a series of unlikely exploits. Because 

this is also historical fiction, not speculative fiction, none of these adventures transgresses the 

                                                           
37 For instance, when a nearby volcano becomes “moderately violent,” Ballantyne tells us: “The scene that met their 

eyes on reaching the ledge or plateau was sublime in the extreme, as well as terrific” (Chapter VIII). Ballantyne, 

who often illustrated his own work, also provides a suitably dramatic graphic representation of the protagonists 

fleeing in their canoe as Krakatau erupts (see Figure 3). 
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bounds of realism, but they are increasingly implausible—and nowhere is this implausibility 

starker than during the climatic eruption. The three adventurers return to Krakatau, clearly on the 

brink of eruption from the sounds and smoke, to rescue a photograph of Van der Kemp’s 

daughter and his deceased wife from his cave, and escape on Van der Kemp’s modified canoe 

just as the eruption tears the island apart. They must then ride out the violent seas and tsunamis 

until one such wave lifts the canoe and deposits it onto the deck of Nigel’s father’s ship, which is 

also carrying Van der Kemp’s long-lost daughter. The reunions are incredible; but then, so is the 

event in the background, and its historical truth lends credence to the plot, as though an 

extraordinary moment like the eruption of Krakatau represents a temporary suspension of normal 

probability, in which all kinds of unlikely events are allowed. The physical explosion of the 

volcano also reflects the emotional explosion from normally reserved characters at this climax, 

though they quickly revert to their usual, masculine stoicism in order to ride out the ongoing 

catastrophe (the physical eruption, then, actually lasts longer than the emotional one).  

Although in structure and subject Blown to Bits is reminiscent of Dahl’s School of 

Catastrophe earlier in the century, there is one important distinction between these volcanic 

narratives: the place of religion in disaster. Ballantyne is a well-known proponent of Muscular 

Christianity, and Blown to Bits is no exception: Nigel and Van der Kemp frequently express their 

reverence for and deference to God, and the latter is particularly voluble in his praise of 

Providence when he is reunited with his daughter. However, at no point is God credited with (or 

blamed for) the eruption itself—only with the power to spare our protagonists from its ill effects. 

This attitude, combined with the tremendous detail on the mechanics of eruptions and its 

consequences, presents a purely naturalistic account of catastrophe. The volcano is not there to 

punish any particular culture or character (the novel’s antagonist was encountered and slain 
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several chapters earlier); its eruption is not divine judgment, but mere geology and physics. 

Ballantyne’s characters are faithful, but his narrative is largely secular. As with Ruskin and 

Kingsley’s late, mechanistic geological tracts, Ballantyne is concerned with the education of his 

readers, and the geology of the late Victorian period he drew upon was one that did not need to 

account for God. In this sense, Blown to Bits secularizes historical disaster fiction much as the 

texts studied in Chapter 2 secularized apocalyptic fiction; the idea of a deity does not suddenly 

vanish, but that deity is no longer a participant in daily affairs or even a motive force in the great 

calamities that beset the world. Whereas historical disaster fiction earlier in the century was 

crafted to deliver a moral lesson, usually promoting Christianity, there is no moral overlay to 

Krakatau’s eruption; the lessons this text seeks to impart are principally scientific, in the belief 

that worldly knowledge and scientific curiosity are necessary to the good development of young 

boys’ character.  

PYROCLAST: THE SPECULATIVE VOLCANISM OF GRANT ALLEN AND M.P. SHIEL  

Krakatau and the Committee Report (both in substance and style) also provided 

inspiration for two fin-de-siècle writers, Grant Allen and M. P. Shiel, both of whom published 

volcanic narratives around the turn of the century that wrestle with an impersonal geological 

order indifferent to such niceties as civilization and human life. These responses to Krakatau are 

speculative fiction, not historical fiction, participants in the surge of disaster fiction, a form of 

popular fiction (both texts originally appeared in the periodicals), at this time. As speculative 

literature, these two texts do not merely re-enact the eruption, but augment and/or displace it: the 

disasters depicted in “The Thames Valley Catastrophe” and The Purple Cloud are epoch-making 

occurrences with the power to reshape the world. In turn, the responses within the texts to the 

fictional disasters become codified in the investigative and testimonial style set by the process of 
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scientific/cultural documentation that followed on Krakatau, and comprised the Committee 

Report in particular.  

In “The Thames Valley Catastrophe,”38 published in The Strand magazine in its 

December 1897 issue,39 Grant Allen portrays an eruption which, like Krakatau, is a localized 

event with global repercussions: he raises the stakes of the eruption by transferring the site of the 

natural disaster away from the distant South Seas to London’s own backyard. The story is written 

from the perspective of the protagonist many years after the events of the “Catastrophe,” and it is 

inherently the story of a survivor, rather than a story of heroism in averting, or even warning of, 

a disaster.40 The short story is about an average person caught up in the midst of catastrophe: 

Allen’s narrator is “a Government servant of the second grade” whose family occupied “the 

middle rank of life, and in a part of London neither squalid nor fashionable” (13), emphasizing 

his affiliation with the middle-class readership of The Strand. Over the course of the story, 

London’s western suburbs are devastated, and the city itself largely wiped out and buried by a 

flood of lava; areas high enough to be spared the direct impact of the lava, like Hampstead, are 

nonetheless set aflame by the incredible heat. Allen would have been well aware from the 

scientific flurry surrounding Krakatau that the British Isles are not geologically active in any 

conventional sense; he instead relies on contemporary geological speculation that parts of North 

America and Siberia had been formed by the massive outflow of molten rock called flood 

basalts. The protagonist of Allen’s short story has a convenient encounter with an American 

                                                           
38 This short story is often reprinted in science fiction anthologies focused on this era, but the favoritism of 

collection editors has not translated into attention from literary critics. Parrinder borrows the title for his article, but 

only mentions the eponymous story in passing. 
39 I use of the version of “Thames Valley Catastrophe” found in Alan K. Russell’s collection Science Fiction by the 

Rivals of H.G. Wells because it is a direct facsimile of the original pages in The Strand, minus pagination; however, 

this collection incorrectly lists the date of the story as December 1901 in its bibliography. 
40 Indeed, it is pure happenstance that he saves his family, because he does not reach the familial home in London 

before the lava flow gets there; fortunately, they were visiting another part of London, on higher ground, that day. 
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geologist who tells him all about the fissure eruptions that cause such events, and warns him that 

“[w]e have no security that they mayn’t happen again tomorrow,” heavily foreshadowing the 

possibility of such events happening anywhere and anyplace regardless of the historical record of 

that region (14).41 It is an unpleasant reminder: Krakatau proved that the massive forces that 

shaped the earth are not just a matter of record, but ongoing features of the planetary cycle.  

Naturally, the fissure-eruption happens the very next day. The remainder of the story 

revolves around Allen’s protagonist trying to out-ride the flow, warning all he comes across 

without ever being taken seriously—a Cassandra on a bicycle. The narrator echoes the Times 

editors quoted earlier in this chapter when he speaks of “the Englishman’s firm conviction—so 

rudely shattered by the subsequent events—that nothing very unusual ever happened in England” 

(15), the belief in the tranquil English landscape as a providential shield against catastrophe. This 

attitude is strongly present in the text: the narrator “grew sick of warning” whomever he 

encounters, only to be disbelieved; a single opportunity to warn London of the coming disaster 

via telegraph is lost to the disbelief that the capital could be endangered; and the narrator, from 

his own experience, is skeptical “that the warning would have attracted the least attention in our 

ancient Metropolis” (19). This is because “[i]n those days one could not grasp the idea of the 

destruction of London” (18), as is indeed true of all events that cause paradigm shifts in the 

cultures that experience them—except within the bounds of speculative disaster fiction.  

Allen takes the idea of a volcanic catastrophe in a new direction by using a fissure-

eruption instead of the conventional volcano, and by removing the site of disaster to England; 

                                                           
41 This American is undermined as a prophet because he makes various boastful claims bordering on absurdity about 

the grandeur of American geology versus provincial Europe, citing giant earthquakes in Montana or a fissure-event 

in Colorado as late as the reign of the Tudors. He is the period equivalent of the ugly American tourist, and is duly 

punished for his arrogance by dying ignominiously when he gets his pants caught in the gears of his bike and trips 

before a failed, panicked attempt to outrun the wall of lava.  
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however, his narrative frame grounds the uncanny in a recognizable, familiar apparatus: the 

government report. Though the narrator may be an average individual, his narrative occupies a 

“conspicuous position … in the Blue-book on the Thames Valley Catastrophe (vol. ii, part vii), 

ordered by Parliament” due to his privileged position as a survivor who witnessed the disaster 

from beginning to end. A Blue-book, like the Committee Report, is an extensive government 

document, and the format of this book is influenced by the Krakatoa Report as a model of post-

disaster chronicle. The Blue-book is “eight bulky volumes” in size (13), and represents a massive 

mobilization of social and scientific resources, just like the Committee Report. It is unclear how 

long after the events of story the frame narrative takes place, and by that token, how long it took 

to produce the Blue-book, but the circumstantial details suggest a considerable amount of time. 

We are proximate enough to the catastrophe that the narrator does not expect to find much of an 

audience amongst his “contemporaries, wearied out as they are with details of the disaster, and 

surfeited with tedious scientific discussions as to its origin and nature” (13); when the 

catastrophic becomes daily reality, Allen’s narrator concedes, it loses its potential to engage and 

entertain, and a fatigue sets in, while ceaseless media coverage has the opposite effect of 

diminishing the public’s interest. Yet we are also far enough removed in time that slang language 

has changed,42 bicycle technology has evolved,43 and the narrator several times implies that the 

younger members of his audience would likely not remember the Thames Valley as it had once 

been.  

I believe Allen’s careful sense of timeliness allows the narrator to project his own lived 

experience on a historical time-scale. The story we read is not an excerpt from the Blue-Book, 

                                                           
42 In a footnote, the narrator translates a slang expression used by the American geologist into modern parlance 

(14)—all of it Allen’s invention, of course. 
43 In another footnote, Allen’s narrator finds it necessary to specify for his contemporary audience that “bicycles of 

that period were fitted with pneumatic tubes of india-rubber as tyres,” technology “now long superseded” (21).  
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but a personal narrative based on his belief that, though interest in the catastrophe may be 

declining at present from the fatigue, the narrator records his experience in the interest of future 

generations, for whom “the crowning calamity of the nineteenth century [will have] grown 

picturesque and, so to speak, ivy-clad, by reason of its remoteness (like the Great Plague or the 

Great Fire of London with ourselves)” (13). The pompous, coincidental American denigrates the 

“eruption that destroyed Pompeii” by likening “the lava-flood that destroyed a few acres about 

the Bay of Naples” to “a trickle” and “the crater … nothing more than a small round vent-hole,” 

all of which is meant to show how the eventual catastrophe in the Thames Valley outstrips its 

historical counterparts (14).44 Historical disasters, which provided the topics for historical 

disaster fiction over the course of the century, are equivalent to—and surpassed by—the 

contemporary disaster the audience is witnessing; Allen positions his narrative in this storytelling 

tradition, not as a participant in historical fiction, but by presenting a disaster of such a scale that 

it, too, will become materiel for future retellings (this narrative is one such example). 

From the narrator’s comments, I consider that the Thames Valley Blue-book is, like the 

Report, a public good: it is produced by and for a large spectrum of society, and includes eye-

witness accounts from common citizens (such as the protagonist), and gives room to various and 

sometimes contradictory voices. Even in the personal narrative that makes up the frame of this 

story, the habit of technical post-disaster chronicling leads the narrator to acknowledge scientific 

controversies around the event.45 As with the Krakatoa Report, the eye-witness accounts in the 

Blue-book strive for a balance of scientific accuracy and personal experience: the protagonist 

                                                           
44 Pompeii remains an exemplar of volcanic disasters. In addition to the American’s comment, the narrator seeks to 

explain why “no casts of dead bodies, like those at Pompeii, have anywhere been found” by investigators in the 

wake of the cataclysm (17): the sheer heat of the wave incinerated, indeed sublimated, bodies before the lava itself 

struck. 
45 The narrator, in a footnote, refers to a disagreement over whether “the catastrophe was … heralded by shocks of 

earthquake,” and gives the volume number of the Blue-book where one “Dr. Haigh Withers” lays out evidence 

suggesting a different version of events from his own (15). 
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describes his own contribution as “necessarily dry and formal,” while the story in “Catastrophe” 

is “a more circumstantial account,” but the protagonist admits he is “no student of science” and 

his contribution to the Blue-book can only be his lived experience of the events (13-14).  

The value of this lived experience lies in the emotional, sensory and aesthetic registers 

the narrator provides. As Allen attempts to capture the conflicting emotions of such an event, the 

speculative quality of the text also extends to the psychology of catastrophe—both at the 

individual and societal level. The narrator, writing years later, concedes the challenges involved 

in “[t]rying to recall at so safe a distance in time and space the feelings of the moment,” 

emotions of such chaos and magnitude that it is almost impossible to truly capture once again 

(16). Furthermore, he discovers that desperation impacts one’s sense of time: caught up in the 

events of the “Catastrophe,” the narrator finds it “impossible for [him] to believe … that all the 

things which had happened … so long ago were really compressed into the space of a single 

morning” when he feels as though he has “been living for months” in that state of panic (22). 

The greatest challenge, however, is coping with loss on such a scale. When he think he’s lost his 

family, the narrator feels that “the greatness of the catastrophe seemed somehow to blunt one’s 

private grief” because the scope “made each man feel as though it were selfishness to attach too 

great an importance at such a crisis to his own personal losses”: the “universality of the 

catastrophe” creates a kind of communal emotional state, where grief is redistributed across the 

“hundreds of thousands … in the same position” such that specific tragedies becomes felt as a 

collective numbness (22-3). The narrator participates in this collective affect until he finds his 

family, as he admits that “in my personal relief, I forgot for the moment that London was 

perishing,” mildly reproaching himself for his inability to be moved by the large number of 

anonymous losses as his relief places him outside the vast circle of mourners (23). I would be 
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tempted to read the collective numbness of the survivors as a proto-Blitz expression of British 

stoicism, except that Britons, subsequently seeking a “common expression … to dispel the 

universal gloom” give themselves over to “a round of dissipations which other nations thought 

both unseemly and un-English” (23): the catastrophe is so severe that it rewrites both the 

character and the geography of the nation.46  

The narrator attests to the devastation of the catastrophe, but also its sublime quality. The 

narrator, viewing the valley from higher ground, observes that “the colossal scale of [the 

eruption] is what appalled one most. A sea of fire, eight to twelve miles broad, in the familiar 

Thames Valley, impressed and terrified one thousand times more than a sea of fire ten times as 

vast in the nameless wilds of Western America” (17). The narrator refutes the fallen American: 

scale is important, but it can be dwarfed by circumstance, namely the manifestation of geology at 

the heart of civilization, where such natural forces were unthinkable. The protagonist 

summarizes the concept of the sublime when he calls the “disaster … a terrible and yet I felt 

even then a beautiful sight—beautiful with the awful and unearthly beauty of” other great fires 

(17). Atmospherics enhance the effect: “So glorious it looked in the morning sunshine ... one 

might almost have imagined a splendid triumph of the scene-painter’s art” (17); perhaps Allen 

had in mind the many volcanic canvasses of the School of Catastrophe. The particular form of 

this moment of aesthetic appreciation cannot but help recall the multi-hued sunsets—and 

paintings and descriptions thereof—which the Krakatoa Committee felt compelled to include in 

their report. Only here the artistry lies in our own somewhat perverse ability to appreciate when 

                                                           
46 Allen chooses to end the story with this perverse counter-reaction by post-catastrophic society, and he does so in a 

particularly speculative fashion by giving the final word to a fictional version of Émile Zola, one who has observed 

and commented on the British reaction to the “Catastrophe.” The layers here are complex: Allen, mimicking the 

voice of a well-known critic, invents a reaction to the reaction to the events of his story. 
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we have been dwarfed by the events around us, and in the ability of the sublime to combine 

destruction with magnificence.  

The text visibly struggles with the inexpressibility of the event, and this juxtaposition 

between the familiar valley and the uncanny eruption—what I might term a geological gothic—

is one of the tactics it deploys to clarify the consequences of the catastrophe. The narrative offers 

a constant state of negotiation between two geographies: the Thames Valley before the eruption, 

and the radically altered landscape afterwards. This duality is evoked by the narrator’s 

retrospective interruptions into the narrative; for instance, he remembers coming up on the valley 

sheltering Uxbridge, and his past perception of the risk involved in going into the valley is 

vindicated by his knowledge that “at the present day, the basin around is completely filled by one 

of the solidest and most forbidding masses of black basalt in the country” (21). Our cyclist 

narrator is tremendously detailed about the various locales, villages, and landmarks of London’s 

western outskirts and suburbs; yet, when speaking to a post-catastrophe audience about the pre-

catastrophe geography of the Valley, he must use post-catastrophe landmarks to provide his 

audience with reference points for locations like Windsor and Uxbridge. Otherwise, the narrator 

several times tells “the curious” that they must rely on “maps of the period,” since “the Thames 

Valley Desert” has replaced these vanished locales, now purely historical (15, 17). At the same 

time, the contemporary audience for Allen’s story is familiar with the pre-disaster geography that 

the story claims is now vanished and replaced with this catastrophic new landscape. Both exist 

simultaneously in the story, overlapping as the narrator shifts between past and present, often 

within the same sentences.  

Allen doesn’t just show us disaster as an event, but as a factor of physical and social 

change, reflected in the new geography: while “most men still living can well remember a 
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gracious and smiling valley, threaded in the midst by a beautiful river,” instead there is “the 

black lake of basalt which young people see nowadays,” and where the village of Cookham once 

“occupied the western bank of the Thames … the Look-out Tower of the Earthquake and 

Eruption Department now dominates the whole wide plain of the Glassy Rock Desert” (13). A 

government department has been created in the wake of the disaster, to doubtless monitor the 

fissure for further activity from the newly-created infrastructure of the Look-out Tower, and 

“imprisoned steam” beneath the frozen lava “gave rise in time to the subsequent series of 

appalling earthquakes, to supply forecasts of which is now the chief duty of the Seismologer 

Royal” (20), which, along with the move of the capital to Birmingham, shows the extent to 

which British society had to re-organize itself around the catastrophe. The earthquakes show that 

the eruption wasn’t merely a singular event interrupting an otherwise geologically placid history 

of the British Isles (though that should be enough to shatter the English sense of complacency), 

but has ushered in a new era of instability, and the quaking ground mirrors the instability that 

now haunts the English psyche, every shake a traumatic return of the repressed memory of the 

landscape that once was, of the people who died, and of a sense of security now beyond recall. 

Disaster follows on disaster in this story, and once again we are presented with the 

impossibility of conceptualizing or even properly remembering the catastrophic event. Cooling 

lava created a natural dam that blocks the Kennet and Avon rivers, and   

Tourists who now look down … where the ruins of Magdalen and of Merton may be 

dimly descried through the pale green depths … can form but little idea of the terrible 

scene which that peaceful bank presented while the incandescent lava was pouring forth 

in a scorching white flood towards the doomed district. Merchants who crowd the busy 
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quays [of] the new lakes … have half forgotten the horror of the intermediate time when 

the waters of the two rivers rose slowly, slowly, day after day, to choke their valleys. (18) 

Given that the narrative leans heavily on water/flood analogies to describe the new experience of 

the fissure-eruption and flood basalts, it is fitting that standard inundation also plays a role in the 

narrative; it permits a contrast between the speed of the volcanic catastrophe, in which victims 

often did not even realize they were in peril before they died, to the more gradual phenomenon of 

watching cities visibly vanish under water. The story sits at the intersection of hard and social 

science fiction, using the former as the motivating force for the story but not neglecting the latter 

in Allen’s reconstruction of England’s landscape, literal and figurative, after the disaster—

extending even to the grim but logical tourism that would arise in its aftermath, visitors 

motivated by the same fascination with catastrophe that leads us to read and write stories such as 

this one.  

The frame narrative and its dualities enhance our enjoyment of the story by presenting 

not one but two fictional landscapes to investigate, but it also keys the reader into the pleasure of 

anticipation that has marked volcanic narratives throughout the century. The audience is not 

knowledgeable about the outcome of this fictional disaster the way we know, in any story of 

Pompeii, that the rumbling volcano in the background will forcefully intervene in the climax. 

The fictional audience of Allen’s narrator “nowadays take it for granted … that the extent and 

height of the inundation was bound to be exactly what you know it to have been,” just as we 

know what will happen to Pompeii, and while the narrator seeks to recapture a moment in which 

one “could not guess how high [the lava] might rise and how large an area of the country it might 

overwhelm and devastate,” possibly endangering even York or Scotland, the reader does not 

have to wonder as these facts are stated at the outset (19). There is certainly pleasure in 
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uncertainty, but the uncertainty in “Thames Valley Catastrophe” is about the fate of our 

narrator’s family, not about the disaster itself. The story thus fulfills Daly’s conditions for the 

pleasure of anticipation, and perhaps takes it even further. Pompeiian narratives built a city out 

of archaeological records for the purposes of then destroying it; creation and annihilation are 

contained within the same narrative vessel. Allen’s audience, however, is already familiar with 

modern London; it is part of their lived experience. And just as this familiarity enhances the 

dread of the narrative, so too does it enhance the illicit thrill in watching the city burn. This is 

why disaster fiction relies so strongly on imagery of monumental destruction; though this story is 

largely focused on London’s outskirts, it does anticipate disaster fiction’s fondness for 

monumental imagery in the description of “the dome of St. Paul’s” which “still protrudes from 

the sea of basalt” that now covers London (22). 

Allen’s view of the future, of the space encompassed between the events of the narrative 

and the framing moment in which the narrator composed it, is capacious, foreseeing events at 

several stages of remove, in his country and abroad, and operating in multiple areas of 

knowledge, including geology and geography, politics and psychology, technology, economics, 

and literature. The frame narrative—through constant, minor interruptions by the narrator’s 

retrospective voice—stitches together an image of England after the disaster which is almost as 

vivid as the catastrophe itself. One area is notably avoided, however: religion. There is no 

mention of God in the text, not even in the way characters express themselves; the story is 

entirely focused on the secular, mechanistic process of the calamity. There is no providence in 

the narrator’s family being saved, nor divine retribution in the calamity being unleashed on 

London in the first place. Indeed, only the arrogant complacency of the British creates the 

narrative pattern by which the calamity is merited; this is a rather passive transgression compared 
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to others I’ve detailed in this project, but the text repeatedly emphasizes the deadly consequences 

of this complacency, and so this belief in England’s special status as shielded from catastrophe is 

the very act of hubris which unleashes it. 

Where Grant Allen performs a number of revisions on Krakatau by shifting the type and 

most importantly the location of the eruption, the volcano in M.P. Shiel’s The Purple Cloud (first 

serialized in The Royal Magazine in 1901) is a direct reinterpretation of the 1883 catastrophe: the 

locale is still the South Seas, and the physics and geology of the eruption are largely unchanged. 

Only it is a vastly larger volcano, and the fumes that wrap the world, far from colouring sunsets 

or causing a drop in global temperatures, kill every oxygen-breathing creature on the face of the 

planet. Only protagonist Adam Jeffson survives because he was at the North Pole at the time, and 

the titular purple cloud does not reach him; this cloud is revealed to be cyanogen (the gaseous 

form of cyanide), which the volcano belches from deep within the earth and into the atmosphere 

in such quantity as to poison the entire world. Purple Cloud is a Last Man narrative, as Jeffson 

must find a way to cope—physically and mentally—with a depopulated world. Solitude 

eventually drives Jeffson mad for many years, during which he takes to the seas in abandoned 

vessels and rings the world, setting fire to world capitals to erase the traces of the old world, 

before the providential discovery of a Last Woman forces him to confront the prospect of 

rebuilding the species.  

As is often the case in apocalyptic texts, one natural disaster leads to others: in this empty 

world, Jeffson encounters violent storms, earthquakes, and catastrophic revisions of the 

landscape—for instance, the discovers that southern Italy and Sicily have vanished, perhaps due 

to another eruption, this time of the volcano Stromboli. Though late Victorian geology believed 

itself beyond catastrophism as an outmoded way of thinking, catastrophism endured in the 
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popular imagination, and Purple Cloud showcases a rapid geological reorganization of the world. 

As Jeffson suffers through these events, he can’t help but feel as though “[n]othing could be 

more appallingly insecure than living on a planet” (166), and in the context of this text it is a 

difficult sentiment to disagree with. Shiel was no stranger to the idea of an unreliable, menacing 

Earth, and the nature of the threat in the novel reflects his experiences. Shiel lived in the shadow 

of incipient disaster: he was born and raised on the Caribbean island of Montserrat, whose 

topography is dominated by a volcano which at the time was “ominously smouldering” and 

giving out sulfuric vapours that could be smelt at sea (Shiel xiv). When Krakatau exploded, it 

seemed clear to many that Plymouth, Montserrat’s capital city nestled on the flank of the 

mountain, was just a Pompeii waiting to happen (xiv).47 While both Grant Allen and Shiel had 

adopted England as their home (Allen was originally from Kingston, Canada), Shiel was never at 

home there because of his dark complexion, constant penury, and sexual licentiousness;48 so 

while “Thames Valley Catastrophe” is an intensely localized disaster story, deeply ensconced in 

the local topography around London, Purple Cloud showcases its author’s global perspective, as 

the protagonist journeys around the world many times. 

 I would call the disaster itself an import, a threat not from the reliable British landscape 

but from the furthest corner of its sprawling global empire, traveling back to the heart of the 

metropolis to stop it dead. Shiel took advantage of a vulnerable time in British imperialism: John 

Sutherland points out that Shiel deliberately held off publishing Purple Cloud until January 1901 

to exploit the centennial date and the millennial expectations that often gravitate around such 

                                                           
47 Fortunately, the volcano did not erupt until 1995, by which point volcanology was sufficiently advanced that most 

of Montserrat was evacuated beforehand. Sutherland incorrectly lists 1997 as the date of the Montserrat eruption; 

while there was a major eruption that year, volcanic activity—including the destruction of Plymouth—began in 

1995. Sutherland also exaggerates in declaring that the eruption “wiped out human habitation” on the island (xiv), as 

several thousand people still live on the north end of the island. 
48 Shiel’s life story is colourful and sometimes disturbing. Curious readers are directed to Harold Billings’ recently 

completed three-volume biography. 
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changes in the calendar, which, coincidentally, also marked the death of the Queen and the 

passing of the Victorian era (xix-xx). The external origin of the threat to the empire is no surprise 

when one considers that Shiel participated heavily in the genre of invasion literature popular at 

this time.49 Jeffson discovers that a “monstrous, infuriate flood” of ethnicities “stampede[d], 

northward and westward” before the poison cloud, invading the borders of Europe only to die 

there (68); while there is a grim equality in the racially-diverse communal graves he discovers, 

there is also an equivalency between the “monstrous” refugees and the monstrous, genocidal 

cloud that chased them there. The purple cloud becomes racialized, both in its origins in the 

South Seas, and because it is heralded by this mass of racial Others. Nature, as a concept, has 

been aligned with other subordinate categories, like racial Others and the colonized, as opposed 

to civilization and the West, in the dichotomies underlying Western ideology; I would therefore 

call the poison cloud Nature’s reverse imperialism, the chemical weapon deployed by the 

conquering volcano. 

The Krakatoa Report’s confirmation of the global spread of Krakatau’s volcanic dust 

gave rise to the novel’s premise that a substance thrown into the air in one part of the globe could 

make its way across the planet. Morgan notes that the effect of the dust—the sunsets—is one of 

two direct mentions of Krakatau in the novel, as Jeffson attempts to piece together what has 

happened (“Eruption”): when he sees sunsets “so flamboyant, extravagant, and bewitched” he 

“suddenly remembered the great sun-sets of the later nineteenth century, witnessed … over the 

world, after the eruption of the volcano of Krakatoa” (71). The effects of Shiel’s volcano are a 

direct extrapolation of the experience of Krakatau; all he had to do was change the nature of the 

                                                           
49 Shiel’s 1898 novel The Yellow Danger did much to establish the tropes of the so-called Yellow Peril, while the 

threat to England in The Lord of the Sea (also published 1901) comes from a cabal of wealthy Jewish Zionists. See 

Michael C. Frank for a discussion of how late nineteenth-century invasion narratives showcased a fear of reverse 

imperialism. 
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aerial contaminant, and suddenly a relatively harmless aesthetic effect like the sunsets becomes 

an apocalypse.   

Morgan details the way Jeffson, as the only human being left, becomes a one-man 

Committee, supplementing his own observations and educated guesses with found materials in 

order to draw up a literal global post-mortem. Returning from the Pole, Jeffson tracks in reverse 

the path of the cloud; much like the Committee scientists, he delineates atmospheric patterns 

through evidence such as the dress of victims, pointing to migratory patterns; the last 

newspapers, reporting the loss of telegraphic contact with cities and countries;50 and found 

eyewitness accounts of the purple cloud. As Morgan observes, the very transcontinental 

technologies of communication—telegraphs and periodicals—that facilitated the transmission 

and the research into the Krakatau eruption, and which are often reprinted in the Report, also 

have a place of prominence in Purple Cloud, allowing Jeffson to reconstruct the last days of 

humanity, and track the spread and speed of the calamity (“Eruption”). The newspapers are also 

the site of a fierce (if ultimately futile) struggle between two scientific camps about the nature of 

the encroaching calamity—one calling the almond odour reported by refugees and dying 

telegraph-operators an “excited fancy,” the other certain that the reported smell and colouration 

indicated cyanogen gas that “proved an eruption – another, far greater Krakatoa – probably in 

some South Sea region” and predicted the global fatality that would be the result (Morgan 

“Eruption”; Shiel 97, 99). The argument recalls the public debate held in the periodicals between 

opposing scientific camps over the Krakatoa sunsets, but, once again, taken to the direst extreme.  

As with the Report, Jeffson’s compilation includes multiple sources and even, by 

astonishing fate, an eye-witness account he discovers aboard a vessel still floating upon the 

                                                           
50 Morgan likens this silence to the failure of the Anjer telegraph stations to respond after Krakatau (“Eruption”). 
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Pacific twenty years after its crew has died.51 A passenger aboard the ship, one Albert Tissu, 

records, almost in real time, that he has seen “ten monstrous waterspouts” which are not 

waterspouts at all but rather “ten hewn pillars of water [of] uniform diameter” which leads to a 

moment described as both a “monstrous birth” and a “sublime emergence”: from the ocean “we 

see a dark shadow slowly rising – the shadow of … a new-born land, bearing upwards ten flames 

of fire … out of the sea, into the clouds” (165-6; original emphasis); there are perhaps not one 

but many volcanoes, a ring of fire birthing a new landmass. Tissu is oblivious to the danger, 

thinking the newly discovered land will make his fame, when he hears “a great deal of running 

about on the decks” and detects “surely a strange odour of almonds — I only hope – it is so dark, 

mon D—” (166; original emphasis), dying in mid-word. Tissu’s prose is less clinical than that of 

the naval officers and merchant captains who contributed to the Report’s collection of first-hand 

accounts; however, in its flowery and shell-shocked language,52 it captures the subjective 

impression of the event, and thus further parallels the Report eyewitness accounts that were used 

to convey the aesthetic sublime of the eruption and associated phenomena.  

As Morgan points out, Purple Cloud breaks the pattern of most volcanic narratives as 

described by Daly by placing the eruption near the beginning of the narrative instead of the end, 

and by never showing the eruption itself, only reporting it through Tissu’s testimonial 

(“Eruption”). Unlike the narrator of “Thames Valley Catastrophe,” who is forthright from the 

outset about the nature of the catastrophe, Jeffson only drops ominous hints that a disaster will 

befall the world—placing suspense above the pleasure of anticipation. Jeffson does get a glimpse 

                                                           
51 Morgan lists the similarities between the recovery of this account, and those testimonials used to compose, and 

often reprinted in, the Krakatoa Report, where shipboard evidence was invaluable; there is even a parallel between 

the names of the vessel Tissu died upon, the Marie Meyer, and one of the closest ships to Krakatau’s eruption, the 

Dutch vessel Marie (Morgan “Eruption”). 
52 Tissu’s prose is riddled with interjections and exclamations, littered with commas, fragmentary clauses, and 

repeated words. It is a linguistic eruption, and parallels the event it chronicles.  
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of the monstrous volcano that caused the world’s end: during a sailing trip across the Pacific, he 

wakes up to see “a rocky land […] which no chart had ever marked” in the distance, ringed by “a 

row of eight or nine inflamed smokes as from the chimneys of some Cyclopean factory”; this is 

the “purple land of pure porphyry” which has risen from the waves as a result of the volcanic 

action, in the same way that Krakatau’s eruption led to the birth of a new island in the crater left 

by the older one (162). The land is clearly still geologically active and “still surrounded […] with 

purple fumes,” and Jeffson is only just able to change his vessel’s course away from disaster 

before he loses consciousness from the cyanogen gas, and is sickened for several days afterwards 

(162).  

Jeffson’s and Tissu’s language, in describing the volcano, the new land, and surrounding 

phenomena, approaches the Biblical—and with good reason; the event itself is certainly 

apocalyptic, but the novel’s plot is additionally haunted by intimations of the supernatural. 

Morgan argues that Purple Cloud can “sustain two very different readings of the text,” realist 

and fantastical (Morgan “Narration” 266); it is undeniable that the protagonist is driven mad by 

the catastrophe and subsequent isolation (Jeffson freely admits this), but readers must then 

choose whether his belief that he is being used as a tool by supernatural forces corresponding to 

Good and Evil is a result of this madness, or if the plethora of coincidences in the text vindicates 

those beliefs. The most important case of cause versus coincidence is the timing of the eruption: 

it occurs at the same time as Jeffson’s arrival at the North Pole, where he discovers an omphalos, 

an axis mundi, a pillar Jeffson feels certain was not erected by humans and should never have 

been seen by them.53 The act, framed as transgression against the divine, leads to the divine 

                                                           
53 Shiel’s sacralised Arctic landscape has its roots in both longstanding and more recent myths, from the Arctic as 

the site of the World-Tree Yggdrasil in Norse mythology, to Madam Blavatsky postulating the pole as the home of 

the original human race (Shiel xxiii-xxiv). 
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punishment of the planet-killing eruption. As with the Romantics, I find the equivalency between 

the theological and catastrophic Nature lies in the sublime: Jeffson can view the pillar at the pole 

only briefly before the sight makes him faint, just as Tissu could only take brief, chaotic note of 

the eruption before the poison cloud overtakes him. I consider it significant that the word he dies 

in the middle of writing is surely “Dieu”: if, in Christian theology, at the beginning of the world 

the Word is God (as famously reported in the Gospel of John), then at the moment of rupture 

represented by the Apocalypse the Word is incomplete or unspeakable, representing the break 

between humanity and the divine occasioned by Jeffson’s transgression. The doubling of pillar 

imagery—rooted in water in both locations, but made of ice in the North and fire in the South—

lends symbolic credence to the idea that Jeffson’s vision at the Pole and the eruption of the fatal 

volcano are causally linked.   

Jeffson’s hatred of the calamity, and of the divine order he believes is responsible, turns 

into virulent misogyny. Evoking the Biblical Flood, Jeffson characterizes this world-killing 

catastrophe as “a wave – but not from the Deep: a wave rather which she had reserved, and has 

spouted, from her own unmotherly entrails” (72), where “she” likely54 refers to “this planetary 

ship of earth,” gendering the planet as female (71-2). Jeffson thinks of “the Earth [as] a sentient 

being” (Morgan “Narration” 268), and likens the planet to a mother who commits deliberate 

infanticide, exhibiting particular disdain for those depths of the female body which are meant to 

birth life but instead harbour death. This disgust resurfaces when he stumbles upon (or is guided 

to) the last woman, trapped as an infant in a cellar ever since the purple cloud. He instantly 

recognizes the heavy symbolism of the meeting, their potential to be a new Adam and Eve—and 

tries to kill her in order to spite the divine, stopped only by a providential lightning strike. Even 

                                                           
54 Sutherland claims the narrative experiments with an early form of stream-of-consciousness (xxii), which I believe 

is meant to indicate linguistically the narrator’s vacillating sanity; as a result, pronouns are sometimes unclear. 
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after he warms to Leda (as her calls her), he refuses to consummate the union and fulfill what he 

sees as a cruel divine plan, and decrees they must separate. Though solitude once drove him 

mad, he sees in Leda feminized Nature and her divine accomplice, associates the creative 

potential of her fertility with its destructive counterpart in Nature, and cannot abide her presence. 

It is only when she calls him (on a conveniently still-functional telephone) to say there has been 

“another eluption [sic],” and the air smells of almonds “and there is a purple vapour in the East 

which glows and glows” (Shiel 257),55 that Jeffson rushes to be with her at the end: faced with 

Nature’s wrath for a second time, Jeffson chooses to reconcile himself with femininity, both 

generative and destructive, rather than continue to flee from both. This second cloud never 

shows, however; and depending on whether one takes a realist or supernatural interpretation of 

the novel, it is either a case of Leda manipulating her knowledge of the prior catastrophe to 

overcome Jeffson’s delusional paranoia, as Morgan believes (“Narration” 276), or a case of 

incipient divine punishment revoked when the estranged Adam and Eve reunite, ready to fulfill 

their roles in the divine plan. 

There are important parallels between Purple Cloud and Shelley’s Last Man, particularly 

in their treatment of religion. Both Sutherland and Morgan bring up Shelley in their discussions 

of Shiel, although Sutherland’s comparison is perfunctory (Shiel xxvi). Morgan points out that 

both Verney and Jeffson face a threat to their sanity from the sheer trauma of losing everyone 

and the subsequent isolation, but where Verney is able to stay rooted in reality, Jeffson succumbs 

to madness for the better part of two decades (Morgan “Narration” 271). But I see many more 

commonalities. Both feature a world afflicted by a menace whose gradual movement can be 

tracked on the map, though the pace is faster in Purple Cloud; in both novels, the doom is 

                                                           
55 Leda has a speech impediment owing to her late acquisition of language; and it is unclear in this latter instance 

whether she actually means “glows” or “grows,” as both readings are possible. 
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species-selective and leaves large parts of the natural world intact;56 and both novels feature 

many smaller disasters taking place around the main catastrophe, as part of the necessary set 

décor to an apocalyptic narrative. But the treatment of religion is probably the most striking 

parallel: both texts personify and gender the natural world to portray her as an enemy, and both 

appeal to, but are never certain of, the presence or benevolence of higher powers. In many ways, 

Last Man, despite being the earlier text, is the more agnostic of the two, but both texts ask their 

readers to negotiate the tension between purpose and coincidence in their plots. The need to 

make sense of the arbitrary suffering inflicted by disasters is manifest in characters who 

desperately search for meaning behind seemingly natural occurrences, even when the narrative 

they create is one in which the universe is actively hostile towards them; psychologically, it is 

better to be persecuted than to be irrelevant. If Purple Cloud is read as a theological fantasy, then 

the eruption-as-divine-punishment falls squarely in line with the tradition of sacralised disaster 

seen in “Kubla Khan” or the Pompeiian narratives earlier in the century, and strays from the 

secular treatment of volcanism in Blown to Bits and “The Thames Valley Catastrophe”; however, 

given that the self-admittedly insane Jeffson is an unreliable narrator, it is also possible to read 

the text as an exercise in the psychology of survival. As such, depending on whether one takes 

Purple Cloud as a realist or fantastical text, it can participate in either trend in volcanic narratives 

during the nineteenth-century: towards greater secularization and geological materialism, or the 

counter-reaction that persists in reading disaster as divine displeasure. As we will see, volcanism 

was not the only type of disaster to exhibit this narrative tension. 

                                                           
56 The purple cloud does kill off much of the world’s fauna, but the flora continues to thrive. 
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Figure 3: “Blown to Bits,” illustration by R. M. Ballantyne 
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CHAPTER 4: AROUND 
Atmospheric Disasters I: Precautionary Tales of Polluted Fog 

 

 

  One of the key lessons of Krakatau, picked up by Shiel in The Purple Cloud, is that there 

is only one atmosphere, a singular envelope of air surrounding the planet wherein any change of 

sufficient scale is redistributed globally. We are used to thinking globally about the atmosphere 

today, but that is a relatively recent phenomenon, a result of the shrinking effect of modern 

science. Photos and videos made by satellites and astronauts have made unitary visions of the 

globe readily accessible; the last several decades have seen high-profile public debates over the 

consequences of atmospheric pollutants—first CFCs and the ozone layer, and now greenhouse 

gases and global warming. Even today, however, those same debates show how difficult it is to 

make the connection from local conditions to global effects, and to make the distinction between 

weather and climate. The challenge remains the same for us as it did for the Victorians: the vast 

volume and imperceptibility of atmosphere make it difficult to envision how minor exhalations 

can accrue over time to substantive effect, and how seemingly localized phenomenon—like a 

volcano, or a factory—can have global repercussions. The complexity and interconnectedness of 

atmosphere is the reason why it is the go-to metaphor in chaos theory; we have surely all heard 

the standard supposition that the flap of a butterfly’s wings in one part of the world can lead to a 

disastrous event like a tornado elsewhere, but it remains tremendously difficult to visualize this 

effect without sophisticated computer models. 

 This chapter and the next are not a study of “atmosphere” in the literary sense of the 

term; Jayne Elizabeth Lewis has already examined the relationship between literary atmosphere 

and the atmospheric sciences during the eighteenth century, and Justine Pizzo is producing a 

similar study for the nineteenth century. Instead, the focus of these chapters is on atmospheric 
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phenomena as depicted in literature, and specifically in disaster fiction. Unlike the external threat 

posed by the volcanoes of the previous chapter, which have a distinct physical presence one can 

confront or (more likely) try to escape, atmospheric disasters are more insidious because they are 

pervasive. Pollutants or other dangerous changes in the gaseous makeup of the atmosphere are an 

intangible (though not always invisible) threat, tremendously difficult to escape or plan against 

because of the ubiquity of air and because our bodies must be permeable to this pervasive 

element if we are to survive. Storms, the focus of the next chapter, are more externalized events; 

however, we know that the experience of being in a storm is similarly encompassing (no one 

ever speaks of being next to a storm), though it is possible to seek shelter from storms. Many of 

the atmospheric disasters listed in these two chapters straddle the line between being purely 

natural occurrences and arising from human action. The fog narratives demonstrate the effects of 

human action at a remove, since pollution does not kill directly, but makes the threat appear as 

though it emerges from the surrounding environment; and while human actions have no impact 

on blizzards at this time, such storms would never be as deadly were it not for the human 

structures that have been erected in the path of the blizzard (like cities) which subsequently fail 

under environmental stress. I hope readers will nevertheless understand the underlying 

distinction I use to separate narratives across these two chapters: the fogs are catastrophes that 

would not have occurred if it hadn’t been for human intervention into the atmosphere (through 

pollution), while the blizzards are natural atmospheric phenomena whose origins are not 

influenced by human actions but whose effects are amplified by them.    

For this chapter, which takes fog as its main theme, I will begin with a brief overview of 

the Victorian scientific understanding of atmosphere before turning to the impact of human 

action on the local atmosphere through air pollution, relying on the research of Peter 
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Brimblecombe and Stephen Mosley to show how smoke abatement societies connected the fog 

to pollution and its ill effects on people and the environment both. I then study a different version 

of this narrative in Ruskin’s Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century, where he famously rails 

against a sky physically altered by the haze and miasma of industry; unlike the scientific and 

medical dialogue of the abatement societies, Ruskin associates the polluted cloud with moral 

turpitude and believed it was a harbinger of divine retribution. The bulk of this chapter is a 

comparative study of four fog stories by William Deslisle Hay, Robert Barr, Morley Roberts, and 

Fred M. White; I argue these stories fuse the two strands of pollution narratives by depicting 

secular catastrophes deriving from the London fog, but which yet enact the pattern of moral 

trespass and retribution employed by Ruskin. These are precautionary tales meant to bestir the 

reading public regarding the dangers of fog and pollution, often using the device of a 

retrospective narrator to condemn contemporary London for their complacency before calamity. 

Through their narratives, these authors demand that London enact some kind of change, whether 

moral reformation or more pragmatic measures, to decrease pollution and fog in order to avoid 

the scenarios laid out in their narratives. 

SMOKE: NARRATIVES OF AIR POLLUTION 

 I was surprised, when I first started researching this chapter, to learn that the Victorians 

were not unaware of the effects of air pollution; the famously dark fogs of the late nineteenth 

century were not the results of ignorance, but of complacency and economic counter-narratives 

that had a great deal of success blocking reformers’ attempts to intervene in London’s smoky 

economy. In this respect, the Victorians’ dilemma was very similar to our modern struggles to 

raise awareness and take action against climate change, to convince economically dependent 
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populations that human actions are having a detrimental effect on this vast and invisible layer of 

the Earth called the atmosphere. 

 By the late Victorian period, a growing understanding of the size and complexity of the 

atmosphere meant that scientists were only beginning to grasp how much they didn’t understand 

about it. British meteorologist Rollo Russell, in 1896, clearly described the challenge posed by 

the sheer scale of the atmosphere: it is comparable to “a great ocean,” but one “without definite 

bounds … [u]ninterrupted by emergent continents and islands” which “flows ever in mighty 

currents” (qtd. in Stephen Mosley 25). The oceanic metaphor identified by Russell is one that 

recurs frequently in discussions of atmosphere, as a way of trying to conceptualize something 

vast yet ephemeral. Theorizing atmosphere is a challenge, not only for its size, but because it is 

both universal and imperceptible; we are constantly bathed in, surrounded by, and reliant upon 

(indeed, taking into ourselves), the very thing we are trying to define (Connor 16-7), and until 

spaceflight, it was impossible to gain any kind of objective or outside view of air. The study of 

local atmosphere—the characteristics and behaviour of air—was already well advanced by the 

Victorian period, whose scientists continued to refine their understanding of gases, meteorology 

and optics, and, moreover, put atmospheric science to use in engineering and medicine (Connor 

190; Yeats 333). Atmospheric sciences was a relatively confined area of inquiry that did not 

interest the public much except where it overlapped with meteorology, and, unlike geology, 

rarely ran into theological controversies.1 

The most radical shift in the study of atmosphere in the nineteenth century was a question 

of scope and infrastructure, as proliferating networks of scientific equipment and expertise 

                                                           
1 Atmospheric studies took place squarely in the tradition of natural philosophy that sought to discover the divine 

framework of the universe. The only exception was a debate over whether the concept of a vacuum is compatible 

with God’s omnipresence, a debate that was no so much resolved as abandoned. 
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allowed for a new scale of observation and study (Anderson 1). It became increasingly clear that 

the composition of air tended to be the same everywhere, even as the Victorians remained 

invested in persistent ideas about certain geographically conscribed types of air breeding distinct 

people or temperaments because of the specific qualities of that air (Anderson 9).2 If this seems 

paradoxical, Anderson usefully reminds us that the “Victorians had different weather” because 

Victorian science was based on certain presuppositions we no longer share (1). One such 

supposition, the pseudo-medical belief in the salubrious effects of “changing air,” remained 

popular throughout the Victorian period, both with the public and policy-makers (Yeats 333). 

Ironically, old ideas about air quality and health were made true due to the effects of 

industrialization in the Victorian cities—the growing amount of airborne pollution actually 

changed the makeup of atmosphere in minor but important ways in circumscribed locales, and in 

cities like London, proved hazardous to human health, particularly in combination with the 

longstanding London fog. 

Fog has always been a part of the London landscape, a result of topography and climate, 

but as Peter Brimblecombe has observed, by the end of the seventeenth century, the fog had a 

particularly acrid odour that led a contemporary to describe fogs as “Great Stinking Fogs,” and 

the phenomenon became “particularly notable in the nineteenth century” and “appears to have 

reached a peak in the 1890s,” making it the foggiest decade in London’s history (59, 109-111).3 

It also seemed “thicker, more frequent and of a different colour from those in the past,” altering 

qualitatively as well as quantitatively, raising broad suspicions that the changes and troubles 

                                                           
2 Particularly invoked in reference to Britain’s overseas territories, such as the supposedly inimical climate of India 

(Anderson 11). 
3 Brimblecombe provides the most thorough accounting of historical references and records relating to the frequency 

and severity of the London fog, and while the data is often incomplete, he concludes that there was a “gradual 

increase in fog frequency … between 1750 and 1890” (109). He attributes the reduction in fog after the turn of the 

century not to a decrease in pollution, but to urban sprawl, which spread that pollution over a wider area (112).  
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associated with the fog were a result of air pollution (109). It is thus not surprising that London’s 

fog has a prominent place in literary accounts of the city in the latter half of the nineteenth-

century, ranging from Dickens to Arthur Conan Doyle (123-4), and that it was seen as something 

sinister. 

 Even before the science of air pollution developed in the nineteenth century, the London 

fogs were viewed by some as a public health hazard because of the miasma theory of disease that 

lasted well into the 1880s, which held that illness was a result of noxious air (Mosley 78-9).4 The 

miasmatic link between fog and disease5 is registered in Victorian fiction: Dickens’ foggy Bleak 

House strongly associates the health problems in the slum of Tom-All-Alone’s with its noxious, 

foul-smelling air, and Elizabeth Gaskell does the same for Manchester slums in Mary Barton 

(79). Though London has always had sanitation issues, and coal fires had affected the local air 

since the late seventeenth century, industrialization rapidly increased the amount of smoke in the 

city’s air (Brimblecombe 109); as a result, the fog was increasingly laden with carbon and other 

pollutants, and the heavy accumulation of these elements in the urban atmosphere made fogs 

more common, heavier and darker. Fog and smoke were increasingly linked by the end of the 

nineteenth century;6 the most high-profile activist group was called the “Fog and Smoke 

Committee,” because the sources—and solutions—to both phenomena were seen as one and the 

same (115-116).  

                                                           
4 The unfortunate downside of miasma theory was that public reformers focused on sanitation were concerned with 

reducing the emanations from below, like sewers, rather than above (Mosley 79). 
5 After the cholera epidemic that hit London in 1853-54, meteorologists were tasked with understanding how 

London’s foggy climate contributed to the miasmas believed to be the cause of the contagion (Anderson 8-9). 
6 This not to say that Londoners prior to the nineteenth century had failed to observe the adverse effects of pollution. 

Brimblecombe has found an astonishingly long history of air pollution—and attempts to control it—in London: the 

first commission to address the pollution arising from coal-burning fires was put together in 1285 (9). In the 

seventeenth century, John Evelyn, “England’s first environmental radical,” conducted scientific investigations into 

air pollution, which he and his contemporaries blamed for illnesses in the city and for corroding famous structures 

like St. Paul’s Cathedral (39, 48, 52). 
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While the exact science of atmosphere and air pollution would only increase in 

refinement, by the nineteenth century the most important conclusions—that human activity 

impacted the local atmosphere, and smoke had harmful effects on human health and the 

environment—were set; however, there was little activism to change the situation (90). What 

changed in the nineteenth century was a question of perception, both in favour of and against the 

possibility of pollution control. The Romantics were instrumental in promulgating an 

environmentalist outlook, as poets and other artists took Nature as their subject and portrayed the 

natural realm as beset by industry and pollution (82-3, 85), but industrialization ushered in an 

age in which pollution was the necessary by-product of wealth creation, radically increasing the 

amount of pollution even as it trapped greater numbers of Londoners into a double-bind by 

which their health was held hostage to gainful employment. As such, much like climate change 

activists today, Victorian advocacy groups had to contend with a number of rival narratives that 

denied the role of human action in contributing to the increase in smoke, and/or denied that 

smoke had a negative effect on health. Confronting air pollution meant first rejecting the idea 

“that the immeasurable bounds of the earth’s atmosphere was an inexhaustible sink that could 

easily absorb, dilute, and ultimately neutralize all the pollutants that industrial chimneys could 

emit” (Mosley 25). It was challenging to gather the data required to demonstrate that human 

action had an appreciable effect on so immense, intangible and ephemeral a thing as the very air.  

Fogs led to any number of problems for London. Particularly dense fogs could trigger 

episodes of darkness, sometimes lasting hours and taxing the city’s new electrical grids with 

daytime demand for lighting (Brimblecombe 118, 122).7 Fogs were also disruptive to the city 

                                                           
7 As early as 1812 “London was plunged into darkness for several hours,” and a contemporary meteorologist, Luke 

Howard, compared the city to a “volcano of a hundred thousand mouths,” all spewing smoke and fumes, that would 

render the city uninhabitable were it not for “the extreme mobility of our atmosphere,” (qtd. in Brimblecombe 113). 
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economy, and could be responsible for a number of accidents, such as people drowning after 

mistakenly walking into the Thames (122-3). But the biggest problem was no doubt the increase 

in mortality during periods when fogs “settled in over London for many days, [and] stagnant 

conditions allowed the pollutant concentrations to build up to high concentrations” to the extent 

that one particular bad week of fog in 1873 saw “700 more deaths than normally expected” and 

many others suffered severe and ongoing health problems (123). This pattern did not go 

unnoticed by health/medical and other public welfare groups; numerous commissions, both 

independent and governmental, were established to study the problem and offer potential 

solutions, and opponents of pollution—who called themselves abatement societies—turned to 

legislation, though even when laws were passed, they had little effect (101).8 

Smoke abatement was a common cause among a wide variety of individuals, for a wide 

variety of reasons, including medical organizations, public health advocates, conservationists, 

architects and anyone else concerned with the beauty (and lack thereof) of the city (Mosley 24). 

Those opposed to air pollution, drawn from “a largely middle-class, educated and professional 

elite,” held public meetings, brought in experts to lecture on the subject, argued their position 

through “articles and letters in newspapers, magazines, and journals,” and promoted new 

technologies that would help reduce emissions (89). Dickens was amongst the luminaries 

agitating for solutions to the smoke nuisance, using his platform in Household Words to decry, in 

the 1854 article “Smoke or No Smoke,” “the great destruction of life from pulmonary disease,” 

which he attributed to the same “soot … that ruins our finest paintings, that blackens our public 

                                                           
This vision of London as an ongoing natural disaster is apt since all this smoke would create, over the next century, 

an environmental catastrophe in slow-motion, for both the city’s human inhabitants and local ecosystems. 
8 Such legislation included the Smoke Nuisance Abatement Act of 1853 and the Public Health Act of 1875 

(Brimblecombe 108); but despite the best efforts of volunteers who reported law-breaking factories to the police, 

complaints became bogged down in technical issues (legal and industrial), and fines were rarely substantial enough 

to compel industrialists to change their ways (101-3, 106, 108). 
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buildings, that suffocates our country-born babies, that kills our plants, … that blackens our 

faces, and buries our whole bodies in palls of fog,” asking readers to imagine what effect that 

soot then has on human lungs (qtd. in Mosley 118). 

For abatement societies, it was evident that the great ocean of the atmosphere was simply 

not up to the task of purifying the air of industrial cities, and Britons would either need to pollute 

less, or devise ingenious methods to help nature disperse airborne contaminants (34-5).9 Absent 

wind, rain was the only way to disperse smoky fogs, but such rain was often heavy with 

contaminants itself, oily and scummy and often leaving behind a residue; the late nineteenth-

century saw many reports of “black rain” or even “black snow,” not only in industrial centers 

but, as the winds carried contaminated clouds, even in pastoral areas like the Lake District, and 

once as far as Norway (Mosley 32). The black smoke produced by industries was not the only 

culprit in air pollution, merely the most obvious; nineteenth century scientists and activists had to 

accept and publicize the idea that smaller chimneys, including residential buildings, were also 

contributing to air pollution through their sheer volume (Brimblecombe 113-5; Mosley 26). 

There was great resistance to attempts to curtail domestic smoke because the domestic hearth had 

become such a key part of national culture, symbolizing the centre of the household, and most 

legislative efforts on this front failed (Brimblecombe 92, 105; Mosley 78). 

Indeed, there were many narratives arrayed against the activism of the abatement 

movement. Some had an emotional attachment to a familiar phenomenon: in 1905, as fog was 

slowly starting to decline, the Evening Standard argued “that London without its ‘particular’ 

would be ‘unthinkable’,”10 adding that the fog was a valuable topic of conversation, and lent a 

                                                           
9 Some of the more outlandish suggestions include giant chimneys into which all factory smoke would be redirected, 

giant fans, and airborne water sprinklers (Mosley 25-7, 34-5). 
10 Indeed, visitors to London would sometimes express disappointment if they did not experience one of the city’s 

infamous fogs (Brimblecombe 116). 
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sense of adventure to any urban journey (Mosley 29-30). However, most of the counter-

narratives sought to paint the billowing smoke as a sign of economic prosperity and social 

progress, which could even improve the health of citizens (70). For instance, keeping hearth fires 

was said to provide a number of health benefits, ranging from the prevention of eye decay to the 

emission of so-called “Biovitric Rays” that promoted fertility (Brimblecombe 116). It is perhaps 

difficult for us today to find much of these counter-narratives credible, because we recognize 

these arguments as pseudo-science and know pollution to be a health hazard. However, a 

counter-narrative does not need to be deep, or having the backing of experts, because it was only 

a cloak to lend abatement’s opponents an air of respectability; the main force opposing 

abatement was economic, as abatement could curtail profits, productivity, and/or employment. 

These counter-narratives were little different than the claims of natural warming patterns, or of 

conflicts of interest in the scientific community, which are used by modern-day climate change 

deniers as a supposedly disinterested narrative screen masking their financial interests in 

preserving the economic activities that depend on the consumption of fossil fuels. 

CLOUD: RUSKIN’S CONTAMINATED AESTHETIC ATMOSPHERE 

The artistic community tended to side with the abatement movement for a number of 

reasons, ranging from the aesthetics of the city to a concern with the well-being of the working 

poor; however, few could match the intensity of John Ruskin in his condemnation of the noxious 

atmosphere which had grown about London. Deeply invested throughout his career in both urban 

architecture and natural landscapes, Ruskin saw the increasingly polluted environment of 

London not just as an ecological disaster, but as a sign of deep-seated moral failure in British 

civilization that would trigger the applicable divine punishment. He delivered two lectures, 

entitled The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth-Century, in 1884 (subsequently collected, edited and 
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published the same year), which laid out his perception that a “plague-cloud,” accompanied by a 

“strange, bitter, blighting wind” had, over the last decade, gathered over England, with dire 

implications for the future of the nation, in both its character and environment (Ruskin 1, 22). 

Though it initially presents itself as a catalogue of facts, the Storm-Cloud lectures are ultimately 

geared towards enacting a change in attitudes—an attempt to make his contemporaries aware and 

active in the defense of the environment (Michael Wheeler 181, 184; Terry Gifford 188). 

Whether or not his audience can directly affect the dark skies, he says, they can “affect … the 

signs of the times,” and by living more harmoniously with one another, enable a more 

harmonious relationship with the environment (Ruskin 30); my own interest, however, lies in the 

inverse of this relationship: Ruskin also argues that failure to heed warnings about damaging the 

environment will bring about humanity’s downfall, because we have destroyed the very thing we 

relied upon. Much like the Romantic poets of pollution, Ruskin discovers an incipient 

apocalypse within the natural world in the form of the contaminated cloud. 

Ruskin was a noted conservationist, concerned with the preservation of natural 

landscapes and valuable architecture alike, even as he pursued his own research into a number of 

natural fields like botany, ornithology, glaciology, geology and meteorology that gave him a 

strong understanding of the interrelationship between the various natural systems that made up 

the planetary biosphere (Wheeler 1, 3). Yet Ruskin had been educated by theologically-inclined 

natural philosophers (Dean 112), and like them he believed that the beauty, coherence and utility 

of the environment testified to “the incontrovertible and unmistakable evidence of a Divine 

Power in creation,” which imbued landscape with an aspect of that divine power (Ruskin 2). The 

sky had always held a special place for him amongst his many interests, a symbolic importance 

that only increased in his latter decades of life. He was a life-long chronicler of the weather in his 
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diaries, particularly of sunrises and sunsets, and these diaries report that he began noticing the 

“plague wind” effects as early as 1871 (22), and in an 1875 letter described a “continually dark 

sky, like a plague,” anticipating the title of the lecture still nine years off (Keith Hanley 35).11 

Much of the critical work that has been performed so far on the Storm-Cloud lectures 

deals with the particular equivalencies of weather and morality Ruskin employs; or, to use 

Ruskin’s own terms, the way “physical gloom” is inevitably the derivation of “moral gloom” 

(30). I will use this body of critical work to demonstrate how Ruskin saw pollution as a sin 

against the natural order derived from human vanity, for which we ought to be punished, if we 

do not learn to read the environment better. Dennis Cosgrove calls Storm-Cloud “a commentary 

on the moral and political state of Britain” mediated by the natural environment, thanks to a 

“moral-aesthetic dimension” in Ruskin’s ideology that presents beauty and righteousness (and 

therefore ugliness and wickedness) as essentially equivalent (Cosgrove 97, 99).12 Since he 

conceived of landscape as infused with the divine, anything out of place—like railways, litter, or 

pollution—defiled the divine schema, and was associated with Satanic power (Wheeler 6, 177). 

Foremost among these was “the devil-dragon of modern industrial civilization” which Ruskin 

feared “was blotting out the sun” and would, if left unchecked, cause the death of nature itself 

(Hanley 35). Darkness is a recurring theme in Storm-Cloud: Ruskin sees “a wind of darkness” 

that causes “a dry black veil, which no ray of sunshine can pierce” to be drawn across the sky, 

resulting in the temporary—and, in time perhaps, permanent—extinguishing of the sun (Ruskin 

22-3; Fitch 6). Ruskin’s image of solar death is familiar, but it differs from those I detailed in 

                                                           
11 Ruskin’s work in this period anticipates many of the elements that will coalesce in the Storm-Cloud lectures. 

1869’s The Queen of the Air: Greek Myths of Cloud and Storm already signalled Ruskin’s apocalyptic 

apprehensions about the sky that would take the forefront in Storm-Cloud (Raymond Fitch 42). This was one of 

many mythographic works in which Ruskin explored the symbolic register of mythic villains, like Medusa or 

Typhon, whom he would later associate with the destruction and corruption of the plague-wind (Fitch 7). 
12 For instance, the lectures depict inanimate objects that contribute to ugliness, like chimneys or clouds, as 

malicious villains (Hanley 35). 
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Chapter 3 in physicality and intent. Ruskin does not evoke this encroaching darkness in the 

context of speculative fiction, but as the genuine belief of a scholar who saw a marked change in 

the quality of the sky, with very real consequences. Physically, the sun itself has not died, but 

rather an impenetrable veil is drawn across the sky, preventing its light from reaching the 

surface; this technical distinction, however, will not change the ecological collapse that would 

surely result from the absence of sunlight.  

As he believed darkness would be the result of unchecked industry, so did he believe that 

Britons could avoid this fate. While Ruskin claims, at the outset of the lecture, that there is “no 

arrière pensée in the title chosen for this lecture” and it is simply his observations of the sky (1; 

original emphasis)—but of course this claim is rapidly proven disingenuous, as Ruskin wrote 

with an activist purpose, to exhort Britons to change their behaviour (Fitch 3). He presents his 

moral take on the weather not as a failure on his part to be scientific, but rather as a failure of the 

scientific community to pay heed to morality, the inability of scientific instruments to take note 

of whether the data collected measures “a strong medicine, or a strong poison,” (Ruskin 28). He 

calls instead for the creation of “a moral Science” that performs both tasks simultaneously (17; 

original emphasis). Against accusations that his perceptions of a plague-cloud were “imaginary, 

or insane,” Ruskin insists that the cloud he describes was not mere metaphor but had actual 

physical presence, one he had chronicled with “a chemist's analysis, and a geometer's precision” 

(iii-iv),13 and further testified to by those days in which Ruskin could note its absence—which is 

to say, clear, bright days (Cosgrove 97).  

                                                           
13 Cosgrove observes that while Ruskin provides an extensive description of the storm-cloud, each aspect of that 

description “is impossible to determine empirically” because they are qualitative observations rather than 

quantitative meteorological data (97). 
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As he traces the phenomenon, Ruskin wishes to “be told where this bitter wind comes 

from, and what it is made of” (Ruskin 23; original emphasis), but I note that he rejects most of 

the explanations put forward. The physical phenomena Ruskin observed were likely the result of 

the increasing amounts of air pollution coming from England’s industrial centers, and Ruskin 

concedes that his cloud “looks partly as if it were made of poisonous smoke” from “furnace 

chimneys” (23). Volcanic activity was another likely contributor: Ruskin participated in the 

debates over Krakatau’s atmospheric effects, and Hanley suggests that Ruskin witnessed the 

effects “of the 1871-72 eruption of Vesuvius” to account for the observations that predate 

Krakatau (36). Yet Ruskin argued that pollution alone could not account for the storm-cloud, 

because the cloud possessed qualities that “mere smoke” did not (Ruskin 23),14 and, as 

discussed, Ruskin discounted or obviated the effects of Krakatau on air quality and colouration 

(Cosgrove 98). To Ruskin the storm-cloud was more than the mere sum of possible causes: as 

part of his moral agenda, he denied or bypassed specific causes to ensure that his lectures did not 

fall into the trap of pure materialism and causation he frequently condemned in his scientific 

rivals (Ruskin 9; Fitch 7). In addition to industrial smoke, Ruskin thought the cloud “looks … as 

if it were made of dead men's souls,” such as those who had fallen in the recent “battles of the 

Franco-German campaign,” which he held up as an example of human strife and vice (Ruskin 

23).15 Ultimately, Ruskin saw industry and warfare as symptoms of environmental/spiritual 

degradation; in his view, the root cause was greed (as elaborated in Unto this Last), and he 

                                                           
14 Ruskin also claims that there were no such storm-clouds in the sky from “1831 to 1871” even as industrialization 

ran its pace (though this does ignore possible latency periods).   
15 By lingering on Earth, these souls are out of place in the divine scheme, a Ruskinian trespass, and therefore 

symbolic of decay rather than elevated spirits. Ruskin thought of war as one of the greatest affronts to divine order, 

not only in the slaughter of human lives, but in the destruction of the environment and old buildings—though this 

attitude was limited to war in Europe. (Cosgrove 100-1). 
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believed that a “Catastrophe will come” if avarice was left unchecked, one that would wipe out 

all human culture (qtd. in Fitch 1). 

Indeed, Ruskin cautioned that, if his warnings were not heeded, the consequences would 

be apocalyptic. Fitch reads Storm-Cloud as centrally apocalyptic, a modern myth-making process 

that chronicles how “England, and all foreign nations … have blasphemed the name of God 

deliberately and openly” (Ruskin 30) and will shortly meet with just punishment; Ruskin 

suggests this would have been the common reading of the bad weather if his contemporaries 

were better versed in interpretation and more faithful believers (Fitch 10-11, 25).16 Between the 

intimations of plague and the images of solar death in the anticipation of a day “when the sun 

should be as darkness, and the moon as blood” (Ruskin 30), there is a great deal of the 

apocalyptic in these lectures. Ruskin had memorized much of Revelation and was used to 

thinking apocalyptically (Wheeler 167-8), and often projected divine wrath into nature.17 

Cosgrove describes Ruskin’s conceptualization of the cloud as “a corrupted exhalation of earth” 

abused by the inability of humans to live within their prescribed “ecological, social and 

theological” boundaries—and, to Ruskin, all these boundaries stood in for each other (98), such 

that ecological abuse was theological transgression.  

I detect in Ruskin’s Biblically-inspired philosophy the notion that catastrophe could have 

redemptive value by carrying away the sinful. In the past “[t]he beneficent rain-cloud” and the 

“good, old-fashioned, healthy … storms” re-enacted this pattern, as the majestic outbreak of bad 

weather subsequently left the sky and environment refreshed and all the more beautiful (Ruskin 

                                                           
16 Turner was the only contemporary whom Ruskin believed equally possessed of just vision. Ruskin found in his 

works apocalyptic images that anticipated his own verbal paintings of landscape in the Storm-Cloud lectures, 

leading him to declare Turner a prophet in the same way the older Ruskin would come to think of himself as prophet 

(Fitch 72-3, 390-1). 
17 Fitch chronicles, in Ruskin’s diary and other writings from 1847 onwards, passages heavily inflected with Biblical 

allusions wherein Ruskin describes dark skies oppressing him with religious anxiety (20-1). 
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2, 18). But even this was now in doubt, as the plague-cloud had infected the storms themselves, 

making them just another vector for the contagion of physical/moral filth Ruskin condemned 

(Wheeler 183-4). These lectures were meant to criticize the moral condition of a society that 

allowed divine landscapes to become polluted with industrial cast-offs, and in both their tone and 

their orientation towards the future (apocalyptically foreshortened though it may be), the lectures 

have a “prophetic” quality (Wheeler 2). Ruskin describes himself in the type of an Old 

Testament prophet, whose repeated warnings against the perceived secularity and sensuality of 

his age, the greed, industry and exploitation that transformed the Victorian landscape, go 

unheeded—and thus his culture races towards catastrophe (Fitch 22-3). In Storm-Cloud, Ruskin 

views the pollution of England’s air as both the causal trespass leading to, and the fulfilment of, 

the promised apocalypse and the Biblical depictions of environmental destruction (Wheeler 169). 

Industry and pollution were sins because they degraded the environment, but they would also 

prove to be the means by which humanity would be punished for those sins as the natural order 

upon which humanity depended collapsed from the strain. Ruskin constructs a narrative pattern 

wherein air pollution becomes both the cause and medium of environmental cataclysm, a disaster 

that is morally justified because its victims failed to heed the prophetic warnings of pollution’s 

opponents, and this same narrative pattern and righteous tenor defines the disaster fiction that 

takes fog as its subject.  

FOG: THE PRECAUTIONARY TALES OF LONDON’S FALL  

Ruskin was not alone in sensing an apocalypse looming in the dark and dirty weather at 

the end of the nineteenth century. Several writers in the growing field of Victorian (and later 

Edwardian) periodicals expressed their suspicion of impending catastrophe through speculative 

fiction, presenting disaster tales in which the habitual London fog becomes lethal. Ruskin wrote 
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of the “London Particular” in Storm-Cloud, which arises because Londoners “choose to mix up 

dirt with [air], and choke yourself with your own nastiness,” as a phenomenon separate from his 

plague-cloud (which is higher in the atmosphere) but essentially similar inasmuch as it is the 

corruption of air through physical and moral filth (Ruskin 6, 29). So too do the fog narratives in 

this section blame the advent of the unusual fog on air pollution. These disaster stories represent 

a fusion of the two strands of narrative about atmosphere and pollution which I have identified in 

this chapter: the scientific and medical dialogue of the abatement societies, and the aesthetic and 

moral dialogue of Ruskin. As a result, I consider these stories largely secular in tone and plot, a 

materialistic account of the destruction of London through fog and air pollution, but which 

simultaneously carries a distinct moral judgement: the people of London brought this catastrophe 

upon themselves in their complacency, in their inability to correctly read the environment, and in 

dismissing the warnings of anti-pollution advocates. These stories do not require Ruskin’s divine 

in order to demonstrate how the moral failure of a civilization will trigger punishment from on 

high. 

 I have located four such tales, a novella and three short stories, which will be the focus of 

this section: The Doom of the Great City; Being The Narrative of a Survivor, Written A.D. 1942, 

by William Delisle Hay, published in 1880; “The Doom of London” by Robert Barr, appearing 

in the November 1892 issue of The Idler; “The Four Days’ Night” by Fred M. White, appearing 

in the February 1903 issue of Pearson’s Magazine; and “The Fog” by Morley Roberts, appearing 

in the October 1908 issue of The Strand. I consider that the frequency of the deadly fog premise 

signals contemporary anxieties about this ever-worsening phenomenon at the end of the 

nineteenth century. Today these stories are essentially unknown outside of a niche of scholars 
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who work on issues of pollution or disasters in the Victorian period,18 yet in their depictions of 

cities choked by smog, they seem eerily prescient of our modern-day metropolises, like L.A. or 

Beijing, and their struggles with air pollution. I note that these stories typically present a rate of 

morbidity much higher than the modern experience of smog, which I attribute to both practical 

and generic concerns. While smoky cities and their residents have taken preventative measures to 

reduce risk, air pollution is still a killer; we simply tend not to notice because of the great latency 

period involved in the illnesses arising from pollution.19 Generically, disaster fiction does not 

examine this kind of slow violence, as Rob Nixon defines it, but typically requires the rapid 

onset of the featured catastrophe, even if that catastrophe is the result of decades of accumulated 

pollution and neglect; and so the London fog goes from an inconvenience to a deadly threat in a 

relatively short span of time. The requirements of storytelling accelerate latency periods in order 

to show cause and effect within the same narrative window. 

I consider that these narratives act as precautionary tales, full of signs of impending doom 

that are then ignored or misread; and the stories themselves are just such a sign, warning against 

the apathy and negligence of Londoners towards their environment. The consequences of such 

behaviour can be placed on a scale, from a disaster narrowly averted in “The Four Days’ Night,” 

to the unresolved threat of “The Fog,” up to the wholesale loss of the city in The Doom of the 

Great City and “The Doom of London.” Because the disaster comes on suddenly and universally 

in the latter two stories, they present similar experiences focused on the arrival and aftermath of 

a deadly fog; by contrast, “Four Days’ Night” and “The Fog” deal with the experience of living 

                                                           
18 Brimblecombe raises Barr’s “Doom of London” and links it to Jefferies’ After London, Shiel’s Purple Cloud, and 

Doyle’s The Poison Belt, but the discussion is largely a summary of the story; Brimblecombe is a historian, not a 

literary critic (127-8). Wheeler brings Barr up as well because the “story is of some interest in relation to Ruskin’s 

late work,” but his discussion is perfunctory and based on Brimblecombe’s summary (165).  
19 Seven million people died as a result of exposure to airborne pollutants in 2012, according to a 2014 report from 

the World Health Organization, and just under half of those were attributed to the noxious quality of outside air. 
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within a dense and dangerous fog for an extended period of time. The range of potential 

consequences negotiates a path between the realism of the narrative (which would argue for less 

extreme versions of the disaster) and the desire to depict as severe a catastrophe as possible, in 

order to present a more powerful, and/or terrifying, warning to the public; either strategy can 

play into the essential precautionary thrust of the narrative.  

 Over the course of this section, I will examine some of the major themes and tropes that 

emerge from these fog narratives. I begin by quickly summarizing the stories themselves, and the 

way the fog both represents the corruption of London society yet acts as a social leveller during 

the crisis. I argue that the use of frame narratives where narrators write many decades after the 

events allows the authors to defamiliarize nineteenth-century London, allowing the authors to 

detail London society and its attitude towards fog to a theoretically naïve audience, while 

actually re-presenting fog to the contemporary nineteenth-century British audience. These frames 

also allow writers to explore the moral consequences of the connection between fog and 

industry, the need (but failure) to adopt precautions, and the way fog’s familiarity mitigates those 

preventions. The stories with deadly fogs become akin to Last Man narratives in the depiction of 

dead cities, while the stories where the fog does not kill outright allows authors to showcase how 

the human psyche, social order, and the infrastructure of urban environments are vulnerable to 

disaster. I conclude by bringing my analysis back to the patterns of pollution narratives, and the 

way these works of disaster fiction meld a secular, mechanistic catastrophe with a sense of moral 

responsibility.   

When it comes to meteorological tirades, Ruskin is matched only by William Delisle 

Hay. Though largely unknown today, his Doom of the Great City is so compelling as one of the 

earliest pieces of environmental disaster, and forerunner of the apocalyptic anxieties of fin-de-
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siècle Britain, that I.F. Clarke chooses it as a representative of Victorian apocalyptic fiction in his 

massive, eight volume survey of nineteenth-century science fiction. Doom’s central story 

revolves around “the greatest calamity that perhaps this earth has ever witnessed” (Hay 20), the 

destruction of London by means of a fog laden with fatal amounts of pollution. Despite the 

strongly moral and precautionary quality of the tale, the nameless narrator survives through 

happenstance rather than foresight or moral fiber: he happened to be invited to join friends out in 

the suburbs on the fatal day. London had been “stifled in a fog” for weeks which has “regularly 

strangled and killed outright,” but rumours of “hundreds dead” are dismissed as “a gross 

exaggeration,” by the narrator and others (37, 40). The next day there is “a dense brown fog-

bank … shutting out all view” of the city from the suburbs (47), and nothing comes in or out of 

London; the narrator frets about the fate of his mother and sister. He rushes into the city as soon 

as the fog begins to clear, persisting through the “peculiar irritating pungency which made [him] 

cough incessantly,” only to find “[t]he fog had drawn over … London an envelope of murky 

death, within whose awful fold all that had life had died,” including his family (54, 52). 

Robert Barr20 tackles a similar story of mass extinction, but with a very different tone, 

more inclined to forgive than condemn. Barr made several forays into disaster fiction, which 

Sam Moskowitz calls a “fictional gambit of civic criticism disguised as science fiction” that in 

turn influenced “Cutcliffe Hyne, Grant Allen and … Fred M. White,” all of whom would also 

write about London beset by avoidable tragedies (69). The catastrophe in Barr’s story emerges 

from a kind of “coincidence” as London experiences seven days of fog and seven days of calm 

winds at the same time (Barr “Doom” 72). As “the atmosphere became denser and darker, 

                                                           
20 Barr was a multinational author: a Canadian of Scottish birth who thought of himself as an American writer, 

despite having moved to London in 1881. He remained there to the end of his life, and was active in the periodical 

presses of the day, writing, editing, and even co-founding one such publication, The Idler (Barr “Measure” viii-ix, 

xix). 
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caused … by the increasing volume of coal-smoke,” the polluted fog begins to act as “an air-

proof canopy,” and Londoners “were slowly but surely exhausting the life-giving oxygen around 

us, and replacing it by poisonous carbonic acid gas” (75). The narrator, a clerk for a chemical 

firm, is visited by an American inventor seeking to market an oxygen-producing machine, but 

both the clerk and his boss are dismissive. The inventor leaves the machine behind to change 

their minds, and it is this device that saves the narrator when the crisis comes as it had created an 

“oasis of oxygen” in his room without the narrator noticing (76). When he realizes that the 

poisonous fog has killed everyone in his building, the narrator takes the machine with him 

through a dead city to reach a train station. The narrator is able to escape London after reviving 

the engineer and getting the train started. Afterwards a “western gale” blows in to dissipated the 

poison fog, but it comes too late for most of London as the narrator is one of the only survivors 

in the entire city (77). 

Escape is also the driving force of Morley Roberts’ “The Fog.”21 Roberts’ story jumps 

right into the crisis: the fog “moving like a black wall” covers London in pitch darkness which 

not even electric lights can pierce (260). This story focuses on a small group of people who come 

to form their own domestic unit: Lord Gervase, his fiancée Miss Semple, and her mother; his 

chauffeur, Mr. Bentley, and his wife; and Tom Crabb, a blind beggar, who becomes the hero of 

the story as he is now the most adept at navigating darkened London.22 As social order breaks 

down in the fog-beset city, and “lamentable voices in the streets, voic[ed] death and murder,” 

Crabb functions as forager and guide as they enact a plan to escape the city: Lord Gervase 

                                                           
21 Roberts wrote a prodigious number of novels, many based on his extensive travels, though he is largely forgotten 

today (Jack Adrian 241-2). 
22 Crabb’s service is provided out of gratitude for past donations to his begging. Conveniently, most members of the 

new domestic unit had previously given him charity (the size of these contributions following class lines). Despite 

the apparent egalitarianism of the domestic unit in this crisis, their chief enabler embodies class distinctions: because 

Crabb’s perception of London has not changed, neither has his perception of class hierarchy.  
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happens to own a hot air balloon, stored close enough that Crabb is eventually able to locate it. 

They manage to get the balloon inflated with the help of a mentally disturbed watchman at the 

gasworks, but their first attempt to escape fails when there’s no wind to carry the balloon away, 

and it sinks back into the fog. The watchman kills himself and Lady Semple dies from the strain, 

but there is enough gas left for a second attempt. This attempt is successful, but requires that 

Crabb sacrifice himself to lighten the balloon. 

White is the only writer who is optimistic about London’s reaction to an oppressive fog: 

his protagonists seek not to escape the fog, but dispel it. The protagonist Hackness is an inventor 

concerned with dissipating fog; he is courting Cynthia, the daughter of Sir Grimfern, himself an 

amateur engineer working on a prototype aeroplane. When stores of petroleum kept by the 

Thames riverbank explode, the dark smokes billows into London’s atmosphere. When the 

contaminated fog descends, it is “so swift and unexpected that it came with the force of a blow,” 

another “black wall” that cuts off the city (“Night” 443). White’s fog has a physicality that none 

of the other fogs exhibit; rather than being strictly gaseous, it appears almost semi-solid, falling 

“like black ragged snow,” and leaving behind a “greasy and oily” residue covering people, 

animals, and buildings (443-4). Soon it becomes “so black that a match held [before] the nose 

could not be seen,” although “the atmosphere was … not quite as stifling” as might be feared, for 

“a sultry light breeze … set the murk in motion,” and this breeze—the key missing element in 

other fog stories—keeps London alive long enough for our protagonists to enact their plan (444-

5). The protagonists use an aerophane (a primitive flying machine) to fly over the fog layer, 

where they detonate high-yield explosives to blow holes into the fog until they finally disperse 

enough to trigger rainfall,23 at which point Nature is able to take over the task. Though the “black 

                                                           
23 This is based on faulty science which held that “constant explosions” could have “summoned up and brought 

down the rain as the heavy discharge of artillery used to do in the days of the Boer War” (451). No such link exists. 
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rain [is] as thick as ink,” the “sooty flood” brings relief, London “gradually growing cleaner and 

sweeter every moment” (451). Hackness uses his ingenuity to cooperate with, rather than 

combat, the environment.24 Though some are skeptical that “London will ever be perfectly clean 

again” (453), the city has been saved—for the time being. 

In several stories, London is always already defined by “the murky atmosphere, the dingy 

gloom” of the city (Hay 23), a setting incipient to disaster, and where I believe the murk of the 

fog stands in for the ethical failings of London society, particularly along class lines. For Hay, 

whose criticism, like Ruskin’s, blends the moral/aesthetic dimension with the social and the 

economic, the physical ugliness of London is matched by the despair of its inhabitants. Several 

“years of terribly bad weather, destroying harvests,” combined with a “severe depression in 

trade” (34), has caused a collapse in the rural economy25 which, in turn, contributes to the 

overcrowding and poverty in the city as migrants overloaded infrastructure and drove down 

wages, further setting up the city as ripe for catastrophe. But this is merely the logistical set-up 

for a thorough excoriation of London’s moral character: the narrator declares that “London was 

foul and rotten to the very core, and steeped in sin of every imaginable variety” (26), with echoes 

“of Rome, of Venice, or of Bourbon France” in the increasing degeneracy of London society and 

its inevitable collapse (30).26 In this critique, capitalism bears much of the blame for the fallen 

                                                           
24 I believe it is potentially problematic that the resolution to the crisis arises from new technology, little different 

from the industry that gave rise to the emergency. However, Hackness is one of the few characters to show humility 

before the environment (as when he points out that “one sensible dog is worth a million [humans] to-night” during 

the fog [445]), and his anticipation of the dangerous fog comes from being a student of Nature. Consequently, I 

consider that when he ultimately resolves the crisis he does not raise himself as a conqueror over Nature, but a 

partner. 
25 Hay did not invent this crisis; bad weather, harvest failures, and a depressed agricultural market as a result of 

foreign (particularly American) crop imports hit the English countryside hard in the late 1870s (W. J. Keith 28). 
26 The jeremiad, which goes on for ten pages in my edition, spares few: greedy entrepreneurs, industrialists and 

businessmen, venal and manipulative lawyers, predatory doctors, quarrelsome clergymen, all of whom exploit the 

poor for profit. He goes on to describe crime, public drunkenness, and particularly prostitution in the city at great 

length, the only fields thriving in an economic downturn. Women come under particular criticism for acting haughty 

and judgmental while simultaneously embracing materialism and mercenary motivations. 
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state of London society: the narrator considers “business … an elaborate system of fraud, 

chicanery, and deceit” (26) that sets the tone for social interactions throughout the city. 

The jeremiad also functions as a sustained class critique of London society. The 

exploitative, hedonistic upper-class embraces “not the beauty of created Nature” but rather 

artifice (29); the economic inequality perpetrated by the rich is parallel to their disharmony with 

Nature. The middle-class are condemned for their desire to enter the upper-class by accumulating 

wealth at the expense of others, and both upper and middle-classes conspire “to drive and grind 

the poor man down into a moral—hell! [sic]” where “[p]aupers were treated worse than felons” 

(35). The narrator reserves his sympathies for the lower-class, of which he is technically a 

member, as his family is constantly on the brink of poverty; but because they had to leave a 

“pleasant rural vicarage” (24) for London after the family father dies, the narrator does not 

identify with the urban poor, but rather as a member of an older economic system, in exile in the 

city. 

The universal experience of the fog acts as a social leveller in these texts, though 

sometimes an incomplete one. Roberts’ “The Fog” creates a domestic unit made up of all classes, 

but never fully abandons social stratification as the middle-class Bentleys, then the 

underprivileged Crabb, offer to sacrifice themselves to ensure the survival of the upper-class 

lovers. White’s narrative, with its optimistic take on London society, explicitly states that 

“[c]lass distinction seemed to be remote as the middle ages” in the benighted city as Londoners 

seek refuge and companionship with whomever they can find (449). This unity is reinforced 

visually even after the cloud lifts: “[t]here was something grotesque in the reflection that every 

Londoner was the same” because they are all blackened by the same oily, grimy substances the 

fog deposits (450). The use of the term “grotesque” shows that class prejudices have not wholly 
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been suspended, however; while part of that disgust stems from the universal abjection of their 

soiled condition, there is also a certain antipathy to the idea of “every Londoner” being same, an 

uncomfortable erasure of the distinctions established by class hierarchies. The equality in Hay’s 

Doom is even more abject: there was “one common sepulchre of gloomy fog … for the richest 

and the poorest … all ranks, and stations, and qualities, all huddled in one cold and hideous 

death” (59, 67), because in this narrative fog is merely the vehicle for the true social leveller, 

death. The story is able to revel in the grim irony of this equality because the conditions of the 

lower-class as described were so abject to begin with that death is a relief; it is the upper and 

middle-classes who had everything to lose. 

Hay’s narrator is able to lay out his moral tirade because he is writing with the benefit of 

hindsight, from the perspective of the future, which I argue allows Hay and Barr to defamiliarize 

London society and fog for their audiences. Doom begins with a retrospective frame narrative in 

which the narrator, a survivor of the disaster, recounts from the perspective of 194227 the events 

that brought London low. The narrator writes from his new home in New Zealand near Lake 

Taupo,28 whose pastoral qualities he contrasts with England’s lugubrious climate and an 

overcrowded, claustrophobic London. A New Zealander commenting on the ruins of London 

was a common device during the Victorian era—to the extent that Punch, in 1865, would 

complain how clichéd the image had become (David Skilton “Ruins”). Lord Macaulay originated 

the device in an 1840 piece in the Edinburgh Review, where he used the image of a New 

                                                           
27 The narrator’s birthday is also, conveniently, the sixtieth anniversary of the disaster. This places the main 

narrative in 1882, two years after Doom saw publication—Hay did not leave himself much time. 
28 There is irony in the narrator making his home near Lake Taupo, as this lake is a caldera created by the eruption of 

a supervolcano 26500 years ago, the largest such explosion in the last seventy thousand years, and which has been 

suggested as a contributing factor in bringing about the most recent ice age. The Taupo volcano complex erupted 

most recently in 180 C.E., an eruption on par with the 1815 Tambora eruption in terms of sheer explosive force. The 

narrator, therefore, is sitting in judgement of the short-sightedness of Londoners even as he has elected to live in an 

area that sees major volcanic eruptions on a (geologically) regular basis. 
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Zealander, standing upon the ruins of London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 

as a way of illustrating the power of the passage of time. The image was taken up by a number of 

other science fiction writers by the end of the century;29 the most famous example of the trope is 

a Gustave Doré illustration, published in London: A Pilgrimage (1872), which shows the ruins of 

the cathedral and surrounding urban landscape (see Figure 4). Implicit in these images are the 

ideas of translatio imperii and translatio studii, the succession of civilizations and centers of 

learning (and their westwards shift), with New Zealand, a British successor state, as the latest 

such power. It is a commentary on the rise and fall of empires, younger civilizations taking the 

place of ageing ones. This can be interpreted either as historical inevitability, or as a moral 

judgement on empires that grow decadent and corrupt, and must therefore fall; certainly the 

narrator of Doom adopts the latter stance. Ironically, though Hay’s narrator is writing from the 

future, he is representative of a deeply-steeped nostalgia for a romanticized version of pre-

industrial England (and thus for an era before capitalism ran amok, in his conception). The only 

positive aspects of nineteenth-century England in this text are examples of an “old-fashioned” 

way of life no longer possible in the city, and so the narrator’s stance is ultimately a conservative 

one, confirmed by his extensive moral critique of London society (41). The entire purpose of the 

narrative lies in a tendency, amongst his 1942 contemporaries, to revise the character of London 

upwards, owing to the passage of time and perhaps out of pity for the fallen; the narrator wishes 

to set them right.  

Like Hay’s narrator, Barr’s writes from “the middle of the twentieth century” to provide a 

narrative testimonial of a fatal London fog (“Doom” 70). However, their motives are inversed: 

                                                           
29 Works that begin from this premise (or substitute an Australian) include Henry O’Neil’s Two Thousand Years 

Hence (1866) and Henry Crocker Marriott Watson’s The Decline and Fall of the British Empire; or the Witch’s 

Cavern (1890) (Clarke 14-6). See also Skilton passim for uses of the New Zealander figure in the political and 

cultural rhetoric of the mid-Victorian period.  
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Barr’s narrator seeks not to condemn but defend pre-catastrophe Londoners who are described 

by his twentieth-century contemporaries as “so dull-witted and stupid, so incapable of 

improvement, so sodden in the vice of mere money-gathering, that nothing but their total 

extinction would have sufficed” (71). This produces rival narratives in the twentieth century 

between those who believe “that, instead of being an appalling catastrophe, the doom of London 

was an unmixed blessing” and Barr’s narrator, who insists this was “the most terrible disaster 

that ever overtook a portion of the human race” (71). It may seem like a strange argument to 

have, but I believe it illustrates the extent to which history is written not just by victors, but by 

the survivors—in this case, those who lived outside of the metropolis’ dominating influence on 

the country’s economics and politics.30  

The retrospective frames require different engagements with the trauma of catastrophe. 

Like Allen’s narrator in “Thames Valley Catastrophe,” Hay’s narrator struggles to articulate the 

horror of past events. He has refused to speak on the subject for the last several decades in a 

failed “endeavour to cloud [his] memory,” and the simple act of recall and writing “even now 

causes [his] very soul to quake within [him],” likening the confrontation with trauma to a kind of 

catastrophe: Just like him, “nature recoils in horror” at the recollection of London’s fall, and the 

narrator spends every anniversary of the disaster “in communion with Nature” (21); the narrator 

seeks to erase the distinction between himself and personified Nature in his New Zealand 

Arcadia, where the harmonious homeostasis he has achieved is the antithesis of London’s 

anthropogenic disaster. As such, Nature recoils both from the horrid loss of life as well as from 

                                                           
30 Barr’s narrator cautions his contemporaries against the arrogance of power: he points out that people tend “to look 

with a certain condescension upon those who lived fifty or a hundred years before them” and warns that the 

inhabitants of London also believed they were “living in an age of progress” (70) until slain by their own industry. 

Yet despite his stated intent to demonstrate that “[t]he people of the nineteenth century were not fools,” the narrator 

also asserts that the nineteenth-century never “did anything really worth recording,” (70) seemingly pandering to the 

popular attitude.  
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the memory of humanity ideologically divided from Nature. Barr’s narrator, by contrast, seems 

far less troubled by his recollections, showing emotion only when describing the tableaus of dead 

bodies he encounters in the fog. Barr’s narrator is writing a response to an academic, and so is 

working in a more formal genre, whereas Hay’s narrator is writing a personal memoir. I would 

argue that this latter genre is better suited to the moral, precautionary tale at the heart of the 

story, because it allows the narrator to freely overlay moral judgments on events (as he is not 

trying to be objective), and creates a more resonant, personal narrative. 

Although these are retrospective frames, I argue that the precaution (and lack thereof) 

they articulate is central to the moral argument each seeks to make. While Hay considers 

Londoners’ fate justified by their lack of foresight, Barr compares the fog to the historical 

disaster at Pompeii to illustrate how fraught it is to pass judgement after the fact.31 Against 

contemporary critics who have “compared [Londoners] with the inhabitants of Pompeii making 

merry at the foot of a volcano,” Barr’s narrator recasts the comparison in a way more 

sympathetic to his countrymen: “the inhabitants of Pompeii were so accustomed to the eruption 

of Vesuvius that they gave no thought to the possibility of their city being destroyed by a storm 

of ashes and an overflow of lava,” any more than Londoners would “have been expected to 

prepare for a catastrophe from fog,” a fatal event “there had never been any experience of in the 

world’s history” (“Doom” 71-2); Barr’s narrator argues that the fog was too habitual, and the 

disaster too unprecedented, for Londoners to foresee. Of course, this defense is double-sided: 

even as Barr’s narrator defends his historical London, Barr himself is appealing to his 

contemporaries in nineteenth-century London, suggesting they deserve the comparison to 

                                                           
31 Barr’s narrator tries to explicate the physicality of the disaster by likening “the fog” to “the ashes at Pompeii, and 

the coal smoke” in the fog is like “the lava that covered [Pompeii]” (72). The analogy is somewhat flawed: 

historically, we know most of Pompeii’s inhabitants had suffocated from the ash before the lava reached them, 

although, ironically, suffocation actually enhances the similarity between these events. 
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Pompeii if they fail to heed the warning contained in his story, as they no longer have ignorance 

to excuse inaction. 

White’s story, “The Four Days’ Night,” is the only one where catastrophe is avoided, and 

that demonstrates precaution in action. Self-proclaimed “fog specialist” Hackness is a singular 

individual “clear-sighted enough to see a danger here that might some day prove a hideous 

national disaster” (“Night” 441), and has taken steps to avert it. Hackness is mordantly described 

as “a fog-disperser, which is another word for a great public benefactor” (441); the tone reflects 

the bemused attitude towards London fogs that contributed to Londoners’ complacency. Despite 

the tone, White does critique the city for doing “nothing to avert” the “dense fogs under which 

London periodically groans” (441); though it was not yet fatal, the fog was pernicious, and city 

officials should have addressed it. The authorial voice makes it clear that “forethought and 

scientific knowledge … had proved to be the salvation of London,” without which the city would 

have suffocated (451). The story warns of the consequences of inaction, yes, but it also provides 

a potential programme of remedy—pointing towards the possible success of social interventions. 

This dual approach is required in part because the protagonists are only able to correct the 

immediate crisis, not resolve the underlying issues of urban pollution that led to it in the first 

place, and could again; indeed, characters are concerned that the experience will not prove 

sufficiently corrective because Hackness was able to stave off the worst of the catastrophe. 

Instead, the story offers a recipe for prevention that goes beyond even the agenda of the 

abatement societies, eliminating “all fires throughout the Metropolitan area” and replacing them 

with “electric power,” an ecotopian vision of London run on the era’s clean and renewable 

technology (443). Yet the characters doubt “this dire calamity will rouse London to a sense of its 

dangers” (453), striking a pessimistic note at the end of a relatively optimistic story that suggests 
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that neither the fictional Londoners of the narrative, nor White’s readers, will heed the lessons of 

the narrative. 

In the future-framed stories, steps have been taken to ensure the catastrophe largely 

connected to industrial pollution, does not recur. In Doom of the Great City, the size of cities has 

been curtailed since London’s catastrophe, which is why the narrator must explain to a 

contemporary audience how sprawling London was. Though London is saved in “Four Days’ 

Nights,” the characters speculate along similar lines: the loss of London “would kill big cities 

altogether” (449). In “Doom of London,” it is not cities but rather “fog [that] has now been 

abolished,”32 which is why the narrator must provide his audience with a description of fog and 

how it arises (Barr “Doom” 72). Hay’s narrator also provides a description of the London fog for 

his audience, “no mere mist” but one “supercharged with coal smoke, with minute carbonaceous 

particles … and with a vast number of other impurities. It was chiefly the result of the huge and 

reckless consumption of coal … the smoke from which … was caught up and retained by the 

vapour-laden air,” (37-8) illustrating how thoroughly the Victorians understood the polluted 

quality of their fog. Hay explicitly links the accumulation of pollutants with the story’s central 

disaster. Barr’s narrator is likewise explicit in linking the crisis to pollution: the “soft bituminous 

coal” London uses for energy creates “clouds of black smoke” which “fell upon the fog, pressing 

it down, filtering slowly through it, and adding to its density,” (“Doom” 72) preventing the fog 

from being broken up as usual. Making clear the connection between fog and pollution is key to 

the precautionary aspect of these narratives: coal burning (and other emissions) is a human 

behaviour that can be controlled, and therefore the consequences prevented, if only there is broad 

social will to do so.  

                                                           
32 How this is accomplished is not explained, nor does the text appear to differentiate between fogs arising from 

natural climatic conditions and the deadly, polluted fog of the cities. 
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White too critiques capitalism and industry, blaming “the manufacturers [who] made a 

hideous atmosphere overhead” for the development of a persistent fog (“Night” 449), but unlike 

the other stories in this section, White’s crisis has a specific trigger, the “fire … in the great 

petroleum storage tanks,” too big and too hot for the fire-brigades to handle (442). Such a 

specific trigger may undermine the story as a precaution against pollution, but although the 

normal accumulation of pollution isn’t yet enough to turn the fog deadly, the narrative considers 

that industrial accidents are bound to happen. Indeed, Hackness designs his anti-fog system after 

a prior incident in 1898 when a “petroleum ship exploded”33  leading to an “immense volume of 

black smoke” being released into the atmosphere that could “suffocate all London” should it mix 

with the fog (442). So while White’s story doesn’t emphasize the slow violence of pollution the 

way Hay’s and Barr’s narratives do, the story still advocates for fog prevention and reduction 

because of potential fatal interactions, as well as greater safety precautions in dealing with 

dangerous materials like petroleum. Roberts alone never explicitly blames air pollution for 

causing the crisis, but he acknowledges that it makes the fog worse: “the air … ever fouler and 

thicker, since the fires of the town grew by the folly and madness” of blind and desperate 

Londoners (269); the smoke from these fires cannot escape the omnipresent, and merely adds 

itself to it, further choking the city. When the characters rise in their balloon, they can see the 

“black and dun and yellow and grey” layers of the fog, exhibiting various contaminants (276), 

and from above they can see this cloud “rested only on the city,”34 which strongly suggests that 

the unusually dark fog is caused by something in the urban environment (274). This is almost 

                                                           
33 White is likely referencing the Blengfell, which was carrying petrol or naphtha when it caught fire and exploded in 

the English Channel in 1898 (Anthony Brandt 310-12). 
34 This perhaps the only time in these narratives in which fog can be seen as sublime. While many of the other 

disasters considered in this thesis operate on a grandiose scale, these dirty fogs limit vision, making it impossible for 

anybody caught in it to get a genuine sense of its scope. 
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certainly pollution, even if only in the old miasmatic sense of fetid air rising from the dirty 

cityscape.  

In the context of the future narrative frames, the extensive description of fog, its origins 

and effects, are necessary because the narrators’ audiences are unfamiliar with urban fogs. But 

this also provides Hay and Barr with the opportunity to provide an exposé on London fogs to 

their contemporary British audience, all the while nestled in the context of a fictional thriller. 

This is defamiliarization, a technique common in science fiction that encourages the reader to 

reconsider something familiar by presenting it from an alienated perspective (in this case, 

temporally removed narrators and a naïve future audience). Defamiliarizing the fog is important 

for any public engagement agenda underlying these stories, because Londoners had become 

accustomed to the fog, and because daily experience of the fog made long-term, gradual changes 

difficult to perceive. These stories identify such familiarity as potentially lethal complacency, 

and seek to disturb that familiarity.  

 Both Hay and Barr emphasize the way fogs were seen as habitual phenomena that drew 

no particular notice—but whereas Barr invokes this familiarity to explicate and exculpate, Hay 

does so to condemn. Hay’s narrator criticizes “Londoners … well accustomed to the 

inconvenience of these fogs” for “not caring to investigate their cause”, and viewing fogs as “a 

huge joke, and not a serious evil to be earnestly combated by science” with funding from civic 

authorities, as he believes the problem should be tackled (39). Even his friends the Forrester 

family, held up by the narrator as the epitome of good middle-class English stock, “were full of 

jokes about the fog,” a subject of humour and commonplace conversation, not alarm (41-2). 

Throughout the narrative, Hay presents the outright affectionate attitude towards fogs as a 

characteristic of London, and other abatement counter-narratives that relegated fog to a nuisance 
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or denied it had any ill-effects. Since, in the narrator’s view, it would have been possible with 

concerted effort to reduce the fogs, this lack of prevention condemns Londoners to their fate.  

Since Hay’s narrator does “not remember whether anyone ever attempted to write a 

history of the London fogs” and “their … gradual increase in duration and density, up to their 

terrific culmination” (37),35 he provides a history of his own to lend objectivity to his reported 

perception amongst clear-sighted Londoners that the fogs were becoming worse. Over two 

pages, he describes how “the plague had increased in severity of late—so much so, that its 

density turned day into night,” and “weeks at a time often passed over while the detestable 

mantle still hung above” London (38-9), an account of history that corresponds to a remarkable 

extent to the history of nineteenth-century fogs presented earlier in the chapter, or even Ruskin’s 

sense of change in the skies over the decades. This history describes not only the fog but its 

acceleration, a sure sign that London was (at the very least) heading towards ever worse fogs—

with all the implications for quality of life and human health that carried. Hay’s story lacks a 

specific character who raises the alarm before the disaster (the narrator fulfills that role only post 

facto), but that absence becomes part of the story’s general condemnation, because no one 

noticed the evidence all around them. Londoners’ complacency borders on willful ignorance, and 

they are duly punished for it by an implacable natural order.  

The placid attitude towards fogs also stemmed from a belief in their inherent 

innocuousness. Hay’s Londoners, “accustomed … to London fogs ever since London existed,” 

assume that if “fogs had not before been found directly hostile to life, it was to be presumed they 

were not so now,” and even the narrator “scoff[s] at the idea of a time-honoured nuisance turning 

                                                           
35 A number of Hay’s contemporaries were searching historical records for just such purposes, or else trying to come 

up with reliable means of measuring fog conditions, but they met with little success scientifically or in generating 

interest from an apathetic public (Brimblecombe 109-10). 
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out an actual danger” (42-3). This is familiar but dangerous logic, the same reasoning applied to 

phenomena and products that have later been found detrimental to human health, from radium to 

asbestos, and difficult to critique because we ourselves cannot rightly say what parts of our 

environment we currently assume are safe that may, in time, be discovered harmful; such is the 

uncertainty introduced by latency periods. Barr’s approach is slightly different; while he too 

blamed complacency towards fogs on familiarity, he points out that fogs were “looked upon as 

inconvenient annoyances, interrupting traffic and prejudicial to health” (“Doom” 71), 

acknowledging the health hazards even as those same perils are rhetorically minimized by being 

placed at the end of a list of nuisances. Perversely, the narrator notes that “[d]uring a fog there is 

always a marked increase in the death rate, and on this occasion the increase was no greater than 

usual” (75), suggesting a certain predictability to the morbidity brought about by fogs; as such, 

the health hazard posed by fogs was thought to be predictable and confined to vulnerable 

populations, which only makes most Londoners more complacent towards fogs. Though Barr’s 

treatment is the more sympathetic one, this adds callousness to complacency on London’s list of 

failings meriting retribution from the environment. 

I believe these stories demonstrate that the potential consequences of air pollution on 

human health, as detailed by the abatement societies, were well understood by those who chose 

to believe the evidence; and the fogs in these narratives, denser and more polluted, are even more 

injurious. The fog is almost instantly lethal in Hay and Barr, of course, but even in White’s “Four 

Days’ Night,” the additional load of petrol smoke mixed in with the fog is very harmful to 

Londoners, even before the potential for suffocation is considered: “[t]here was a great deal of 

sickness … especially with the young and the delicate” (“Night” 447), the usual victims of 

normal fogs. This fog, being much worse, brings terrible “mortality amongst little children,” a 
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demographic vulnerability is greatest amongst those already living in neighbourhoods with 

above-average rates of pollution like the East End (447, 453). In stories where the fog is instantly 

fatal, death acts as a social leveller, but otherwise, the catastrophe visits disproportionate pain on 

those whose lifestyles and health are always already precarious. 

Hay spends quite a bit of time investigating the health hazard posed by fogs. The 

narrator’s friends are a father/son team of medical professionals, and though they acknowledge 

that “[w]e do not know the laws which govern the fogs of London, because … they are 

artificial,” they nonetheless point to “clear evidence that the fog injured health,” particularly for 

the old and infirm, and since “old inhabitants of London” could see “that the fogs were becoming 

aggravated every year,” fatalities would also increase (43, 46). The artificiality of the fog makes 

it especially unpredictable: it is not the mist that is dangerous, but rather the hazardous brew of 

chemicals human action has added to it. The son supposes that “the loss of life” will be ever 

“more serious” because “[g]overnment, and private individuals too, have not been readier in 

striving after some means of abating … an intolerable nuisance, and what seems about to become 

a very grave evil.” momentarily taking over the role of mouthpiece from the narrator so that Hay 

can make a direct appeal to the reading public (46). This portion of the narrative serves the 

overall precautionary nature of the story, by defamiliarizing current medical data about fogs in 

the context of an incipient catastrophe. Hay goes into great detail about the pathology of the 

killer fog, a biomedical equivalent to his extended moral and sociological post-mortem of 

London. Such sequences of great detail have a suffocating quality of their own, large blocks of 

text whose paragraphs sometimes run over several pages in length, and ape the density of the 

killer fog. The narratively resonant, claustrophobic quality of the text becomes even worse when 

the narrator details, again at great length, the horror of London after the fog.  
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I consider Hay’s and Barr’s narrators to be Last Man figures as they wander empty 

London, oppressed by the silence, stillness, and solitude. Though only London is affected by 

these disasters, it is easy to understand why Hay’s narrator “felt as though [he] was left alone on 

earth” (60) when considering a city populated only by corpses. While Barr’s narrator “stumbl[es] 

over bodies” but sees little of the dead city thanks to the darkness (“Doom” 76), Hay’s 

descriptions are extensive, focusing on both individual bodies and mass scenes of mortification; 

the lengthy walk through the city becomes “a continuous panorama of horror,” a morbid series of 

death portraits (61).36 When Hay’s narrator asks: “[w]hat boots it to recall the long succession of 

frightful sights I witnessed?” (67); the reader, perhaps dulled by the lengthy, repetitive 

descriptions of the corpse-strewn scenes, may be asking the same. In part, these scenes call back 

to Hay’s earlier catalogues, and both the catalogue of sins and the catalogue of bodies linger in 

the same locations: theatres and alehouses. But for the most part, the corpse-heaps in Hay and 

Barr are required by the disaster genre’s need to illustrate devastation; since the stories cannot 

show conventional monumental destruction or ruins as this is a biological threat, the mounds of 

bodies in the city become an (un)living form of monument, made not from London’s architecture 

but from its citizenry. 

While most disaster stories at this time feature a solitary hero, I identify Roberts’ “Fog” 

as an early instance of a different narrative pattern that becomes especially popular when the 

disaster genre migrates to film: a group of survivors attempting to escape a catastrophe. This 

pattern often requires the sacrifice of ancillary characters along the way to ensure the survival of 

the protagonists, who are lovers and/or a family unit—in this case, Lord Gervase and Miss 

                                                           
36 One of the earliest and most striking such scenes involves an omnibus full of bodies on London Bridge, thus 

fulfilling (after a fashion) the last element of Macaulay’s image. In another sign that Barr may have read Hay, this 

scene is echoed in “Doom of London” when Barr’s narrator likewise encounters a bus filled with dead passengers. 
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Semple. The deaths of the watchman,37 Lady Semple,38 and Crabb all reduce the survivor group 

to a size small enough to escape London, while Mr. and Mrs. Bently, earlier in the narrative, had 

offered to make the same sacrifice. Survival and sacrifice is highly stratified by class: that the 

high-born characters must be amongst those who escape is never questioned, while the middle-

class servants and the beggar are expected to hold themselves back to ensure the survival of their 

social betters. Indeed, the only character who does not respect this hierarchy is the gasworks 

watchman, by insisting on a place in the overcrowded balloon; when he subsequently jumps out 

and falls to his death, it is because he has tried to climb to (social) heights beyond his reach, and 

has been brought low for his hubris. 

The narrative pattern is different, I would argue, because in Roberts’ story, and White’s, 

the effects of the fog are primarily psychological rather than physiological; the characters must 

survive not only the potential if reduced peril of the fog, but also a society in collapse. The 

impenetrable darkness is a major psychological strain, cumulative over time, such that after two 

weeks of darkness, “[t]here were thousands mad that hour in London, and tens of thousands” 

would be driven insane should the fog persist (272). Londoners have varying reactions to the fog, 

none positive: “some were drunk, and many wild, but most were fearful. Yet the darkness 

released some from fear and let loose their devilry,” as fog becomes an enabler of crime, and the 

social order breaks down (263). Crabb reports “awful things being done; fires, murders,” and 

more besides, providing an extensive catalogue of some of the mad, criminal and despairing 

things happening in the city (265, 268-9). The descriptions of fog-bound London are 

                                                           
37 The “half mad” watchman functions an antagonist of sorts, as his selfish attitude and degrading mental condition 

contrasts with the strength and generosity of the other characters; as such, his death is telegraphed by the genre’s 

conventions.  
38 Elderly characters, like Lady Semple, are particularly vulnerable in disaster fiction; from a narrative perspective, 

their deaths are justified by the need for the aged to make room for younger couples and the potential for futurity 

they carry. 
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appropriately chaotic: lengthy, often repetitive, usually jumbled, made up of observations, 

gossip, and anecdotes overhead in the darkness.39 For Roberts’ protagonists, taking trips through 

foggy London becomes as perilous as “war, or upon an unknown mountain in heavy snow, or in 

a wreck upon a reef of sharp rocks” (262-3); the latter two compare the fog to another disaster, 

the “war” that comes about because of the mad or malicious reaction to being trapped in the fog. 

Survival in the fog-bound city becomes a matter of violence. Barr takes a similar approach to 

human nature under threat: thanks to the air current created by the train tunnel sought out by the 

narrator, some people, alone in all of London, have survived on the station platform. 

Unfortunately, the platform is a battlefield where survivors fight “each other like demons” to try 

and board a train already packed with the dead and dying (“Doom” 77); it is a damning comment 

on the extremes to which people are driven by self-preservation, even as the mass of bodies on 

the platform and train signal the futility of the battle. 

White alone40 has a more optimistic take on the social reaction to catastrophe, as overall 

“London was holding out doggedly and stolidly” for the fog to lift (“Night” 448). Problems still 

abound: “houses watched and waited for missing ones who would never return,” as many have 

suffered accidental deaths in the pitch darkness, such as falling into the Thames (447-8). As in 

Roberts’ stories, the cumulative darkness of the fog days places a strain on the psyche of 

Londoners: “Nobody could face such a blackness and retain their senses for long. … Sleep was 

the only panacea for the creeping madness,” (449) suggesting that, if the fog in White’s story had 

                                                           
39 I’ve found it difficult to ascertain, from a narrative perspective, whether we are meant to interpret this catalogue as 

reports and rumours that have reached Crabb, the focal character at this point; or whether this marks the intercession 

of a third-person narrator who reflects the psychosis that has afflicted London, rendering the narrative voice 

incapable of coherently organizing information and instead presenting a kaleidoscope of incidents taking place in the 

city at any given moment. The bewildered reader can certainly sympathize with the blind, confused Londoners. 
40 Hay’s Londoners all died within minutes of exposure, but given the extensive moral condemnation of London, 

and that “garrotters, burglars, and … open crime, revelled in contented impunity” in standard London fogs, I think it 

is safe to say that social order in Hay’s London would have broken down quickly. 
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lasted as long as the one in Roberts’ (and Londoners did not suffocate) perhaps the social 

situation would be far different. Social order does not break down in this narrative: despite some 

initial “ruffianism and plundering,” overall “[t]here are few deeds of violence done” as even “the 

most bloodthirsty man grew mild and gentle before the scourge” in a complete reversal of the fog 

psychology at work in the other stories (446, 449). The key difference is the organizational 

ability of London authorities: in White’s story, “Scotland Yard, the local authorities, and the 

Country Council had worked splendidly together” and are able to secure “[p]rovisions … from 

outside the radius of the scourge,” the only instance in these four stories that fog does not prove 

an insurmountable barrier to communication, transport and trade with the area beyond London 

(449).  

I consider the critical role played by organizational success (or failure) indicative of the 

degree to which social order rests on good governance of the sprawling, and therefore 

vulnerable, infrastructure of large urban environments. At the personal level, both “The Fog” and 

“Four Days’ Night” feature people “lost in the streets and yet near to home” in the pitch darkness 

of the fog (White “Night” 445); such proximity to, yet inability to locate, one’s home highlights 

the way London is turned uncanny—unhomely—in the fog. These lost populations become 

refugees in their own city; in “Four Days’ Night” they are able to find shelter with strangers, but 

the more pessimistic “The Fog” sees the dispossessed wander mad and eventually perish. Hay 

points out that even before the fog turned deadly, it caused a great number of personal and 

transportation “accidents by river, rail and road” that were “frequent and disastrous; vessels 

collided upon the Thames; trains ran off the lines, and their passengers were maimed or killed” 

(39). The more extreme fogs sorely test the infrastructure of the city. While London proves more 

resilient in White’s “Four Days’ Night” thanks to Scotland Yard, Roberts’ “The Fog” illustrates 
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a rapid and almost universal breakdown: “The railways were quiet … Ships were deserted in the 

lower river. The telegraphs were quiet; … The telephone exchanges were empty” (269); 

communications and transportation are generally first to fail in these stories. Transportation 

failure means foodstuffs cannot enter the city; Crabb predicts that Londoners will “be eating each 

other” soon, so grave is the subsequent scarcity crisis (266). In White’s story, too, the “cutting 

off of the railways and other communications that brought London its daily bread had produced a 

… painful lack of provisions,” although the better organized authorities in this story are able to 

provide some relief, preventing full-fledged starvation (“Night” 453).41 Still, “the poor were 

suffering acutely” as wealthier citizens had stores to rely upon that the lower-classes did not 

(449); though London comes together across class lines during the crisis, those divisions 

continue to have practical repercussions on the ability to survive the fog and the institutional 

breakdowns it occasions. 

The most frequent sign of infrastructure failure—common to all four stories—is the 

failure of the various forms of lighting in the city, either because of mechanical failures, because 

engineers desert their posts, because street lighting is insufficient to pierce the dense fog, or 

combinations thereof. In Barr’s story “[t]here was not enough oxygen in the air to keep a man 

alive, or a gas-jet alight” nor “enable an engine fire to burn” (“Doom” 76)—life, illumination 

and technology are all put on the same footing here, and in the context of the urban environment 

the (in)ability of the city to function mechanically in the fog becomes equivalent to the (in)ability 

of the human body to function biologically in the fog. This analogy is an example of the way fog 

narratives tend to treat the biological as mechanical in these texts, reducing the body to 

mechanisms made vulnerable by a different set of machines, namely industrialization.  

                                                           
41 Although the story’s premise makes it likely that London would suffocate before starvation became an issue. 
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Newspapers were also part of Victorian infrastructure, the key communications media, 

and they too fail in their tasks in these narratives; I consider the most important failure is their 

inability to anticipate the catastrophe. In Hay’s narrative, a newspaper report sets the death toll 

from the first incident of fog at five hundred, at least, but then dismisses residents’ belief that the 

fog was the cause “because it was contrary to all previous experience,” and blames sewer gas 

instead (49; original emphasis). The newspapers help “prevent any steps being taken in the 

direction” of addressing the problem of fog, and therefore become emblematic of the London-

wide inability to correctly gage the fog’s threat (49). Barr’s newspapers are likewise too blind, or 

at the very least too slow: after seven days of fog, “the full significance of the alarming 

[mortality] figures was not realized. The editorials of the morning papers … contained no 

warning of the calamity” about to befall London (“Doom” 75); the press fails in its critical role 

of challenging the status quo or raising the alarm about potential dangers, because the newsmen 

are just as immersed in the assumptions about the fog that doom London. Not surprisingly, 

newspapers cannot be produced during the crisis, as everybody is either dead or blinded; yet 

Hay, Roberts, and White emphasize the sense of isolation the characters feel when their 

newspapers fail to show up—a reflection of just how important this media was to the 

Victorians.42 

Indeed, isolation emerges as a common theme of the fog narratives, because the fog acts 

as a barrier around the city and within the city. The characters in Roberts’ story complain that 

“[t]he outside world had deserted London,” which is now “a pit” or “a well” (269), apt 

metaphors to describe London’s solitude, insofar as they describe places low (where fog would 

gather) and dark (like Roberts’ blinded city). In turn, the pervasive darkness turns individual 

                                                           
42 Ironically, the absence of communication can itself speak volumes: the first sign of trouble acknowledged by 

Hay’s characters is the “extraordinary” absence of the morning papers (47). 
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households into isolated units: when Crabb returns to the Bentley household, he is described as 

arriving “to them from the outer world” (265), even though he has not ranged more than a few 

blocks; the limits of the outer world have rapidly become coterminous with any given household. 

White’s prose militarizes this isolation: the fog plunges London into “a stage of siege” in which 

“every house … was a fort” only the antagonist is the very atmosphere, an intangible foe that 

cannot be fought (“Night” 446). The comparison leaves implied, but strongly so, the possibility 

of scarcity-driven warfare between these rival forts. The isolation that divides London is not just 

a question of the physical barrier posed by the fog, but psychological survival imperatives of 

competition and paranoia: the geographic breakdown of the city entails the breakdown of the 

social contract. If people within London feel isolated, those outside the city feel helpless; the loss 

of communications means “[t]he outer world” can only “wonder at the end of things” (Roberts 

274) because the fog barrier prevents them from intervening. Ships crowd the Thames outside 

London in “The Fog” and suburbanites the train stations in Doom just outside the “impenetrable 

wall of fog” which swallows up telecommunications, transportation, even simple foot traffic 

(Hay 50).43 It is a consistent irony in these narratives that something as ephemeral as fog proves 

an insurmountable barrier.  

Most of the stories have rather abrupt endings. Hay’s narrator breaks off after the 

discovery of his fallen family, emotionally incapable of recounting the rest of the story; Roberts’ 

story ends as a wind moves the air balloon away from London. In Barr’s story, though 

information about the immediate aftermath of the disaster appears elsewhere in the text, the story 

                                                           
43 Not only do the suburbanites fear to venture into London, many flee in the opposite direction, fearing that “the 

LONDON FOG … was steadily advancing outward from the town” (53; original emphasis); it is clear that power here 

lies with the fog, not human qualities of daring or ingenuity. Their fear is not without cause: as the deadly patch of 

fog grew from a few buildings to encompass the whole city, characters understandably worry if “its area of 

destructive maleficence might not be enlarged to an almost infinite extent” (49-50), swallowing up more 

communities behind its deadly borders. While “infinite extent” is hyperbole, the possibility of an ever-increasing 

threat does fit the apocalyptic tone of the narrative. 
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ends abruptly as his runaway train smashes into a suburban station.44 Many other stories in this 

genre at the period have codas describing either the resumption of normalcy, or cataloguing the 

extended effects of the catastrophe, but not so these fog stories. To an extent this reflects the 

abruptness of the catastrophe itself: the fog cuts off the narrative just as it does the city, the 

vision of the characters, and, at a figurative level, the ability of Londoners to foresee the disaster.  

Indeed, although these stories share, to varying extents, the thesis that Londoners should 

have foreseen this catastrophe, the characters themselves do not anticipate these disasters.45 

Hay’s narrator, for instance, believed that the situation in pre-disaster London was untenable, but 

“looked for the coming of some social cataclysm,” like “Republicanism” or “Socialism,” rather 

than an environmental cataclysm (36). His use of a social model to describe the catastrophe even 

after the fact further demonstrates of the way environmental and social/moral values stand in for 

one another in Hay’s view: the catastrophe was akin to Nature revolting against her oppressors. I 

do not consider, however, that this lack of in-narrative precaution distracts from the 

precautionary nature of these texts; it is the narratives themselves which sound the alarm. 

The sole character to prepare for disaster, Hackness, is compared to a prophet for his 

foresight, which brings me to my concluding point: the role of religion in the texts. Hackness’ 

foresight is only acknowledged once the crisis is in full swing, and he explicitly compares his 

unheeded warnings to those of Biblical prophets: “Did you ever know an original prophet who 

                                                           
44 Barr’s narrator informs us that, once rescue parties were sent in, only 160 people are rescued “from that fearful 

heap of dead” at the train station, and of those, many perish in the coming days, or lose their minds (“Doom” 78). 

Likewise, only two other passengers on the train survive, one rendered utterly mad. So while the narrator is not the 

sole survivor, by rendering many of the other survivors unfit to provide a narrative, the story ensures the privilege of 

his perspective, which authorizes his intervention into the historical discourse during the frame portion of the 

narrative (much like the “Thames Valley Catastrophe” narrator). 
45 With the exception of “Four Days’ Night,” where the slow-moving catastrophe allows characters to speculate on 

the full scope of the disaster, including the fear that as “what passed for air, grew more poisonous” London would 

become “a city with six million corpses!” (“White” 449). Such speculations give White the space the unfurl the full 

(potential) consequences of the disaster, while still allowing his scientist-heroes to save the day. 
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wasn’t laughed at?” (“Night” 446) The Biblical analogy is apt to the extent that London is a city 

that has ignored moral precautions (such as in Hay’s text) or practical warnings (such as 

Hackness’) and now faces what feels like “the end of the world” (Robert 261), in other words, 

catastrophe on a divine scale. Hackness can cast himself as a prophet because the calamity he 

warned against is akin to “one of the plagues of Egypt,” and “[t]he destroying angel might have 

passed over London and blotted out all human life,” (445); in White’s case, this language is 

present for dramatic purposes as a way to showcase “[t]he magnitude of the disaster” despite the 

crisis being resolved before it reaches such extremes. This language is also present when 

describing the resolution of the story: the detonations of Hackness’ bombs are like “some mighty 

explosion … in space,” and the “concussion” that follows is like the “severe shock of 

earthquake” inasmuch as “buildings shook and trembled” (449). While London avoids the 

ultimate catastrophe present in the other stories, the disaster-based lexicon is a way of showing 

that the remedy to the crisis is so extreme that it can function as a disaster in and of itself.  

Indeed, even as their sounds cause the people of London to fear “the approaching 

dissolution of the world,” the explosions “literally [tear] a hole” in the “thick curtain that veiled” 

the city (449, 451). There is certainly an irony here inasmuch as White’s story is both the least 

apocalyptic, and yet the only one to contain an actual apocalypse in the traditional sense of the 

word—the revelation that comes with the lifting of the veil. The detonation winds up being 

centered above St. Paul’s Cathedral, and the protagonists call out that they can see the top of the 

dome from the aerophane, reinforcing the quasi-religious moment represented by the parting of 

the fog veil. Beyond the religious allusions, however, this moment both evokes and reverses an 

image common to many disaster narratives of the period, wherein the top of St. Paul’s is the only 

landmark visible or recognizable. At that moment, the dome of St. Paul’s emerging from the fog 
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generates the same image as the dome emerging from lava or snow in other stories, but in this 

case it is a prelude to the resolution of disaster, not a testament to its aftermath; unlike 

McCauley’s New Zealander image, that uses St. Paul’s to represent the passing of the empire, 

White uses the monument to illustrate its resilience, in accordance with his more positive take on 

the genre. 

But it is Hay’s narrative which makes the most extensive use of Biblical language, 

appropriately enough since it is the most moralizing of these four pieces. This language comes in 

before the catastrophe, when social revolutionaries compare London to “those Cities of the Plain 

that the old Biblical legends tells of as being destroyed by a fire from heaven” for their sins 

(36)46; during the catastrophe, when the narrator describes fallen London as “a veritable Valley 

of the Shadow of Death” (58); and even after the disaster, when the narrator frames himself as a 

kind of belated prophet who considers it his “task to tell of thy CORRUPTION, to bear witness to 

thy PUNISHMENT!” (60; original emphasis),47 not to proclaim ruin before it happens, but to record 

a disaster as a warning to others similarly tempted to sin. The narrator believes he has witnessed 

an “event, whose movement shows the hand sublime of Nature, the supremacy of offended 

God!” (52), combining the natural and the religious into a single vengeful agent that sees 

pollution as an affront to an environment imbued with the divine. 

This brings me back to the narrative pattern I identified earlier in the chapter. I highlight 

these episodes of Biblical language because they are exceptions to what are otherwise thoroughly 

                                                           
46 The analogy is meant to be symbolic of London’s sinful state, but proves prophetic inasmuch as the doom of 

London does come from the heavens, since this is an atmospheric disaster. 
47 The narrator’s language takes a particularly antique, religious tone at this point in the narrative. I would argue this 

is because he is trying to find meaning from this massive loss of life: “O London! surely, great and manifold as were 

thy wickednesses, thy crimes, thy faults, … who dared at that terrible moment to say thy sentence was deserved?” 

(60) It is a curious question given the length of time the narrator has spent detailing the city’s crimes, but the change 

in prose style tells me that he finds his meaning by incorporating the catastrophe in a narrative of Biblical 

punishment. 
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secular narratives. Barr and Roberts barely reference religion, even in the language used by 

characters, while White’s use of religion is largely allusive: at no point do characters suggest the 

presence of the divine either in the catastrophe nor in Hackness’ fortuitous plan to save the city. 

Even Hay is relentlessly mechanistic in his detailed description of how the fog acquired its 

chemical makeup and its effects on the human body; to the extent that the narrator uses religious 

language in his critique, it is clearly a moral superimposition on the events he experienced, and 

other theoretical witnesses could just as easily have reported on these same events with no appeal 

to morality or divinity. The mechanistic quality of the fog narratives is particularly suitable to a 

catastrophe that arises largely as a result of the technology of the industrial revolution. Yet 

though the texts are secular in tone and content, their underlying structure, by which Londoners 

violate the natural order through the production of pollution, ignore any warnings to reform their 

ways, and suffer terrible calamities, re-enacts the ancient narrative patterns identified in the 

Biblical stories the texts reference, wherein hubris leads to retribution. This is why I consider the 

fog stories a fusion of the precautionary narrative of the abatement societies and the prophetic 

narrative of Ruskin.  

This narrative pattern—trespass and punishment—is particularly apt to stories wherein 

human intervention into the environment has injurious consequences, and both the transgression 

and the resultant disaster are part of the same closed loop of humans damaging the environment, 

and the environment becoming fatal to humans. For the fog narratives, human action is followed 

by inaction to rectify the disequilibrium; however, as we shall see in the next chapter, the fatal 

inaction in disaster stories need not be a result of prior human interventions into the natural 

environment, but can also arise from a general failure to anticipate the power of the natural 

world. The original sin of disaster fiction is always pride, the hubris of a species that believes 
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itself master over its environment, and this attitudinal transgression against nature is just as likely 

to merit punishment as actively sabotaging one’s own ecosystem, as the Londoners in these 

stories have done. 
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Figure 4: “The New Zealander,” by Gustave Doré 
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CHAPTER 5: ABOVE 
Atmospheric Disasters, Part II: Scale and Collapse in Blizzard Narratives 

 

  

It was increasingly clear in the Victorian period that air currents and weather patterns 

were all interconnected, however distantly, across the globe. What weather patterns and the study 

of airborne pollution were making clear at the local level, Krakatau’s ashes confirmed at the 

global level; it was possible for atmospheric science to scale up, and apply the lessons already 

learned to the new frontier of atmosphere as a macro-system. Atmospheric scientists had to think 

of the entire atmosphere as an ocean, with distinct currents and patterns in specific places, yet 

which was ultimately an unitary phenomenon marked by gradations, not divisions.1  

Disaster fiction, too, is a genre with the ability to scale in order to encompass a spectrum 

of narrative scopes that range from the immediate and inconvenient to the global and 

apocalyptic. Some of the fiction I’ve already considered demonstrates this: Shiel’s world-ending 

volcano is a scaled-up version of Krakatau, while the fog narratives range from the relatively 

mild casualties of White’s “Four Days’ Night” to the outright extinction of London in Hay’s and 

Barr’s stories. The ability to scale is a key element of disaster fiction, one of the most important 

means by which the speculative element inherent to the genre operates; by taking known 

phenomena, like fogs or blizzards, and making them bigger and more severe, catastrophe 

grounds itself in lived experience while also providing the thrill (and morbid fascination) of 

watching a city, country or planet in peril. At the same time, using known, lived events as the 

basis for a scaled speculative catastrophe enables disaster fiction’s precautionary function, as the 

                                                           
1 Research into the upper heights of the atmosphere remained a fruitful area of inquiry in the nineteenth century and 

beyond, as balloon technology—and, later, the earliest aeroplanes—allowed access to ever greater altitudes. Much 

was still unknown about the upper atmosphere, particularly where it shades off into space; it was still possible for 

Will A. Page, in 1911’s “The Air Serpent,” and Arthur Conan Doyle, in 1913’s “The Horror of the Heights,” to 

speculate on the possibility of as-yet undiscovered ecosystems existing in the upper reaches of the atmosphere, 

complete with deadly creatures to imperil early aeronauts. 
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narrative warns or admonishes its readership about the personal and societal vulnerabilities these 

authors believe have gone ignored. Representing the extreme form of a disaster can spur action 

against the current (scaled-down) manifestation of that phenomenon, in timely enough fashion to 

prevent the catastrophic scenario from ever occurring; such narratives may, therefore, be 

potentially empowering by demonstrating the disempowering consequences of inaction. 

I begin this chapter with a brief overview of Victorian meteorology, which sought 

(without success) a way of accurately forecasting the weather in part to provide a maritime 

nation with due warnings against storms. The second and main section of this chapter deals with 

literary representations of storms—specifically, blizzards—in four pieces of fiction by Fred M. 

White, Richard Jefferies, and Cutcliffe Hyne. I chose blizzards because of how frequently they 

appear in the literature of the period; blizzards were disasters which were known to Londoners 

but occurred only rarely, and I argue this made blizzards both credible and exotic enough for the 

purposes of compelling popular fiction. These narratives feature escalating degrees of severity, 

and as such the progression provides an excellent example of disaster fiction’s ability to shift the 

scale of any particular disaster, allowing authors to tailor the degree of severity of the disaster to 

the message they wish to convey; for the blizzard narrative, like the fog narrative, the goal is 

often a precautionary one. I will demonstrate how such urban disaster fiction is ultimately about 

the failure of infrastructure and the need for precautionary measures: the Victorian city had 

become so dense, and so reliant on imports for subsistence, that these writers could easily foresee 

how London would, if cut off, break down technologically and socially, particularly along class 

lines. In the final section, I examine the implications of disaster narratives that take place on a 

global scale, using Arthur Conan Doyle’s novella The Poison Belt as a case study. The 
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engagement with vast scales—of geological time, and mass casualties—provides lessons in 

humility before Nature. 

STORM: THE SCIENCE OF WEATHER AND WARNINGS 

 One of the chief ways that we all relate to the atmosphere is the weather—and we only 

tend to care about the weather when it is bad weather. Though England’s rainy climate has been 

the butt of many jokes, it is fortunate that its geographic position—surrounded by cold waters—

has shielded Britain from some of the extreme weather events that are perpetual dangers in other 

parts of the world. Hurricanes are usually weak by the time they make landfall in the U.K;2 as are 

tornadoes, despite their frequency.3 However, storms coming in from the Atlantic can be 

dangerous weather events, particularly if combined with high rates of rainfall that can cause flash 

or regular flooding. High rainfall can also be as catastrophic for agriculture as a drought: Richard 

Jefferies attests to 1879 as a year when the rain was so prevalent that it wiped out the corn crop 

and caused epidemics of associated illnesses amongst sheep and cattle, plunging the English 

agricultural sector, already troubled by cheap American imports, into depression (Keith 28). In 

addition, as a maritime power, much of Britain’s commerce and military power was vulnerable 

to the fickleness of the oceans, near home and abroad (Anderson 3). 

  There was thus a strong impetus to develop the ability to reliably predict the weather, in 

the form of the forecast—a Victorian invention. Such was the government’s interest in the ability 

to predict the weather that it founded and funded the Meteorological Department, a centralized, 

professional scientific department enabled by new technologies, most notably the telegraph 

(Anderson 1-2). After the 1873 Vienna Congress, telegraphs had linked observations stations “all 

                                                           
2 However, there is reason to believe that global warming is changing this pattern, as stronger hurricanes become 

more frequent, and more powerful tornadoes are registered. 
3 Britain has the highest per capita incidence of tornadoes for its landmass (Michael Dukes and Philip Eden 287). 
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over the world … into one global network” of synchronized weather observation and reporting 

(Jessica Maynard 135). However, at a time when atmospheric science was struggling with new 

conceptions of scale, it was difficult to see which method would yield the accurate forecasts 

desired by the public: whether to arrive at weather prediction by starting from general, 

theoretical laws, or whether to build up to general laws from particular and local observations of 

the weather. Whereas we now accept that weather systems are chaotic beyond our current ability 

to predict with absolute certainty, the Victorians thought of weather forecasting as a science like 

any other, to be mastered with sufficient data and discipline; when the task proved impossible, 

the disappointment from the public and the scorn from the scientific community contributed to 

the suicide of the first director of the Meteorological Department, Robert Fitzroy, in 1865 

(Anderson 1, 118-20). The Meteorological Department abandoned forecasting for a long time 

after Fitzroy’s suicide as an unscientific practice (2, 120, 125), but forecasting remained 

appealing to the general population, and in 1875 the London newspapers—led by The Times—

began including daily weather charts (Maynard 134). After a few years, the Meteorological 

Department found itself reluctantly drawn back into the forecasting business because public and 

commercial interests had come to depend on their storm warnings; these interests thought the 

benefits of such warnings outweighed the potential for error (Anderson 128-9). Given that these 

two chapters on atmosphere feature stories of warnings gone unheeded, it is worthwhile to 

remind ourselves of just how seriously many took such warnings when they considered the threat 

and the warning credible; the precautionary function won out against economic interests that 

considered the warnings government interference in the market (127), and those unwilling to 

sound an alarm unless the evidence was overwhelming, bypassing precision in the name of the 

public good.  
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The species of dangerous storms these warnings were meant to guard against are attested 

to in the historical records but are rarely the focus of literary efforts. The Victorian period 

witnessed some notable storms, and such events could be deadly to the British transportation 

networks, primarily at sea4, but sometimes on land as well.5 However, these unusual events, as 

well as the more conventional storms reported regularly, did not give rise to any notable 

literature of catastrophic storms.6 In the disaster fiction of the nineteenth century, storms 

sometimes appear in conjunction with other, greater catastrophes, either as a physical 

consequence of the main disaster7, or as physically unrelated “decorations” (as Wagar might 

have it [16]) to enhance the apocalyptic effect of the main disaster but always threats of a second 

order, as is the case in Shelley’s The Last Man and Shiel’s The Purple Cloud. Certainly, storms 

and shipwrecks of all sorts appear in mainstream Victorian fiction, particularly those with a 

maritime focus; Ballantyne begins Blown to Bits with just such a sequence, one of many 

incidents in a literary career that often found heroes stranded after a storm at sea. But these 

literary storms, however challenging or even devastating they might prove to the immediate 

protagonist(s), are not examples of disaster fiction: the storms are localized affairs, and far from 

being atypical are recognized as a common peril faced by seamen and other travelers. The scope 

of such storms need never exceed the immediacy of the main characters; these storms are a mere 

                                                           
4 As a notable example, the Royal Charter Storm in October 1859 brought gale-force winds to Britain, causing the 

wreck of 343 ships, including the eponymous Royal Charter, which was dashed against the cost with almost five 

hundred lives were lost (Anderson 110). Dickens visited the site of the wreck and memorialized it the following 

month in All the Year Round, in part because relatives of his wife had been amongst the victims (110).  
5 The Tay Bridge Disaster, in 1879, is another notable example: a massive wind-storm caused the bridge 

(structurally unsound, as later inquiries revealed) to collapse just as a passenger train was crossing the span, sending 

the train into the river along with sixty passengers. 
6 Thomas Manley Hopkins does provide an excellent description of a blizzard in “Wreck of the Deutschland” 

(1918). 
7 For instance, in “Finis” by Frank Lillie Pollack (The Argosy, 1906), the hot radiance from a newly discovered 

central sun boils the oceans, causing several devastating storms to slam into the building in which the protagonists 

have taken refuge, before the heat of the new star kills them. 
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incident in the plot, and the broader swathe of damage they cause (if any) is entirely tangential. 

Many other storms are present only as pathetic fallacy or to add atmosphere to a scene—Bulwer-

Lytton’s infamous “dark and stormy night” from Paul Clifford (1830) leaps to mind—but there 

is no ready Victorian equivalent of Daniel Defoe’s 1704 The Storm,8 where the event itself takes 

centre stage. I suggest this is due to the sheer commonality of conventional storms in narratives 

of all sorts, which made the threat seem too familiar; writers of disaster fiction sought a 

catastrophe of a more unusual nature in order to draw in the attention of their readers.  

SNOW: VICTORIAN BLIZZARD NARRATIVES 

There is one exception to the general absence of foregrounded storms in Victorian 

literature: blizzards. Several stories come down to us from the Victorian period about great 

blizzards striking London and burying the city in snow: the short story “Snowed Up” and the 

related sketch “The Great Snow” by Richard Jefferies, unpublished in his lifetime but likely 

composed in 1876 (William Baker 36); “London’s Danger,” by Cutcliffe Hyne (Pearson’s 

Magazine, February 1898); and “The Four White Days,” by Fred M. White9 (Pearson’s 

Magazine, January 1903). The stories vary greatly in tone, presentation, and severity, but all 

share a central premise: a massive snowfall in London causes the city to grind to a halt, and as 

London finds itself cut off from the outside world, the initial challenge of the cold becomes a 

scarcity crisis as food and fuel run out. 

                                                           
8 Defoe wrote The Storm in response to a great storm in 1703 (likely a weakened hurricane) that caused many 

wrecks and much structural damage on land, and was considered—by both Defoe and the Church of England—to be 

divine punishment. 
9 “Four Days’ Night” and “Four White Days” are actually part of a cycle of six stories, sometimes collectively 

referred to as the “Doom of London” cycle, which White wrote for Pearson’s in 1903. The other stories include 

“The Invisible Force,” in which there is an explosion in the underground; two stories of plague, “The Dust of Death” 

and “The River of Death,” and one story of economic collapse, “A Bubble Burst.” 
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I believe there are reasons both historical and textual to account for the sway that London 

blizzards held over the imagination of Victorian writers; I will deal with the former first. 

Powerful blizzards were a known but infrequent phenomenon for Londoners in the latter half of 

the nineteenth century, and had been known to cause both social unrest and breakdowns in the 

city’s infrastructure.10 Experiences such as these were uncommon enough to stand out in 

individual and collective memory, but were also familiar enough that Victorian audiences could 

relate to them; from their own experience of snowfalls ranging across a spectrum of severity 

from gentle to crippling, they would have no difficulty imagining a fictitious snowfall that took 

those worst experiences as its starting point, and pushed the spectrum of severity further into the 

catastrophic. From the textual perspective, blizzards have an advantage over other kinds of 

storms inasmuch as the more extensive length of both the storm and its consequences permits the 

narrative to occupy greater temporal space. Only the most severe storms will last for more than a 

few hours, and while this can be time enough for disaster fiction, the blizzard narratives 

considered here unfold over a greater span of time—days, weeks, even months—allowing them 

to chronicle the gradual degeneration of society as a result of the blizzard.11 Similarly, the peril 

that stems from a standard storm striking land revolves around either flash flooding or buildings 

collapsing from high winds and other damage; once it is past, rescue and reconstruction begin. 

                                                           
10 In 1867, a January blizzard persisting for several days caused a number of deaths from exposure and eventually 

led to “bread riots” and the looting of “baker’s and butcher’s [sic] shops” (Lady Frederick Cavendish, qtd. in John 

Brannigan 161). A degree of social unrest also took place during what The Times called the “Great Blizzard” of 

January 1881; this storm spread across most of southern England and led to breakdowns in transportation and 

communication networks, including the railways (Brannigan 175n2). Heavy snowfall in 1874 was the topic of 

another unpublished Jefferies manuscript and likely inspired the blizzard stories that did come down to us (Baker 

36). 
11 Hyne’s story takes place over the least amount of time, as the action begins in the afternoon and ends the 

following morning; White’s story, as the title announces, takes place over four days, although the blizzard itself only 

lasts 36 hours; Jefferies’ “Snowed Up” covers 24 days, with the blizzard itself persisting at least 12 days (because of 

high winds in the story, it is unclear when the snowstorm itself ends ); while in “The Great Snow” the blizzard lasts 

13 days storm—although London remains trapped in a deep freeze at least for a month (and since the vignette has no 

proper conclusion, it is impossible to tell how much longer the bad weather would have persisted). 
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(The peril is much greater for storms at sea, which has made for many a compelling storm and/or 

shipwreck chapters elsewhere in Victorian fiction.) The perils of the standard storm do not lend 

themselves well to the purposes of social commentary: a storm naturally drives individuals 

indoors, making the broader movement of masses difficult, and the brevity of the event does not 

bring privation into play. By contrast, blizzard narratives are able to use cold, snow-bound, but 

otherwise clear days to illustrate broad social effects—mobs, riots—driven by competition over 

dwindling resources; society still divides itself into households, but these households become 

competitors, at risk of open warfare with one another. 

However, I should point out that I am making a deliberate, retrospective decision to 

differentiate the blizzard from all other forms of storm for the sake of delineating this argument. 

The actual language used by the authors is more fluid, as the Victorians recognized that the 

weather systems that created blizzards were often the same ones that created conventional storms 

at other times of the year. The stories themselves describe their weather events as a “storm” 

(Jefferies “Snowed Up” 28), a “gale” (White 458; Jefferies “Great Snow” 59; Hyne 341), and 

even a “hurricane” (Jefferies “Great Snow” 59; Hyne 341), but only White actually uses the term 

“blizzard” to describe the winter storm (e.g. “White” 457, 458). Per the O.E.D., the word 

“blizzard” is an American invention that emerged in the latter half of the nineteenth century and 

only came into common use “in the American newspapers during the severe winter of 1880–81” 

(“blizzard, n.”). The first British usage listed by the O.E.D. dates to 1882 (“blizzard, n.”); this 

was too late for Richard Jefferies, writing in the mid-1870s. White’s usage of the term reflects 

the growing dissemination of the word “blizzard” by 1903, including a feature on blizzards in 

The Strand in 1897,12 illustrated with photographs, focused entirely on the American experience. 

                                                           
12 This was a recurring feature in The Strand; the same year, it ran another photo-essay on tornadoes, again focused 

on the American experience; and on shipwrecks, this time with a British focus.  
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White’s characters exhibit familiarity with the American experience of blizzards, which may 

account for White’s choice to use the term (468).13 

The remainder of this section develops close readings of these four blizzard narratives, 

individually and as a collective of tropes. I will first provide brief summaries of each story, 

which will be arranged in order of the scale of the disaster, from the least catastrophic to the 

most: “Four White Days,” “Snowed Up,” “Great Snow,” and “London’s Danger.” This order, 

rather than a chronological one, highlights the operation of scale across these stories; taken 

together, they illustrate the potential spectrum of catastrophe from the merely inconvenient to the 

outright cataclysmic, reflecting our experience of the way any given disaster (like an earthquake) 

can vary greatly in magnitude depending on its own strength and human factors in the affected 

area. I begin my analysis by looking at the way various story elements, ranging from the casualty 

count to narrative perspective, serve as signifiers of scale across these stories, and whose 

variations allow stories in the same genre to be calibrated to different lessons. I argue that one of 

the chief lessons in blizzard narratives is the need for precaution: in chronicling the breakdown 

of urban infrastructure, the blizzard narratives demonstrate the particular vulnerability of cities to 

natural disaster and the precarious position of the people who live there. At the same time, I 

argue this precautionary motive is sometimes undermined—deliberately or otherwise—by 

characters’ apathy, narrative hero-worship, or the sheer scale of the calamity. I then turn to 

examine the social consequences of urban disasters, which I claim follow class divisions: while it 

is possible to find a limited equality in times of crisis, most blizzard stories depict the lower-

classes as rapacious thieves, and, through analogies to natural elements, the poor become akin to 

                                                           
13 In common usage, “blizzard” is not geographically restricted to the American Midwest (the way “hurricane” and 

“typhoon” are geographically prescribed versions of the same storm system), but applies to any snow storm of 

sufficient severity. My use of the term here reflects the extreme severity of the storms in these stories. 
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the storm itself because of their great numbers and destructive potential. Finally, I will show how 

these stories rewrite the relationship between humanity and Nature to highlight the perils of 

human pride. 

In “The Four White Days,” a blizzard buries London in snow and cuts off 

communications and supplies from the outside, though the cold is not so bad that people cannot 

venture out. Most of the story revolves around competition over the city’s coal supplies, bought 

up by politically connected capitalists to sell at inflated prices until a sympathetic M.P. organizes 

the proletariat in a mass peaceful protest, bypassing desultory police lines to take away the coal 

at pre-blizzard prices. Before the story ends, a large fire breaks out at the Cecil Hotel; though the 

building is lost because the water in the mains is frozen, firefighters are able to keep the blaze 

from spreading to the rest of the city. Though White’s narrative is the least catastrophic of the 

four, he makes the potential stakes clear by subtitling the story “A Tale of London in the Grip of 

an Arctic Winter—Showing the Danger Any Winter might Bring from Famine, Cold, and Fire,” 

immediately setting out some of the principal perils featured in this story, and common to all 

blizzard narratives (“White” 457). These are the perils that haunt “Four White Days” and which 

the characters must strive to avert; they are also the perils that would consequently haunt White’s 

London readership, should it be struck by a storm of similar magnitude. 

  I next examine two stories by Richard Jefferies, both likely written around 1876,14 

though neither was published in his lifetime: “The Great Snow” was held by the British Library 

until first released by Samuel J. Looker in a collection celebrating Jefferies’ centenary in 1946, 

and “Snowed Up” wasn’t published until 1996, a few years after the manuscript was discovered 

                                                           
14 We know Jefferies tried to sell “Snowed Up” to at least one editor in 1876 (Baker 37). The exact year when 

“Great Snow” was written is uncertain; Looker believes “[i]t was written probably before 1875” (12) whereas Baker 

places its authorship in 1876, the same year as “Snowed Up” (36). 
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in a donated collection, when Julian Wolfreys and William Baker used it as part of a collection 

of essays intended as an undergraduate primer on critical theory (Baker 36-7).15 Though these 

stories never reached their intended audience, I do not believe this diminishes the precautionary 

intent behind the narratives; their warnings of a city unprepared for a prolonged natural disaster 

are no less true, and in line with similar precautions in White and Hyne. Though unpublished, 

they provide early evidence of Jefferies’ involvement with catastrophe in speculative fiction, 

which come to a head with his 1885 post-apocalyptic novel After London.16 

“Snowed Up” is written as the diary of a “giddy” young woman, Edie Audeley, primarily 

concerned with nice fur coats and suitors before the blizzard (19). The diary tracks the progress 

of the blizzard and the increasing hardship and unrest of London shut down by snow, even as her 

three suitors—elderly aristocrat Bilberton, fat nouveau-riche merchant Thrigg, and Edie’s 

preferred suitor, the handsome but penniless soldier Aurelles—join her and her invalid, alcoholic 

father in their snowbound house. The three older men prove next to useless in a series of 

incidents, and the young soldier repeatedly saves the day until the weather turns. These feats earn 

                                                           
15 Jefferies’ manuscript bore two tentative titles: “Snowed Up: a Mistletoe Story” and “Edie’s Avalanche: Snowed 

Up” (Wolfreys & Baker 19, 29). The editors use the former title preferentially; while I prefer the latter title as more 

overtly catastrophic, for the sake of clarity, and in deference to prior critics, I will refer to the story only as “Snowed 

Up,” the expression common to both possible titles. (The title “The Great Snow” is also an editorial invention 

[Looker 12]) Because “Snowed Up” already has a sizeable body of criticism, deliberately culled from different 

schools of literary analysis, the characters and their relationships to each other have been extensively studied, and I 

will not replicate that here. Instead, I approach the story from an ecocritical perspective (not a prominent approach 

when the anthology was put together) and focus on the circumstances of the story: the storm, the city, and its 

consequences on broader London society.  
16 Looker believes the sketch was “intended for After London,” and though I acknowledge some stylistic similarities, 

I cannot agree with Looker’s claim: “Great Snow” is clearly set in Jefferies’ contemporaneous Victorian London, 

whereas After London is set hundreds of years in the future, when London is merely a dark rumour to a new English 

society. The English climate in After London’s future England is also quite warmer and likely would not suffer from 

blizzards. I have, of course, the benefit of hindsight for my assessment: since Looker made this supposition, the 

discovery of “Snowed Up”—which shares a number of passages, verbatim, with “The Great Snow”—shows that if 

“Great Snow” was a rehearsal or preliminary draft for anything, it was for “Snowed Up.” (I think this the likeliest 

chronology, given that we have evidence of “Snowed Up” being submitted to an editor and “Great Snow” is 

incomplete; however, it is possible that “Great Snow” was written second, as an incomplete attempt to rewrite an 

earlier story that failed to sell.)  
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him Edie’s hand while the grateful merchant solves the financial difficulties of both the bride and 

groom. The second story, “The Great Snow,” is termed by Looker a sketch, rather than a story 

(12), because it is written in a journalistic style that tersely reports the effects of a great blizzard 

on London17; it has witnesses rather than characters, and no plot to speak of. It is also quite 

short—three page-length paragraphs—and incomplete in the manuscript that survived, ending 

abruptly as London descends into madness after months of penury. There is a great deal of 

textual overlap between the two stories, including shared expressions and sentences. Both stories 

also feature journals—in the case of “Great Snow,” the record of one Smith and his family trying 

to survive the storm and its consequences; blizzards seem conducive to journal writing, insofar 

as individuals become trapped in their households with few diversions, and are compelled to 

create personal narratives of these events in the absence of newspapers to provide a common 

narrative. Were it not for the fact that a few key details are different, most notably the dates of 

the storm, it would have been possible to consider the two narratives as telling two stories about 

the same fictional event from different perspectives. 

The final story I consider, “London’s Danger” by Cutcliffe Hyne, differs from the other 

blizzard narratives considered here in that it focuses not on the full duration of the storm, but 

rather on a single day and night of catastrophe at the storm’s climax; furthermore, the threat in 

this story is split between the “freezing gale” and the fires started to combat the cold that burn 

out of control (347). The narrator arrives in London with his friend Gerard, who is due to be 

married to his fiancée Vivian the next day. However, where London is not chilled over, it is 

                                                           
17 Jefferies was familiar such a journalistic style as a regular contributor to the Victorian periodicals, particularly 

pieces that aimed at describing country life and landscapes (W. J. Keith 18-9). The style of reporting employed in 

“The Great Snow” is detached and historical; only when drawing on the experiences of Smith does the narrative 

become personal, but even then it seems like the authorial voice of “Great Snow” is drawing on testimonial evidence 

from Smith’s journal rather than the man himself. This historical perspective anticipates Jefferies’ novel After 

London, which begins with a historical survey of the future setting, written much in the style of the medieval 

chronicle (Maynard 139-141).  
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aflame instead, because the strong winds of the storm are spreading fire and the water mains 

have frozen, burst, and frozen again. The plot follows the rescue of Vivian and escape from 

London against the backdrop of a city mad with panic; the trio eventually manage to escape the 

burning city by crossing the frozen Thames. The story ends with a retrospective look at the 

repercussions of London’s loss on Britain’s international standing.  

Signifiers of scale in disaster stories can be found in characteristics ranging from the 

breadth of the story’s geographic and historical perspective, to the small details that flesh out the 

disaster at the most local level. For instance, the blizzard stories seem to compete for the highest 

snow drifts—a seemingly minor detail that ends up being revelatory of the disaster story’s 

broader sweep. In “Four White Days” they are “four or five feet in height” (458); Jefferies’ 

“Snowed Up” finds the snow “21 inches deep at Cornhill” and “33 inches deep yesterday in 

Faringdon [sic] St.” (22); “Great Snow” features deeper and deeper snow drifts as the story 

proceeds, until at last “the drifts rose to one hundred and fifty feet” in certain parts of the city 

(60). This may seem like amusing one-upmanship at first, but the stories demonstrate that 

snowdrifts can be serious threats to life and infrastructure when Thrigg attempts to leave the 

Audeley house by the window in search of food, and sinks so far into the snow that he becomes 

trapped there and must be rescued. These massive snowdrifts begin to swallow up whole 

buildings, allowing blizzard narratives to accomplish the kind of monumental destruction the 

disaster genre often relies upon for its most memorable scenes: “The National Gallery was 

wholly hidden under a mound of snow. The dome of St. Pauls [sic] was alone visible” (60). This 

is another recurrence of the state of St. Paul’s Cathedral as a yardstick of catastrophe, and the 

symbolism is not lessened because the building is technically only buried rather than destroyed. 

Monumental destruction usually involves a landmark in a state of ruin, with the landmark 
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symbolically standing in for the polity that has been afflicted: ironically, in this case, the only 

portion of the landmark that is visible is relatively unaffected,18 but that very presence signals 

that the rest of London has been submerged—it is the tip of the urban iceberg. Thanks to the 

genre’s ability to scale, what began as minutia becomes a significant menace. 

The devastation visited upon the city by these storms leads to another, more morbid form 

of competition across the scale spectrum: the body count. Working along this scale allows 

authors to set the tone of their story. “Four White Days” avoid mass casualties because the story 

wishes to chronicle the success of British values in a crisis, and “Snowed Up” is too limited in 

perspective to explore the consequences of the storm on the city overall. However, the two 

stories that employ a historical perspective are able to take a full account of the fatalities; but 

where “Great Snow” is anecdotal in its account of fatalities, and only estimates, or disclaims 

knowing, the exact numbers, “London’s Danger” supplements its anecdotes with statistics. The 

journalistic narrator of “The Great Snow” records that “[t]he snow itself had buried and 

destroyed hundreds, hundreds more had fallen from starvation and exposure … Children 

especially died in unrecorded numbers. … Suicides were of hourly occurrence. Entire families 

perished of starvation” (61). Each new layer of fatality augments the scale of the story, 

illustrating new directions the disaster can take. The repetition of casualty estimates and the 

varying ways to die casts a pall of inevitable doom over the sketch—death, in such 

circumstances, is as impossible to escape as ice-bound London itself. 

“London’s Danger” also uses anecdotes to relay the personal horror of the city in crisis,19  

but the narrator’s retrospective coda allows him to assert a total tally of “five hundred thousand” 

                                                           
18 The “great gilt cross” topping the structure has “been torn off by the violence of the wind” (60). 
19 These largely involve bodies the protagonists come across, but in one notable incident, they witness Charing 

Cross Station overtaken by the flames even as refugees were trying to leave, “and of the thousands within it, all who 

could not escape were being baked alive, or crushed by the falling roof” (347). 
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slain in the fire “or [who] died of the subsequent exposure and want” in the freezing conditions, 

while an additional “three thousand thousand were changed from householders into homeless” 

(348). The sheer scale of the catastrophe is not one that can be encompassed by human 

experience, so instead the narrator relies on the necessarily dehumanized numbers of half a 

million dead and three million homeless. After a story focused on the desperate escape of the 

main characters, a reliance on statistics seems anticlimactic, but the role of the coda is to cement 

the shock value of the narrative by crystalizing it in numbers; the difference between an 

adventure and a catastrophe is the scope of the threat, and statistics are one way of illustrating 

that scope. The coda also ends the story on a properly mournful note; the successful escape of the 

main characters does not diminish the effects of the catastrophe (as we’ve seen, many disaster 

narratives take the form of testimonials from survivors) as the story reminds us that the majority 

of Londoners were not so fortunate.  

The severity of the disaster increases in magnitude not just from the power of the storm, 

but also thanks to the breadth of narrative perspective.20 Edie’s viewpoint is limited to her 

household, and what her houseguests report, preventing her from commenting at length about the 

broader consequences of the storm; by contrast, the pseudo-historical or journalistic quality of 

narration in “Great Snow” enables a broader perspective on the disaster, including the 

countryside, while Hyne’s story draws on information obtained after the crisis has passed to offer 

local, national and international views of the disaster in the coda, including the economic crash 

that results from the fall of London, and Britain’s international rivals quickly take advantage of 

                                                           
20 White’s story is the exception, because though its purview is broader than “Snowed Up,” and could possibly be as 

broad as “The Great Snow,” it does not match their scale simply because the magnitude of the storm, and the 

subsequent social crisis, manages to be contained. 
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its weakened state.21 The narrator feels that Britain is “a nation with a glorious history, but no 

future,” and presents this fall from grace as a consequence of hubris: “In the hour of our pride we 

boasted that no nation on earth could lay us low. But the elements were set to war against our 

might, and they have humbled the British Empire even unto the ground” (348). The lesson is a 

familiar one by this point: belief in the superiority of civilization over Nature is an act of 

overweening pride, and Nature enacts retribution. Using scale in disaster fiction allows authors 

to calibrate their stories for the message they seek to deliver, from praise of British resoluteness 

in “Four White Days” to condemnation of British pride in “London’s Danger.” 

Where “London’s Danger” has the broadest perspective, “Snowed Up” not only has the 

most limited perspective, it also brings the reliability of that perspective into question. This story 

too has a coda: after the last diary entry, there is an additional paragraph signed “Richard 

Jefferies,” who suggests “that a lady’s fright may have exaggerated matters,” treating the diary in 

a somewhat disparaging (and misogynist) fashion (29). It is therefore possible that the crisis was 

never as bad as Edie and the hearsay she records makes it out to be—though the weight of 

particulars in Edie’s diary makes me more skeptical of Jefferies’ authorial intervention than 

Edie’s narrative. And yet, Jefferies goes on to caution that “if a fall of snow four feet deep 

occurred in London” and persisted “for only one week, the great city of London depending as it 

does upon stores brought in by rail day after day, would find itself in a very awkward position,” 

which is to say, the near-collapse depicted in the story (29). Jefferies calls attention to the 

premise rather than the particulars, and wants to distill from the fictional narrative the 

                                                           
21 The loss of London, the greatest blow “civilization has received … since old Atlantis sank beneath the ocean 

waves” triggers a global stock market crash, and though the rest of the world eventually recovers, “[t]he starving 

hordes of London” place a massive strain on the economy of the rest of England, and “[t]he national credit was 

blasted” (348). “The other nations” turn predatory: “Shameful treaties are thrust upon us. Our colonies are being 

invaded. Trade has been reft from us. … The Government sits at Manchester, and the world mocks at it” (348). 
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precautionary core of the tale: the peril of overreliance on imported foods, and London’s 

attendant vulnerability to disasters that may disrupt its transportation infrastructure. The coda 

seeks to enhance the credibility of the central precaution by separating it from the realm of the 

fanciful, by lending the warning direct authorial support outside of the story proper, even as 

author and reader bond over a shared dismissal of the feminine qualities of the text. Jefferies 

constructs an exaggerated version of events to get the reader to more readily accede to his less 

extreme version of the precaution, which now seems more reasonable. 

Indeed, the precautionary aspect of such stories principally lies in exposing the city’s lack 

of preparedness and the vulnerability of the urban environment to natural disaster. Much like the 

fog narratives, blizzard narratives engage in a similar sequence of events that chronicles the 

breakdown in urban infrastructure, starting with communications. Telephone and telegraph poles 

are knocked down, the delivery of mail and telegrams ceases, and the impossibility of sea travel 

means “that communication with the Continent was totally interrupted” (Jefferies “Great Snow” 

60).22 Perversely, the sheer extent of the deep chill that has fallen over the city has transformed it 

to such an extent that writers look outwards to find comparisons for its wintry isolation. These 

comparisons also increase in scale, which is to say the locales London is compared to become 

increasingly distant and remote: London becomes “an Arctic city more like St. Petersburg” 

(Hyne 344), then an “ice-bound country … almost as inaccessible to the outside world as the 

North Pole itself,” while its people are “transformed into Laplanders,” until finally “London 

seemed cut off from the universe” altogether (White “White” 459-60), self-contained but 

ultimately unsustainable. This is the first step in a gradual process of isolation: first London loses 

                                                           
22 In White’s story the “snow and the force of the wind had torn [telephone wires] away bodily” and “the same thing 

had happened to the telegraphic wires” (458). In “Snowed Up,” this is represented from the domestic point of view: 

the daily paper fails to show, and the mail ceases; Thrigg reports that “a rough wind has blown down the telegraph 

poles and snapped the wires” (22), and “Great Snow” echoes this loss in almost the exact same terms (59). 
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contact with the broader world, then the city is cut off from its immediate surroundings, and 

eventually the residents of the city itself are isolated from one another by the snow. 

Infrastructure soon gives way underneath the weight of all this bad weather; just as with 

the fog stories, the city’s illumination is a preeminent example of failing infrastructure. These 

failures are sometimes caused by cold, because “lighting standards had been damaged by the 

gale” and the cold freezes the gas that would have been used for streetlights (459), or because of 

the breakdown in public services, since “the gas stokers … deserted their posts” rather than 

venture into the blizzard and the chaos that follows (Jefferies “Great Snow” 61). This adds to 

“the dangerous obscurity” caused by the blizzard conditions themselves, and matters grow worse 

when “the heavy fog which enveloped the coasts came inland, and the city was in almost total 

darkness for three days,” the consequence of which is a mental strain which “equalled the 

physical sufferings” caused by the blizzard (59, 61-2). Consequently, “[m]any went raving mad 

… until they dropped and died,” while “[t]he mob set fire to houses ... for light” (62)—a 

description of a blinded, disordered city that evokes the social degeneration in Roberts’ “The 

Fog.”23 Whether because of snow drifts or the lack of lighting, these stories demonstrate how 

seemingly minor problems, nothing more than inconveniences if everything else was operating 

normally, become exacerbated by crisis conditions until these minor problems become major 

hazards. 

The most critical infrastructure failure is transportation, because it is how the city keeps 

itself provisioned. This generally means that the city becomes inaccessible to trains and boats. 

When Edie writes: “No trains can run. No ships can come up the river,” she is coming into 

                                                           
23 Fog has a mixed role in the blizzard stories. In “The Great Snow,” it worsens the psychological state of London, 

and contributes to further disasters along the English coast (60); however, when Jefferies writes “Snowed Up,” the 

“thick fog” that rolls in at the end of the story is welcome to Edie, because it signifies a thaw (28).  
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consciousness of the severity of the situation and its implications for the future of the city. The 

inconvenience to rail passengers is dwarfed by the consequences of “trains with carcasses” and 

other foodstuffs failing to arrive from outlying regions, as inflation and starvation soon set in 

(“Great Snow” 60).24 All these failures strike directly at the great pride the Victorians took in 

their rail network, an emblem of progress and industrial efficiency. The very complexity of the 

rail system makes it vulnerable to disruptions, overwhelmed in these weather conditions just like 

the broader infrastructure of the city. Shipping is the other major transportation mechanism, and 

every story makes sure to explain that the Thames, “the chief highway for supplies” as White 

calls it, is now “impassible to craft” because it has frozen over (459).25 The merchant Thrigg is 

conscious of the fact that “all the provisions people eat in London are brought in daily” and 

should the disruption to rail transportation and shipping persist for a week, the consequence is 

impending starvation (Jefferies “Snowed Up” 23). “Great Snow” enacts this scenario: “London 

had for so long been accustomed to depend upon a constant influx of provisions that ten days 

interruption of traffic emptied the warehouses” (60), proving Thrigg correct. This will have dire 

repercussions for London society, examined below. 

The historical perspective in “Great Snow” allows the narrative to venture outside of the 

confines of the metropolis. Familiar with the infrastructure challenges in rural communities, 

                                                           
24 Much like the fog narratives, the snow creates a barrier that prevents travel even to London’s own suburbs: “three-

fourths of the suburban residents” cannot “reach London” and the trains stop showing up because their tracks are 

“rendered impassable by the drifted snow” (White “White” 458). In “Snowed Up,” the best efforts of “thousands of 

men … at work digging” the “deep drifts” along the rail lines proves insufficient, and train travel ceases (22). “Great 

Snow” likewise sees the trains delayed for several days, until the rails become impassible (59). In “London’s 

Danger,” the narrator’s train stops outside London because the driver and stoker are half-dead from exposure to 

freezing winds, and soon the trains are incapable of reaching London because of the mass of refugees fleeing along 

the tracks. 
25 White’s characters say it is “the only time in the memory of living man” that it is iced over (although the Thames 

has frozen over several times historically) (459). In “Great Snow” too the “Thames was frozen, and … the ice was 

seven feet thick off the Tower” (60). It is likewise frozen over in “London’s Danger,” though here that actually 

permits thousands of evacuees to cross over. “Snowed Up” presents a remarkable scenario: “an iceberg [run] 

aground in the Thames” (28), and “Great Snow” ups the ante with multiple icebergs coming down the river.  
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Jefferies anticipates a massive die-off of cattle and “entire villages … blotted out” as a 

consequence, while bandits “from the metropolis” invade the countryside to raid “farmhouses,” 

but after eating what little was left “the thieves themselves perished miserably” (61).26 The storm 

also affects the entirety of the coast, afflicted with “an impenetrable wall of fog” from which 

emerge “eight or ten icebergs” complete with polar bears (60), a Romantic image of a 

geographically displaced Arctic that accords with the descriptions, in other stories, of London 

transformed into the North Pole. Not surprisingly, in such dangerous conditions, “[t]he fleet of 

merchantmen at the mouth of the Thames were driven on shore,” and those who try to escape 

London and its environs “in boats and vessels” find they “could not shape a course through the 

fog, and were either driven back by the storms, or crushed between floating ice” (59, 61). These 

are the more conventional consequences of a storm in the British Isles, albeit taken to an 

extreme; it matters to the story because even if the Thames could be navigated (that is, if it 

wasn’t frozen over), those ships and their provisions have also been destroyed. “Great Snow” 

presents a prison-like image of London besieged by winter: even if one manages to escape the 

city, the surrounding geography presents an insurmountable barrier.  

The detailed chronology of the infrastructure breakdown and attendant consequences 

speaks directly to the precautionary aspect of these narratives. Though some catastrophes are of 

such magnitude that even reasonable precautions couldn’t stave off disaster (the months-long 

oppressive weather of “Great Snow” is surely indicated here), the blizzard stories do function as 

a call for better preparation, as Jefferies literally does in his final note to “Snowed Up.” The 

other authors incorporate their warnings into the narrative, though they are not necessarily more 

subtle. One of White’s characters reflects that London has never faced “the lash of a real 

                                                           
26 How these bandits get out of London when nothing can come in is an inconsistency in the text, probably an 

artifact of a story never completed. 
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blizzard, but it’s come now” (“White” 458); “real” in this case implying that all previous 

blizzards have been little more than rehearsals, from which London was meant to learn and 

prepare, as a true storm was only a matter of time.27 He “hope[s] the next blizzard we get we 

shall be more prepared for” (468)—a sentiment squarely aimed at the reader. These precautions 

apply not just to blizzard-preparedness, but fire-preparedness as well. In White’s story, the 

characters apprehend the danger posed by the discovery that water had frozen in the mains, and 

when the Hotel Cecil burns down,28 the fire brigades are organized and, using snow, successfully 

prevent the fire from spreading to adjacent buildings. It is the closest “Four White Days” comes 

to a victorious climax, yet the newsman Gough, who witnesses the fire, is skeptical: “We are 

ready for nothing … If there had been a wind to-night, nothing could have saved the Strand,” and 

he fears the potential for disaster remains so long as the city is frozen (468). White wants to tell a 

positive story, but he also makes clear that a single factor outside human control—wind—is the 

only thing that separates his positive ending from the kind of cataclysm depicted in “London’s 

Danger.”  

Indeed, fire is always a doubled-edge sword in blizzard scenarios: necessary to keep the 

cold at bay, but even if one can find the fuel, sometimes the blaze becomes a danger in its own 

right. The fire is so bad in “London’s Danger” that it must be compared to other natural disasters, 

likened to a “volcano” (344), and elsewhere to a “tornado of flame” (348). Consequently, Hyne 

                                                           
27 The character further observes “that out in the States they would make nothing of this,” suggesting that the 

hypothetical “real” blizzard may be derived not only from prior British experiences, but also from reports of the 

American experience of blizzards (468). It also entails the possibility of an even worse storm than the one that hits 

London in this story—such as those depicted in the other narratives considered in this chapter. 
28 The destruction of the Hotel Cecil, then the largest such institution in Europe, allows the otherwise low-magnitude 

“Four White Days” to add a limited sequence of monumental destruction. Pearson’s illustrator Warwick Goble, 

prolific artist in the periodicals at this time, and later renowned as an illustrator for children’s literature, naturally 

choses this moment for a full-page illustration, depicting the hotel in flames (see Figure 5). The caption for the 

image is not a snippet of text from the story (as is conventional in these late Victorian periodicals), but rather breaks 

the fourth wall to describe the image as “a realistic picture of an unlikely contingency” (467)—a phrase which could 

just as easily be applied to the story as a whole, or any well-executed piece of disaster fiction. 
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gets to indulge in a great deal of monumental destruction, rattling off lists of landmarks touched 

by the sweeping flames, an apocalyptic sightseeing tour of London detailing how each structure 

emblematic of the city and the British Empire generally has perished in the inferno.29 What the 

narrator cannot himself see of the city as he flees the flames, his retrospective at the end of the 

story encompasses: “For five awful days the fire strode on and gutted the whole of the City … It 

turned into crumbling ruins the Bank of England and the Tower” (348). Hyne’s story is an 

example of how even decent preparation can be overwhelmed by a big enough crisis. The 

newspapers leave little doubt that the “[m]etropolis is in terrible danger” and “nothing but a 

change of wind or an act of God can save” London “from being … changed to twisted, smoking 

ruins” (342; original emphasis); the danger is visible, easily anticipated, but guarding against it is 

a different matter altogether as “[t]he unprecedented severity of the frost … ha[s] set at derision 

all our vaunted precautions” (342).30 The precautionary value of the story is reduced somewhat 

by the apparent inevitability of the catastrophe even in light of countermeasures; but just as 

Jefferies’ postscript asks the reader to consider the precautionary kernel of a supposedly 

exaggerated tale, I would suggest the extreme scenario in “London’s Danger” should be taken as 

a dramatic enlargement what could happen if precautions are not put into place. 

By contrast, “Four White Days” is a story where preparation succeeds in averting the 

crisis, yet because this is largely due to the foresight of a single individual, I would say the 

precautionary aspect of the narrative is curtailed. White’s heroic M.P. John Hampden makes 

                                                           
29 The following passage is exemplary: “Chelsea yielded now only a thin smoke; the House of Parliament and 

Westminster were skeletons outlined in flame. The Clock Tower was a great torch, lighting heaven. Whitehall was a 

furnace … The great hotels of Northumberland Avenue, and the National Gallery beyond, were oozing reek and 

fire” (347). Unlike “Four White Days,” Pearson’s illustrator Goble chooses to foreground the refugees rather than 

the burning buildings in “London’s Danger,” but the fire always lurks behind the central figures (341) (see Figure 

6).   
30 This includes blowing up an entire row of houses to act as a firebreak, to no avail; in this and other particulars, 

Hyne seems to be drawing on narratives of the Great Fire of 1666. 
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“perils that might beset Londoners … a favourite speculative study,” constructing scenarios of 

“famine, flood, or an Arctic winter,” and turning him into a stand-in for the author, and indeed 

many writers of disaster fiction (464). Reflecting White’s outlook on disaster, which focuses 

more on the social aspects than infrastructure, Hampden concludes that the real threat will come 

from “the greedy capitalist” and a “Government … powerless” to stop him (464), and so 

Hampden knew beforehand where the coal was stored, and had a plan ready to implement as the 

crisis emerged. It is unusual for a piece of disaster fiction to have a clear hero, as opposed to the 

more standard figure of a protagonist beset by extreme circumstances; the presence of a hero, 

and his (or theoretically her) ability to avert or mitigate the crisis, is often incompatible with the 

defining feature of the genre, a catastrophe unleashed and its tragic consequences.31 Hampden’s 

semi-authorial intervention in the narrative is why White’s story is the least catastrophic of the 

four blizzard stories considered here: without his foresight and his ability to maintain order, the 

likely result would have been violence and mass hypothermia. Ironically, incorporating a 

character who demonstrates caution actually undermines disaster fiction’s precautionary role in 

this story; London, though ill-prepared for a “real blizzard” (458), is delivered from the burden 

of preparation (and the consequences from the lack thereof) by the figure of the singular saviour 

who takes that burden onto himself, shifting preparedness from a collective task to one 

performed by an exceptional individual. Hackness in White’s “Four Days’ Night” is a saviour 

figure in the same mould. In this elevation of the individual saviour, it is difficult not to see the 

legacy of Carlyle’s Great Man theory, his conviction that history turned on the actions of a 

                                                           
31 One can think, for example, of H. Rider Haggard’s When the World Shook or the typical James Bond novel as 

examples of pulp heroes managing to avert an impending catastrophe (usually manufactured by the villain). The 

habitual success of the hero is what divides the thriller genre, concerned with the lead up to the (averted) 

catastrophe, from disaster fiction, concerned with the event and its aftermath. 
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handful of heroic individuals.32 Modern climate change activists frequently have to argue against 

the appeal of this type of narrative, warning that no singular individual will deliver us from the 

collective responsibility and sacrifices that preventing the worst effects of climate change will 

require from us as a society and a species. 

Such collective apathy is the greatest problem when it comes to planning for catastrophe, 

and it exists not only before the disaster, but even afterwards. Edie can’t help but remark with 

some incredulity how quickly London returns to normalcy after the blizzard: “people are running 

about … as if nothing had happened. If the sky was to fall they would forget it in ten minutes on 

the Stock Exchange” (29). While this could be a testament to the resiliency of Londoners, the 

tone of the passage suggests to me that London has failed to heed the lessons of their own 

vulnerability: business as usual means a similar lack of preparedness for whatever the next 

catastrophe will be. The reference to the Stock Exchange and its ephemeral forms of wealth 

shows how quickly Londoners forget how the blizzard placed emphasis on material goods like 

food and fuel. Edie herself suffers from this lack of vision: even in the midst of the crisis, she 

repeatedly derides Thrigg as “a kind of gigantic greengrocer,” a vegetable merchant beneath her 

stature, even though those very wares would be life-saving (23).  The collective unwillingness to 

face and prepare for disaster scenarios is paired with a species of collective amnesia after the 

disaster; this is the text calling deliberate attention to an aspect of the human psyche that 

undermines precautionary thinking. 

The social repercussions that follow on the crisis conditions are often as dangerous as the 

initial storm itself. White uses the same kind of military vocabulary he employs in “The Four 

Days’ Night” to describe the “stage of siege” in London, because of the similar attrition of, and 

                                                           
32 As articulated in the six lectures that make up On Heroes, Hero-Worship, & the Heroic in History (1840). 
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competition over, supplies in both stories (“White” 459). As is often the case in his “Doom of 

London” sequence of stories, misbehaviour by the professional class makes the crisis worse,33 as 

newspapermen threaten to whip up public frenzy in order to sell more papers,34 and a cartel of 

investors, led by two villainous MPs,35 buy up all the coal in the city post-blizzard, intending to 

make a great profit by selling at inflated prices. However, White wants to make it clear that 

middle-class British values will triumph over chaos and self-interest: the newsmen redeem 

themselves by teaming up with Hampden to organize the working class against “those City 

bandits” trying to corner the coal supply—being careful, however, to ensure there is “[n]o 

rioting, no violence” (461). The crowds that gather as a show of force are “grim and silent and 

orderly” (463), an echo of both the weather and the infamously stolid British temperament which 

the Arctic weather reflects (see Jen Hill passim). As before, White is easily the most optimistic 

of the writers considered here.  

In the other stories, the strain and eventual collapse of infrastructure leads to social 

breakdown. The journalistic voice of “Great Snow” points out that “much misery might have 

been avoided, and the stores made to last for a while” had Londoners been able to organize 

during the crisis, “[b]ut there was no central authority, and … local bodies broke down as they 

always do under pressure of great calamities or disturbance” (61). This is in part because the 

storm makes treating the city as a single unit impossible; just as the blizzards divide London 

from the rest of the world, the city itself becomes atomized, alienated from itself geographically 

                                                           
33 At the outset of the story, an investment speculator tries and fails to corner the food market, but his efforts make 

the subsequent scarcity crisis even worse. 
34 The papers have knowingly “drawn a thrilling picture” of London of the verge of “a bread and meat famine” in 

order to make up for a slow news day on account of the cold weather and blizzard (457). 
35 No party affiliation is ever given, but the heroic MP Hampden hails from Battersea, and is, at this period, probably 

meant to represent Labour, whereas the antagonist MPs are meant to be Conservatives. 
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and therefore socially.36 The difficulty of travel through the city brings both social and 

commercial affairs to a halt, and White’s characters complain of “the solitude,” longing for 

London’s usual bustle (“White” 464); isolation and the cold become synonymous with one 

another. There are repeated comments on the breakdown of business in these stories,37 which 

highlight both the failure of infrastructure that permits business to happen, as well as the 

breakdown of the system of economics which mediates most interpersonal relationships in 

London. From Edie’s domestic perspective, the breakdown in commercial relations is shown in 

the deliverymen who fail to show38, and the servants who abandon the household because “they 

could not live on flour and water” (23), leaving Edie and her guests to look after the house to the 

best of their limited abilities. The necessities of life become rapidly disconnected from financial 

systems, and consequently “‘Ownership’ loses all meaning, and all influence” because it “is 

revealed in all its artificiality and impotence,” and so too “all the social relations” that depend on 

money and influence, like employment (Maynard 145).  

Scarcity of food and fuel showcases class distinctions in London, and how these gaps are 

either bridged peacefully, or overtaken by violence. Food and fuel in these stories follow a 

consistent pattern: first inflation (which, as rapid accumulation, echoes the accumulation of snow 

from the blizzard),39 then hoarding, and finally theft. Eventually, both the Smiths and the 

                                                           
36 Early in “Snowed Up,” the blizzard has rendered “Piccadilly … quite impassible … and Curzon Street blocked 

up” (22); later, the “entrance to the Haymarket was blocked up” (28). To reach the Audeleys on Berkeley Square 

“Phillip [Aurelles] was thirty-six hours making his way from Knightsbridge” because he must climb over snow 

drifts the whole time (26). 
37 “All business” and “traffic is stopped” (Jefferies “Snowed Up” 23); “Traffic in the streets was now suspended, 

and the steamers ceased to ply … Business was at an end” (Jefferies “Great Snow” 59); “There was absolutely no 

business doing in the City” (White 458). 
38 “The milkman has not been for ever so long, nor the baker, nor the postman,” or the brewer; Edie complains “we 

have had to send for everything, and the prices are going up rapidly” (23) 
39 Both White and Jefferies are keen to detail, with specific numbers, the rising prices of necessities like bread, meat, 

and coal, and luxuries like tea (White “White” 459; Jefferies “Snowed Up” 23 and “Great Snow” 60). Events in 

“London’s Danger” unfurl too quickly for food or fuel to be an issue, but the newspaper boys sell their papers at 

very inflated prices (342).  
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Audeleys burn their own furniture for heat, and the Smiths even rip up and burn the floorboards 

when the furniture runs out (“Snowed Up” 28, “Great Snow” 61); there is a grim irony in a 

household needing to destroy that house in order to survive. Hapless as the Audeleys may seem 

during the crisis, there is a class divide in the ability to stave off want. The Smiths are able to 

survive because they were well stocked with coal, wine and potatoes fortunately sent to them by 

country friends prior to the crisis, but Smith is conscientious enough to note that, given how 

difficult survival was for a well-off household like theirs, “how dreadful must have been the 

sufferings of the poor” who did not have the sturdy house, stores of food, and fuel (and furniture) 

to burn (59). This is one of a few moments of solidarity across social classes in the blizzard 

stories. 

 White too is able to draw something positive from the moment of crisis: the “touch of 

nature makes the whole world akin” as protestors and police find common ground in an 

unwillingness to serve the capitalists’ divisive interests (“White” 465). There is nonetheless an 

important difference in the treatment of class in this story and “Four Days Night.” In the latter, 

the isolation of the darkness makes the suspension of class both a psychological necessity—“The 

most fastidious clubman … would have chummed with the toughest Hooligan rather than” be 

alone (“Night” 446)—and a practical necessity, as lost citizens seek the closest refuge: “There 

were sempstresses in Mayfair, and delicately-nurtured ladies in obscure Bloomsbury boarding-

houses,” an indication of the suspension of prejudices as London pulls together to overcome the 

crisis and aid those in distress (449). This kind of cohabitation carries a radical potential for 

genuine empathy transcending class distinctions, though the story never details whether it 

persists past the crisis. In contrast, class distinctions are never suspended in “Four White Days;” 

instead, alliances are forged across class lines to help the city’s poor survive the crisis, but not to 
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radically re-order the structure of class in the city. The leaders of the proletarian resistance are 

still upper and middle-class professionals, and they empower the poor only to the limited extent 

of counteracting those who would exploit the poor at this particular moment (indeed, the poor 

still have to pay for their coal, but at uninflated prices). I would say the biggest difference 

between these two scenarios is vision: while the bundled-up Londoners of “Four White Days” do 

look similar to one another, the blindness of the fog in “Four Days’ Night” more effectively 

effaces class distinctions by making them literally invisible. 

Degeneration is thus not humanity’s only option—but in the blizzard stories, it is the 

most common, and the suspicion and eventually predation that arises from scarcity often breaks 

down along class lines. Over his lifetime, Jefferies took positions critical both of big capital and 

the labouring classes (Maynard 133), and both are represented when fat, ostentatiously wealthy 

Alderman Thrigg (a frequent object of ridicule [Brannigan 163]) suspects that “the poor people” 

have sacked his food warehouses (24). The upper-class may more readily suspect the lower-class 

of being thieves, but the crisis becomes a social leveler, and holds out the potential for revolution 

as the survival skills of the working class lend themselves more readily to the disaster. The crisis 

unleashes a Darwinian competition between different strata of society, stripped of their usual 

respect and ability to enforce it (Maynard 134). At the microcosmic level, this role reversal is 

apparent when penniless soldier Aurelles uses his greater strength to bully and threaten his 

wealthy rival Thrigg, and laughs off Edie’s threat to call the police for “there were none within 

miles and miles,” as those men are no doubt concerned with their own survival in the crisis (25). 

At the city-wide level, it is the lower-classes who are typically associated with the wave of 

lawlessness that follows on the lack of food and fuel, while the upper-class huddle in the large, 

cold homes as potential victims. However, given that the criminals threaten all classes, and that 
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increasing scarcity means all will perish if the situation does not change, these are fantasies of 

the disempowerment of the wealthy, rather than the empowerment of the poor. 

Anarchy becomes the logical outcome of danger and mass privation.40 After Vivian is 

robbed of her jewels by a man with “an old and … honoured” name, who “refuse[s] to starve” 

after the fire has beggared him, the narrator of “London’s Danger” remarks: “The law is dead. … 

Every man takes what he wants now,” by way of justification for stealing, in turn, a horse-drawn 

van (345).41 Jefferies’ stories, taken together, present a chronology of the descent of London into 

chaos: “the demon of plunder entered” into the minds of the poor (after the beer runs out), and 

lower-class “roughs began to plunder the houses,” but since penury is everywhere, looting 

becomes insufficient: at this point “the miserable people became bloodthirsty” leading to many 

acts of violence (“Snowed Up” 26, “Great Snow” 60-1).42 While this crime wave is mostly made 

up of the lower-class, even the gentlemen in the Audeley household will, driven to extremity by 

famine, eat Edie’s Persian cat (she refuses the meal) (27).43 Eventually, Londoners resort to 

cannibalism, eating the bodies of those who perished in houses set aflame (“Great Snow” 62). 

What begins as an understandable reaction to want spirals into a nightmarish vision of bedlam, 

exemplified by one incident that stretches across both Jefferies stories: Edie reports that “[t]he 

bonded warehouses and spirit stores are full of drunken men who have broken in. I shudder for 

                                                           
40 White’s story, and its more optimistic tone, serves as the exception to the lawlessness depicted in the other stories. 

One police officer, asked about burglars by the newsmen, “wish[es] that the streets of London were always as safe” 

as they are now, with the weather keeping even the criminals at home (462). 
41 The narrator appears to make no distinction between stealing jewels, and taking a seemingly abandoned, practical 

vehicle that makes the difference between life and death, but I would not consider these thefts equivalent. 
42  The Audeleys turn off their lights to guard against roving “gangs of toughs,” and when “three or four of the 

roughs,” drawn by the smell of cooking, attempt to break into the Audeley household, Aurelles must fire his 

revolver to chase them away (“Snowed Up” 28). “Great Snow” reports how armed gangs rove through the city, 

stealing food and killing those who had none to give, and some anecdotes are surprisingly graphic. 
43 This is the outcome for all animals still in London, “Great Snow” informs us: “Dogs, cats, parrots, even canaries 

were eaten …. The sparrows dropped dead upon the snow unable to find any sustenance, and were eagerly seized, 

and devoured” (61), a line that recalls the fate of the birds in Byron’s “Darkness.” Predatory behaviour doesn’t just 

follow the divide between classes, but also the divide between species. 
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the women and children” (27-8); and “Great Snow” details the consequences as subsequently 

“scenes were enacted not to be surpassed in the annals of madness,” and after drinking 

themselves to death “the vaults were choked with corpses from which arose a horrible stench” 

(61). These passages are deliberately calibrated for their horror, and this is Jefferies’ way of 

pushing the disaster story to its extreme: not through statistics, as in “London’s Danger,” but in 

illustrating the depths of depravity to which people sink to when faced with starvation and 

despair. 

 The lower-classes, in their lawlessness, are associated with natural elements, particularly 

those causing or aggravating the crisis in the first place, per Maynard. She notes that the 

direction of the wind that brings the winter storm—the east44—is associated with the economic 

division of London into a poorer East End and wealthier western neighbourhoods, a “typical 

zoning of the city which echoes the geography of the civilized world” and the division between 

the enlightened West and the irrational East (Maynard 147). I believe the political ramifications 

of the wind’s origins are made clear in “Great Snow,” wherein the poor of London’s “East rose 

and threw itself en masse upon the West. The fashionable quarters were invaded by an army of 

ravening wretches … the house swept clean of everything eatable” (60). In this they are like the 

rats, “made bold by starvation and cold,” who invade the Audeley household, but Aurelles had 

heard their chittering and “foreseen this attack,” and is able to chase them off with pepper (28). 

The timing of this incident and the language used to describe it are telling: the rats attack a scant 

few hours after roughs try to break into the Audeley household, and they are, in both cases, 

                                                           
44 Maynard writes about “Snowed Up,” in which London is under assault by “the bitter east wind” (26-7), but I find 

this pattern in the other blizzard narratives: in “Great Snow” the gale comes “from the east” (59), and in “Four 

White Days” the snowstorms begin after “the wind had suddenly shifted to the east” (458), and relief comes from 

“strong Western gales” bringing more temperate weather (468), once again overlaying racial politics onto the wind. 

Only in “London’s Danger” does the threat come from a different direction, a “south-westerly hurricane” that more 

accurately reflects the meteorological events likely to hit London (342). 
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repulsed by the soldier Aurelles, who treats both encounters as a military confrontation that 

requires strategy and the use of weapons—gunpowder or pepper. Maynard suggests that in their 

temporal proximity and similar behaviour—their inconsiderate hunger, and scurrying off when 

the target proves too dangerous—the lower-class looters and the rats are basically treated as one 

and the same: they, and the blizzard, are all natural (because savage) elements aimed at the 

destruction of civilization (148). I would add that, in the midst of the disaster, the distinction 

between the environmental causes and social causes for the crisis become blurred, as human 

factors are naturalized by the comparison to elemental forces—while, conversely, natural forces 

become such a presence in the lives of the characters that it is possible to have a relationship with 

them. 

I argue that the snow itself is the most obvious example of the way characters respond to 

the shifting power dynamic between human and natural, rewriting the relationship as the crisis 

deepens, because the snow carries a great deal of symbolic potential. At first, the snow seems 

exotic, playful. Edie calls it “beautiful,” and thinks “[i]t will be fun if we really do get snowed 

up” (22), dreaming of a snowball-fight with handsome Aurelles (21).45 Her reaction is mirrored 

by the broader London public, who at first made “merry over the snow, and played at pelting 

each other” (26); Londoners in “Great Snow” likewise view “the snow … as a good joke” (59); 

Nature, here, provides for their amusement. White presents a comical image of Londoners 

“climbing out of their bedroom windows and sliding down snow mountains into the streets,” but 

this is the authorial voice smirking, as Londoners themselves are not “in the least alive to the 

humours of the situation” (459, 464). Londoners are humourless because they have been 

                                                           
45 However, she also writes that the streets after the snowfall are “almost like death itself” in their quiet and stillness; 

a bit of foreshadowing (20).  
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dethroned by a most unexpected agent: the snow, an element they thought served their pleasure, 

now exerting its will over them.  

Indeed, Edie quickly sours on “this wearisome” and “horrid snow,” (21-2) which rapidly 

becomes an agent of destruction. Edie encapsulates the seeming disparity between human power 

and the weather: the crisis has come about “all through a little snow – the despised snow – so 

fine and impalpable yet strong enough to completely conquer our civilization” (27); the 

individual snowflake is weak, but enough of them can overwhelm and stop the heart of the 

British Empire. There are analogies here for fears over class or race, wherein the Other is 

individually weak but as a collective strongly outnumber, and thus posed a threat to, white, 

upper-class Britons. “Great Snow” transfers Edie’s observations to mad, anonymous street-

preachers: 

Where now is your mighty city that defied nature and despised the conquered elements—

where now is your pride when so simple and contemptible an agent as a few flakes of 

snow can utterly destroy it? Where are your steam-engine, your telegraphs and your 

printing-presses—all powerless and against what—only a little snow! Of what use is your 

Bank Reserve … against the soft noiseless snow! (62) 

Once again Jefferies emphasizes the feebleness of the snow, but now—enabled by characters 

who are not beholden to Victorian culture the way Edie is—he can turn the speech from a 

lamentation into a jeremiad, a “romantic condemnation of contemporary civilization” (Maynard 

133) aimed at the hubris of Victorian civilization, focused largely on technology and, relatedly, 

commerce.46 This is the agriculturalist Jefferies’ skepticism of industrialization and capital, 

which had proven so damaging to the wellbeing, human and environmental, of his beloved 

                                                           
46 Maynard believes “[t]he text is secretly affiliated with” this apocalyptic instinct: Jefferies’ radical agrarian 

conservatism longs for the destruction of modernity in order that civilization may be reborn in a purer state (148-9) 
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countryside; having “defied” and “despised” the natural world and “conquered” it with 

technology, the blizzard is civilization’s comeuppance, the righteous revenge of nature. Hyne 

sounds a similar note of hubris and conquest in “London’s Danger,” observing that “the great 

city had been first gripped by a polar winter, and was now being snatched back again by the 

powers of hell”—elemental forces against which “human resistance was a puny derision” (347). 

This is the reversal of power relations typical of disaster fiction as a genre: nature, seen as 

subservient and marginalized in and to the urban environment, reaffirms the power it once held 

over humanity by a sudden and overdetermining presence (fogs, storms, snow) in the urban 

space of the metropolis.  

Much of this phrasing makes Nature’s actions sound deliberate, but most texts do not 

seek a causal origin to the storm beyond the now-conventional narrative pattern of pride and 

punishment in disaster fiction. In contrast to the fog stories, theology does not have much of a 

presence in blizzard narratives, which are more secular in plot and tone; I would say this is 

because the human transgression in blizzard stories—unwarranted pride in one’s city and 

dominant place in Nature—lends itself less readily to a moralizing narrative than the 

transgression in fog narratives, where humanity commits deliberate crimes against Nature. It is a 

contrast between a passive form of hubris and an active form of environmental sabotage; the fog 

narratives address perceived moral failings in English civilization, while the blizzard narratives 

seek to rectify a systematic error in perspective. “Snowed Up” is unique amongst these blizzard 

stories because it is both the only one that invokes religion, and the only one to attempt 

explanations for the unusual storm—one explanation is theological, and the other, in reaction, is 

scientific.  
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Edie attempts to make sense of the unprecedented experience of the storm through 

Biblical analogies,47 but Biblical narratives are purely a frame of reference for the sheltered 

Victorian maid; she expresses no belief that there is a divine hand behind the storm, even when 

her father does: Edie’s “Papa in his nasty way says it serves us right for attempting to reach the 

North Pole – its [sic] a judgment” (23). The line is quickly thrown off, and Mr. Audeley is a 

character of little regard, useless during the crisis due to gout, appearing only to drink, complain, 

and plot to pawn off his daughter to save the family fortunes. Yet the comment is interesting, not 

only for the clear mirroring—per this logic, for trying to reach the North Pole, the heart of the 

British Empire has been subjected to the kind of weather they imagined prevailed there—but 

because of the mythic quality the Pole held for the Victorians, as I discussed in my reading of 

The Purple Cloud and its cataclysm, potentially caused (in the same theological sense) by the 

arrival of a human being at the North Pole. The Pole is, in many ways, a rival axis mundi to a 

civilization that considers itself globe-spanning, with London as its capital. But the British 

Empire is a human institution; for those who considered the world a divine creation, trying to 

find its geographic center was an act of hubris that sought to equate one to the other. 

Alternatively, it is possible to naturalize the apparent sin, as Maynard does, because “the voyage 

to the Pole is … the attempt to penetrate Nature at her most resistant,” (145) and the blizzard is 

Nature’s counterstrike. Either way, the punishment for an act of hubris takes the apt form of a 

blizzard which renders London just as isolated and inaccessible as the Pole. 

 “Snowed Up” also offers up some science to counteract the earlier theologizing. Edie 

speculates that the blizzard may have come about because “the Gulf Stream changed its course 

for a time” (28), which reflects contemporary knowledge of the effects of these great currents in 

                                                           
47 She likens the prospect of starvation to the years of famine in the story of Joseph (23), and the return of good 

weather after the storm to the story of Noah (29). 
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the ocean and in the atmosphere, and the repercussions that changes in these global currents can 

have on local weather.48 For his part, Mr. Audeley “says people will think this storm most 

extraordinary, but its [sic] nothing at all to the convulsions of nature which the geologists have 

shown to have once taken place” (28), attempting to reclaim his authority with an appeal to 

scientific authority to make up for his earlier moment of religious credulity—although the events 

he is comparing are not of the same order, and his use of the past tense—“once taken place”—

shows he is not particularly concerned that these “convulsions” may repeat themselves, at least 

not in his lifetime. In preaching humility before Deep Time, he precisely fails to show the 

appropriate humility before a weather event that brought London low and nearly killed him, 

which only two weeks earlier he had been describing in apocalyptic terms as divine punishment; 

if this seems like a counterintuitive progression, seeking comfort in science rather than divinity, 

it is a reflection of what Edie describes as a “nasty cynical” and contrarian temperament (21).  

While this storm is more localized, and is ultimately overcome with less tragedy, than 

many of the other disasters of history or fiction, Mr. Audeley misses the point (deliberately, since 

he is a character held up by the author for contempt) of the narrative: that a great and rare 

geological event is not required in order to cause the collapse of human society, particularly in a 

city like London, whose growth and infrastructure has made it particularly vulnerable to 

privation. This kind of precarity is always worse among the poor, and so, ironically, even though 

blizzard narratives tend to portray the lower-classes as savage and animalistic, they also warn 

that the ill-treatment of the poor by wealthier citizens is also a threat to the social order; and 

                                                           
48 We now know changes in the Gulf Stream are more likely to be a matter of the strength of the current, rather than 

shifts in geography. Changes in the Gulf Stream, and a resultant Arctic chill, was the subject of a number of fin-de-

siècle texts, including Watson’s The Decline and Fall of the British Empire; or, The Witch’s Cavern (1890), Fred M. 

White’s only novel, The White Battalions (1900), and Louis P. Gratacap’s The Evacuation of England: The Twist in 

the Gulf Stream (1908); it remains a popular theme in modern disaster fiction and cli-fi, such as the Roland 

Emmerich film The Day After Tomorrow (2004) and the Kim Stanley Robinson novel Fifty Degrees Below (2005). 
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while that could entail harsher methods of control,49 I believe these texts argue that better 

treatment of the lower-classes is in the self-interest of all Londoners. The precautionary message 

of these texts, therefore, applies not only to the infrastructural organization of London and the 

dependencies its has created, but also to its social organization. 

ETHER: THE GLOBAL CATASTROPHE AND DOYLE’S POISON BELT 

I have claimed that disaster fiction scales, but I have not defined this scale; this is 

because, depending on the story, a number of factors may define and influence the potential 

scope of a catastrophe. Foremost amongst these is the area affected by disaster, the destruction 

wrought be the disaster, and relatedly the lives lost to a disaster. These scales do not always 

increase in unison: it is possible for a catastrophe, like a storm, to affect a large area, yet not 

prove particularly destructive (either because the storm is weak, or because solid 

countermeasures exist); conversely, a disaster, like an earthquake, could strike a very small area 

but carry a high toll in human lives if the area is densely populated and/or the buildings poorly 

constructed. Both the fog and blizzard narratives I have studied encompass relatively similar 

geographic scope: London. The magnitude of a catastrophe can vary greatly within the city, 

although the size of the catastrophic spectrum is also a function of a built-up and densely 

populated urban area, because while a localized disaster in a rural area could wipe out an entire 

village or a town, the destruction and casualties will be limited by amount of human presence in 

the area. While urban disaster stories likewise have a theoretical upper limit, it is much higher—

with fatalities possibly reckoned in the millions, as we’ve seen—and so disaster fiction set in 

urban areas has a potential scale that belies its limited geographic spread. I therefore do not 

                                                           
49 “Snowed Up” provides one example when a “regiment [is] called out to put down the rioting,” but because “the 

snow grew so deep the horses could not charge” and “the soldiers had no food” either, affording them little incentive 

to fight, the narrative shows how such methods of control are just as likely to collapse during a crisis (26) 
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privilege any of the three categories I laid out above as a preferred indicator of scale; catastrophe 

is a matrix, measured on several axes. But the greatest, most apocalyptic of catastrophes are 

those that score high on all three criteria, and the greatest area that can be affected by disaster is 

the globe as a whole. In this closing section I consider Arthur Conan Doyle’s novella The Poison 

Belt (1913) as an example of stories whose atmosphere-based disasters unfurl on a global scale, 

and the threat of human extinction such a scale entails. 

While global atmospheric disaster fiction operates on a greater scale, it does not carry the 

same precautionary potential. I believe there are two reasons why the admonitory aspect is 

reduced in larger-scaled stories. First, these stories all employ a far more esoteric and speculative 

take on atmospheric sciences: Doyle relies on ether theory for Poison Belt, and M.P. Shiel has a 

volcano spew cyanogen gas, which is not a naturally occurring substance on Earth;50 they 

perform these speculative innovations to make sure that their catastrophes will take place on the 

global stage. Fogs and blizzards have the benefit of falling squarely in the lived experiences of 

Londoners and the general readership of the Victorian periodicals in which they tended to 

appear; by contrast, global events (and particularly Last Man narratives) are necessarily without 

precedent in human history, even if they begin from known phenomenon like volcanic eruption 

or plague. As such, there are no examples on which to build a preventative program, nor in those 

cases of purely invented threats—like Poison Cloud—is there actually anything yet extant to 

curtail. Secondly, the sheer scale at which global catastrophes unfurl makes it difficult to 

conceive of a precautionary programme that would prevent or minimize their effects, much like 

the reduced precautionary value of “London’s Danger”: there comes a point where we, as a 

species, must necessarily concede powerlessness before the forces of nature when arrayed 

                                                           
50 There was a brief panic when cyanogen was detected in the tail of Halley’s Comet in 1910, but it was too diffuse 

to have any effect on Earth when the planet passed through the cometary tail. 
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against us in such magnitude. I would, therefore, postulate what I would call a “sweet spot” on 

the spectrum of scale in disaster fiction: a point where the magnitude of the event is great enough 

to serve as an example of the consequences of inaction without simultaneously implying that 

preventative action would simply be futile. If I were to graph this phenomenon, I imagine I 

would obtain a figure much like a bell curve; one tail represents the stories that do not 

sufficiently shock in their magnitude to incite action (Fred White’s optimistic stories would be 

on this side of the curve), while on the other side would be those stories where the catastrophe is 

just so insurmountable as to discourage any type of preventative action. Poison Belt falls on the 

insurmountable side of the curve.  

Poison Belt emphasizes the global nature of the catastrophe that seemingly kills all but a 

handful of people on the planet, and much of the text is concerned with finding the right stories 

and metaphors by which to mediate the experience of such an out-sized event. Poison Belt 

reunites the cast of characters from Doyle’s influential novel The Lost World, published a year 

earlier in 1912. However, the stories are strikingly different. Where Lost World was an adventure 

novel, fast-paced and animated by a sense of discovery, the pacing of Poison Belt is reflective, 

its tone somber; where Lost World was an example of muscular imperialism, situated on the 

infamous prehistoric plateau deep in South America, the setting of Poison Belt is decidedly 

domestic: apart from two chapters in London, the action takes place at Professor Challenger’s 

country estate—specifically, in Mrs. Challenger’s converted boudoir, as though to emphasize the 

femininity of the novella’s domestic setting and largely passive characters.  

The characters have gathered at Professor Challenger’s request, even as they note, and 

are affected by, strange behaviours on their way out of London and to Challenger estate. The 

scientist explains that the Earth is passing through an area of ether—the supposed medium in 
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which all astral objects bathe—whose physical particularities, like Shiel’s cyanogen cloud, are 

poisonous to all animal life. Challenger, an egotist even in the face of extinction, exults in the 

fact that he “[a]lone of all mankind … saw and foretold this catastrophe,” (220) and he has taken 

what few precautions he could in the time allotted him: Challenger has transformed his wife’s 

boudoir into an oxygen chamber that will counteract the effects of the ethereal poison for a time, 

so that they might observe the end of the world. In fact, their oxygen supply lasts long enough 

for the Earth to emerge from the poison belt, such that the characters now find themselves the 

solitary remnants of humanity, confirmed by a trip to a corpse-strewn London. At the very end, it 

is discovered that the etheric poison did not kill its victims, but merely plunged them into a deep 

cataleptic state from which they now awaken—and while many have died in the interim from 

fires and wrecks, it is a positive ending of sorts as the species is spared extinction.  

The story relies on the idea of an ether, which Doyle, through his two scientist characters, 

presents in a very matter-of-fact manner despite the concept’s long history of mutation and 

contention (see G. N. Cantor & M. J. S. Hodge passim). For most of the Victorian period, the 

idea of a universal ether was readily accepted as one of the major underpinnings of physics (Jed 

Z. Buchwald 233; Daniel M. Siegel 239). However, it had fallen out of favour in the scientific 

community by the time Doyle was writing in 1913, undermined by internal contradictions and 

increasingly supplanted by the relativity physics of Einstein and Planck (Cantor & Hodge 53). 

This is a further example of the time it takes for shifts in the scientific consensus to make their 

way into popular literature, as was the case with the slow percolation of gradualist geology and 

the persistence of miasma theory; however, Doyle had specific cause to uphold ether as an 

explanatory model because the presence of a universal but separate plane of matter appealed to 

Spiritualists (Cantor 146-7) and other proponents of the theological and supernatural (Buchwald 
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233; Siegel 264). The notion of ether as “a universal substance” or “medium” that permeates all 

space and whose composition is the same the world over (and beyond) is readily accepted by the 

novella’s characters (Doyle 197, 211); however, the characters do reflect some of the more 

specific debates over ether: Dr. Summerlee’s claim that ether and atmosphere are coterminous 

but do not interact because “[t]hey are different planes of matter” (214) is contested and proven 

incorrect by Challenger, who uses oxygen to counteract the etheric poison, thus demonstrating 

that ether is just another, less understood component of our atmosphere in the confines on this 

narrative. 

Because of the unusual nature of both the science behind the story, and of the scale of the 

potential disaster, Doyle deploys a number of important metaphors throughout the novella in 

order to make difficult concepts more comprehensible. I began my study of atmosphere by citing 

Rollo Russell’s oceanic metaphor of atmosphere, and Doyle has recourse to this image several 

times over the course of the story. Challenger, in a letter to the Times, asks readers to imagine “a 

small bundle of connected corks” drifting upon the Atlantic, wherein the corks are the planet and 

the sea represents the “mighty ocean of ether” (191) in space, in order to explain the brevity of 

human life on the geological scale, and thus our faulty assumptions about what is normal in the 

universe. Because the ocean/space is so vast, and our perception of it so brief, we assume that 

conditions are eternally the same, but Challenger says we have no way of knowing if the Earth 

may be drifting towards “some squalid catastrophe … at the ultimate confines of space, where 

we are swept over an etheric Niagara or dashed upon some unthinkable Labrador,” and even on 

the journey there we may yet encounter other objects and conditions, “belts of ether which are 

novel and have properties of which we have never conceived” that would radically change the 

very state of our being (191-2). Challenger has observed some changes in the atmosphere—first 
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in prisms, then in human behaviour—that lead him to believe such an encounter is imminent. 

This oceanic metaphor recurs throughout the story, calling back to the primary analogy by which 

the depths of atmosphere/space can be understood; for instance, when Challenger imagines “the 

world” as swimming “through the poisonous current which swirls like the Gulf Stream through 

the ocean of ether” (256), expanding on his original comparison in the Times letter.  

Oceanic metaphors are also applied to the condition of the victims and survivors, in 

likening the afterlife to an ocean, or by reference to the Deluge. Challenger tries to cheer his 

friends up by suggesting that global extinction is better than dying alone, and in so doing likens 

their condition to that of a man who travels alone at sea (into some kind of afterlife), versus 

traveling in a “goodly ship” with all of one’s friends and relatives (212). On discovering their 

five-person group are the only ones to have survived the disaster, journalist narrator Malone 

bemoans: “Everything on earth that we loved had been washed away into the great, infinite, 

unknown ocean, and here were we marooned upon this desert island of a world” (238), once 

again comparing the afterlife to an ocean. Such analogies liken one unknown horizon (the ocean) 

to another (death, and what may lie beyond); but they also invoke the idea of the ether as the 

realm or medium of the spiritual—both are like the ocean, and therefore both are akin to each 

other. Elsewhere, Challenger likens himself to Noah (203) in his function as a proclaimer of 

universal catastrophe; this is an example of the dissenting scientist as prophet, a recurring feature 

in the disaster genre going forward.51 Though Challenger does not mean, by his comparison, to 

imply that he will survive the calamity (he fully expects to die), the oxygen-chamber built into 

Mrs. Challenger’s boudoir winds up functioning as an Ark that allows the characters to cross the 

poisoned ether belt unharmed. It is an ironic fulfillment of Challenger’s earlier prediction, on 

                                                           
51 See the Conclusion for further discussion of this phenomenon. 
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observing that “even a little elevation makes a considerable difference” in the concentration of 

the poisoned ether, that “if there be a survivor of the human race, he will again be found upon the 

summit of some Ararat” (211); not its elevation but Challenger’s precautions turn his estate into 

the new Ararat, forcing him to fulfill both of Noah’s functions—doomsayer and survivor. 

While the reference to Noah is a convenient analogy rather than an expression of 

Christianity on Challenger’s behalf, other metaphors exhibit his complex spirituality. To explain 

the effects of the ether and the poison, Challenger compares the planet to “a bunch of grapes … 

covered by some infinitesimal but noxious bacillus,” about to be dipped in disinfectant by some 

cosmic “Gardener,” a clearly deistic figure, unconcerned with human life (read as bacteria, once 

again emphasizing the minuteness of humanity on the global and astronomical scale) (208-9). 

The analogy reflects Challenger’s spiritual outlook (as compared to a thorough materialist like 

his chief scientific rival Dr. Summerlee), which includes the belief that human sentience will 

survive after death on “the spirit plane,” though this claim stems more from narcissism than 

adherence to a specific belief system (213-4, 221). If the belief in an afterlife seems disjointed 

when set against the idea of a casually genocidal deity, it is not the only contradiction present in 

Challenger’s ideology: after repeatedly emphasizing the irrelevance of humanity on the 

geological scale, Challenger then argues that, should any animal life survive the crisis, evolution 

will start over until it reaches “the final advent of man” as the inevitable pinnacle for which the 

world has been prepared (225, 231). Dr. Summerlee points out that the earth was empty for 

billions of years and “[m]an only came into being yesterday so far as geological times goes. 

Why, then” believe “all this stupendous preparation was for his benefit?” (232), arguing against 

Challenger’s ordained anthropomorphism. Challenger’s ideology simultaneously advocates for 

human exceptionalism and irrelevancy, for a universe at once designed for humanity and by a 
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designer who disregards that species as mere microbes. The contradiction is Doyle’s, who wrote 

Challenger as a paragon of science, but did not wish a character who frequently served as his 

mouthpiece to express an atheism and materialism that Doyle did not share.52 

Finally, in the last of the major metaphors, Malone, at pains to describe just how the 

central event is “unique in all human annals,” writes that it “stands out in … history as a great 

peak among the humble foothills” (189). The topographical metaphor is lovely, but the evocation 

of landscape is not coincidental: in part, it evokes the disparity present in the novella between 

lowlands and higher ground, and the disparate rate at which the poison affects these regions. 

More poignantly, however, the use of topography as a stand-in for history reifies the geological 

time scale, on which mountains are raised and ground down. The characters must confront this 

scale, manifest the uniqueness of the event across the breadth of known Earth history, and in 

their speculations on the subsequent resumption of animal life and sentience after the Earth 

emerges from the belt, speculations which must unfurl over millions of years. Challenger thinks 

on the geological scale,53 and encourages his companions to do likewise, calling the ability to do 

so a key feature of “the scientific imagination” (231). The frequency of the poison ether 

phenomenon on the geological scale is likewise a matter of debate, particularly once the 

characters find they have passed through the belt, and logically wonder how long the reprieve 

might last. Challenger believes they are free, observing that any prior experience must have been 

deep in the planet’s geological past to allow time for humanity to evolve; however, adventurer 

Lord John Roxton uses a more familiar catastrophe—the earthquake—to intimate the potential 

                                                           
52 This is not the only time the character of Challenger will be bent out of shape in an attempt to reconcile science 

with the author’s beliefs; The Land of Mists (1926) describes the conversion of Malone and then Challenger to 

Doyle’s cherished Spiritualism, but the narrative is pained and self-serving. 
53 Challenger’s ability to think through varying scales is demonstrate in his excitement at discovering microscopic 

amoeba surviving in the poisoned ether, because he foresees such cells jumpstarting the next advent of animal 

evolution (230-1); he can extrapolate from something very small, over very long periods of time. 
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for aftershocks, or in this case further strands of the poisonous ether belt which the planet could 

conceivably pass through (240).  

The characters also argue over the relationship of humanity to nature. Challenger calls 

scientists “the conquerors of nature,” a claim justified by his ability to comprehend the 

geological time scale, but Lord Roxton voices understandable skepticism of this claim: “nature’s 

on top this time” he says, and she is “gettin’ a bit of her own back” against those “gentlemen 

controllin’ her” (225). This notion that Nature needs to get “a bit of her own back” is, along with 

the Noah reference, the only intimation that humanity somehow deserves its fate in this narrative, 

as otherwise the astronomical nature of the catastrophe is as disconnected from human action as 

can be. Roxton is unimpressed by abstract reasoning in the face of the dire physical 

consequences of the ether; for a soldier and hunter such as himself, victory and defeat map 

themselves on the binary of life and death. Here the ether is (seemingly) the victor.  

Given the story’s depiction of the gradual extinction of humanity, it is difficult to argue 

with Roxton’s stance. The poison’s initial effects on humans are varied, but by far the most 

common feature is belligerence. This phenomenon is visible in London as the characters are 

leaving, but it is at its most striking in news items periodically reported in the initial chapters. As 

though to make up for the fact that Challenger and company are confined to England, unlike 

their previous far-traveling adventure, the novella carefully tracks the progression of the poison 

and its effects the world over, thanks to “despairing messages … flashing from every quarter” 

that arrive in Challenger’s office in the form of telegrams and telephone calls (217). This is the 

very same technological communications network built by the Victorians for the purposes of 

tracking global weather and which hummed with the news of Krakatoa, the ash cloud and the 

coloured sunsets. The ability to track (apparent) fatalities through telegrams and telephones is a 
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technologically-updated form of the letters and newspaper reports in Shelley’s Last Man, as the 

growing geographic distribution of the ether recalls the spread of plague, only the spread takes 

place within the space of a day, as technology now allows the narrative to move at such a speed. 

It is a demonstration of the greater sense of global interconnectedness possessed by the 

Edwardians, having learnt the lessons of late Victorian atmospheric science notably 

demonstrated by Krakatoa. And as with Krakatoa, the first reports of trouble come from the 

South Seas, with the spread of a mysterious illness “among the indigenous races of Sumatra” 

(192).54 

There is a clear racial (and racist) divide in the order and manner which the poison affects 

people worldwide. Challenger reports: 

the less developed races have been the first to respond to its influence. There are 

deplorable accounts from Africa, and the Australian aborigines appear to have been 

already exterminated. The Northern races have as yet shown greater resisting power than 

the Southern. … India and Persia appear to be utterly wiped out. The Slavonic population 

of Austria is down, while the Teutonic has hardly been affected. (211) 

There is a clear racial hierarchy in place that duplicates the physical effects of topographic 

height. Just as lowlands suffer first, so too are the supposed lower races on the habitual Western 

racial hierarchy the first to be affected—even in the same location, as demonstrated by the 

example of Austria—while the races higher on the hierarchy, like the Teutonic, show the same 

                                                           
54 It is remarkable how often global threats emerge from—or at least begin in—the tropical regions of the global 

south, such as the first effects of the poison belt, the world-killing volcano and poison cloud of The Purple Cloud, or 

the conquering ants of Wells’s “The Empire of the Ants” (1905). These areas held a special fear for Victorians and 

Edwardians, who saw tropical contagions (both bacterial and behavioural) as a racial threat—one that could follow 

adventurers and expatriates back to the metropolis to spread from there. The prevalence of tropical origins in 

disaster fiction takes this perceived ecological threat and its potential for reverse colonization and renders it on a 

larger scale (to increase visibility and/or the apocalyptic potential) whilst always keeping intact the natural quality 

of the threat.   
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kind of relative resistance to the ether as mountaintops. So-called lower races are also more 

susceptible to the belligerence that comes with the ether, and there is a marked geographic 

pattern by which the etheric poison proceeds: from South to North, and to a lesser extent East to 

West.55 The cardinal points are overlaid with ideology, inasmuch as northerners and westerners 

are the most resistant, and the least likely to succumb to violence; even in the European context, 

racial hierarchies apply: as the ether spreads “the rioting in Paris … is said to have been very 

violent, and the Welsh colliers are in a state of uproar,” distinguishing temperamental Celtic 

stock from the more resilient Anglo-Saxon one (210). The narrative makes occasional gestures 

towards class equality—Malone observes in fallen London that death was visited on rich and 

poor alike—but Poison Belt’s ideological framework is fully invested in Victorian racial science.  

The confrontation with this mass casualty event proves tremendously difficult for the 

survivors to engage with on any human level. The company reflects that while a single death can 

cause much grief, sudden and massive causalities56 makes grief impossible, the individual too 

benumbed at the sheer scale of loss, a sentiment that echoes the numbness felt by the survivors of 

“The Thames Valley Catastrophe.” When traveling to and through London along corpse-strewn 

streets “[t]he very vastness of the horror took away from its personal appeal,” and Malone, 

falling back on the journalistic tactic of anecdotal description, lingers over particularly striking 

examples of the “death and destruction” they encounter, the still-life tableaux that were the result 

of a sudden onset extinction (243-5). Despite the fact that there are several survivors, the 

narrative takes on distinct flavours of the Last Man trope; a chapter entitled “The Dead World” is 

                                                           
55 This progression is once again established from the telegrams: “Egypt had gone through its delirium and was now 

comatose. Spain and Portugal, after a wild frenzy in which the Clericals and the Anarchists had fought most 

desperately, were now fallen silent. No cable messages were received any longer from South America. In North 

America the southern states, after some terrible racial rioting, had succumbed to the poison. North of Maryland the 

effect was not yet marked, and in Canada it was hardly perceptible” (217). 
56 This story deals with natural catastrophe, but Lord Roxton points out his experience of war is similarly numbing. 
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focused on the characters searching for survivors amidst the bodies of fallen London (238), and 

recalls similar scenes in Hay, Shiel, and Barr. Physically, this condition is remedied by the end of 

the story as everybody gradually wakes, but the emotional impact remains strongly ingrained in 

the survivors.  

Yet though humanity is spared extinction, the characters must still confront the loss of 

life that stems from the many disasters inherent to a global unconsciousness; as is often the case 

in longer disaster fiction, the main catastrophe triggers or is accompanied by a series of smaller 

ones. These include accidents on land and sea,57 and fires that devastate New York, Orleans, and 

Brighton, collectively termed “one of the greatest tragedies in the history of our race” (257). The 

loss of these metropolises and the other smaller-scale disasters enhance the realism of the tale, 

and provide a necessary counter-balance to the easy resolution of the story (one that requires no 

action from the characters) after a narrative that lingers on the horrors of extinction. The physical 

consequences of the lesser disaster are a reminder of the potential magnitude of the calamity the 

world has just undergone—the scope of the worst case scenario. 

The various confrontations with scale that take place in this story, directly and through 

metaphor, amount to a debate over the place of the human in a broader universe—an argument 

between hubris and humility. As is often the case in disaster fiction, the narrative begins in a 

place of hubris, the stubborn denial that the “human race are a feeble folk before the infinite 

latent forces which surround us,” an “oft-repeated truth” that “has in time lost something of its 

actuality and cogency” (257) as civilization comes to believe itself, much as Challenger does, the 

                                                           
57 Challenger and his company themselves witness a train accident, when a passenger express going full speed (the 

conductor affected by the gas) slams into a freight train that was stopped on the tracks, causing a spectacular 

derailment and fire (223). Challenger tries to comfort his wife afterwards by assuring her all the passengers were 

already dead, a train of corpses; retrospective knowledge of how the story ends—with everybody waking up—adds 

greater horror to specific scenes like these, since we now know those passengers were alive though insensate, totally 

defenseless. 
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conquerors of the natural world. This is represented by Challenger’s belief in his own 

transcendental intellect, but even more so by Dr. Summerlee, who stands in for the skepticism of 

the Edwardian institutions and public that dismisses as “nonsense … a change in the ether and a 

danger to the human race” (196), unwilling to confront the possibility of extinction. 

Consequently, Malone reflects that if the “salutory but terrible ordeal” they’ve undergone has 

any benefit, it is humanity “chastened by the realization of our own limitations and impotence” 

before the grand scale of nature (257). He’s uncertain “how long mankind may preserve the 

humility and reverence” it has learnt, but for now the English, if not the whole of humanity, have 

undergone “an alteration of perspective, a shifting of our sense of proportion, a vivid realization 

that we are insignificant and evanescent creatures, existing on sufferance and at the mercy of the 

first chill wind from the unknown” (250). This epiphany reminds the English of “the sense of 

duty, the feeling of sobriety and responsibility, the appreciation of the gravity and of the objects 

of life, the earnest desire to develop and improve,” a collective maturation.  

The individual benefits of this maturity translate into overall social progress, as all the 

wealth now not being wasted in frivolous pursuits goes to “increased contributions to the 

common fund” that improves life for everyone in Britain, potentially reducing class divisions 

(251). Unlike stories like “London’s Danger” where England emerges from the catastrophe much 

reduced in global power, the universality of the disaster in The Poison Belt means that typical 

power relationships are not disrupted; yet there is (or at least Malone hopes) a revolution at a 

moral level, a change in temperament that produces a more humane society. This sense of 

fellowship in diminution (at least among Britons) is partially a way of closing the ranks against 

nature, against the sheer size and peril of the universe. Yet is also functions as a “revelation of 

the possibilities of the universe,” a sudden gain in awareness that destroys “ignorant self-
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complacency” through the “demonstration of how narrow is the path of our material existence 

and what abysses may lie upon either side of it” (257); in other words, it forces humanity to be 

aware of those immense scales of time and space that highlight the precariousness of not just one 

city or area, but of the species as a whole. The noxious atmosphere of The Poison Belt forces its 

characters to confront the abysses of Deep Space and Deep Time, two vertiginous chasms that 

will be the focus of the next chapter. 
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Figure 5: “The Hotel Cecil in flames—a realistic picture of an unlikely contingency, 

pictured in the ‘Four White Days.’” Illustration by Warwick Goble. 
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Figure 6: “We made our way across to the southern shore.” Illustration by Warwick Goble. 
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CHAPTER 6: BEYOND 
The Narrative Purposes and Problems of Deep Space and Deep Time58 

 

 

 In this final chapter, I return to the confrontation that animated the first chapter: the 

challenge posed by secular science and its ever-increasing scales of time and space to human 

self-conception. The Romantics were reacting to discoveries in geology that suggested the world 

was vastly older than it appeared, undermining the received Biblical narrative. For writers of the 

late Victorian period, those discoveries became the accepted narrative of the planet’s history, 

taught to schoolchildren, while the rift between science and religion gaped wider than ever after 

the bitter conflict over Darwinism had ended with a retreat into separate spheres of interest. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, geology and astronomy, the sciences Tennyson had called 

“terrible Muses,” had increased the estimated age of the planet to a tremendously distant past, 

and increased the size of an ever-expanding universe such that new units of measurement had to 

be developed simply to deal with the immense distances astronomy now worked with. These two 

sciences had, respectively, created Deep Time and Deep Space, twin abysses that operated on 

vertiginous scales extending far beyond the human capacity to grasp.  

Deep Space conventionally refers to the area of largely-empty space that exists outside of 

our solar system; it includes other solar systems in the galaxy, which are not empty but 

nonetheless belong to Deep Space because of the sheer distances involved, the massive amounts 

of empty space that separates us from these other oases of matter in the void. In this chapter I use 

the term Deep Space to refer to the growing awareness of how vast the universe truly is beyond 

our own planet, and the fear of this inhuman space visiting catastrophe upon the small planet we 

                                                           
58 Portions of this chapter first appeared as part of a paper entitled “The Anxiety of Extinction: Biological 

Replacement and Post-Human Ecologies” presented to ACCUTE at Ottawa University, June 2015, and a paper 

entitled “Remember the Future: The Esoteric Narrative Frames of the Edwardian Apocalypse” presented to ACLA 

at Harvard, March 2016. 
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call Earth. Deep Time is conventionally used as synonymous with geological time, which I have 

previously discussed: it refers to the growing age of the Earth, and of the awareness how brief 

human habitation on Earth truly is when compared to the breadth of epochs empty or populated 

by now-extinct species. In this chapter, I refer to Deep Time not only as a function of the distant 

past of the planet, but also inasmuch as we can anticipate an equally extensive breadth of time in 

the future of the world (and beyond).  

Deep Space and Deep Time often stand in for each other because the history of the planet 

is also the history of the cosmos; it is impossible to understand the scale of space without 

factoring in the incredible spans of time entailed by the vastness of the universe, by the lengthy 

processes of star- and planet-formation. Both also have a major impact on human self-

conception. While prior religious worldviews made humanity the favoured child of the universal 

Creator, late Victorian writers had to confront the sheer cosmic insignificance of the span, scope 

and relevance of the species, reduced by Deep Space and Deep Time to a mere speck of in the 

great depths of time, atop a mere mote of earth in the immense breadth of the known universe. 

The consequent feeling of vulnerability before the great uncaring mechanisms of Deep Space 

and Deep Time was exploited by disaster writers, who showcased the precarious nature of life on 

this planet, and illustrated how, even in the absence of a specific disaster, the inexorable march 

of time would still bring with it the death of humanity, the planet, and the universe as we knew it. 

 This chapter deals with the threats that strike from Deep Space and Deep Time, from the 

unknown regions beyond human experience. Whereas Chapter 4’s focus on volcanism concerned 

itself with the manifestations of Earth’s geological history in the present, this chapter’s narratives 
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concern the future of the planet;59 and rather than the geological forces that have moulded the 

planet from below, this chapter concerns itself with the astronomical phenomena that affect the 

planet from beyond its physical bounds, emerging from the wider cosmos. Astronomy was a 

discipline in flux in the nineteenth century: it transformed itself from a series of mathematical 

schemas in the Newtonian mould into an intense cosmological mapping initiative, and from there 

inquiries into the very composition and permanence of the stars led to the ideational revolution 

later to be called astrophysics.60 For the purposes of my research, the most salient points of this 

transformation are the “existential consequences” of the ever-growing scales at which the 

astronomical universe operates: humanity had emerged “from formless masses of swirling gases 

… as chance organisms doomed to live-out short brutish lives before joining our fossilized 

forebears … ultimately to be mixed back into … the inorganic cosmos at large,” putting lie to 

any sense of human exceptionalism (divine or otherwise) and making all human labour—

physical, artistic, intellectual—appear futile in a seemingly uncaring universe (Pamela Gossin 

80). 

This chapter is divided in two sections: the first considers disaster writers who were 

inspired by astronomical writings to craft specific perils61 emerging from Deep Space, while the 

second considers narrative representations of Deep Time as disaster. The first section examines 

                                                           
59 While astronomical disaster fiction is inherently speculative, unable to find much grounding in prior events, I do 

not intend to suggest that they are less scientific than the volcano narratives; many authors considered in this section 

went to considerable trouble to ensure their narratives matched the scientific knowledge of the time.  
60 Pamela Gossin covers the history of astrology and astronomy, including nineteenth-century developments and the 

overlaps between astronomy and literary history, in her 2007 book Thomas Hardy’s Novel Universe, to which I refer 

any readers curious about the general scientific background for this chapter. 
61 The soporific ether of Doyle’s The Poison Belt is one such peril, but this is a fairly unique scenario in the 

literature of the period, and based on outmoded science. The only comparable text is J.-H. Rosny aîné’s 1913 novel 

La Force Mystérieuse, wherein the Earth passes through another world that exists in another dimension, causing 

optic and behavioral anomalies. Indeed, Rosny aîné accused Doyle of plagiarism on the basis of the similarities in 

their opening chapters when both novels were serialized; in my view, however, the publication timeline makes 

plagiarism doubtful, and two texts diverge significantly in plot and tone after the first chapters. 
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the purposes behind cometary catastrophic fiction, while the second section deals with the 

narrative difficulties inherent to writing about the distant future. In the first section I focus on 

comets and what I identify as their shifting symbolic register: perceived as agents of radical 

change, comets have functioned as both omens of disaster and divine tools for the maintenance 

of the universe, and served literary purposes ranging from the religious punishment of the 

wicked to the formation of utopian societies. In examining the cometary narratives of Edgar 

Allan Poe, George Griffith, H.G. Wells, and Richard Jefferies, I argue that the wide variety of 

cometary narratives in the nineteenth century is indicative of comets’ symbolic flexibility, and in 

these narratives their potential for destruction is matched by an equal opportunity for creation. 

The second section of this chapter deals with stories that imagine the temporally distant 

end of the world, and even what may lie beyond. Here I examine some of the narrative 

challenges involved in trying to depict Deep Time, whose breadth resists easy incorporation into 

a narrative structure. By examining the futuristic works of George C. Wallis, Lysander Salmon 

Richards, H.G. Wells, and William Hope Hodgson, I demonstrate the difficulty these authors 

encountered in trying to depict a future that was both alien, because so temporally removed, yet 

accessible enough for a contemporary audience. The narrative techniques they employed to solve 

these problems remain imperfect, betraying the psychological anxieties that arise from 

confrontations with Deep Time. 

COMETS: IMPACT EVENTS AND UTOPIAN OMENS 

Impact event stories—in which the Earth is struck by an asteroid, comet, or other form of 

bolide—are a regular feature in modern science fiction, and were a particularly popular subject 

of the disaster film resurgence of the 1990s and science fiction B-movies since. Most of those 

stories focus on meteors and asteroids, as they are scientifically the likeliest celestial body to 
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strike the planet—small meteors do so all the time, and the geological record indicates that larger 

bolides have struck the planet with such force as to alter climate and biology around the globe.62 

However impact narratives tend to focus on those celestial bodies best understood or held in the 

highest profile at the time of their composition, and knowledge of asteroid impacts is relatively 

recent. During the era of the pulps, the objects endangering Earth tended to be the larger celestial 

bodies like planets and suns, as in the influential 1933 novel When Worlds Collide by Philip 

Wylie and Edwin Balmer. Earlier, however, comets—which have long been associated with 

catastrophe—held sway over the imagination. 

In this section, I begin by examining the historical interpretations of comets, particularly 

a shift in their symbolic register as comets go from portents of uncertainty and disaster to 

beneficial mechanisms meant to regulate the universe. Using cometary narratives by Edgar Allan 

Poe and George Griffith, I argue that in the nineteenth century the literary purpose of comets 

likewise undergoes a shift: American Romantic literature largely used comets for punitive 

purposes, depicting impact events as the result of moral failings; by contrast, late nineteenth-

century narratives concerning comets are closely tied to utopianism. I argue the correlation 

between comets and utopia stems from comets’ historical role as agents of change, as utopian 

narratives require a radical break with the present in order for a better society to emerge. There 

was a large variety of cometary narratives at this time, and the exact interaction between the 

comet and utopia varies from text to text; I argue this variety exists because the lack of direct 

experience of comets made them less determined as signifiers, able to adapt to a variety of 

desired narrative purposes and outcomes, aptly demonstrated in the cometary narratives of 

Griffith and H.G. Wells. I close this section by considering an important variant on the 

                                                           
62 Asteroid impacts likely contributed to the mass extinction events in the planet’s history, including the end of the 

dinosaurs (Claude Albritton 108-113, 117-9; Vincent Courtillot 23-43). 
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association between comets and utopia: scenarios in which the stellar body causes long-term 

climate change to the planet are equally likely to create a dystopian setting as a utopian one, 

illustrated in the contrast between Wells and Richard Jefferies. I argue this dystopian trend 

reflects contemporary anxieties about humanity’s ability to adapt in a world that is changing 

from natural and human causes. 

Because of their great visibility in the night sky, comets are amongst the earliest 

astrological phenomena for which we have records of observations, other than the fixed features 

of the stars and planets; records exist that prove the Babylonians, the Chinese and other ancient 

cultures observed comets (Hoskin “Antiquity” 27). In both Western and Chinese astrology, the 

unusual spectacle of a comet was considered a bad omen, forerunner of catastrophe (Gossin 83; 

Wilson 41); any disruption of the celestial status quo introduced uncertainty, and this anxiety 

could manifest itself via catastrophic imagination. The western tradition of catastrophic comets 

has already been extensively chronicled by Sara Schechner Genuth in her 1997 book Comets, 

Popular Culture, and the Birth of Modern Cosmology; I will provide only a brief sketch of 

cometary history here, in order to highlight concepts relevant to this study. 

Both pagan and Christian philosophers associated comets with natural disasters and 

political upheavals (Genuth 20-24); comets were understood as a manifestation of divine 

punishment, and entailed a (sometimes violent) reformation of the moral character of society, 

such as the falling star Wormwood in the Book of Revelations (27-31; 38-45). Although Genuth 

never says so explicitly, I claim that this strong association between comets and catastrophes 

derives from a form of confirmation bias: research into historical disasters shows that while 

comets are uncommon, local or larger catastrophes occur all the time, particularly if political 

upheavals are included, and so whenever a comet is seen there are plenty of recent disasters 
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which can be blamed on it, particularly if the interpreter is generous and includes events up to 

several years after (or even before) the appearance of the comet in question.63 

For a long time, comets were not considered the purview of astronomers because 

Aristotle had taught that they were atmospheric phenomena (Hoskin “Geometry” 101-2); it 

wouldn’t be until Tycho Brahe (Genuth 56; Wilson 60) and Newton that comets were subject to 

astronomical inquiry, and found to be regular visitors following orbits around the sun just as the 

planets did (Hoskin “Newton” 158, 170). Newton sought to include comets into a worldview of a 

mechanistic universe ordered by a benevolent being; since comets were part of Nature, they must 

have a divine purpose. Newton inverted the moral symbolism of comets, which until now had 

been disproportionally disastrous; he proposed that comets were sent by God to make periodic 

adjustments to the solar system thus “preventing such disasters” as would eventually arise from 

the mathematical anomalies present in the early Newtonian schema (Gossin 78); comets 

functioned as a kind of delivery system, bringing key elements, like fire or water, to keep the sun 

burning and the rain falling on Earth (Genuth 102; 181-187). Yet the association between comets 

and catastrophe persisted, simply taking another form: the predicted return of Halley’s Comet64  

triggered some of the first fears that a comet could strike the Earth and imperil humanity (Hoskin 

“Newton” 173), satirized by Swift in Gulliver’s Travels by the Laputans, alarmed at the prospect 

of a comet strike (Gossin 78-9; Genuth 174). The catastrophe which comets were believed to 

portend had now been bodily transferred to the comet itself.  

There were no radical changes in the conception of comets in the nineteenth century, 

although mapping and technical observation improved considerably, spurring interest in the 

                                                           
63 The passage of Halley’s Comet prior to the Battle of Hastings is one such coincidence that had been historically 

read as causational (Hoskin “Medieval” 72; Wilson 186). 
64 Halley himself blamed a comet colliding with the Earth for the Biblical Deluge, and he speculated that another 

such collision would be responsible for the end of the world as prophesized by scripture (Genuth 162-165). 
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numerous comets that were visible at this time (David Dewhirst and Michael Hoskin 278, 288). 

Cometary imagery found its way into the poetry and prose of the period; for instance, Hardy’s 

astronomical novel Two on a Tower has an extensive discussion of comets, presenting both the 

traditional folkloric view of comets and the modern astronomical one by showing reactions 

across a high/low cultural divide: rural workers see the coming of a bright, previously unknown 

comet as an omen of change—possibly famine—but they are not given much authority in the 

novel (Gossin 161); instead, Hardy draws on Newton’s conception of comets as divine 

corrections, as the comet revives the novel’s sickly, despondent protagonist (see Gossin 182-7 

for full discussion). In literature, comets are always agents of change, but by the nineteenth 

century that change could be for good rather than ill. I argue that the use of comets in secular 

nineteenth-century literature of disaster reflects a shift in the purported function of comets akin 

to Newton’s moral recalibration of comets’ role in the universe. Whereas American Romantic 

literature largely used comets for punitive purposes, late nineteenth-century British narratives 

focus more on comets as providential tools for improvement. 

While comets appeared as part of the apocalyptic props in Shelley’s Last Man, the first 

secular narratives of planetary destruction due to a comet were not British, but rather 

American.65 Finding comet narratives in mid-nineteenth-century America was surprising to me, 

                                                           
65 With one notable exception from Russia: in the 1830s, Vladimir Odoyevsky, an early practitioner of 

impressionism and science fiction, planned a trilogy of novels whose final instalment would be entitled The Year 

4338: Petersburg Letters. Only fragments were made public, and the manuscript itself would not be published until 

1926. The novel is largely if imperfectly utopian: the society depicted is vastly superior to Odoyevsky’s 

contemporary Russia, even as it admits room for improvement. Based on one of many erroneous calculations during 

the nineteenth century that the recently discovered Biela’s Comet would strike the Earth (the comet did cross Earth’s 

orbit several times, but never when the Earth was there), the narrative sees the then-superpowers Russia and China 

combine forces to avert the catastrophe. The persistence of national rivalries, but the willingness to set such rivalries 

aside for the global good, is one of the ways in which the novel strives towards an utopia it has not yet achieved, and 

presages late nineteenth century comet narratives both in its connection to utopianism and by postulating the 

possibility of preventing an impact event. 
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as there is little evidence of disaster fiction in the American context until the end of the century.66 

However, Dahl’s English “school of catastrophe” did have an American counterpart, largely 

made up of poets and painters67 who drew inspiration primarily the Bible and dovetailed with 

American evangelism’s own periodic brushes with doomsday prophecies (Dahl “American” 

381). Since most of the American pieces were Biblical or historical, the closest this school came 

to speculative material is in depictions of the Apocalypse, but unlike the secularized versions 

studied in Chapter 3, these were conventionally religious visions (Dahl “American” passim); 

comets in these texts functioned to increase religious terror and inflict divine punishment.68 

James Gates Percival’s poem “A Vision”69 was one of very few pieces to treat this 

conventionally religious topic in secular terms and tone, by stripping most religious language and 

any moralizing from the destruction visited on the planet, and as such providing a largely 

descriptive, astronomical account of a shooting star striking the Earth (384).70 These narratives 

could be considered a forerunner of later-century comet narratives, but Dahl admits that the 

                                                           
66 Despite the fact that American Romanticism embraced many aspects of British Romanticism that could have 

made fertile ground for disaster fiction, including a focus on nature, landscape and setting (cf. McKusick 2-11), as 

well as its own form of the Gothic. 
67 See Dahl “American” for the full list. 
68 As a relevant example, Rufus Dawes’s poem “The Deluge” uses the hypothesis advanced by Halley and Whiston 

that a comet was responsible for the Flood (though this one does not hit, only passes close enough to affect global 

tides) (Dahl “American” 384).  
69 Dahl does not provide a date for the poem; the earliest reference I could find is in a poetry collection dated to 

1827. 
70 The American poet Oliver Wendell Holmes satirized this apocalyptic fad in his 1832 poem “The Comet,” which 

also approached disaster from a secular perspective. He describes a comet with “[t]en million cubic miles of head, / 

Ten billion leagues of tail!” (I.7-8), preposterous measurements that make it difficult to take this comet seriously; 

likewise, the comet’s consequences range from the comical (an astronomer burning his eye, soldier pointlessly firing 

at the comet with the muskets) to the catastrophic (entire ecosystems aflame), often alternating between the two to 

create a rhythm which makes it safe to consider the devastating consequences of an impact event because the 

humour of the proximate anecdotes defuse the fullness of the threat. In the penultimate stanza, the death by fire of 

all plants, fish and animals reminds the speaker of his supper, and the poem concludes bathetically when the speaker 

confirms that the nightmare version is no more than a “dyspeptic dream” (III.8) brought on by a late meal before 

bed. The bathos here is reminiscent of the anonymous Last Man narrative in Blackwood’s which likewise attributed 

its vision of the end of the world to indigestion while sleeping, or Scrooge blaming Marley’s ghost on a bit of 

cheese. 
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influence of this school of American catastrophists was short-lived, and its adherents shortly 

passed into effective obscurity (389-90). 

The only exception is Edgar Allan Poe, who is well known today for his horror fiction 

but worked across a variety of genres, including catastrophe. Dahl links Poe to his “School of 

Catastrophe” on the basis of drowned city tales like “The City in the Sea” and “Al Araaf” (390); 

these are, however, historicizing rather than speculative pieces. Poe authored only two works of 

speculative catastrophe: “The Conversation of Eiros and Charmion” (1839) and “The Colloquy 

of Monos and Una” (1841).71 Where “Colloquy” is an environmentalist warning nestled within a 

philosophical diatribe,72 “The Conversation of Eiros and Charmion” is a piece of disaster fiction 

given a philosophical veneer. In the afterlife, the newly deceased Eiros describes to his one-time 

lover Charmion how he, and the rest of humanity, came to die. As a new comet appears to be 

headed straight for Earth, scientists argue with theologians, the former claiming that the comet is 

too airy and will not harm the world whilst the others see the foretold Apocalypse. As the comet 

approaches, it initially appears to cause “an elevation of the animal spirits,” a general sense of 

elation matched by “[a] wild luxuriance of foliage” that “burst out upon every vegetable thing” 

(Poe 109), but this is only one last flourishing of nature before the end, because the comet is 

somehow extracting the nitrogen from the Earth’s atmosphere, leaving behind pure and thus 

highly flammable oxygen. Joy turns to pain as people, finding it harder to breathe, panic and fall 

                                                           
71 Given the potentially fertile ground for an American disaster fiction movement I outlined above, I cannot but 

agree with Warren W. Wagar who finds it “strange that [Poe] did not dwell on [eschatology] more often or more 

elaborately” (17); the Last Man motif would have suited Poe’s morbid tendencies perfectly. 
72 “Colloquy” features a slower degradation of the planet due to “huge smoking cities” and their effect on Nature 

(Poe 141) The “root causes” of this decline “are clearly identified” as the selfsame perils that haunt the pollution 

poetry of Poe’s British Romantic counterparts: runaway science, technology and industrialization (Wagar 17). Like 

Blake, Poe foresees the ecological consequences of industrialism even as he remains unspecific about how the 

collapse will take place; he only intuits that the localized destruction of nature wrought by industry will, if 

transferred to the global scale, produce a concomitant destruction of the globe (Aldiss 59). The texts are similarly 

named because they share apocalyptic subject matter and are formatted as a dialogue. 
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into delirium. Ultimately, the nucleus of the comet sparks, by its collision, the “combustion 

irresistible, all-devouring, omni-prevalent, immediate” as “the whole incumbent mass of ether in 

which we existed, burst at once into a species of intense flame,” burning the globe to a crisp 

(109-10). In this vision of destruction by gaseous imbalance and fire, Poe readily anticipates 

Victorian pulp writers like Robert Barr;73 it is a singular, practically instantaneous global 

catastrophe, the fastest such event in literature to this point (and few of the late 

Victorian/Edwardian stories can rival Poe’s for speed). 

 “Colloquy” and “Conversation” are about rival epistemologies; in the “Colloquy,” the 

epistemological conflict is between modernity through knowledge or happiness in the state of 

nature; in the “Conversation,” the comet triggers a conflict between science and theology, as the 

global conflagration winds up lending credence to apocalyptic predictions of the world ending in 

fire (which is also contained in the story’s epigraphs). Science is on the losing side of the debate 

in both stories; however, where global ecological collapse in the “Colloquy” could have been 

averted by favoring Nature over Knowledge, the outcome of the “Conversation” would be 

unchanged even if humanity had wholly thrown their lot in with the theologians as there is no 

indication of any possibility to change the course of the comet and avert the apocalypse. Both of 

Poe’s conversational tales point to an afterlife (although Poe’s afterlife is more philosophical 

than specifically Christian); it is consequently difficult to place these stories on the spectrum of 

secular apocalypses. Both disasters are entirely natural and indeed materialistic—one caused by 

human industry, the other accompanied by extensive scientific detail—but neither takes place in 

a wholly materialistic universe, since both tales are discussions between the deceased in some 

                                                           
73 Barr’s “Within an Ace of the End of the World” (The Windsor Magazine, December 1900) is also about the 

extraction of nitrogen from the atmosphere (this time by humans, for industrial purposes) that leaves it highly 

flammable, though in Barr’s story the fires eventually restore atmospheric balance. See the Conclusion.  
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form of afterlife. The existence of an afterlife does serve a key function when it comes to the 

overall purpose of cometary narratives at this time: in more conventional religious narratives of 

impact events, the comet is sent as punishment, but the devastation it unleashes it meant to purge 

the sinful in order to elevate humanity—and if the comet has killed everyone, then the only place 

this elevation can take place is the afterlife. Poe’s comet is a tool of annihilation, but also a tool 

of reformation, as Eiros, in the afterlife, can look back and understand where humanity erred, 

and adjust his epistemology accordingly.  

After Poe74, it is difficult to find any cometary narratives until the end of the century, and 

whereas the Romantic cometary narratives largely served a religious and punitive purpose, 

comets in the disaster fiction of the fin-de-siècle serve instead as secular agents of change, often 

for the better. These late Victorian and Edwardian narratives of collisions or near-collisions with 

celestial bodies are surprisingly varied, which is partially a result of the sheer number of them. 

They cover scenarios in which a direct strike destroys much of the world, scenarios where the 

catastrophe is averted entirely through scientific heroism and/or state power, and various middle-

ground narratives in which the presence and passage of the comet alters the planet either for 

good or ill. This variety derives, in part, from the lack of recorded experience with comets and 

impact events (unlike earthquakes or volcanoes), which allowed for greater creative license by 

authors; at the same time, the absence of direct evidence made comets less determined as 

signifiers, abler to adapt to a variety of desired narrative meanings and outcomes. Comets’ 

                                                           
74 Poe’s dabble with the disastrous does not appear to have had a legacy in American literature. It is, however, 

possible to track Poe’s influence on science fiction in the European context: Jules Verne appreciated Poe enough to 

write a sequel to Poe’s sole novel, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym (1897’s Le Sphinx Des Glaces) and Verne 

himself would write a cometary novel called Hector Servadac (Off on a Comet, in the English translation) in 1877, 

though it has little in common with Poe’s text. Wells’s In the Days of the Comet might seem familiar inasmuch as 

the approaching comet changes the nitrogen in the atmosphere into a new gas that causes elation in humanity 

(without the fiery come-uppance, this time), although there’s no obvious reason to prize “Eiros and Charmion” as a 

source over a number of other comet-based narratives that appear at the turn of the century. 
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historic role as portents means that a variety of causes and meanings have been projected upon 

them; disaster fiction continues this trend by enabling authors to use comets as the key device to 

endow texts with purposes varying from fictionalized scientific exposés75 to musings on the 

nature of utopia.  

Indeed, despite the legacy of comets as ill omens, and the catastrophic potential borne by 

comets and other impact events (whether or not that potential is fulfilled in the narrative), 

cometary narratives at the fin-de-siècle were also stories deeply interested in utopianism. While 

comets in the earlier religious narratives could serve a reformatory role, late Victorian and 

Edwardian texts are not concerned with any afterlife, but rather with the secular question of the 

correct organization of human society; their concern is not with theology, but political economy. 

From a plot perspective, the association between comets and utopia can be correlative—

inasmuch as the text may share both a comet and a utopia, but one does not cause the other—or 

causal, which is to say that the impact event (or threat thereof) leads to the formation of the more 

perfect society. Outside the confines of the text, there is certainly a generic association between 

these elements. I have argued that disaster fiction should generally be considered a variety of 

science fiction, but cometary narratives more obviously belong to the SF genre, which 

encompasses stories dealing with outer space and what may be found there; likewise, by the late 

nineteenth century, utopianism—once the province of religious texts and travel literature—is 

strongly associated with the nascent SF genre because Victorian utopias are often projections 

into the future, involving some limited form of time-travel as a narrative device to access the 

utopia in question. Yet there is a compelling reason why cometary narratives are utopian beyond 

                                                           
75 For instance, the first section of Camille Flammarion’s La Fin du Monde (1894) is ostensibly about the prospect 

of a cometary collision, but this device merely allows Flammarion to stage an extended series of presentations from 

varying scientific experts on an array of topics touching on Earth history and astronomy. 
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generic concerns: whether for good or ill, comets were always seen as agents of change—their 

appearance foretold upheavals in nature and radical shifts in human affairs. Narratives that make 

use of comets are therefore interested in telling stories about radical changes, about global 

reorganizations in the way society is organized. Though not all utopian texts have a comet, 

utopian narratives typically require a radical break with the present in order to permit the perfect 

society to emerge, and the comet, as enabler or destroyer, becomes that radical event leading to 

global change. The outcome of the watershed moments announced by literary comets tends to be 

a more perfect society.  

I begin with George Griffith, whose narratives demonstrate the legacy of the religious 

comet narratives and their contrast with more secular tales. Griffith wrote prolifically on the 

topic of comets, and I will focus on two—“Hellville, U.S.A.” (1899) and Olga Romanoff 

(1894)—which are the most concerned with achieving utopia, and what must be sacrificed in 

order to do so.76 “Hellville” is odd inasmuch as it employs a pessimistic utopianism: a reform-

minded young man achieves the presidency thanks to great popular support and overthrows 

corrupt institutions, yet the story focuses not on the utopia so created, but rather on those who 

opposed it.77 The robber barons and other unreconstructed criminals who survive the civil war 

                                                           
76 The other two are “The Great Crellin Comet,” released alongside “Hellville” in Gambles with Destiny, and the 

novel which expands on “Crellin,” The World Peril of 1910 (1907). The plot of “Great Crellin Comet” concerns a 

scientist who discovers a comet soon to collide with the Earth, and with the funding of a wealthy industrialist 

(whose daughter the scientist is in love with), constructs a giant cannon that blasts the comet into dust. The story is 

quite clear about its generic antecedents, making several references to Verne, Flammarion, and Wells, but the story 

is quite dull by their standards or Griffith’s own pulp sensibilities because the characters encounter no difficulties in 

putting their plan in effect, and is notable only for pioneering the now-emblematic ten-second countdown in 

rocketry. The story’s lack of dynamism is probably why Griffith would rewrite it The World Peril as one of two 

main storylines—the other, a conventional Edwardian future war scenario that was likewise derivative of Griffith’s 

own corpus. The two plots rarely intersect, the comet simply there to add extra sensationalism to a pedestrian 

offering. While both stories end in a better place they began, neither truly engages with utopianism; I would argue 

that because the cometary impact is averted with little difficulty, it suggests that current English society operates 

adequately, and no radical break is required nor provided by the destroyed comet.  
77 The story condemns capitalism, socialism (unusually for Griffith, ardent socialist), nationalism, and anarchism, 

while religion comes under attack for sentimentalism and zealotry that reason cannot overcome; basically, all 
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are exiled to an Arizona ghost town transformed into a giant penal colony—the titular 

“Hellville”—which rapidly degenerates into a brutal, savage state. After a movement of 

Christian women—led by the President’s wife—go into Hellville on a mission of mercy and 

vanish, the President stands ready to order the army to wipe the town out; but just then a meteor 

slams into the town and annihilates it utterly. Unlike the purgatorial comet in Olga Romanoff, 

this meteor is direct and uncompromising punishment. It is possible to read the text secularly, 

because we are told this bolide was part of an annual meteor shower in November;78 yet the 

Biblical pattern it draws upon is explicit: Hellville is frequently compared to the Biblical “Cities 

of the Plain” (cf. 55, 64) and Gomorrah specifically (cf. 58, 66), while the cosmic missile is said 

to be sent from “Heaven itself (…) guided by some avenging hand” (85) and the President, on 

witnessing the event, quotes scripture about divine vengeance. The destruction of Hellville is a 

conflagration that is the natural (in a scheme where the natural is divinely ordered) consequence 

of the accumulation of sins. In a story otherwise concerned with social transformation—and, 

specifically, its discontents—the comet is a deus ex machina that allows the plot to resolve 

without the heroic president dirtying his hands in a vengeful massacre of the criminal population. 

This story demonstrates how much of the old religious narratives persist in the fin-de-siècle 

cometary narratives, even as this latter group of texts was broadly moving towards more secular 

scenarios.   

Olga Romanoff illustrates this transition by placing the two types of narratives into 

conversation. Griffith is best known for his 1893 novel The Angel of the Revolution, in which a 

group of self-proclaimed terrorists overthrow the war-mongering governments of the world 

                                                           
organized ideologies are depicted as inherently flawed, and the utopia is possible only because power has been 

invested in a singular individual of excellent character—another manifestation of the Victorian Great Man theory 
78 Most likely the Leonids, a cloud of small meteors left behind by a comet. 
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thanks to a technological breakthrough, an airship design that provides them with military 

superiority overnight. By the end of the novel, they have imposed global peace—a Pax 

Aeronautica—from their new homeland in a mountain-rimmed valley in Africa, accessible only 

by air. Rather less known is the sequel, serialized the following year in Pearson’s Magazine as 

The Syren of the Air before being published as a novel as Olga Romanoff. Unlike Angel of the 

Revolution, set in the near-future (just at the outset of the twentieth century), the sequel begins a 

hundred years in the future, by which time the civilization in the sheltered valley has become 

outright utopian, technologically advanced and morally upright. The titular villain of the novel—

a descendant of the Russian tsar, the main antagonist of the first novel—chemically ensnares the 

protagonist, Alan, and uses him to build a fleet of (lesser) airships of her own, which she then 

unleashes in a war of conquest. The counter-offensive by the Aerians (as they are now known) is 

cut short when the plot takes a sudden turn two-thirds of the way through the book: human 

astronomers receive a message from Mars warning them that a comet-like celestial body is going 

to collide with the planet.  

The subsequent discussion surrounding the comet shows the different narratives, 

religious and secular, that can be constructed around comets. The cometary plot twist is not 

without some degree of foreshadowing: the prologue presents a prophecy, written by Natas, a 

character from the original book, who warns that if humanity, “knowing the good, shall elect to 

do evil” they will suffer as “of old the Prophet said of the men of Babylon,” for he has seen “a 

sign in heaven as of a flaming sword” (5-6). The tone is messianic, which fits Natas’ oratorical 

style, but it is also deliberately obscuring, concealing under a veil of rhetorical imagery the 

entirely secular celestial events that Natas observed through the conventional means of a 

telescope. Two extrasolar bodies, briefly visible, collided into “an enormous fire-mist, a chaos of 
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blazing storms and burning billows of incandescent matter,” and he then calculated this mass 

would cross Earth’s orbit seventy-five years hence (301). The secular truth is disclosed in a 

secret letter to be opened only before the impact event, in which he strips away the language of 

prophecy to lay out the astronomical phenomenon in clear and logical terms. Unlike the 

prophetic version of this warning—where disaster is contingent on human misbehaviour—this 

scientific version provides no moral escape mechanism from the calamity: “the earth will (…) 

pass through an ocean of fire that will destroy all living things upon its surface,” regardless of 

whether the world is a utopia or has fallen back into the savagery of nineteenth-century 

realpolitik (301). Griffith is presenting, within the same novel, the older, religious mode of 

punitive cometary narratives, and the new, secular dialogue around impact events whose 

concerns are technical rather than theological. 

These two different styles of writing about the same event reveal the different audiences 

and purposes that underlie these narrative modes. The prophetic piece is intended for a general 

audience, speaks using vivid imagery, and is intended to affect human behaviour by promising 

punishment for evil deeds and salvation if humanity is, collectively, good enough to merit it. 

This part of the prophecy is knowingly impossible to avoid (since collision is a mathematical 

certainty), which seems underhanded on Natas’ part; it reveals that, in his view, human frailty is 

as predictable as the motions of celestial bodies and so the conditions of the prophecy are bound 

to be fulfilled. His cynicism is proven correct in the narrative, as the bitterness of one woman is 

enough to plunge peaceful humanity back into war. There is an Eden parallel here: humanity is at 

peace because it has been imposed upon them by a more powerful, paternalistic entity (the 

Aerians, standing in as God); but when self-governance is restored, freeing humanity to choose 

once more, Romanoff, who is both, chooses to defy paternalistic guidance. She is both Eve and 
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the serpent in one (Alan explicitly describes her as “the snake in our Eden” [373]), and the 

warfare she causes symbolically brings down the wrath of the heavens. From the prophetic 

language employed at the outset to the apocalyptic character of the subsequent devastation, it 

follows familiar narrative patterns of trespass and punishment common to religious disaster 

narratives; Griffith has merely secularized this narrative pattern, a transformation made all the 

more evident by setting the religious and secular interpretations side-by-side within the same 

text. 

As a reflection of the different purposes of such interpretations, Natas’ second document 

is written without adornments because it is intended to advise and counsel its audience rather 

than to control its behaviour; he trusts that his designated audience—the Aerian leadership—will 

react to the news with stoicism rather than despair. As they are working on a plan to save a few 

hundred fertile couples within the heart of a mountain, a handful of Aerians go out into the world 

to warn the rest of humanity of its fate, only to find that in their absence, the forces of Olga 

Romanoff and the Sultan have wiped out all of western civilization. The transformation by war 

of “[t]he fairest countries of Europe” into “blackened deserts and wasted wildernesses”79 is an 

anthropogenic preview of the coming global devastation; indeed, the text explicitly states that the 

earthly fires of conquest are “answered” by the Fire-Cloud in the sky, setting up the symbolic 

causality (344). This moment makes the punishment visited by the comet seem just, as it is only 

a continuation of what humanity has already unleashed upon itself, the natural culmination of 

unvirtuous behaviours. 

In religious narratives, punitive comets could also be redemptive, as expurgators of sin; 

in the secular version of this narrative, it is the scale of Deep Space and Deep Time, which the 

                                                           
79 Griffith lingers over the destruction of England and London in particular; although his heroes are no longer 

Englishmen, his audience still was. 
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comet represents, that allows for redemptory humility. Romanoff, who refuses to believe in the 

end-world prediction, attacks Aeria80 on the same day as the comet approaches, and flees to a 

fortress in Antarctica when she is defeated. Since all his other characters are entombed within a 

mountain at this point, Griffith changes to the villain’s perspective for a penultimate chapter that 

allows him to describe the disaster as it happens, which largely consists of variations on the 

expression “the whole sky was flaming” (366). The moment is also presented as one whose sheer 

scale and spectacle has a redeeming effect: Romanoff “saw the utter insignificance and 

contemptibility of the human strife” before “this majestic assault of the primal forces of Nature, 

and for the first time in her life she thought of herself and her sins with a disgust and shame that 

humbled her in her own eyes,” a moment of repentance from a previous unrelenting villain 

(367). She realizes that her ambitions for conquest were futile, both because the immediate 

disaster will render all her efforts moot (even in laying waste, she is overmatched by the comet 

out of Deep Space), and because the sheer scale of Deep Time on which the universe operates 

makes the century-long grudge of her family seem insignificant. Conversely, as she stands alone 

at the end of the world, the “loneliness her soul seemed to expand and rise to a nobility that it 

had never known before” (366), making her feel larger instead of smaller: with no one around to 

impress or dominate, her spirit enlarges instead in a futile (but, per the text, noble) attempt to 

commune with Nature.  

Insofar as the comet is “Nature’s funeral pyre” come to complete “the conflagration of 

the world she had ruined,” the text draws a parallel between Romanoff and Nature as destructive 

forces, a parallel made easier by the conflation of Nature with femininity as Romanoff’s villainy 

is often gendered in the text (366). This parallel exists at the narrative level as well, since 

                                                           
80 In the meantime, Aeria has been massively depopulated by an epidemic that leaves no physical signs, merely 

content corpses; the text hints that this may be collective suicide on a national scale. 
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Romanoff and the comet are the major antagonists of the heroic Aerians, and as such are 

conflated in the threat they pose. Romanoff is the only person outside Aeria to survive, in order 

to provide closure in a final confrontation between Alan and the villain who enslaved him. 

However, Romanoff is badly injured and delusional; she lives only long enough to repent her 

sins. What remains is a world burnt to a crisp where “the clock of Time had been put back 

through countless ages and the world was once more as it had been” before life had emerged, a 

clean slate to be rebuilt and repopulated by the superior race of the Aerians (372). The comet is 

symbolically a punishment for humanity’s inability to rise above baser impulses, but it is also a 

purgatorial event designed to purge those same flaws—from individuals, and from the species 

generally.81 Such is the case for Romanoff, who endures this trail by fire much diminished, yet 

also cleansed of her arrogance, ready to receive the forgiveness of the protagonists. Her death 

clears the way for the new master race to repopulate the world, and expand the Aerian utopia into 

a more perfect human civilization that will not make the errors of previous generations. The 

episode of the comet is thus the secular equivalent to the Deluge, wiping out the bad strains of 

humanity to allow a handful of the worthy to start anew, only in this case the survivors are not 

divinely selected for piety, but self-selected because their skill and temperament provides the 

tools for survival. 

I argue that, in these texts, the utopian potential of comets is tied to their ability to 

destroy. The devastation caused by a comet strike, even a near miss,82 results in creative 

                                                           
81 Griffith’s choice to make the comet a fiery nimbus rather than a solid bolide deliberately invokes the typical 

image of purgatory as a realm of fire is which sin in burnt out. 
82 Where Griffith uses a comet to first destroy a utopian to then enable another one, Chauncey Thomas’s 1891 novel 

The Crystal Button, or Adventures of Paul Prognosis in the Forty-Ninth Century flips this chronology by having a 

comet first create then destroy the same utopia. In the novel, a giant comet’s narrow miss of the planet—“the most 

appalling spectacle that humanity ever had an opportunity to look upon”—creates an atmosphere of fear and 

“religious fervor” that enables a prophet to radically reform society into a utopia (280-1). Yet the comet is scheduled 

to return (as comets do), and this time even the advanced technology of this utopia cannot prevent the comet from 

striking the planet, causing “the world’s enveloping atmosphere [to] burst into a crackling sheet of flame … till all 
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destruction which opens up the space for new society-building projects, particularly if the old 

order that is swept away was failing and/or corrupt. I would further argue that the destruction 

that does occur becomes a necessary price to pay to achieve utopia: the perfect society gains in 

value not only in contrast to the flawed society that preceded it, but because of the suffering that 

was required to establish utopia; usually this is the violence of a revolution, but in these texts the 

comet’s impact (physical and otherwise) fulfills the same role. This inherent duality parallels my 

characterization of Nature at the end of Chapter 3 as an entity whose traditional generative power 

is matched by an equal potential for destruction. The expectations for comets are reversed (we 

expect them to destroy, not build) because comets, emerging from Deep Space, are alien to our 

experience and therefore historical sources of fear. 

However, the amount of destruction required from comets to enable utopia varies greatly 

from text to text, even from the same author; two impact event stories from H.G. Wells 

demonstrate this variance. To begin with, his 1906 novel In The Days of the Comet is the best 

known and also the most utopian of all the cometary texts in this period; at the same time, its 

characters demonstrate how comets, as omens, are difficult signifiers to interpret, which makes 

them symbolically flexible and able to take on a variety of meanings. In this story, the potential 

disaster of an impact event is merely the catalyst—in the literal, chemical sense of the word—for 

the transition between the fallen world of Wells’s contemporaries and one of his many utopian 

visions of a possible future. To call this novel utopian is underselling it; while the text presents a 

better government and society, these structural elements merely follow on a truly radical change 

                                                           
was blackness” (282). While most texts will imply that the society targeted by catastrophe has merited punishment 

through some sin or misbehaviour, society in Crystal Button is genuinely utopian—and yet it is still destroyed. The 

text reinforces the insignificance of the species when set against the mechanisms of Deep Space and Deep Time, and 

comets as their agents: even the perfect human society, the greatest achievement of the species, is of no relevance in 

a mechanistic universe insensate to human values and existence. The characters of Crystal Button merely made 

better use of the time allotted to them before the inevitability of human extinction.  
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to human nature itself, a biological, chemical alteration to the human mind and body. This 

transformation takes place within every person on the planet, making it both a universal event yet 

also a deeply personal one. Wells was a scientific optimist, but even at this early date his 

opinions of human nature were souring, which I believe accounts for the premise of this utopia: 

the prerequisite to a better society is a better person. The protagonist, “Willie” Leadford, is a 

repugnant man in a violent society, but both the individual and his society become enlightened 

overnight, emphasizing the contrast between the world before and after the comet. The book 

highlights Wells’s ongoing engagement with socialism, even though Leadford, an avowed 

socialist, is also prideful, jealous, and violent in his pursuits. I do not believe this is a criticism of 

socialism as an ideology, but rather signals that good ideals alone are insufficient when faced 

with entrenched institutions based on and promoting continued inequality; even a theoretically 

high-minded character like Leadford is led into despair and violence by the hopelessness of 

lower-class living. A radical change is required, and the comet provides it. 

The titular comet is less present in the narrative than the equivalent stellar body in many 

other impact event stories, in large part because Wells focuses on a lower-class character to 

further illustrate the contrast between pre-comet society and its utopian equivalent; where other 

texts might feature scientists and entrepreneurs who make the comet the focus of their attentions, 

Leadford is driven by more immediate emotional and financial forces. His relationship to the 

comet is at first largely incidental, despite constant reminders of the comet’s presence as an 

element that overdetermines the narrative just as it will the species.83 When Leadford does pay 

attention to the comet, he struggles to interpret it, finding he lacks the ability to read its 

                                                           
83 Leadford’s friend is an amateur astronomer who closely follows the comet’s discovery; the protagonist’s 

community is awash with news and discussion of the comet, in the form of newspapers, overheard conversations, 

and even a street preacher; and as the comet closes in with the Earth, its brilliance at night suffuses the landscape in 

a green glow. 
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symbolism: “I could but stare at it … with a vague anticipation that … [such] an object must 

have significance, could not possibly be a matter of absolute indifference to the scheme and 

values of my life. But how?” (872) Flustered by this failure of interpretation, he first tries to 

explicitly reject the comet, “only pretend[ing] to see it” (844); he refuses to consider the comet 

from either a practical or symbolic perspective, and becomes enraged with those like his 

astronomer friend who insist the comet “does signify something” (845). At other times the 

maddened narrator addresses himself to the comet as though it stands in for God, begging it to 

enable his vengeance against the lover who spurned him, or decrying the divine for a deeply 

flawed creation (897-8). Likewise, he sometimes refuses to consider the possibility that the 

comet could affect let alone endanger life on Earth (844-5), while elsewhere, in an excess of 

despair, he wishes that the comet “would indeed strike this world—and wipe us all away” 

because life is so wretched (833). The comet’s implications are too great to deal with, emptying 

it of significance, and onto that void Leadford projects whatever meaning currently fits his mood. 

He is not alone in this uncertainty, as English society is struck with cognitive dissonance 

over the import and meaning of the comet: while “[e]ach night, there shone upon us more and 

more insistently, beauty, wonder, the promise of the deeps, and we were hushed,” by day, the 

comet, rendered invisible, vanishes from prominence: “It signified nothing to us” (914-5). 

Newspapers echo this attitude: “Comet will Strike our Earth. Does it Matter?” reads a headline 

relegated to the second page by news of war (883). The street preacher certainly thinks so, but 

Willie dismisses his prophecies as an incoherent mix of “international politics and prophecies 

from the Book of Daniel” (864).84 There is a conflict between those, like the street preacher, who 

would interpret the comet traditionally as an ill omen and a forerunner of disaster, and the 

                                                           
84 Even in such a portent-heavy novel, Wells does not miss the opportunity to take a shot at the millennialist 

tendency to misinterpret Biblical verse and current events to match one another. 
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scientific consensus presented in the newspapers that the comet, however large and bright, is 

almost entirely gaseous and will pose no threat to the planet even in the case of a direct collision. 

Yet, though no causal effect is ever established, the approach of the comet does correlate with an 

increase in violence in the narrative, at the personal, societal and international levels.85 The 

comet itself might not be responsible, but its function as an ill-omen becomes self-fulfilling as an 

increasingly overwrought humanity begins to lash out at each other; belligerents come to 

incorporate the difficult symbol of the comet into their self-justifying narratives, as the presence 

of an object traditionally portending a radical break grants them permission to enact their own 

radical agendas.  

Ultimately, both the doomsayers and the scientists are wrong: the comet’s extraterrestrial 

gases fuse with the nitrogen in the atmosphere to create a new compound that invigorates the 

human body while radically altering its mindset away from egotism. The collision and 

transformation is not without its own catastrophes, however: at the moment when these gases 

combine, a green vapour descends over the planet, which has the temporary effect of plunging 

any breathing organisms into a deep, comatose state for several hours. This leads to a “thread of 

grotesque horror” running through the otherwise positive Change in which “unguided ships … 

went down in disaster … motor-cars rushed to destruction … trains … smashed and crumpled up 

into heaps of smoking, crackling ruin” and “Fires burnt indeed the brighter for the Change—and 

spread…” (953), resulting in any number of fatalities. These tragedies have a personal 

counterpart when Leadford, first to awaken from the vapours (even before birds and other 

animals), believes he is now “alone in the world!” in a brief but moving moment in which he 

                                                           
85 Leadford, believing the comet will “consecrate [his] revenge,” resolves to murder his former girlfriend and her 

new paramour (137); clashes between union workers and management spill out into street brawls; and England and 

Germany go to war, with naval battles underway and enemy troops infiltrating England even as the comet hits. 
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becomes a Last Man figure. The scope of these catastrophes is not as extensive (certainly not as 

thoroughly discussed) as the similar though lengthier period of lethargy that afflicts the planet in 

The Poison Belt, even as the transformation that follows is more profound (or at least chemically 

inevitable), but the same pattern pertains: the process of societal transformation symbolically 

requires a certain quantity of sacrifice before it can become manifest. Casualties as a 

consequence of the disruption are part and parcel of any break radical enough to usher in utopia.  

The need for destruction to precede utopia is even more apparent in the second of Wells’s 

cometary texts considered here: “The Star,” a short story published in 1897. Comets need not 

actually strike the planet in order to affect it; the passage of a sufficiently large body can cause 

immediate disasters, affect climate in the long-term, even change the position of the planet itself! 

“The Star” is one the most thoroughly disastrous near-miss scenarios. It is a curious story insofar 

as it has no real characters to speak of, merely flitting through a series of vignettes. Because of 

this lack of characters, the plot is a purely physical affair, detailing the causal chain of events set 

off when an unusual object is first discovered entering the solar system;86 if anything it is this 

object, and the Earth itself, who are the characters in a cosmic narrative. Wells continues to 

describe the complex workings of the solar system, using the story as an exercise in stellar 

dynamics: the arrested motion of the collision causes the star to fall in-system, towards the sun, 

while passing close enough to Jupiter to send the star on a course that very nearly intercepts the 

Earth. The heat and gravimetric stress caused by this “narrow” miss unleash a series of Earth-

bound catastrophes that recall the old superstitions of comets as heralds of clusters of disasters, 

only now these disasters unfurl in due causal order of modern physics, ravaging the surface of 

                                                           
86 The nature of the celestial body in this story is unclear, or at least shifting: astronomers call it a “new planet,” but 

when this body collides bodily with Neptune, “the heat of the concussion had (…) turned two solid globes into one 

vast mass of incandescence” and afterwards the body is typically described as a “white star” (645-6). 
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the planet (655).87 However, the interposition of the moon spares the Earth the worst of the heat 

when the transit reaches its apex, and so after the disasters, enough of humanity remains to 

repopulate the globe. They do so by migrating towards the poles to adapt to a warmer climate, as 

the star’s passage has shifted the Earth incrementally closer to the sun; there are indications of a 

better world after the catastrophe, as humanity discover lands “green and gracious” in these polar 

regions, leading to a “new brotherhood” among the beleaguered species (655).  

The story ends with a paragraph that reports on these events from the perspective of 

Martian astronomers,88 who are surprised that the Earth has only suffered “a little damage” and 

that continents and oceans are still recognizable other than “a shrinkage of the white 

discoloration (supposed to be frozen water) round either pole” (655). By this point The War of 

the Worlds was in serialization, but the Martians of “The Star” are beings with very human 

limitations of technology and perspective rather than amoral, hyper-advanced invaders. The 

Martians’ misperceptions show “how small the vastest of human catastrophes may seem, at a 

distance of a few million miles” (655) (or a few million years, as The Time Machine taught us). 

In this story, Wells is not only describing the threats that emerge from Deep Space and Deep 

Time, but also illustrating how little the human experience counts within such abysses: he shows 

how the vast array of disasters and loss of life just described appear minute even to our nearest 

                                                           
87 The new sun’s heat causes massive storms; mountain icecaps and a winter-locked northern hemisphere melt, 

causing flash floods; the ocean tides are influenced both by the rising water levels and the pull of the new celestial 

body, and the storm-surge reaches miles inland, drowning coastal cities. As the crust and mantle are subject to 

gravimetric forces, earthquakes, volcanoes, and resultant tidal waves wrack the planet. Forest fires spring up across 

the globe from the heat and storms. Once the star begins to move away from Earth, a massive, global rainstorm 

breaks out, causing further flooding and landslides, even as the earthquakes and volcanic eruptions continue.  
88 It is surprising how casually nineteenth-century science fiction writers treated contact with alien worlds, Mars 

especially. While some novels—Wells’s War of the Worlds comes to mind—foreground the interaction as the main 

action of the plot, many more treat alien contact as largely incidental, and assumes that most planets (and some 

moons) will have alien and even human-like sentient life. It shows the assumptions under which nineteenth-century 

writers laboured, namely that other worlds would be fundamentally similar to ours—for instance, assuming 

geological features on the Moon and Mars were seas and canals—and would thus boast similar biospheres. 
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astronomical neighbour, Mars. Yet Wells is no nihilist: humanity survives the catastrophe, and 

even if it had not, the mathematician who first calculates the collision speaks with Wells’s 

confidence in science when he tells the star: “You may kill me (…) But I can hold you—and all 

the universe for that matter—in the grip of this little brain” (648); here, comprehension trumps 

survival. Wells’s mathematician has no delusions about the fragility of human life in the vastness 

of Deep Space and Deep Time, but that self-same awareness is, for him, sufficient to dispel any 

fear and allow him to face the end with stoic composure. The sentiment is reminiscent of 

Professor Challenger’s stance in The Poison Belt, and it is deployed here to similar purpose: an 

ideological defense against a vast and uncaring universe, a small way to claim victory amidst 

broader devastation.  

Although “The Star” and similar texts, like H. Percy Blanchard’s After the Cataclysm 

(1909),89 visit a great deal of devastation upon the Earth, they also suggest that the climate 

change triggered by the stellar event will permit an almost idyllic lifestyle for the survivors. But 

in the corpus of cometary narratives, there is no guarantee that climate change from stellar events 

will be for the better. Indeed, while cometary narratives are closely associated with utopianism 

when the action of the text takes place in temporal proximity to the comet passage or strike, this 

pattern does not hold when discussing the climatic consequences of comet visitations centuries 

                                                           
89 Canadian author H. Percy Blanchard’s After the Cataclysm: A Romance of the Age to Come, a novel largely 

derivative of William Morris and Wells, uses the comet in this story as a plot device to enable him to explore both 

utopia and dystopia: the comet serves as the fulcrum between Blanchard’s grim extrapolation of the proximate 

future, and his depiction of the ideal society that emerges in the wake of the catastrophe. Utopia is made possible in 

this text both because the comet specifically rains destruction on the text’s antagonists (Russian armies, invading a 

newly-founded and English-protected Israel), and because the comet causes the Earth to tilt on its axis, gradually 

aligning the equator with the horizontal plane of the planet in such a way as to bring about perpetual spring around 

the globe. Blanchard borrows one theological/scientific speculation—Newton’s notion of comets as God’s 

corrective measures—to fix both a planet’s orbit and the moral character of the species; in spite of this one 

providential element, however, Blanchard has largely secularized the patterns of apocalypse and millennium Paley 

identified amongst the Romantics: a period of global strife, marked by conflict in the Holy Land, followed by the 

comets and other disasters of Revelation, and then Earthly paradise.  
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hence: going further forward in time tends to bring about more dystopian settings. These texts 

present a nexus of natural and human causes for the sorry state of society in their narratives: the 

severity of the changes to the planet determines the limits of any society that might arise after the 

catastrophe, but an original natural disaster caused by a stellar object is made worse by the 

inability of human society to cope, or by the refusal of powerful individuals to allow for a 

broader engagement with their environment in order to preserve their own standing. So the 

wracked landscape of George Allan England’s Darkness and Dawn (1912-14)90 provides no 

resources or stability on which a civilization may be built, made worse by the martial values of 

the degenerate survivors; while society in Richard Jefferies’ After London, or Wild England 

(1885) collapses after an ecological catastrophe, but though the environment rebounds, 

civilization is kept in a medieval state by ignorant rulers.  

After London blames the passage of a comet for the alterations to the climate and 

topography of England that cause society to revert to a feudal state. The central plot of the novel 

is a pseudo-medieval romance, rather than a work of disaster fiction. It is the setting, and what 

we glimpse of its history, that is of interest here: After London is a post-apocalyptic novel, 

insofar as it is a setting created by a catastrophe and human society is distinctly dystopian in its 

regressive character,91 although it is a lusher and more populous setting than we commonly 

                                                           
90 This works was first released as The Vacant World, Beyond the Great Oblivion, and Afterglow, in 1912, 1913, and 

1914 respectively. England sets the action of the story a full millennium into the future. The first tome features the 

familiar device of a long sleep as a man and woman awaken a thousand years after a global catastrophe, and echoes 

Last Man narratives as they wander the shattered and desolate landscape of New York. The catastrophic change that 

has come over the planet is only given a patchwork explanation in the second book: a great explosion—probably the 

collision of a meteorite at a glancing angle—tore out most of Middle America, leaving a gaping wound in the 

planetary crust which released poisonous gases into the atmosphere that wiped out most of humanity, leaving 

handfuls of degenerate tribes who mostly attack the protagonist. In England’s racist schema, only the descendants of 

Americans retain enough potential for the protagonists to try and reform their society—and even here, their success 

is modest and precarious. 
91 Greedy and ignorant lords have made slaves of most of the population, innovation is discouraged, and the British 

Isles have split into warring factions along ethnic lines, with fighting between the Saxons, Welsh, Irish and Scots. 
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associate with the post-apocalyptic genre. The book begins with a self-described “philosopher,” 

who serves as a historian in the future,92 providing an account of the environmental and social 

changes that have taken place since the depopulation of England. The disastrous event and its 

causes are not even raised until the third chapter, and the plot itself doesn’t begin until the second 

part of the book.93 It is a challenge, even for the characters, to determine the original cause that 

sets off the chain events leading to After London. Just as Jefferies is extrapolating forward, his 

philosopher narrator is extrapolating backwards, trying to piece together a history obscured by 

the passage of centuries, the loss of nearly all records since the cataclysm, and widespread 

illiteracy since; to highlight this ambiguity, Jefferies not only has his narrator express the 

limitations on his knowledge and uncertainty about the conclusions he can draw, but also his 

arguments with the speculations of a rival philosopher. Yet despite the passage of time, the 

original catastrophe still overdetermines this setting, both for the protagonist (whose journey 

brings him near to fallen London), and for Jefferies’ audience—as the title indicates, being set 

After London is the book’s defining characteristic.  

The multiple theories regarding the comet and its consequences once again reflect the 

comet’s symbolic flexibility, the multiple meanings that can be ascribed to it even within the 

same text. Jefferies’ philosopher blames the varying climatic and topographical changes to 

England on “the passage of an enormous dark body through space” which may have “tilted or 

inclined” the Earth’s axis (20). This is a serious event in and of itself, but the narrative further 

speculates that the comet caused an alteration in “the flow of the magnetic currents, which … 

                                                           
92 Because of the loss of knowledge in this future, the philosopher’s writing is similar to the style of a medieval 

chronicle (Jessica Maynard 139-141), while his scientific suppositions have more in common with the natural 

historians discussed at the outset of this thesis than the professional sciences of the late nineteenth century. 
93 While many readers would find this exercise in naturalist speculation tedious, it is an apt fit for Jefferies as a 

consummate chronicler of the English countryside. 
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influence the minds of men,” and somehow this change to the human psyche caused a migration 

from England (20).94 This exodus takes place along class lines, as the urban elite and middle-

class leave lower-class workers and agriculturalists behind.95 This stratified exodus allows 

Jefferies to postulate a rapid loss of technological expertise among the remaining Britons, such 

that cities are abandoned as the lack of upkeep gradually made living there poisonous. The 

theory of magnetic currents seems particularly awkward to modern readers because a shift in the 

planetary axis would, alone, be enough to cause the landscape changes the narrator reports on; it 

is unclear to me whether Jefferies believed this was a viable hypothesis (certainly there was a 

great deal of pseudo-science about magnetism and the human body during the Victorian period) 

or whether Jefferies offers this theory as an example of the unscientific state of English society in 

the future he depicts.  

During this same period, rising water levels created a massive inland lake in southern 

England near Oxford, the new capital; here, too, there are multiple theories regarding the cause, 

including the comet. Inconsistencies in “the level of the sea,” which “has sunk in some places” 

and “become higher in others,” suggest not a globalized change in ocean levels but rather 

topographical changes (20). The narrator’s rival blames the “dark body” for the appearance of 

the great inner lake, supposing that it “caused an immense volume of fresh water to fall in the 

shape of rain” (47), a theory that harkens back to Newton and his belief that cometary tails were 

composed of either water or fire, and could distribute that element over the Earth. This theory 

was outdated by the nineteenth century, and its assignation to the narrator’s rival, and the 

                                                           
94 The narrator argues with his rival over the direction this migration takes. The rival supposes they fled eastwards, 

but the narrator, from limited contacts with French fishermen which reveal the same depopulation there, supposes 

that they went across the Atlantic instead; in either case, the exiles are never heard from again. 
95 This pattern echoes Jefferies’ treatment of class in the blizzard narratives: the upper and middle-class act callously 

towards their less fortunate compatriots, while the lower-classes easily become barbarous without the guidance of 

their social betters.  
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narrator’s refutation (some oral tradition of the floods ought to have survived), should be read as 

a sign that it is inaccurate. Likewise, this rival suggests the inland sea may have come about 

because “the level of the land sank and formed a basin,” which the narrator rejects outright (54). 

The narrator presents a different hypothesis: falling sea levels and silt caused the Thames to 

become damned up at some point near London, with the refuse of this and other towns and 

villages contributing to block the flow; the water upstream, having no way to gain the ocean, 

backed up.96 The origins of the Lake are caught up in a complex and interrelated web of natural 

and anthropogenic causes, illustrating the difficulties of separating human impacts from natural 

processes in the consideration of disasters. There was a fear, just after the catastrophe, that the 

waters of the Lake would continue to rise until everything was flooded, but at the time in which 

the novel is written, the topography and ecosystems of wild England have stabilized into new 

homeostatic patterns.  

The only exception to this natural reclamation is London itself, which is emblematic of 

the corrosive persistence of industrialization on the environment. The city is a rumour in this 

story, known only from history and wreathed in ill-omens. The narrator supposes that the rising 

waters of the river undermined the foundations of the city and caused the structures there to 

collapse, turning the site of London into a post-urban swamp. This spot is irredeemably poisoned 

as a result of “all the rottenness of a thousand years and of many hundred millions of humans 

beings (…) festering under the stagnant water” (50); this waste has seeped into the soil, causing 

the pollution around the former site of London to worsen, not improve, over the centuries. While 

the novel’s protagonist is able to penetrate into the outskirts of London and recover items that 

                                                           
96 There’s a suggestion that the disappearance of major commercial arteries like rivers caused a subsistence crisis 

that led to the depopulation, but the narrator cannot affirm whether the loss of the river preceded the exodus, or if the 

absence of a population to maintain the rivers led to their loss. 
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will make his fortune in society, the narrator of the initial guidebook-like chapters, writing a 

hundred years after these events, tells us that the contaminated area has increased and no one 

now risks adventuring there because the increasing toxicity of the marshes spells instant death. In 

the most post-apocalyptic section of the book, the philosopher describes the “vast stagnant 

swamp” of London’s ruins: it is a blasted landscape where not even animal life can survive (49). 

It is only through some fortunate happenstance that the prevailing winds prevent the miasmatic 

vapour that overhangs the swamp from moving west towards what is now the seat of English 

civilization; were this to happen, it would be a major health and ecological catastrophe for this 

future population.  

The contamination of London meets Rob Nixon’s criteria for slow violence as 

environmental damage that occurs over the span of a generation or more, wearing away at 

quality of life and ecological sustainability. England may seem like an unusual place to locate 

slow violence, generally associated with the so-called Third World and the imperial capitalist 

exploitation that it is subject to, but it is appropriate in this scenario: slow violence is inflicted on 

the poor and the marginalized, per Nixon, and the flight of the English urban elites means that 

those who must deal with the collapse of society and the toxic legacy of industrialization are the 

urban poor and the agrarian population.97 The novel establishes a contrapuntal pattern: in the 

main narrative, the reader sympathizes with the scholarly protagonist who chafes under the 

deliberate ignorance of an aristocracy whose contempt of learning keeps this society trapped in 

its pseudo-medieval state; the reader cheers when the protagonist’s explorations and inventions 

pay off and allow him to wed his love interest and establish his own castle, setting himself up as 

a more enlightened ruler. Yet the book’s introduction reminds us of the consequences of the 

                                                           
97 At the time Jefferies was writing, an “agrarian catastrophe” had struck England due to cheap foreign imports and 

several years of bad weather (W. J. Keith 28-9); another disaster that mixes natural and human causes.  
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teleological, technological progress the protagonist embraces: industrialization, and the 

corruption of the land for generations to come. Jefferies leaves unanswered the question of 

whether there is an ideal point between medieval barbarism and runaway industrialism, an 

uncertainty reflected in the multiple possible histories raised in the introduction of the book, and 

in the menacing yet indeterminate presence of London in the text. The comet, and its effects, are 

likewise threatening but difficult to precisely express; it is both the cause of, and symbolically 

parallel to, the loss of history that cripples English society in this book—a simultaneous 

embodiment of Deep Space and Deep Time. 

COSMOS: DEAD SUNS AND THE NARRATIVE CHALLENGES OF DEEP TIME 

The slow violence in After London is a conjunction of natural catastrophe and the 

unintended consequence of industrialism over a span of centuries; and while such a span barely 

registers on the scale of Deep Time, the dystopian quality of the narratives that examine the 

consequences of impact events over the long term signals a Victorian anxiety about the distant 

future.98 Authors of Victorian speculative fiction understood that climate change need not be 

either slow or inadvertent,99 but from contemporary science, particularly astronomy, they were 

also beginning to realize that climate change was inevitable, given any sufficient span of time. 

                                                           
98 Another manifestation of this anxiety is Henry Crocker Marriott Watson’s 1890 novel The Decline and Fall of the 

British Empire; or, The Witch’s Cavern. Set in the 30th century, climate change resulting in harsher winters has 

reduced England to a feudal, agrarian society; London is merely a large town of no more than twenty thousand. 

There is a parallel to the medievalism of After London, only Watson’s narrator (from the now-dominant nation of 

Australia—another instance of the New Zealander motif examined in Chapter 5) interprets the hardships of the 

rugged English as virtuous living. This recourse to medieval models reflects the idealization of medieval social 

structures on the part of Carlyle, Ruskin, and Morris. The changes to the climate in the novel is presented as a 

consequence of the construction of the Panama Canal, which makes the wintry consequences to England another 

version of slow violence in the admixture of natural and anthropogenic factors. 
99 Large scale human geoengineering aimed at transforming our world was a frequent premise in Victorian and 

Edwardian fiction. See James Rodger Fleming’s Fixing the Sky for a representative sampling of such narratives. 
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Most fin-de-siècle scholars believed the natural climatic future of the planet, its fate in 

Deep Time, was a gradual cooling that would reduce the planet’s habitable zones, making life on 

Earth increasingly difficult, until the final result was a barren ball of ice. In “How Will the World 

End?”, Fyfe gives the greatest amount of credence to the gradual cooling of the Earth, presenting 

it as scientific fact rather than speculation, backed by experts rather than “alarmists” as he 

describes the proponents of other theories (n.p.). Fyfe explains that this change is part of the 

natural lifespans of planets, which go from large to small, and from wet to arid; so Jupiter and 

Saturn were supposed to be younger worlds while Mars and the moon are older and thus cold 

and lifeless, and forerunners of Earth’s own fate. There is less consensus on the cause of this 

cooling, but most writers start from the scenario that the sun, as it ages, will progressively lose its 

heat and radiance, consequently providing the Earth with less heat.100 This is climate change not 

arising from human interventions into the ecosphere nor an abrupt shock like the collision of a 

comet, and so to call it a catastrophe—in the sense of a sudden event—is a misnomer, as these 

changes occur at a creeping pace, with humanity adapting (or failing to do so) over the course of 

millennia. Yet I would sooner define the narrative depictions of these far-future settings as 

catastrophic, rather than dystopian, because the difficulties that arise do so not from imperfect 

human social organization, but from the sheer inability to compensate for a much diminished or 

dying Nature; they parallel, sometimes explicitly so, the Last Man narratives of the Romantics.  

George C. Wallis,101 in “The Last Days of Earth” (The Harmsworth Magazine, July 

1901), accelerates the astronomical prediction of solar death. The story begins at “a quarter to 

                                                           
100 Flammarion, in La Fin du Monde, floats the alternate possibility that the Earth’s internal heat will dissipate, 

cooling the planet, and/or (as an addendum to the prior theory) that this same loss will gradually cause the water in 

the biosphere to seep into the planet’s core, leading to a loss of temperature due to the absence of water vapour in 

the atmosphere to enhance solar heat. 
101 Wallis was a constant if unremarkable presence in the periodicals and later the pulps, largely proficient in stories 

following the conventional SF tropes of the time. 
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thirteen in the afternoon of Thursday, July 18th, 13,000,085 A.D.”102 at a time when the sun has 

“ceased to warm, [and] was but a red-hot cinder” (399); despite the distant date, the death of the 

sun is presented as a crisis rather than an astronomical fact because it “had begun to cool about 

five million years too soon,” and the story presents an extensive account of the lived effects of 

this premature cooling (400). As with many other far-future stories,103 there are enclaves—in this 

case, “Cities of Heat” (401)—meant to keep humanity alive in a hostile world, but gradually all 

sources of heat fail because of the cooling sun; even Mercury is too cold to sustain a colony. 

Despite the cooling taking place over millions of years, the conditions are too extreme for animal 

life to adapt: “neither … man nor beast, nor bird nor fish” can survive the cold, not even those 

already adapted to cold climes like “[p]olar bears and Arctic foxes, blubber-eating savages and 

hardy seals”—all have gone extinct (401).104 Indeed, the chill is such that there are “patches of 

liquid and semi-solid air” in the northern regions, as the atmosphere itself freezes (402). 

The story focuses on a male and female pair who are the last humans alive, a trope so 

common to these far-future tales that I choose to call them a Last Couple, after the fashion of 

their generic predecessors.105 A general sense of despair permeates the story; humanity has been 

                                                           
102 A temporal measurement that exceeds even Ussher in specificity over vast periods of time. 
103 Stories about a glacial future tended to be more common in France than in the English-speaking world at this 

time. Novels set on a future, cooling Earth (or at least featuring episodes in these time periods) include Louis-Henry 

Boussenard’s Dix Mille Ans dans un Block de Glace (1890), Camille Flammarion’s La Fin du Monde (1894), and 

Gabriel Tarde’s Fragment D’Histoire Future (1896).103 All feature a number of common patterns, including a 

general migration of the population towards equatorial climes and the construction of structures and cities whose 

first purpose is to enhance and preserve heat. These French texts, like the English comet narratives, are surprisingly 

utopian: Flammarion describes the apogee of humanity before the cold sets in, a civilization of mixed 

Chinese/African heritage thrives in Boussenard, and the survivors in Tarde’s text found a utopian society deep 

underground. This time, climate change is the radical break that grants these authors the opportunity to lay out their 

vision of a better society, as civilization must restructure itself to confront the threat. (By “radical,” I mean all-

encompassing rather than sudden, since these changes—planetary and social—generally take place over vast periods 

of time.) 
104 The inclusion of Arctic native peoples in a list largely made up of animals handily conflates the two in moment 

of casual racism. 
105 Flammarion, in La Fin du Monde, calls his last couple Omégar and Eva, clearly signalling his generic debt to 

Cousin de Grainville.  
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left “spiritually naked to face the terrors of a relentless Cosmos” and all of history appears “futile 

… with all its promises shattered, its ideals valueless, its hopes unfulfilled” when faced with the 

death of the planet and likely extinction of humanity (404). Humanity has confronted Deep Time 

and found it unconquerable, physically and mentally; its vastness makes human life appears 

insignificant, and the loss of value attached to human life leads most of the species to commit 

suicide rather than freeze to death, an easy victory for the Freudian Thanatos.106  Even the 

surviving Last Couple are afflicted with this death drive and consider, for a time, dying on the 

familiar wasteland of Earth rather than using their spaceship and risking themselves in the 

unknown reaches of Deep Space. This half-manifested desire is fulfilled when a plot twist 

reveals that they are actually not the Last Couple, but the Penultimate Couple: there is another 

escape vessel, crewed by former lovers of the protagonists who refused to accept collective 

euthanasia. On discovering that their vessels will collide, the protagonists opt to self-destruct 

their craft, placing the future of the species in the hands of a couple whose passion for one 

another gives them the vital élan to try and begin the human species anew elsewhere. Wallis uses 

Deep Time to write a story fundamentally about the struggle of Eros and Thanatos, and allows 

both to claim victory as most of the species elects to die along with the planet, but love is 

allowed to live on. 

The extraordinarily removed date at which Wallis sets the story points to a number of 

narrative challenges common to Deep Time narratives. Before abandoning the planet, the 

Penultimate Couple embark on a televised world tour using a Victorian version of video, in one 

last futile attempt to find any traces of humanity other than themselves. These monitors show the 

location of famous cities, but they are all ice-bound ruins, indistinguishable from one another, 

                                                           
106 This is not the the only episode of collective suicide in end-world fiction: humanity euthanizes itself in Rosny’s 

La Mort de la Terre, as do (in all likelihood) Griffith’s Aerians. 
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and some have been covered by glaciers and are no longer visible or accessible for viewing. This 

technical failure before the power of Deep Time, the inability to represent or differentiate, is an 

apt analogy for the narrative challenges faced by authors who tried to represent the extreme end 

of time. How does one depict the year 13000085, or the even more remote dates visited by 

authors like Wells or Hodgson, in a way that both does justice to such a temporally foreign 

setting yet remains accessible to their contemporary audience? For narratives that visit not only 

one time-frame among Earth’s geological history, but several, how does one maintain a 

consistent narrative thread, or make vast lengths of time feel immediate when the sheer size of 

the spans of time involved make variations difficult to grasp? Authors had to thread the line 

between a future that was alien enough to be credible as a world millions or even billions of 

years at a remove, but provide enough familiar elements to ensure that readers would not be 

completely alienated. A number of different narrative techniques were attempted in order to 

achieve this balance—but, just like dead monitors, not all such techniques would work. 

The American Lysander Salmon Richards made a brave but unsuccessful attempt at 

narrativizing geological time in his odd 1896 novel Breaking Up, or the Birth, Development and 

Death of the Earth and its Satellite in Story, a book that visits Earth four times during the 

planet’s geological lifetime, examining current conditions and filling in the temporal gaps with 

massive chunks of expository dialogue. The book suffers from an inconsistent narrative voice as 

Richards designs and then abandons characters who can comment on extensive periods of 

time.107 These various narrative approaches are also accompanied by constant generic shifts: the 

                                                           
107 To enable the narrative to begin at the very formation of the solar system, Richards introduces a group of 

explorers from a species that arose earlier elsewhere in the civilization, capable of astral projection and each 

possessed of their own area of scientific expertise. Yet this group vanishes after the first chapters, replaced by a 

more conventional narrative about a human-like couple meeting and falling in love on the moon. When this couple 

dies, they become ghosts who watch and describe the formation of Earth over millions of years. The perspective 

changes in such a fashion several times more. 
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novel begins as a tract melding Victorian science and mysticism, becomes pulp adventure fiction 

on the moon, then turns into a long expository piece on geology. The second part seeks to be 

simultaneously a dissertation on the nature of utopia, and a typical Victorian melodrama about 

crime and jealousy—ill-fitting generic bedfellows. Richards lacks the skill of a Flammarion or 

even a Ballantyne in turning science and philosophy into narrative.108 

Though the multifarious narrative techniques in Richards’ text do not work well in 

conjunction with one another, they do serve to illustrate some of the options available to writers 

as a means of bridging the gap between their audience and the futuristic setting. To deal with the 

problem of alienation, the easiest solution was to provide a touchstone character or characters, 

individuals who were similar and thus accessible to the readership. This could be either a 

character from the present who finds himself/herself in (or otherwise has access to) the future, or 

else the characters in the future could be written in such a fashion as to be accessible to a 

Victorian audience. Few texts of the period do not provide at least one of these, and even those 

that do not will mitigate the transition otherwise: Olga Romanoff is a sequel, and so many 

readers would already be familiar with the world set up in the first novel, while After London 

mitigates the lack of a bridge character thanks to the pseudo-historical opening chapters (and 

protagonist Felix Aquila is easily the character most sympathetic to contemporary sensibilities). 

                                                           
108 While Breaking Up lacks in aesthetic quality, it does function as an apt illustration of the contemporary scientific 

speculations regarding the lifespans of planets, as mentioned by Fyfe. Planets (and moons) are formed by nebular 

gases coalescing into a solid sphere, and the heat that radiates from its core enables life; with age, the core becomes 

solid and cold, and this process that is proportionally faster the smaller the sphere in question is. According to this 

theory, the portion of the novel that takes place on the moon in the distant past supposes it achieved Earth-like 

conditions much earlier than the planet itself; the moon has an atmosphere, a biosphere, and sentient beings much 

like humans. This portion of the narrative depicts a number of catastrophes—quakes, volcanoes, storms—

experienced by the lunar characters, because Richards associates natural disasters with a more geologically active 

world. By the second section, the moon has long since become inactive, all air and life gone; and by the third section 

of the novel, the same phenomenon is underway on Earth, frozen and uninhabitable anywhere outside the tropics. 

These territories are also becoming increasingly frigid, because Earth’s now-solid core no longer generates any heat, 

and the planet can only rely on the heat from the sun, which is, itself, gradually declining—all perfectly in keeping 

with the tropes of a cooling Earth in French-language texts. By the fourth and final section of the book, the Earth is 

as dead as the moon. 
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 Of the two characterization techniques just mentioned, making future characters similar 

to contemporary individuals raises a technical problem even as it solves one. Just as 

contemporary culture is ever increasingly dissimilar to the culture of our forbearers of centuries 

past, so too would credible world-building demand that humans of the future be culturally 

dissimilar to their audience; the further into the future the story is set, the more it strains 

suspension of disbelief to encounter individuals of a contemporary mold in this setting.109 Fin-

de-siècle writers were aware of the potential pitfall this problem posed, and while some, like 

Richards, did little to mitigate the cognitive dissonance of future societies populated by 

contemporary individuals, others sought to provide in-universe reasons why their characters were 

not as different from modern-day humans as one might expect. To return to Wallis, “Last Days” 

offers two explanations for the fact that his Penultimate Couple’s characterization (and 

appearance in accompanying illustrations by Victor Prout; see Figure 7) are little changed from 

the Victorian standard. The first explanation is historical, as Wallis provides some soft social 

science fiction to match the technological innovations and apocalyptic circumstances of the 

story. The story warns against expecting the history “of human progress” to unfold in a purely 

teleological manner; instead, “long stages of advance and retrogression, of failure and success,” 

define human history, a cultural version of punctuated equilibrium to fill in the immense 

historical gaps in Wallis’ timeline (404). The other explanation is based in characterization and 

circumstance: Wallis posits a future humanity more detached and intellectual (as befits a species 

that quietly resigns itself to mass suicide), but, in the extremity of the scenario his Penultimate 

Couple find themselves confronted with, they revert to a more “archaic” (and thus more familiar) 

                                                           
109 This difficulty is hardly unique to fin-de-siècle SF—in this critic’s opinion, a great deal of present-day SF fails to 

take this sociological inevitability into account when writing about future human societies, perhaps in deference to 

the problem of alienation. 
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mode of being (400). The Penultimate Man has “[s]omehow, these last few hours … felt the 

ancient emotions surging back” (406), causing him to act, feel, and express himself in a fashion 

less like the cold humanity of the distant future and more in kind with the values of Wallis’ 

audience—love, courage, sacrifice.110  

For writers who wished to avoid the narrative pitfalls or additional explanations required 

of making future characters seem familiar, the need to provide a touchstone in a temporally 

foreign setting can be resolved by sending a contemporary person to the future, to act as a 

medium for the audience in exploring and familiarizing themselves with the new context. The 

Last Man narratives in Chapter 3 used some of these techniques, including long periods of sleep 

(or equivalent) (the Blackwood’s article) and dream visions (Blackwood’s again, Byron, 

Campbell). Dream visions are far less popular in fin-de-siècle SF because they lack the minimal 

veneer of scientific plausibility sought by the nascent genre.111 By contrast, a long sleep or coma 

was a particularly popular device at this time, used in conventional (which is to say, non-

catastrophic) utopian and dystopian narratives like Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward (1888), 

William Morris’ News from Nowhere (1890), and Wells’s own The Sleeper Awakes (1910) as 

well as many lesser-known works in the genre. In terms of catastrophic fiction, sleep is how 

After the Cataclysm, Darkness and Dawn, and Dix Milles Ans guide the audience from the 

present to the future, and gives them, in the form of the protagonist, a familiar character amidst 

the alien. 

                                                           
110 A number of French Deep Time texts utilize a similar rationale for their futuristic-yet-familiar characters: in La 

Mort de la Terre, the protagonist and his family are explicitly defined as “atavisms” (25) due to their still-active 

curiosity and passion for living among an otherwise desultory species; and La Fin Du Monde describes a vastly 

different version of humanity (biologically and intellectually) at the apogee of the species’ evolution, but by the time 

we are introduced to the Last Couple at the end of the text, the pressures of millions of years struggling against a 

dying world have caused the species to devolve back into the form and temperament of Flammarion’s 

contemporaries. 
111 Thomas’ Crystal Button still uses the dream vision, but as the nineteenth-century protagonist must find himself 

(and the audience) a native guide to the future, its narrative tactics have more in common with long sleep scenarios. 
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Most of these methods seem outdated to modern audiences because we are more familiar 

with a device whose most influential exemplar appeared in the late nineteenth century, yet 

spawned few immediate imitators: the time machine of H.G. Wells’s 1895 The Time Traveler.112 

Wells was fascinated with the idea of time and the changes such gulfs might bring about, and 

scenarios of temporal displacement occur often in his fiction, and even features in some non-

fiction as a device or conceit. Many displacements cover relatively short spans (a few centuries 

at most) in order to explore ideas of utopia or dystopia, and Wells also explored prehistory on 

occasion, but it is his projections of Deep Time in the future that are of interest here.  

By depicting multiple stops throughout Earth’s geological lifespan, Wells provides 

representative samples of what the planet looks like at various points in its history, geologically 

and ecologically.113 At the same time, the use of a single protagonist who witnesses all these 

periods in turn allows the audience’s avatar to make direct comparisons, without the need for 

commentary from an omniscient narrator or lengthy exposition by characters which mar other 

texts’ attempts at similar surveys of geological history. Although the year 802701, the date of the 

Traveler’s first visit to the future, seems like a tremendously removed date, this portion of the 

novel does not significantly engage with geological time or apocalyptic themes; the physical 

characteristics of the planet, like climate, are essentially unchanged. The lack of animal life and 

cultured vegetation at this time are a result of human action long before the age of the Eloi rather 

than natural patterns of evolution. When the Time Traveler makes an additional jump mid-way 

into the future (in the deleted chapter later published as “The Grey Man”), he begins to note 

                                                           
112 Watson’s Decline and Fall also uses time travel, but it is enabled by a witch’s magic rather than technology, and 

it sends a future individual to the present rather than the other way around; by the time the protagonist makes the 

journey back, we have already spent many chapters observing the future from his native perspective. 
113 The official published version of Time Machine involves three visitations to other times periods; deleted chapters 

include two more, a stop between 802701 and the world’s end, and an accidental visit to the past. 
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physical changes in the environment: “Hill and valley, sea and river—all, under the wear and 

work of the rain and frost, had melted into (...) an uneven stretch of cheerless plateau” (Wells 

“Further Vision” 178). In the sky hangs “the orange sun, shorn of its effulgence,” and in 

consequence the planet seems to have cooled, the ground now “covered with a sparse vegetation, 

and grey with a thin hoarfrost” (178); the changed colour of the sun, and the work of erosion, 

signal that the planet has entered its senescence. The published Time Machine resumes with the 

Traveler racing to the end of the world, allowing Wells to detail the geological end of the world 

yet still load the descriptions with pathos, as it is witnessed by a contemporary individual 

shocked by what he discovers. The succession of day and night slows as the Earth’s rotation 

stops, leaving only “a twilight” where the sun, an “ever broader and more red (...) dome glowing 

with dull heat” never rises nor sets (Wells Time Machine 83-4). When he stops for a better look, 

he sees that the moon has vanished and the sky is no longer blue; the air is thin, there is no wind, 

and the ocean is dead and motionless. In this novel, the biosphere outlives humanity114: a 

“poisonous-looking” lichen-like plant grows on rusted rocks, and a few animals—large 

butterflies and crabs—still live on the beach (85). The Traveler then begins to make short, 

gradual hops into the future to witness “the life of the old earth ebb away” (85), noting as animal 

life vanishes and the sun—though massive in size—gives off so little heat that snow and frost 

creep over the landscape. Wells succeeds better than most at turning geology into an affective 

narrative because he can simply relate the visceral experiences and feelings of his time-traveling 

protagonist. 

Parrinder has detailed Wells’s engagement with the science of the period, though he does 

not pursue the implications of Wells’s attitude towards Deep Time, which I argue is critical to 

                                                           
114 It is often the other way around in Deep Time narratives, with humans, thanks to the adaptations of technology, 

the last form of life to go extinct; such is the case, for instance, in Wallis’ story and the French texts. 
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understand the text in the context of Wells’s contemporaries. Time Machine is a scientifically 

mindful text which tries to be faithful to geology and astronomy as the guiding scientific 

predictors of Deep Time,115 and Parrinder points out that the state of late Victorian 

thermodynamics of the period informs Wells’s description of end-world Earth as tidally-locked 

to the sun, which like all “other stars must eventually cool and burn out” (Parrinder “Shadows” 

39; see also Beer “Death of the Sun” 159-163).116 Yet Wells also stands out because his fiction 

and non-fiction alike show that he actively embraced discoveries that had, a generation prior, 

caused the Victorians such distress. In contrast to the bewildered and despairing reaction of the 

narrator, and of the general gloom with which he narrates the far-future portions of the novel, 

Wells himself believed that the “enormous prospect of the past” (and thus the future) only upsets 

those beholden to “a Sumerian legend”—for scientifically-minded persons, Deep Time actually 

offered “humility and illimitable hope” (qtd. in Kemp 140). Wells does not specify what this 

hope may be, and Kemp does not inquire, but I believe a passage from The Outline of History 

(1919-20) can shed light on this puzzle: Wells knew it was the knowledge that “[n]ot only is 

Space (...) empty, but Time is empty also. Life is like a little glow (...) in these void immensities” 

(qtd. in Parrinder 40) which induced despair in his contemporaries, though he refused to be 

dispirited by such expanses. I argue that the lesson Wells wants us to take from the confrontation 

with Deep Time, and therefore from Time Machine, is not that life is worthless because 

ultimately futile, but that life should be prized because it is so rare, recognized for its uniqueness. 

The Time Traveler’s abhorrence of the empty epochs at the end of time shows he has an inkling 

                                                           
115 While it was “a matter of course” by the end of the nineteenth century for schoolchildren to learn about the deep 

past, to say nothing of how dinosaurs and the like had “bec[o]me a staple of popular culture,” Wells’s interest “in 

evolutionary biology and paleontology” was greater than most (Parrinder “Shadows” 35, 38). 
116 The science was still in flux: Time Machine anticipates the death of the world “twenty-nine million years” into 

the future, but further discoveries shortly after the book’s publication led Wells, in The Discovery of the Future 

(1902), to believe the world could survive “to ten thousand million years, or perhaps a million million years” (qtd. in 

Parrinder “Shadows” 38, 39-40). 
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of this lesson; but in his disgust of post-human ecologies, in his contempt for the Eloi and 

Morlocks, and in his repeated endangerment of the lifeforms he encounters,117 he demonstrates a 

lack of humility towards life, and lack of appreciation for his own unique time period, that 

ultimately justifies his fate, lost somewhere in the breadth of Deep Time. 

Another feature that distinguishes Wells from his contemporaries reinforces this lesson: 

the increasing absence of anything resembling the human from his successive visions of the 

future—and in this, he took instruction from the past. In an 1887 essay entitled “A Vision of the 

Past,” Wells satirizes the belief held by those who see humanity as the inevitable apex of 

evolution (John Reed 32). The narrator, falling asleep, experiences a dream-vision of an 

uncertain period of the geological past, where three members of a now-extinct amphibian race—

whose name for themselves is “Men of England” spelt backwards (32)—express their belief that 

the world as it stands has been prepared for them, pointing to evidence such as “the strata 

displayed on yon scarped cliff” (echoing Tennyson); the narrator steps in and points out that their 

“race will in a few million years—a trifle in comparison with the enormous lapses of geological 

chronology—be wholly extinct” (Wells “Vision of the Past” 155-6). The narrator foolishly fails 

to heed his own lesson, affirming that the amphibian race is merely preparatory to humanity as 

the apex species, an ironic lack of foresight graphically illustrated in The Time Machine. 

Already, in 802701, the Eloi and Morlocks are reduced versions of humanity: the Eloi are “slight 

(...) perhaps four feet high (...) pretty little people,” with small, childlike features (44-5); the 

Morlocks, too, are “queer little ape-like figure[s]” and “little brutes” (Wells Time Machine 60, 

83). On the cooling Earth of the “Further Vision,” where other texts would feature the last 

                                                           
117 The traveler starts a forest fire that kills large numbers of Morlocks and Eloi, including Weena, whom he had 

adopted almost as a pet; in “The Grey Man,” he hits one of the vestigial human creatures with a rock to examine it, 

and then abandons it to be devoured by a giant arthropod. 
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survivors of humanity struggling in heat-enhancing enclosures, Wells knows that the biological 

imperatives of evolution cannot be so easily discounted; and so the only human presence in the 

text at this point are the grey “little creatures” like “rabbits, or some small breed of kangaroo” 

with vestigial human features (Wells “Further Vision” 179). Wells argues against a humanity’s 

prideful self-regard as a species by pointing out that it is just as subject to the pressures of Deep 

Time and biology as any other species. 

Wells, like Richards, Wallis and Flammarion, limits the narrative portions of the text to 

the life-span of the planet, as the death of the world marks the extreme limit of the Traveler’s 

journey, but William Hope Hodgson goes further than any of them in exploring the depths of 

Deep Time that lie ahead. He wrote two books exploring such territory—The House on the 

Borderland (1908) and The Night Land (1912), both of which carry the narrative of the planet 

past the dying of the sun. While both of Hodgson’s novels partially take place in a future time-

frame removed from our own by geological eons, they take different approaches to narrating that 

time-span. In The Night Land, the narrative frame is given by a seventeenth-century man who is 

‘remembering’ the adventures of a reincarnation of his soul millions of years into the future; of 

the prior narrative techniques examined, it is probably closest to the dream vision, but rooted in 

the esoteric mysticism of the Edwardian period. In this way, it is similar to the narrative frame 

used by M. P. Shiel in The Purple Cloud, which involves astral projection, automatic writing and 

multiple layers of transcription; it is another example of authors trying to find a way to bridge the 

temporal gap between their audience and the setting of their texts, but in casting this narrative 

bridge in contemporary esoteric beliefs, both Hodgson and Shiel create multilayered narrative 

frames that introduce a number of other narrative pitfalls, like transcription errors or editorial 

bias. 
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Night Land’s narrative frame means that the history of the intervening period is provided 

retrospectively. The narrator chronicles how the sun lost its intensity and gradually died out; how 

the world became cold, the atmosphere thin, and both animals and offshoots of humanity adapted 

to the changed climates; finally, what life on earth remains migrates into a deep chasm opened 

by some tectonic cataclysm, where geothermal heat still permits a habitable environment, 

including oxygen-generating plants. Unlike Time Machine, the planet here retains its geological 

intensity (attested to by the volcanoes and geysers that dot the Night Land) even after the sun’s 

own internal mechanisms have ceased to function; likewise, where Wells appears to set the dying 

sun as the end limit of life on Earth, Hodgson supposes that life will adapt, clustered around new 

sources of heat.118 Although most end-world ecologies are anemic if they exist at all, The Night 

Land teems with life, as the narrator comes across several ecosystems populated by giant, 

corrupted versions of modern-day animals. Once again, the last humans shelter in enclosures, 

this time city-sized metal pyramids where human culture, technology, and genetics go unchanged 

for still more millions of years. This lack of alteration is justified in the text: the survivors use 

technological intercessions to maintain the normative human form against any outside 

pressures—preventing evolution, or, as their culture sees it, devolution. Humans and humanoids 

outside of the pyramids have indeed undergone significant changes, mutations that have rendered 

them bestial which from the perspective of the narrator represents a fall from true humanity, 

similar to the Time Traveler’s attitude towards the Morlocks. Because the novel mixes science 

                                                           
118 While Wells’s science is much better than Hodgson’s overall, recent discoveries of ecosystems based around 

deep-sea hydrothermal vents proves that life can exist independently of solar energy. If anything, these exotic 

creatures suggest that Hodgson’s benighted ecosystems aren’t weird enough. Most authors assumed the life in the 

future would be similar to life in the present (much as humanity often seems little changed); Richards is one of the 

few to acknowledge the limitations of basing such speculations on a single example of life, Earth. Indeed, he 

speculates that at some point the sun’s internal fusion would have decreased enough that the edge of the sun would 

form a crust and become habitable—albeit by an ecosystem that exists solely in darkness, without another sun to 

light it. It is a shame that Richards does not go into detail about this dark ecosystem, as I would have been interested 

in comparing it to Hodgson’s benighted ecologies.  
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and theology, these humanoids—collectively referred to as Ab-Humans—are presented as both 

biological retrogressions and corruptions of the human form by evil powers, the lower rungs in a 

racial hierarchy that prizes unaltered humans.  

The particularities of the narrative make the engagement with geological time curious: 

the narrator becomes temporally displaced not with a machine but through a kind of 

transmigration of souls, and from this new perspective the geological interval between the two 

settings is both his future and his past. The intermingling of souls and their knowledge, however, 

does not prevent the narrator—aware of his theoretical seventeenth-century audience—from 

explaining the setting at great lengths (indeed, to the extent that it is off-putting). Yet if Hodgson 

wished to use reincarnation as a tool to get around the alienating quality of his future, the cure is 

worse than the original problem: Hodgson, the son of the Anglican priest, uses Biblical 

phraseology and a pseudo-archaic lexicon to capture both the context of the seventeenth-century 

aristocrat writing the story, and the foreign culture to which his reincarnation belongs. The 

simple, descriptive names of locations (for instance, “The Place Where The Silent Ones Kill” 

[30]) are suggestive of an difficulty on the narrator’s part to translate words and concepts native 

to the future in terms accessible to a contemporary audience. He also struggles to describe the 

technology, creatures, locales and particularly the metaphysics of this future world, often 

conceding that some things are simply inexpressible, showcasing the limits of language in 

dealing with Deep Time narratives and the alien environments found there. This prose makes 

The Night Land laborious to read; however, the reader’s comfort or ease did not seem to be a 

priority here: Hodgson makes the text deliberately difficult to reflect the challenges involved in 

the transition between the present and the future of Deep Time. The foregrounding of difficulty 

is perhaps a sign of growing modernist influence; the deliberate archaism of the prose is a textual 
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experiment in repositioning the past, while the content of the story is marked by frequent failures 

of expression and both a rejection of traditional religion and the collapse of enlightenment values 

in a benighted and confused world.   

If The Night Land leapfrogs over geological time, House on the Borderland forces the 

narrator to agonizingly experience the full abyssal scope of Deep Time. The narrator discovers, 

beneath his house, a deep (seemingly bottomless) pit from which aggressive, swine-like 

humanoids have emerged; he defends his house, but often falls into deep reveries under the 

otherworldly influence of the pit. The narrator supposes the pit goes deep into the Earth and thus 

into its past, but we discover later that these creatures’ native era actually lies in the far future; 

the chasm represents the depths of Deep Time, but specifically the gulf of future time rather than 

the past. It is in a final and lengthy dream-vision that these depths of time are explored, taking 

place during those chapters which, in other novels, would have been the rising action leading to 

the climatic siege of the house. The novel is an odd generic admixture that alternatively features 

languid, haunting dream-visions and pulp-fiction action/adventure sequences; trying to set 

geological time to narrative clearly poses difficulties of genre, and like Richards’ novel 

Hodgson’s never fully coheres, though at least the individual sequences are entertaining in their 

own right.  

The exploration of Deep Time is extensive and mixed in with a great deal of mysticism. 

The narrator falls asleep in his study, and awakens to discover that a great deal of time has 

passed—and, indeed, continues to do so: from the window, he witnesses day and night blur so as 

to become indistinguishable; seasons succeed each other (and eventually become imperceptible 

as well). He realizes that his physical form has died and decayed, and he survives as a 

disembodied, observing spirit. Whereas Wells’s Time Traveler is able to travel the millennia 
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(from an absolute perspective) in a short amount of time (from his relative perspective),119 the 

Borderland narrator is aware of centuries and even millennia passing by from his relative 

perspective, even at the incredibly accelerated pace of time during the vision. It takes “a million 

years” for him to notice that the sun “was indeed darkening” and “[a]nother vast space” for the 

colour of the sun to shift from yellow, to red, to purple (96).120 Like Wells’s Traveler, the 

narrator’s spirit witnesses the rotation of the Earth slowing until day and night last eternities 

before stopping altogether, the wind dying out, and the planet growing increasingly cold, until 

finally the sun is extinguished, “a vast dead disk” (101). This future is barren in comparison to 

The Night Land, though it is the source of the swine-things. At this point, Hodgson begins taking 

rather greater liberties with his geological and astronomical speculations. For millions of years, 

the Earth drifts through space until it falls under the sway of a new, green star. The narrator 

witnesses our solar system (except the seemingly-eternal house) fall into the star and combust, 

sees countless others do the same; he eventually divines that this is the center of the universe, 

that there are two stars—one green, one black, standing in for the opposed principles of life and 

death—and that the universe will end as it began, pouring back into a central source.  

Hodgson’s vision manages to anticipate—twenty years before it was proposed—the Big 

Crunch hypothesis, one of the main theories concerning the end of the universe, wherein all 

matter collapses back into a central black hole. Like that of Wells, Hodgson’s exploration of 

future Deep Time is informed by—and perhaps even re-enacts, albeit in reverse—the geological 

and astronomical history that lies in the past. Hodgson’s novels go further, and in greater detail, 

than any before him; his exploits in temporal narrative are not to be rivalled until the cosmic 

                                                           
119 See Parrinder “Shadows” 40-1 for a discussion—and calculation—of the Traveler’s speed through time and 

relative experience thereof.  
120 Writing in 1908 at the latest, Hodgson had the benefit of further scientific speculation than Wells did leading up 

to 1895, including a much-expanded time-scale for the predicted decline and death of the sun. 
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horror of H. P. Lovecraft and the sprawling science fiction of Olaf Stapledon (Aldiss 194-7). 

Hodgson’s choice to blend the inherent science fiction aspect of Deep Time with horror, not only 

through genre staples like monstrous creatures but by the alien quality of the defamiliarized, 

future Earths, would indeed have a strong influence on Lovecraft and his development of 

cosmicism. Cosmicism is the brand of horror focused less on malice, and more on the 

insignificance of human life in a vast and uncaring universe, the manifestation of all those 

Romantic and Victorian fears about the breadth of space and time deployed as a deliberate 

literary device; it also relies a great deal on the idea of the inexpressible, as the human psyche is 

incapable of comprehending the various eldritch entities that emerge from Deep Space and Deep 

Time. Hodgson is an early practitioner of the terror inherent to the alien and the inexpressible, 

but the dread he wishes to evoke in these texts is little different than the horror Byron used in his 

own narrative of solar death, nearly a century earlier: it is not only the fear of death as a personal 

experience (or lack thereof), but death as the only universal constant, the fate of all beings.  

Hodgson’s esoteric metaphysics are in stark contrast to the more scientific narratives in 

this chapter, which largely seek to drain the terror from geological time by calmly cataloguing 

the effects of time from a detached, uninvolved perspective. This is another reason why comets, 

as potential agents of planetary death, are so closely associated with utopia: though the causal 

pattern is not always the same, this connection serves to disarm the comet as a historical source 

of fear, instead suggesting that the change it brings about can be deployed towards a better 

tomorrow. It is also why the geological authors, like Richards and Flammarion, are at pains to 

explain at the end of their respective books how (according to them) life is continually being 

recycled from one planet to another, from one solar system to the next, with new solar systems or 

even universes constantly being created to replace the old ones so that nothing and no one ever 
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truly dies. By contrast, although Hodgson uses reincarnation as a narrative device in Night Land, 

he depicts this as an incredibly rare occurrence: it took uncounted millions of years for this sole 

individual to be reborn, and so most of the species cannot count on ever experiencing such a 

rebirth. Yet whether they use reasoned argument or literary thrills, whether expressing scientific 

optimism or cosmic horror, the texts ultimately serve to satisfy the same desire: to find a way to 

narrate geological time, and in so doing demonstrate that it is possible to grasp and contain the 

seemingly illimitable scope of Deep Space and Deep Time. 
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Figure 7: “They looked at the wonderful scenes presented by the complicated structure 

before them.” Illustration by Victor Prout. 
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 CONCLUSION: 

Felix Calamitās  

 

 

I have argued that the insignificant scope and brevity of human life in comparison to 

Deep Space and Deep Time result in a perception of human vulnerability which I identify as a 

root source for disaster fiction, the psychological impulse that undergirds the need to express and 

grapple with fantasies of devastation. Nowhere is this vulnerability more apparent than in natural 

disasters, with their often massive casualty count and seeming arbitrariness. Those same qualities 

have made natural disasters a recurring feature in arguments over theodicy, the theological 

inquiry that seeks to account for the presence of evil, or at least tragedy, in a universe supposedly 

permeated by an omnipotent and benevolent deity, as Christianity holds.  

Religious apologists have historically relied on two arguments to account for the 

existence of disasters in their worldview. The first and oldest tactic is to tie disaster into morality, 

to claim the deity was angry and/or that the affected polity had transgressed in some way and 

merited collective punishment; Noah’s Flood, or the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, are 

the standard examples of disaster as a deliberate divine act in the Old Testament. This is what I 

term the punitive model of disaster, and it is a model that occurs frequently in the stories I have 

examined in this thesis despite the increasing secularization of the genre. Punitive catastrophe is 

meted out in response to pollution in Romantic poetry and the fog narratives, in response to 

warfare in Shelley’s Last Man and Griffith’s Olga Romanoff, and even in response to simple 

human pride in the blizzard narratives. The absence of an immanent deity shifts the role of 

punisher to Nature, whether as an abstract concept or a personified entity. 

The other standard response to the problem of theodicy in natural disaster is more 

ephemeral, as it asks victims to trust in the existence of a divine plan, and that the destruction 
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was purposeful though it is impossible to perceive that purpose from the temporal position of a 

common mortal. This explanation—if it can be termed such—has greater currency today because 

it does not blame the victims of disaster for their circumstances,1 and is vague enough for 

individuals to supply their own meaning to the catastrophe.2 The advantage of such an approach 

to theodicy is that it can work just as well for individual and commonplace tragedies—like the 

loss of employment or a loved one, all attributed to a “plan”—as it does for the most significant 

episodes of religious history. Even original sin, and the consequent expulsion of humanity from 

the Garden of Eden to face all the evils that mortal existence entails, can be reframed in positive 

terms: the doctrine of felix culpa, the fortunate fault, holds that this fall was ultimately beneficial 

because it enabled the subsequent moral redemption of humanity, allowing individuals to choose 

good in spite of evil rather than out of ignorance of evil.  

This approach to theodicy is much harder to secularize, because it requires an active, 

planning, and ultimately benevolent authority, which is very much absent from the scientific 

worldview that animates disaster fiction at the end of the nineteenth century. Retribution is a 

relatively simple concept with which to imbue the environment, but planning requires a high 

degree of sentience; the only version of Nature capable of such a feat, in the fiction I have 

surveyed, is the conspiratorial Nature of Shelley’s Last Man, and she is certainly not benevolent. 

Yet removing God from the equation does not remove the psychological imperative theodicy is 

meant to address: the need to find meaning in seemingly arbitrary tragedy, and possibly even 

                                                           
1 Which is not to suggest that blaming victims, or presenting disaster as merited punishment, has gone extinct; it is 

still quite popular in more fundamentalist branches of the major faiths. The Christian Right, for instance, has freely 

blamed homosexuals (and increasing social acceptance of homosexuality) for a broad swath of catastrophes, ranging 

from hurricanes to the 9/11 attacks.  
2 However, Martha Wolfenstein considers that this explanations, in an effort to divest morality from disaster, and 

seeking to avoid or reduce the culpability of the deity, is an implicit admission by the apologists that God is largely 

inactive in such circumstances, reducing the scope of the deity’s omnipotence (202-3). 
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discover some greater benefit that arises from the calamity. What, then, constitutes the doctrine 

of felix calamitās, the fortunate disaster?  

In this final section of the thesis, I wish to sum up the purposes which catastrophes in 

fiction, and disaster fiction itself, have been made to serve. I will do so in reference to one last 

text, Robert Barr’s “Within an Ace of the End of the World” (The Windsor Magazine, December 

1900), which I have chosen because it gives the most extensive account of the benefits arising 

from its central calamity, even as it provides examples of the themes and tropes central to the 

meta-arguments of this thesis. Told by a narrator several hundred years hence, this story 

concerns Herbert Bonsel, an enterprising scientist who seeks to remedy world hunger by 

devising a method of making food from nitrogen extracted from the atmosphere. But, as 

dissenting scientist John Rule points out, this has the effect of leaving the atmosphere over-

oxygenated. As the rest of the world succumbs to the delirium of oxygen, Rule and seven 

colleagues create a nitrogenated habitat for themselves, while his fiancée and seven of her 

colleagues do the same in America. Soon, the rest of the species dies from oxygen poisoning and 

massive fires scour civilization. The surviving Englishmen make a difficult journey across 

Britain and the Atlantic to restart humanity with their American counterparts. 

The last third of the story is devoted to this journey, whose narrative features and imagery 

make use of the Last Man and monumental destruction tropes. Although the narrator claims he 

doesn’t wish “to dwell on the appalling nature of … a corpse-strewn land,” the narrative lingers 

on the description of post-catastrophe Liverpool, its docks “packed with lifeless human beings” 

as they tried to flee the fire that consumed most of the city (n.p.). Though they are eight men, this 

is nonetheless a Last Man sequence because of the particular horror that comes from being so 

vastly outnumbered by the dead. This sequence makes use of the similar imagery of corpse-
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strewn streets in Shiel’s Purple Cloud, Doyle’s Poison Belt, Hay’s Doom of the Great City and 

Barr’s own, earlier “Doom of London,” other texts in which the atmosphere turns poisonous; 

similar scenes mark urban centers like Constantinople, Paris, and London in Shelley’s Last Man 

when too few people remain to clear away the corpses of the fallen, and the bodies that lie out in 

the open during the confusion and social breakdown of Byron’s “Darkness,” Jefferies’ “Great 

Snow,” and Roberts’ “The Fog.”3 Urban landscapes are preferred because they permit vast 

quantity of the dead to set against the solitary Last Man (or Last Men, in the case of Barr and 

Doyle), but a city teeming with corpses is also an uncanny reversal of the lively activity we 

expect from densely populated cities. Doyle and Hay play up this aspect of the dead city when 

their protagonists enter public places and find former residents, still in habitual dress, fixed in 

these locations in a series of morbid, still-life tableaux that darkly imitate the activities of the 

living.4 In “Within an Ace,” the tightly packed bodies at the docks mean that several are “still 

standing up” as though living (n.p.), reinforcing the uncanny impersonation of life among the 

dead, who take up the places and roles of the living. This makes the handful of still-living 

individuals feel as though they are the ones out of place, excluded from this society, and the 

alienation of the contrast implies that it is the survivor(s) who are the dead. As with Doom of the 

Great City and “Doom of London,” the mounds of bodies in the city become an (un)living form 

of monument that functions as a variant on more conventional scenes of devastated landmarks 

(see Figure 8). 

Devastated cities also become akin to corpses through the use of monumental destruction. 

When Barr’s survivors manage to reach New York, they find it practically unrecognizable, “one 

                                                           
3 Although in the case of these last three stories, bodies do start disappearing as starvation and cannibalism set in. 
4 Although not an urban environment, the corpse-crewed ships of Shiel’s Purple Cloud likewise position the dead in 

a parody of the living, an evocation of Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner and the zombified sailors who crew that ship. 
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conglomerate mass of grey-toned, semi-opaque glass” because of the great heat of the fire which 

made “melting buildings [flow] into the streets like lava,” yet in the height of melted skyscrapers 

and the gaps left by thoroughfares “the contour of the city bore a weird resemblance to its former 

self” (n.p.). Appropriately, given the lava-like effects of the fire, New York demonstrates the 

landscape doubling I examined in Allen’s “Thames Valley Catastrophe,” because the 

catastrophized city is haunted by the memory of its pre-apocalyptic self. Barr likens the 

resemblance of past and present New York to the way “the grim outlines of a corpse over which 

a sheet has been thrown” resemble “a living man” (n.p.), a kind of urban unheimlich in which the 

city—whether New York or London—becomes personified as a living being only so it can be 

more easily slain by disaster fiction. If the human corpse haunts us because it is still recognizable 

as human even once it is not, the post-catastrophic city must also be recognizable as its former 

self, and this is where monumental destruction becomes particularly useful. The survivors 

discover “Brooklyn Bridge was not entirely consumed, and the collapsed remains hung from two 

pillars of fused stone,” which makes “Within an Ace” one of the first pieces of disaster fiction to 

indulge in the destruction of New York’s landmarks.5 This description is paired with a lavish 

illustration of the ruined bridge (by French artist Henri Lanos; see Figure X), wherein the iconic 

archway is surrounded by ruins; melted strands of suspension wires like vines make it appear 

even more ancient and decrepit than the mere weeks or months that have passed since the 

catastrophe; the fusion of the bridge to the stone reinforces this effect, as it appears as though the 

ruins turn into roots driving into the ground. Much like St. Paul’s dome in “Thames Valley 

Catastrophe,” “Great Snow,” or Doré’s illustration of the New Zealander motif, just enough of 

the structure remains to allow it to be identifiable. While the original form of anonymous ruins 

                                                           
5 Ironically, the Statue of Liberty, which becomes the favourite target of twentieth century disaster film, is spared in 

this story, too far away from the mainland to be affected by the fire. 
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can only be speculated upon, recognizable ruins immediately force to mind the memory of the 

intact building, pre-apocalypse, and overlays the memory of the past onto the catastrophic 

present.  

After the disaster, a new equilibrium with Nature must be sought, and this search is 

represented by means of the quest for the feminine. Rule and his companions must cross fallen 

Britain on foot, then cross the Atlantic in a small yacht, in order to unite with their female 

counterparts, a quest narrative that is very similar to the trans-Atlantic journey Omégare must 

embark upon to reach Sydérie in Le Dernier Homme, the narrator of “Thames Valley 

Catastrophe” rushing ahead of the disaster to rescue his wife and children, Aurelles’ repeated 

ventures through blizzard-bound and bandit-ridden London in order to provide for his paramour 

Edie Audeley in “Snowed Up,” the narrator’s search for the reincarnation of his beloved in Night 

Land, and even Adam Jeffson’s mad, unwilling journey in Purple Cloud that eventually unites 

him with Leda.6 Marriage plots and their variants are one of the most common plot structures, 

but they take on additional symbolic weight in disaster narratives: since Nature is frequently 

gendered as female, the union of the male protagonists and their female counterparts at the end 

of these stories is also a reconciliation between humanity and Nature; the generative potential 

embodied in these fertile young couples is a return to the concept of Nature as a productive, 

rather than destructive, force. 

At the end of their journey, the union of the British and American survivors enables a 

better world in the future, an example of one of the key benefits of catastrophes in disaster 

fiction: the elimination of the bad to allow the good to thrive. I discussed the purgative purpose 

                                                           
6 I might even add to this list the hermit Van der Kemp, in Blown to Bits, who reunites with his daughter after the 

eruption of Krakatau, although obviously in this case it is the protagonist Nigel Roy who forms the generative union 

with Van der Kemp’s daughter in the older man’s stead. 
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of disaster in Chapter 6 with regard to cometary narratives; the disaster in “Within an Ace” 

serves the same purpose as the comet in those texts, providing a moment of radical break with 

the past in order to build the society of the future. But where many cometary texts consider 

utopia a matter of social reform, “Within an Ace” predicates the perfect society on an eugenicist 

fantasy. The new human race stems from eight Oxford students and eight Vassar students, a 

distinctly white Anglo-Saxon and socially elite demographic. By the story’s logic, “[t]he race 

which now inhabits the earth is one that includes no savages and no war lords,” and “universal 

peace” is “brought to the world” only thanks to “the annihilation of the jealous, cantankerous, 

quarrelsome peoples who inhabited it” (n.p). True, “war lords” are not a specifically racialized 

category, because the story lays weight on the futility of the arms race between continental 

European powers and of a fictive military conflict between France and the United States. The 

term “savages,” however, is a clear reminder that only a handful of Anglo-Saxon people have 

been allowed to survive and repopulate the world from this point on; all persons of colour, and 

indeed any so-called inferior white races (of Eastern European or Mediterranean stock), have 

been stricken from the species’ genetics. A similar scenario takes place in Griffith’s Olga 

Romanoff, since the Aerians—who are from Anglo-Saxon stock but considered even more 

racially refined—are the only ethnic group to survive the comet’s devastation, and will rebuild 

the species in their image; and Purple Cloud pairs an Englishman with a woman “of Circassian 

blood” with “dark blue” eyes and “old ivory-white” skin (Shiel 186-7), barely expanding on the 

ethnic makeup of future humanity in the other two stories by admitting a broader category of 

Caucasians instead of limiting it to purely Anglo-Saxon stock. Yet because these genocides 

occur as a result of natural disaster, the survivors bear no blame for the ethnic cleansing the 

species has undergone; from a social Darwinist perspective, Barr’s university students and 
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Griffith’s Aerians survive because they alone anticipated and prepared for disaster, justifying the 

elimination of all the other failed races, and their remit to repopulate the planet. It would even be 

incorrect to call the result of these scenarios white supremacy, because there are no non-whites to 

be superior too; instead, I would call these stories fantasies of white exclusivity. 

Because finding benefit in calamity, particularly the near-extinction of the species and/or 

the outright elimination of ethnic groups, can easily strike readers as unseemly (to say the least), 

several stories, including “Within an Ace,” make use of retrospective narration to assure readers 

of the positive results of the disaster. Much like Barr’s earlier “Doom of London,” the 

retrospective mode of the story is framed by the commentary of an academic or journalistic 

writer an indeterminate amount of time in the future, one of the “descendants” of the “sixteen 

survivors” (n.p.); this narrator informs us that even after several centuries, conflict is unknown to 

the utopian future humanity that arises after the catastrophe. In Barr’s “Doom of London,” the 

general attitude of the narrator’s contemporaries holds “that the simultaneous blotting out of 

millions … was a beneficial event” and an “unmixed blessing,” and though the narrator is more 

sympathetic (by enumerating the casualties, his rhetoric aims to remind readers of the scale and 

horror of the disaster), he himself spends the first paragraph of the story praising the virtues of 

the twentieth-century which would never have come had the influence of London, an ethical 

cesspool, continued to prevail (71). Hay’s Doom of a Great City reverses the circumstances—

here the narrator argues in favour of the benefits arising from London’s loss, against more 

sympathetic contemporaries—but makes the same argument: life in the twentieth century is 

better because London was destroyed. Sometimes these future benefits are practical—better 

urban planning in Doom of a Great City, the elimination of fog in “Doom of London”—but for 

the most part it is humanity’s moral character that is improved by the catastrophe, just as the 
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national character of America is elevated by the deaths of the last criminals in the country in 

Griffith’s “Hellville.” In these latter instances, the racial devastation of genocide is not required 

for moral elevation, only the elimination of society’s worst elements; the fallen provide a 

counterexample for the survivors, and in their absence, the rest of society thrives. 

Even more limited disasters can provide a beneficial sense of community. Martha 

Wolfenstein observes that there is often a “state of warm fellow-feeling and active and generous 

mutual aid” that prevails after a great many disasters as communities band together for survival, 

and as empathetic strangers send aid into the affected area; she characterizes this state as “a post-

disaster utopia” (192-3). Wolfenstein is not using “utopia” in the literary sense, but several 

stories I’ve considered point towards such communal fellowship as the benefit gained from 

disaster. This transformation is most radically enacted in Wells’s Days of the Comet, because of 

a global alteration of the very nature of species, but Poison Belt also provides an expansive 

example which stems from comradery rather than chemicals: since the catastrophe was racially 

and morally indiscriminate in the way it killed, the reformation Malone notes in his countrymen 

does not arise from the loss of bad elements in society, but rather their conversion, a collective 

effort towards being better versions of themselves. Solidarity prevails in the ruins of London in 

“Thames Valley Catastrophe,” and White’s more optimistic disaster tales, “Four White Days” 

and “Four Days’ Night,” are also keen to demonstrate how most Londoners are united during the 

crisis, against both the catastrophe and those who would try to exploit it. But just as Wolfenstein 

warns that her utopian “fellow-feeling …tends to break down as time goes on” (195), so too do 

Malone and characters in White’s stories express skepticism or reservations that “[a]ll this may 

in time be forgotten” (Doyle 257) and humanity will fall back into its old habits, just as the 

Londoners of Jefferies’ “Snowed Up” do after the blizzard has passed. Only a catastrophe that 
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causes a radical break can guarantee that the persistence of the disaster’s benefits. The degree of 

such improvements—racial, social, and communal—are generally matched to the scale of the 

catastrophe, since catastrophes that visit the greatest amount of devastation must also bring the 

greatest amount of improvement to make it possible to view the disaster as ultimately beneficial. 

Not all stories will suggest a benefit to disaster, at least not within the confines of the 

text; in that case, it becomes necessary to ask about the purpose of the narrative itself, the 

function of disaster fiction. Here, again, the use of retrospective narrators can often serve to 

guide readers towards the purpose of the story. Barr’s story is presented as the result of the 

narrator’s historical research into the catastrophic events of 1904,7 to provide as “accurate [a] 

statement regarding” the events that lead to disaster as possible,8 so that posterity might learn 

from these events (n.p.). Consequently, the narrative is positioned to deliver a precautionary 

lesson, but the utopian future of Barr’s humanity hardly needs this lesson. The catastrophe in this 

story occurs because of an ill-advised attempt to stave off a different sort of disaster: the 

scientists and politicians of the pre-catastrophic world embraced a Malthusian belief that “the 

limit of the earth's production of wheat had been reached,” which would lead to “universal 

starvation” and “a famine-stricken world” if science did not intervene to find new food sources 

(n.p.).9 The invention that destroyed the world was designed to alleviate world hunger, which, in 

                                                           
7 Curiously, Barr mentions an “impending war [between] France” and the United States early in 1899, a “war which 

ended … disastrously for [France],” almost two years prior to the story’s December 1900 publication date. There was 

no such war, so either Barr’s fictional world was always already divergent from received history, or this story was 

written several years earlier with Barr hypothesizing a Franco/American conflict in 1899, and this detail was not 

updated or modified prior to publication in 1900. 
8 This task is difficult because “All records [were] lost in the series of terrible conflagrations” that scoured the planet, 

and the survivors were too busy rebuilding society to make an exact account of events. Much like Jefferies’ 

philosopher in After London, the catastrophe must be reconstructed through the veil of history.  
9 Both Barr’s story and Herbert Fyfe’s article “How Will the World End?” refer extensively to a presentation by Sir 

William Crookes in 1898 in which he lays out a statistical analysis “affirming that in 1931 … there will not be enough 

wheat to supply the needs of the bread eaters of the world” (Fyfe n.p.). This latter-day Malthusian had quite an impact, 

at least in the short term. 
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the narrative frame, is no longer a concern since the catastrophe took care of the supposedly 

unsustainable population levels that required Bonsel’s invention; furthermore, since the narrator 

must specify to his contemporary audience that nineteenth-century humanity “seems to have 

been a bread-eating animal,” we can infer this is no longer the case, and so this future humanity 

would have no need for technology designed to enhance cereal cultivation. The precautionary 

lesson, therefore, is aimed not at the narrator’s contemporaries, but Barr’s Victorian audience. 

In the case of “Within an Ace,” the precaution is aimed at the perils of human 

intervention into the environment. The story’s own subtitle describes “the fearful disaster which 

overtook the inhabitants of this earth” as arising from a “scientific miscalculation” (n.p.); 

specifically, the scientists in the story believe the atmosphere can provide a “supposedly 

unlimited supply of nitrogen”—but the narrator’s caveat “supposedly” signals to us that these 

characters overestimate of the quantity of natural resources and mistake the atmosphere for an 

inexhaustible resource. Much as the early Victorians did not believe their smokestacks could 

influence so great a volume as the atmosphere, Bonsel and his backers believe the atmosphere is 

too vast to be seriously affected by their machines; perhaps with only a handful of such 

extraction devices, this would have been true, but just as industrialization and mass production 

multiplied the smokestacks and other sources of pollution to a dangerous degree, so too do the 

financial manipulations accompanying the invention cause it to spread worldwide, completely 

supplanting conventional agriculture. While the fog narratives I examined in Chapter 4 

concerned the pollutants humanity was putting into the atmosphere, and Barr’s story concerns 

extraction instead, the underlying principle is the same: reckless human intervention into the 

systems of Nature. The precautionary message is only slightly lessened here insofar as the 

specific technology in Barr’s story does not yet and perhaps never will exist, but the Victorian 
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mad science of the story expresses a distrust of new technologies whose spread outpaces 

regulation and which have not been tested for side-effects, particularly over long periods of time, 

the same anxiety that underlay the Romantic poetry of pollution, the machinery of peak 

exploitation that exhausts the planet’s fertility in Grainville’s Le Dernier Homme, and of course 

the fog narratives. These are perils with built-in periods of latency, which make the deleterious 

effects of this technology impossible to stop once detected—just like the build-up of atmospheric 

pollutants in the fog narratives, and the long-term environmental perils associated with lead, 

radium, CFCs, and greenhouse gases.10  

The cautionary purpose of the story is reinforced when we encounter the dissenting 

scientist John Rule (nearly halfway through the narrative) and witness the effectiveness of his 

countermeasures. Rule observes that all these new factories “are rapidly depleting the 

atmosphere of its nitrogen” to the point that the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen in the atmosphere is 

now the obverse of what it normally should be, and consequently “every man, woman, and child 

on this earth … are drunk … with oxygen” and seized by euphoria (n.p.). Rule claims “[t]he 

nitrogen factories must be destroyed instantly” to halt the process, and allow the atmosphere to 

gradually return to its normal proportions, but those selfsame atmospheric “conditions … make 

the averting of the greatest calamity well-nigh impossible,” as the species generally has lost the 

ability to correctly reason, afflicted with a sense of perpetual levity despite a rapidly-climbing 

death rate. The latency period means that once the problem is discovered, it is too late to stop it: 

                                                           
10 “Within an Ace” can be productively compared to two other stories of Victorian mad science from this period, “The 

Aerial Brickfield” by John Mills (The Windsor Magazine, June 1897) and “A Corner in Lightning” by George Griffith 

(Pearson’s Magazine, March 1898), in which new technologies allow for the extraction and monetization of 

atmospheric resources (oxygen and electromagnetism, respectively), with dire ecological consequences. All these 

narratives are sensitive to the fusion of scientific adventurism and financial speculation, and the risky enterprises that 

result from the drive to monetize resources previously beyond the reach of the market. I discuss these issues further 

in “Apocalypse, Inc.: New Technologies and Environmental Monopolies in the Fin-de-Siècle,” forthcoming in a 

special issue of CR: The New Centennial Review, Michigan State University Press, 2018.  
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the build-up in oxygen isn’t noticed until its effects are too great to be overcome, and so there is 

no way to stop or reverse the trend-lines either in atmospheric composition or human health. 

Rule himself has taken precautions by building a special hut wherein machines keep the 

atmosphere at the correct nitrogen/oxygen balance, creating an atmospheric oasis in an overly 

oxygenated world (a device Barr repeats from “The Doom of London”), and Rule’s American 

fiancée and her colleagues do the same. As discussed, these precautions ensure that they are the 

only humans on the planet to survive the global cataclysm. In the disaster genre, the dissenting 

scientist’s role is akin to that of an Old Testament prophet, who proclaims ruination and divine 

vengeance if the people do not abandon a fool-hardy project (like idols, giant towers, or in this 

case, massive granaries in the sky); and, much like the prophet, the dissenting scientist, because 

of plot demands, is ignored until it is too late, so that hubris can carry its proper penalty. 

The precautionary principle at work in disaster fiction covers not only practical concerns, 

but moral ones as well. Rule first makes his appearance in the text in the form of a letter to the 

editors condemning the “deplorable” behavior of the British Prime Minister and assorted foreign 

dignitaries, who turned a state dinner into a rowdy party (n.p.); although Rule knows this conduct 

is the result of oxygen poisoning (which he compares to inebriation), he is nonetheless presented 

as someone who controls behavior, condemning hedonism in favor of a more austere lifestyle 

inside the metal-sheeted nitrogen hut, which (to extend on the prophet analogy) functions as a 

hermitage. The existence of Rule and his companions in these “nitrogen colonies” is essentially 

monastic, a lifestyle whose rigors are based on science rather than theology yet. The proximity of 

science and theology in these colonies is further demonstrated by the other occupants, “the Rev. 

Mr. Hepburn, who was a clergyman and tutor; two divinity students, two science students” 

(n.p.); and so the colony contains an equal number of experts in both science and religion (with 
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Rule standing in as Hepburn’s counterpart), because the of the parallel discipline both fields 

require from their practitioners. In Rule’s letter to the editor, and in Hepburn’s brief attempt to 

leave the confines to the colony to plead with the jeering crowd to abandon their foolish ways, 

there is a proselytization that is simultaneously scientific and moral. The “parties of students” 

who “were in the habit of coming to the iron house and jeering at the inmates,” performing 

mocking acrobatics and inviting the stalwarts within “to come out and enjoy themselves” (n.p.) 

reinforces the behavioral contrast between the colonists and the rest of humanity. That Rule and 

his company resist joining the oxygenated hedonism that has overcome their fellows establishes 

that they are not only smart enough to plan against disaster, but steadfast enough to resist 

temptation and mockery, and so they are morally and intellectually equipped to rebuild, and 

improve upon, humanity. The emphasis on proper behavior prior to or during a crisis is a 

recurring feature in disaster fiction; although the genre rarely has personal antagonists, it 

frequently demonstrates how anonymous masses succumb to harmful modes of behavior, like the 

brutality and madness that follow on the catastrophe in “Darkness,” Shelley’s Last Man, “Doom 

of London,” “The Fog,” “London’s Danger” and both of Jefferies’ blizzard narratives. The 

protagonists who survive must both conserve their moral center while the world around them 

descends into anarchy, and overcome the additional threat now posed by their countrymen. 

Those best equipped to do so are often those who were most moral to begin with, as testified to 

by those cometary narratives where the disaster strikes the wicked most severely but spares the 

righteous. 

The moral cautions and seemingly providential selectivity of certain catastrophes are 

echoes (sometimes quite loud) of disaster fiction’s origins as a secularization of apocalyptic 

narratives. Barr’s narrator in “Within an Ace” appears to treat a purely mechanistic catastrophe 
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in a secular mode up until the very end, when he suddenly invokes the idea of a divine plan, 

attributing both “the unprecedented disaster which obliterated human life” and the survival of an 

elect few to “the design of a beneficent Providence” (n.p.). The narrator places the catastrophe in 

the context of Biblical history: “Humanity was destroyed once by flood, and again by fire,” 

shifting the context of the narrative away from a disaster resulting from simple human error, 

towards the punitive, purgative mode of disaster narratives; in this reading, this catastrophe was 

somehow deliberately enacted specifically to clear away the old, flawed version of the species so 

that sixteen wise and steadfast individuals can start the species afresh. On first reading this story, 

I was surprised by the sudden use of theology, which struck me as an awkward fit in a narrative 

initially concerned with scientific and financial technicalities, and which had made no mention of 

the divine throughout the text until the last paragraph. But a closer examination reveals the 

narrative parallel that sets up the appeal to theology: Rule is reminiscent of an Old Testament 

prophet not only in his unheeded and moralistic cautions, but also because of the moral test he 

and his companions undergo, which recalls  those prophets and other Biblical heroes who must 

ignore the mockery of their peers and resist joining in their debauchery, as with Noah and the 

Flood (to which Barr’s narrator makes specific reference) or Lot, spared during the destruction of 

Sodom.  

I have argued that disaster fiction tends, overall, to become more secular as the Long 

Nineteenth Century progresses. The Romantics, by imbuing the environment with divine 

authority, were also able to transfer the destructive potential of the divine (as illustrated in 

apocalyptic narratives) into Nature, often personified to better resemble the personal Christian 

deity whose role, as a punitive force, she was now taking over. The American Romantics, 

likewise, mostly used cometary narratives as religious punishment, while at the same time the 
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vogue in Britain for historical disaster fiction pushed back against the secularization of geology 

in order to maintain the connection between catastrophe and religious morality. But the late 

Victorian and Edwardian disaster fiction boom relied on scientific premises for the catastrophes 

they depicted, whether those catastrophes arose unbidden from Nature or came about as a result 

of anthropogenic interference in the environment. There are exceptions to this trend, like Shiel 

and Hodgson, but even then Shiel never explicitly addresses whether the religious elements of 

his text are real or the paranoia of his mad protagonist, and Hodgson invents a new array of 

metaphysics native to Deep Time rather than invoke Christian mythology whose 

anthropocentrism is out of place in his dizzying and inhuman future landscapes. Consequently, 

the presence of religion in fin-de-siècle disaster fiction typically proceeds by analogy, either 

through overt comparisons to religious narratives, such as those made by Barr’s narrator or Edie 

Audeley in “Snowed Up,” or through structural parallels with religious narratives, as can be seen 

in Rule’s function as a secular prophet, and the purgatorial disasters of the utopian cometary 

narratives. These parallels run through much of disaster fiction; indeed, they undergird the 

narrative structure that features more frequently in disaster fiction, by which a human trespass 

(usually expressing pride) is punished through cataclysmic natural events. Ironically, the birth of 

a new genre is also a testament to the persistence of a much older narrative pattern: stories of 

hubris and humility towards greater powers did not lose their utility even as an era of increasing 

secularization made the religious trappings of the apocalyptic narratives less and less desirable, 

and so this narrative pattern is instead ensconced in disaster fiction, and in the scientific dialogue 

which displaced the human relationship with the divine in favor of a deeper understanding of our 

relationship with the natural world. 
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Barr’s “Within an Ace of the End of the World” warns against runaway science and 

praises moral resolve within the context of a pulp fiction narrative that draws on quest motifs, the 

Last Man trope, and monumental destruction, to illustrate the spectacle of catastrophe.  As such, 

it demonstrates the general purposes of the disaster fiction genre as a whole, which seeks to 

entertain, educate, and advocate—goals which overlap but may be present in varying ratios 

depending on the story in question. Certainly, most fiction seeks to entertain, especially popular 

fiction; and whether it succeeds will vary depending on the readers, though as discussed in 

Chapter 6, those pieces of disaster fiction that seek to explore the depths of Deep Time face 

structural and narrative challenges that can undermine the aesthetics of the piece and potentially 

alienate readers. 

 Education is the explicit goal of several pieces of disaster fiction studied in this thesis. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Ballantyne’s Blown to Bits is prefaced by an overtly didactic mission 

statement, and incorporates large amounts of the Krakatoa Committee Report within the text, 

instruction for his youthful audience. The better works of historical disaster fiction share this 

goal (if not always as overtly): while good historical research also has the benefit of improving a 

text’s verisimilitude, the footnotes and historical addendum to Bulwer-Lytton’s Last Days of 

Pompeii demonstrate how the text also seeks to educate its readers about the historic society and 

circumstances used as the backdrop to his melodrama. Richards’ Breaking Up and Flammarion’s 

La Fin du Monde are both scientific tracts that use a thin veil of fiction as a vehicle for extended 

discussions of geology and astronomy, while Poe’s “Colloquy” and “Conversation” use global 

catastrophe as a convenient premise for philosophical considerations of epistemology. But while 

these are some of the more overt instances of disaster with an educational goal, the very nature of 

the genre, and its parent genre science fiction, lends itself to education: a good piece of science 
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fiction postulates a scientifically credible device or scenario (Suvin’s novum), which requires a 

certain degree of explanation of both the underlying science and the author’s own innovation. So, 

although stories like “Thames Valley Catastrophe” or Poison Belt do not overtly aim to be 

educational pieces, characters must explain to one another the mechanics of fissure eruptions, or 

the nature of ether and geological time, in order to make the story comprehensible, and in so 

doing expand the knowledge of their readership. 

Advocacy is closely tied to education, since the desire to educate is a cause in and of 

itself for authors like Ballantyne and Flammarion, but also because it is impractical to promote a 

cause without simultaneously teaching an audience about the associated facts. The detailed 

meteorological observations of Ruskin’s “Storm-Cloud” lectures and the descriptions of the 

chemical makeup of the fog and its medical effects in Hay’s Doom of a Great City are good 

examples of the way data is deployed to advocate on behalf of the authors’ cause(s). The goal of 

advocacy work in disaster fiction is broad, touching on any number of technological, political, 

social, moral, and sometimes even theological actions and reforms depending on the author and 

text. The utopian cometary narratives in Chapter 6 tackle many of these categories at once as 

authors articulate their dissatisfaction with the state of contemporaneous society and detail how 

they conceive of the organization of a better society. The dangers of fog and pollution in Chapter 

4 and the vulnerabilities of London as urban environment in Chapter 5 demonstrate how one of 

the chief forms of disaster fiction’s advocacy work, namely disaster prevention and mitigation; 

they function as a way to raise awareness about humanity’s place in, and effect on, the 

environment. This kind of conscience and conscientiousness is present, explicitly or implied, in 

the Romantic poetry of pollution, in the relationship between humanity and Nature in the 
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Romantic Last Man narratives, and in those texts that call for a more humble approach to Nature 

in light of the power of volcanoes and storms, or the vastness of Deep Space and Deep Time.  

Though many disaster texts wish to raise the ecological awareness of their audience, it is 

a different question altogether whether they succeed—or rather, if disaster fiction as a genre 

enables or hinders a genuine understanding of the perils inherent in human interventions into the 

environment. Based on the breadth of material analyzed in this thesis, I can now pose two 

hypotheses, which are potentially mutually exclusive. The first is that popular fictionalizations of 

disaster help bring attendant issues to public awareness by dramatizing the consequences of 

inaction on anthropogenic environmental changes; from this perspective, disaster fiction serves 

as a limited means of educating the public on such matters. The second hypothesis, however, 

suggests that disaster fiction’s reliance on sudden, catastrophic events that can be encapsulated 

within the plot confines of a short story, film, or novel, accompanied by large-scale and 

momentous spectacles of devastation (particularly in a visual medium like film), actually has the 

inverse consequence of training the public to expect and look for sudden, high-profile disasters 

as signs that humanity has pushed its environment too far, instead of looking towards the slow 

violence that has typified most of the environmental degradation of the last two centuries 

(deforestation, species loss, global warming, etc.). By examining the scope and effect of 

nineteenth century disaster fiction, I conclude that while authors of disaster fiction are generally 

well-intentioned, and do look towards their texts as a means of advocacy for the environment, 

too strong a focus on sensation can blind the audience, which is to say the general public, to the 

unremarkable, gradual, yet ultimately more harmful, environmental destruction occurring around 

us with every passing day and year. I would pose a challenge to contemporary authors of disaster 
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fiction to eschew sensation and create urgency around gradual changes rather than sudden 

catastrophe. 
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Figure 8: “The landing-stage was packed with lifeless human beings, whole masses still 

standing up, so tightly were they wedged.” Illustration by Henri Lanos. 
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Figure 9: “Brooklyn Bridge was not entirely consumed, and the collapsed remains hung 

from two pillars of fused stone.” Illustration by Henri Lanos. 
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